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a
abboccato, Italian for medium sweet (less
sweet than AMABILE) or, literally, ‘palatable’ from
bocca or ‘mouth’. See also SWEETNESS.

ABC, acronym for the weary sentiment ‘Any-
thing But Chardonnay (or Cabernet)’ which
encouraged interest in grapes other than the
(two most famous) INTERNATIONAL VARIETIES on
the part of both producers and consumers.
Rhône varieties were the earliest beneficiaries
in the 1980s, but by the 2010s INDIGENOUS

VARIETIES and ALTERNATIVE VARIETIES, the more
obscure the better, were all the rage.

abocado, Spanish for medium sweet. Ac-
cording to European Union labelling regula-
tions, semiseco is the official Spanish term.

Abona, small denominated Spanish wine re-
gion covering the semi-desert south of Tenerife
in the vinously revitalized CANARY ISLANDS. In-
land, at Vilaflor, it boasts Europe’s highest vine-
yard, reaching 1,600 m/5,200 ft above sea level.
It produces an increasing number of ORGANIC

wines as well as whites of little distinction from
the LISTÁN Blanco grape. V. de la S.

Abouriou, early-ripening minor south
western dark-berried vine variety that was still
grown on 309 ha/763 acres of France in 2012.
It is still theoretically allowed into Côtes du
MARMANDAIS where Elian Da Ros makes a vari-
etal version. Its wine is relatively high in tannin
and low in acidity. French AMPELOGRAPHER Paul
Truel identified the vine once grown in Califor-
nia as Early Burgundy as Abouriou.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

Abruzzo, mountainous region in central
Italy with a significant coastline on the Adriatic
sea to the south of MARCHE and an important
producer of wine (see map under ITALY).
Abruzzo is seventh among Italy’s regions in
terms of production, with a total output of just
over 2 million hl (nearly 53 million gal) in 2011.
Despite the presence of one of Italy’s better red
grape varieties MONTEPULCIANO d’Abruzzo, the
warm climate, and favourable vineyard sites
where the hills descend towards the Adriatic
and enjoy the benefits of summer heat and
solar radiation from the sea, most of the re-
gion’s production is still undistinguished.
Abruzzo is particularly known for two

varieties, the red Montepulciano and the white
TREBBIANO D’ABRUZZO. Both varieties have been
underachievers, mainly because of ignorance of
site specifics and because YIELDS of more than
100hl/ha are allowed by law. This is not helped
by the facts that until recently the entire region
was covered by a single DOC, Abruzzo, and only
80% of each principal variety is required.
But the region has made convincing attempts

at improving quality over quantity, doubtless
helped by falling BULK WINE prices and the VINE

PULL SCHEME of the EU which has seen total
vineyard area decline from 36,000 ha (89,000
acres) to 30,000 ha in the first decade of this
century, with half of that dedicated to DOC
production. Montepulciano d’Abruzzo is gen-
erally produced in two styles: a young, quaffing
style, robustly fruity and best drunk in its first
two years, and a more serious, almost Syrah-like
style, where the wildness of the fruit is often
tempered by a bit of OAK.

The huge Abruzzo DOC has been divided
into five subzones (Alto Tirino, Casauria,
Teate, Terre dei Peligni, and Terre dei Vestini),
areas that have traditionally been associated
with a finer quality of Montepulciano, plus the

tiny DOCControguerra. Subject to stricter prod-
uction rules, the subzones’ VINE DENSITY must
be at least 4,000 vines/ha compared with
DOC Abruzzo’s 2,500. The subzone system
may well be the first step towards an increasing
focus on TERROIR. With a minimum of 95%
Montepulciano, three tiny, and potentially ex-
citing, DOCs—Villamagna, Terre Tollesi, and
Ortona—share the same tighter rules. The re-
gion currently has only one DOCG, Montepul-
ciano d’Abruzzo Colline Teramare, which has
still to prove its worth, but an important side
effect is the concomitant reduction in permitted
yields.
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo was once prized as

a blending wine in Italy’s north, Germany, and
France, but an increasing amount of more seri-
ous examples from single producers, rather than
from the omnipresent CO-OPERATIVES, is bottled
than ever before. Once Montepulciano is given
full attention in vineyard as well as cellar, some
seriously fine and age-worthy wines should
result, evidenced by the Montepulciano of Emi-
lio Pepe and Valentini, the latter better known
for his fabled long-lived Trebbiano d’Abruzzo.
Most of Abruzzo’s insipid whites labelled Treb-
biano are not made of Trebbiano d’Abruzzo
grapes at all, but the bland Trebbiano Toscano.
Only if the first law of wine quality, lower yields,
is respected, can a realistic assessment of Treb-
biano d’Abruzzo’s quality be made. W.S.

Belfrage, N., From Brunello to Zibibbo—The Wines
of Tuscany, Central and Southern Italy (2nd edn,
London, 2003).
www.consorzio-viniabruzzo.it

abscisic acid, or ABA, HORMONE that oc-
curs naturally in vines and regulates growth and
physiology. It has been shown to be involved
in the control of gene expression, thereby
influencing certain characteristics of the vine
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such as the biosynthesis of ANTHOCYANINS. Its
synthesis is encouraged by physiological stres-
ses including short days and WATER STRESS.
In the vine, abscisic acid is involved in LEAF

FALL, shoot and root growth, bud dormancy,
opening of STOMATA, and regulation of grape
ripening. The irrigation technique PARTIAL ROOT-

ZONE DRYING works by manipulating ABA levels.
R.E.S. & P.R.D.

Böttcher, C., and Davies, C., ‘Hormonal control of
grape berry development and ripening’, in H.
Gerós, M. Chaves, and S. Delrot (eds.), The Bio-
chemistry of the Grape Berry (Bentham, 2012). doi:
10.2174/97816080536051120101.
Keller, M., ‘Botany and anatomy’, in The Science of
Grapevines: Anatomy and Physiology (Elsevier,
2010).

Abu Nuwas (d. AD 814), half Arab/half
Persian, was court poet and close friend of the
Abbasid Caliph al-Amı̄n (reigned AD 809–813).
He was one of the greatest ARAB POETS of classi-
cal Arabic/Islamic culture and, despite his elo-
quence in all the poetic genres, is remembered
principally in the Arabic tradition for his wine
poems (the Khamriyyāt). P.K.

Kennedy, P., Abu Nuwas: A Genius of Poetry (Ox-
ford, 2005).

Abymes, named CRU just south of CHAMBÉRY

whose name may be added to the eastern
French appellation Vin de SAVOIE. The vine-
yards border those of APREMONT and the wines
are similar: typically light, dry whites made
from the local JACQUÈRE grape.

academe, originally a Greek word for a site
of scholastic endeavour, and today a term em-
bracing all that is achieved there. It impinges
considerably on the world of wine.
Winemaking was already a sophisticated

practical art by the beginning of the 19th cen-
tury, and Europe’s first formal viticultural train-
ing school was established in SACHSEN in what is
now eastern Germany in 1811–12. In the sec-
ond half of the century, however, the seminal
work of Louis PASTEUR heralded its transition to
an applied science worthy of academic study.
Vine-growing and winemaking were soon rec-
ognized as academic disciplines and in 1880,
coincidentally, both the University of California
(now established at DAVIS) and the Institut
d’Oenologie at the University of BORDEAUX

began teaching and researching VITICULTURE

and OENOLOGY. The devastation caused in the
mid to late 19th century by FUNGAL DISEASES and
the PHYLLOXERA pest may help to explain the
coincidence.
During the 20th and early 21st centuries,

academic institutions throughout the world
have worked in tandem with their local wine
industries both to teach the scientific principles
of vine-growing and winemaking (increasingly

regarded as the single discipline of wine-grow-
ing) and to research refinements and solutions.
Other academic institutions of importance to
wine include ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIAN WINE RE-

SEARCH INSTITUTE, BROCK, CHANGINS, CHARLES

STURT UNIVERSITY, CONEGLIANO, CORNELL UNIVERSI-

TY, DIJON, FRESNO, GEISENHEIM, INSTITUT DES SCI-

ENCES DE LA VIGNE ET DU VIN DE BORDEAUX,
JULIUS-KÜHN-INSTITUT, KLOSTERNEUBURG, LINCOLN,
MAGARACH, MONTPELLIER, PLUMPTON, SAN MICHELE

ALL’ADIGE, STELLENBOSCH, VIRGINIA TECH, and
WÄDENSWIL. Some of these are government
funded, although grants for specific research
projects are increasingly sought from industry.
In traditional wine regions, wine-growing

was taught by apprenticeship, and apprentices
were taught to respect TRADITION above SCIENCE.
Formal academic training has long been the
norm in the NEW WORLD, on the other hand. By
the late 20th century, however, it was customary
for even a seventh-generation Old World wine
producer to have received some sort of formal
academic training, certainly in his or her own
region and very possibly abroad. This not only
reflected a fundamental change of attitude to-
wards the science of wine production on the
part of Old World producers, but also played
a crucial role in the widespread improvement in
wine quality during the 1980s and 1990s. Aca-
deme, with its annual crop of graduates, could
be said to have spawned FLYING WINEMAKERS.
Wine courses today need not be focused on
production or tasting, however, with such ter-
tiary qualifications as the wine MBAs available
in Bordeaux, Davis, and Sonoma.

Acadie. See L’ACADIE BLANC.

access system, wine. Technology allow-
ing wine to be withdrawn from a bottle, INERT

GAS being substituted for its volume, without
pulling the cork and creating LEFTOVER WINE.
Potentially of use to those serving fine wine by
the glass professionally, or at home to very few
people at a time. Coravin was the prototype.

Accolade Wines. In 2011 and 2012 the
US company CONSTELLATION BRANDS sold its
Australian, South African, and European wine
interests to Australian Champ Private Equity,
who renamed them Accolade Wines. In 2014
Accolade produced more wine than any other
Australian company although TREASURY WINE

ESTATES had higher revenues. Accolade’s Aus-
tralian BRANDS include Amberley, Banrock Sta-
tion, Bay of Fires, Berri, Brookland Valley,
Goundrey, HARDYS, Houghton, the leading
Australian sparkling wine brand House of
Arras, Leasingham, Moondah Brook, Omni,
Renmano, Reynella, Stanley, and Yarra Burn.
They also acquired Geyser Peak, Atlas Peak,
and XYZ alongside Mud House and Waipara
Hills of New Zealand. Kumala, South Africa’s
biggest-selling branded wine, is another

important product, while the company also
owns several mass-market California wine
brands such as Echo Falls. Much of Accolade’s
wine is shipped around the world in BULK. At a
facility outside Bristol, Accolade is the UK’s
major wine bottler and packager of wine in
BOXES.

acetaldehyde, the most common member
of the group of chemical compounds known as
ALDEHYDES, a natural constituent of nearly all
plant material, including grapes. Acetaldehyde
is the next to last substance involved in the
FERMENTATION pathway (and is therefore a
minor constituent of all fermented products).
Post-fermentation traces of acetaldehyde re-
main in all wines.
In pure liquid form, acetaldehyde has a par-

ticularly penetrating and unpleasant aroma.
Above a certain level it can make the wine
smell ‘flat’, vapid, and oxidized. At slightly
higher concentrations, it contributes to the dis-
tinctive and characteristic smell of FINO sherry
and other FLOR wines. Acetaldehyde binds with
SULFUR DIOXIDE. It also adds to ANTHOCYANIN

pigments, CATECHINS, and PROANTHOCYANIDINS

(condensed TANNINS) and it is thus involved in
the formation of PIGMENTED TANNINS and other
derived pigments in wines.
Because it is the first compound formed

when OXYGEN reacts with the ETHANOL in wine,
winemakers are careful to minimize delicate
white wines’ exposure to air. (This is not so
critical with heavier red wines, possibly because
acetaldehyde reacts with tannins and anthocya-
nins.) Special care must be taken while BOTTLING

white wines as this is when the introduction of
oxygen can most easily damage the delicate
aromas. When a bottle of white wine is only
partially emptied, the freshness of its aroma is
rapidly lost and replaced by a vapid OXIDIZED

smell that is due to, among other reactions, the
conversion of ethanol to acetaldehyde. The for-
mation of perceptible acetaldehyde, accompa-
nied by a browning of colour, is a typical sign
of OXIDATION.

A.D.W., P.J.W., & V.C.

acetic acid, a simple two-carbon fatty acid
which is the main flavour constituent responsi-
ble for the aroma and sour taste of VINEGAR. In
wine it is the main component of what is called
VOLATILE ACIDITY (VA).
Acetic acid is produced by a range of micro-

bial activity including primary FERMENTATION,
MALOLACTIC CONVERSION, and other fermenta-
tions carried out by spoilage organisms (LACTIC
ACID BACTERIA, acetic acid bacteria, and spoilage
yeasts including BRETTANOMYCES). If wine is
exposed to OXYGEN after fermentation, ACETO-

BACTER can produce high levels of acetic acid
from ETHANOL.

a

Abu Nuwas 2
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The sensory threshold for acetic acid is about
0.7 g/l. Levels above 1.1 to 1.2 g/l become un-
pleasant (sharp, vinegary) and are regarded as a
wine fault in most wine styles. However, in
some red-wine styles and botrytis-affected
white wines, higher levels of VA can be per-
ceived as giving the wine a more complex and
desirable flavour. T.J.

acetic acid bacteria, a family of genera
which includes ACETOBACTER and GLUCONOBACTER.

acetobacter, genus within the family of
ACETIC ACID BACTERIA (AAB) capable of spoiling
wine by converting it ultimately into VINEGAR.
They are found on all grapes but especially rot-
affected grapes. Acetobacter can survive only in
OXYGEN and are also one of the very few groups
of bacteria which can live in the high-acid (low
PH) environment of wine (although see also
LACTIC ACID BACTERIA).
Ideal conditions for the growth of acetobac-

ter are temperatures between 30� and 40 �C
(86� and 104 �F), relatively high pH values of
between 3.5 and 4.0, low alcohol concentra-
tions, absence of SULFUR DIOXIDE, and generous
supplies of oxygen. For these reasons, safe wine-
making favours low storage temperatures, good
levels of ACIDITY and alcohol, use of appropriate
levels of sulfur dioxide as a disinfectant and, to
minimize oxygen contact, barrels, vats, and
tanks kept full at all times, that is with mini-
mum ULLAGE. If this last cannot be avoided, the
stored wine is blanketed with CARBON DIOXIDE,
NITROGEN, or an INERT GAS MIXTURE.

A.D.W. & P.J.W.

acid, when used as an adjectival tasting term
rather than a chemical noun (see ACIDS), is
usually pejorative, a bit like ‘tart’ or ‘sour’, and
means that the wine has too much ACIDITY.

acid adjustment, euphemism for DEACID-

IFICATION or more usually ACIDIFICATION.

acidification is the winemaking process of
increasing the ACIDITY in a grape must or wine.
This is a common practice in warm wine re-
gions (as common as ENRICHMENT, or CHAPTALI-

ZATION, in cool wine regions), and is often the
only course open to a winemaker wanting to
make a balanced wine from grapes which have
been allowed a growing season long enough to
develop flavour by reaching full physiological
RIPENESS. This is because in warm conditions a
large amount of the grape’s natural malic acid is
degraded during the ripening process. A good
level of ACIDS (and therefore low PH) not only
increases the apparent freshness and fruitiness
of many wines, it also protects the wine against
attack from BACTERIA and spoilage yeasts such as
BRETTANOMYCES, enhances the effectiveness of
SULFUR DIOXIDE, and can improve COLOUR (as
explained under acidity).

Acidification is usually sanctioned by local
wine regulations within carefully delineated
limits in order to prevent stretching of wine by
adding sugar and water along with the permit-
ted acid. In temperate zones such as Bordeaux
and Burgundy, acidification is allowed, but with
the understandable proviso that no wine may be
both acidified and enriched.
The timing of the acid addition varies, but

adding acid usually lowers pH so that an addi-
tion before or during FERMENTATION results in
better microbiological control of subsequent
processes and favours the formation of desir-
able aromas. Fine tuning of acid levels may take
place at the final BLENDING stage but acid added
at this stage can be too obvious.
Regulations vary from country to country but

the most common permitted additives for acid-
ification are, in descending order, TARTARIC

ACID, CITRIC ACID, and MALIC ACID. Tartaric is
the acid of choice for adding to grape juice
before fermentation for several reasons: it is
the natural acid of ripe grapes, it is the most
effective option, and, unlike both citric and
malic acid, which can be attacked by LACTIC

ACID BACTERIA, tartaric acid is rarely degraded.
Tartaric acid has the disadvantages, however,
that it is the most expensive of the three and
that significant amounts of the acid may be
precipitated as TARTRATES and lost from the
wine. If grapes are harvested with high levels
of malic acid, tartaric acid may be added so that
the wine retains sufficient acidity after MALOLACTIC

CONVERSION. Malic acid is used infrequently
because of its microbiological instability and
its cost. Citric acid, while also being suscepti-
ble to microbiological attack, has the merit of
being the least expensive and is used widely
for inexpensive wines. It is often chosen for
late acid additions because, unlike tartaric
acid, it does not affect cold STABILIZATION.
However, the use of citric acid for acidifica-
tion is not permitted in wines made or sold in
the EU. In many instances and where regula-
tions permit (in the United States, for exam-
ple), a blend of acids is often used.
One of the problems with acidification is that

it is difficult to calculate how much acid to add
to reach a desired final pH, in part because each
wine or must has its own BUFFERING CAPACITY.
See also DEACIDIFICATION, a less common

winemaking measure used in cool climates.
A.D.W. & J.A.G.

acidity is a general term for the fresh, tart, or
sour taste produced by the natural organic ACIDS

present in a liquid and one of the primary tastes
sensed by tastebuds on the tongue (see TASTING).
Wines, together with most other refreshing or
appetizing drinks, owe their attractive qualities
to a proper balance between this acidic charac-
ter and the sweet and bitter sensations of other
components. All refreshing drinks contain

some acidity, which is typically sensed on the
human palate by a prickling sensation on the
sides of the tongue.
The acidity of the original grape juice has an

important influence on wine quality because of
its direct influence on COLOUR (see below), its
effect on the growth of YEASTS and BACTERIA

(harmful and beneficial), and its inherent effects
on flavour qualities. It also plays a part in wine
AGEING.
Grape juice acidity is highest just at the be-

ginning of RIPENING, at which stage grapes have
half as much concentration of acidity as lemons.
See also VERJUS.
Acidity is one of the most important compo-

nents in both grape juice and wine, and is also
easily quantifiable. What is measured, although
in different ways in different countries, is usu-
ally the TOTAL ACIDITY, which is the sum of the
FIXED ACIDS and the VOLATILE ACIDS. To a scien-
tist, acidity is the extent to which a solution is
acid, caused by protons (hydrogen ions or H+),
which may be present in either free or bound
forms. Another way of measuring acidity is to
measure the concentration of hydrogen ions
(H+) free in solution, using the logarithmic PH

scale. Generally the higher the total acidity of a
wine, the lower is its pH.
Acidity helps to preserve the colour of red

wines because the pH affects the ionization of
ANTHOCYANINS, which in turn affects their col-
our. The lower the pH, the redder (less blue) the
colour is and the greater the colour stability. As
pH values rise (in less acid wines), pigments
become increasingly blue and the colour be-
comes less stable with pigments eventually as-
suming muddy grey forms. Red wines from
warmer regions and made without ACIDIFICA-

TION can have colours that are less red (and
often with a brownish tinge) than those from
colder regions which produce wines with higher
acidity.
Excessive acidity—resulting either from ex-

cessive concentrations of natural plant acids in
less-than-ripe grapes or, more rarely, from
over-enthusiastic acidification in the winery—
makes wines sharp, tart, and sometimes un-
pleasant to drink. Too little acidity, on the
other hand—the consequence of picking too
late, or such heat during ripening that the nat-
ural plant acids are largely decomposed—re-
sults in wines that are flat, uninteresting, and
described typically by wine tasters as ‘flabby’.
See TOTAL ACIDITY for more details.

A.D.W., B.G.C., & P.J.W.

acids, members of a group of chemical com-
pounds which are responsible for the sharp or
sour taste of all drinks and foods, including
wine. The most important acids contained in
grapes are TARTARIC ACID and, in slightly lower
concentrations, MALIC ACID. Malic acid occurs in
many different plants and fruits, but vines are

a

3 acids
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among the very few plants with large concen-
trations of tartaric acid in their fruit. The prin-
cipal acid component in most plants is CITRIC

ACID but VINIFERA vines are also unusual among
plants in accumulating only very small amounts
of citric acid.
Grapes contain a large number of acids other

than their major constituents, tartaric and malic
acids. Present in low concentrations are several
of the fatty acids, of which the most common is
ACETIC ACID, arising from the metabolic process-
es of fruit RIPENING.
Some other acids involved in the growth of

vines accumulate in the berry in very small
amounts and some of these persist into the
wine. Other acids found in wines, while possibly
present in traces in grapes, are formed mainly
during FERMENTATION. Among those present
in the largest concentrations are LACTIC ACID,
SUCCINIC ACID, and CARBONIC ACID.
Various acids are also occasionally added

during winemaking. (See ASCORBIC ACID, SORBIC
ACID, and sulfurous acid, which is SULFUR

DIOXIDE.)
Acids are important in wine not just because,

in moderation, they make it taste refreshing, but
also because they prevent the growth of harmful
BACTERIA and spoilage yeasts such as BRETTANO-

MYCES and can keep it microbiologically stable.
Most bacteria, and all of those of greatest dan-
ger to man, are incapable of living in distinctly
acid solutions such as wines. Two groups of
bacteria are major exceptions to this rule, how-
ever, the ACETOBACTER and the various LACTIC

ACID BACTERIA.
A wine’s concentration of acids is called its

ACIDITY, which can be measured in various
ways. Acidity is closely, if inversely, related
to PH. A.D.W. & P.J.W.

acidulation, winemaking process more
commonly known as ACIDIFICATION.

Acolon, GERMAN CROSS of LEMBERGER and
DORNFELDER that is increasingly popular, espe-
cially in Württemberg and the Pfalz, and plant-
ings totalled 482 ha/1,190 acres in 2012.

Aconcagua, burgeoning wine region of
CHILE including the subregions Aconcagua, Ca-
sablanca, and San Antonio.

active. See LIME, ACTIVE and CARBON, ACTIVE.

additives, as controversial in wine as in any
other foodstuff, are mostly hidden from wine
drinkers since wine is exempt from INGREDIENT-
LABELLING regulations, although producers must
state on the label if their wines contain SULFUR

DIOXIDE. Other widely used and perfectly legal
additives include YEAST to carry out FERMENTA-

TION, lactic acid bacteria for MALOLACTIC CONVER-

SION, sugar to increase ALCOHOLIC STRENGTH (see
CHAPTALIZATION), acid for ACIDIFICATION, OENO-

LOGICAL TANNINS for TEXTURE and COLOUR

stability, SÜSSRESERVE for sweetness, alcohol for
FORTIFICATION, ASCORBIC ACID as an ANTIOXIDANT,
DIAMMONIUM PHOSPHATE as a yeast nutrient,
ENZYMES to improve juice extraction, and SORBIC

ACID as a preservative. Additions may be
allowed only in certain regions or within spe-
cific limits but these vary despite the OIV’s at-
tempts at standardization set out in their
International Code of Oenological Practices. In-
stances of the use of illegal additives such as
FLAVOURINGS and OAK essence may be more
common than we think and prosecutions for
ADULTERATION are seemingly rare. Additives
should not be confused with PROCESSING AIDS.
See also HUMIDIFICATION, DOSAGE, MICRO-

OXYGENATION, and ADULTERATION AND FRAUD.

OIV, International Code of Oenological Practices
(2014), www.oiv.int/oiv/info/enplubicationoiv.

adega, Portuguese word for cellar or winery.

Adelaide, usual abbreviation in the wine
world for the University of Adelaide, in South
Australia, with which ROSEWORTHY Agricultural
College was merged in 1991 to form what is
now known as the School of Agriculture, Food,
and Wine, Australia’s principal and influential
centre of wine education and research (see
ACADEME and AUSTRALIAN INFLUENCE).
Most of the teaching in OENOLOGY, VITICULTURE,

and wine business studies takes place in the
South Australian capital city of Adelaide at
the Waite and North Terrace campuses. At the
Waite Campus, students undertake their wine-
making in the multi-million-dollar Hickinbo-
tham Roseworthy Wine Science Laboratory
owned by the University of Adelaide. They
also have access to collaborating partners in
the Wine Innovation Cluster located on the
Waite Campus that includes the Common-
wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Orga-
nization (CSIRO) Plant Industry, the AUSTRALIAN

WINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (AWRI), and the South
Australian Research and Development Institute
(SARDI), all of them having established a con-
siderable international reputation for research
in viticulture and oenology. S.T.

www.wineinnovationcluster.com

Adelaide Hills, fashionable, relatively high
(450–550 m/1,480–1,800 ft), cool wine region
in SOUTH AUSTRALIA and one of Australia’s best
for growing fine Sauvignon Blanc, part of the
MOUNT LOFTY RANGES ZONE with CLARE VALLEY.
Lenswood and Piccadilly Valley are officially
recognized subregions. The 90 producers are
also notable for sparkling wine made from
Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. In the north of
the region, lower-elevation west-facing slopes
produce fuller-bodied wines from Shiraz. To
complicate the picture, Shiraz (sometimes mar-
ried with Viognier) also flourishes in the cooler
parts to produce northern Rhône Valley

lookalikes. ALTERNATIVE VARIETIES are increasingly
grown, the main successes being Tempranillo,
Nebbiolo, Pinot Gris, and Fiano.

Adelaide Plains, a flat, warm to hot re-
gion immediately north of Adelaide with one
notable winery, Primo Estate (which sources
much of its fruit from outside the region).

Adelaide Zone, Australian super zone
encompassing the MOUNT LOFTY RANGES ZONE,
FLEURIEU ZONE, and BAROSSA ZONE, stretching
from CLARE VALLEY in the north to the foot of
the Fleurieu Peninsula, plus the gaps in be-
tween; hence Penfolds Magill Estate is a notable
resident. Infrequently used as a GEOGRAPHICAL

INDICATION on wine labels.

adulteration and fraud have dogged
the wine trade throughout its history. The var-
iability and value of wine have traditionally
made it a target for unscrupulous operators, as
catalogued in the LITERATURE OF WINE. The long
human chain stretching from grower to con-
sumer affords many opportunities for illegal
practices. It is important to remember, howev-
er, that at various times the law has viewed the
same practices differently, sometimes condon-
ing, sometimes condemning them. What we
know as adulteration, our ancestors may have
classed as a legitimate part of the winemaking
process. See also MANIPULATION.
The simplest and most obvious form of adul-

terating wine is to add WATER. This is not nec-
essarily fraudulent. In Ancient GREECE, for
example, no civilized man would dream of
drinking undiluted wine, and even today wine
made from extremely ripe grapes may achieve
better BALANCE if slightly diluted. The practice
becomes illegal when done surreptitiously to
cheat the consumer or defraud the taxman.
Another means of stretching wine is to ‘cut’,

or blend, it with spirits or other (usually poorer-
quality) wines. BORDEAUX merchants in the 18th
century cut fine clarets with rough, stronger
wine imported from Spain, the Rhône, or the
Midi to increase profits, but also because it was
genuinely believed that the resulting fuller bod-
ied concoction was more to the English taste.
JULLIEN describes this common practice as
travail à l’anglaise. Similarly, merchants in
18th-century OPORTO began to adulterate port
with brandy. The systematization of this process
by the Portuguese government eventually led to
an accepted method of ‘adulteration’, entirely
lawful, to produce PORT as we know it today.
Other ways of altering the nature of a wine

were perfectly legal. In the past, wines turned
sour after a year or two and techniques used to
cure or disguise ‘sick’ wines were common-
place. Classical and medieval recipes suggested
adding various substances ranging from milk
(perhaps a precursor of FINING with CASEIN)
and mustard to ashes, nettles, and LEAD.

a
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Although home doctoring was routine, when
these techniques were employed by merchants
or taverners deliberately to mislead the custom-
er, the practice was as illegal as it was ubiqui-
tous. In the first century AD, PLINY the Elder
bemoaned the fact that ‘not even our nobility
ever enjoys wines that are genuine’.

It is assumed today that, unless explicitly
stated otherwise, wine is the product of natu-
rally fermented grape juice. However, the prac-
tice of fabricating wine, as opposed to simply
doctoring it, has a long and chequered history,
often most prolific and ingenious at times when
true grape wine has been difficult to obtain.
In 1709 Joseph Addison wrote in the Tatler of
the ‘fraternity of chymical operators . . .who
squeeze Bourdeaux out of a sloe and draw
Champagne from an apple’, apparently a pro-
fession of long standing. Even today in CHINA’s
relatively uncontrolled wine market, it is not
uncommon to encounter chemical concoctions
sold as wine.
Wines were also fabricated from raisins. In

the 1880s and 1890s during the scourge of PHYL-

LOXERA, a thriving industry manufacturing wine
from imported raisins sprang up on the Medi-
terranean coast. During American PROHIBITION

in the 1920s, various methods were contrived to
circumvent the law by producing wines at home
from raisins, dried grape ‘bricks’, and tinned
GRAPE CONCENTRATE (using techniques common
to HOME WINEMAKING today).
One of the most common forms of fraud

does not involve any doctoring or fabricating
of the wine, but merely renaming it. Once a
region made a name for its wines, others tried
to steal it. In Roman times, ordinary wines were
passed off as valuable FALERNIAN. From the 19th
century, vine-growers have fought for the legal
apparatus to protect their names (see APPELLA-

TION CONTRÔLÉE) and today producers of some
of the most expensive wines go to great lengths
to design labels which cannot be counterfeited
(see INVESTMENT).
The adulteration or fraudulent sale of wine

can be dangerous. The consumer may even be
put medically at risk, by the use of lead in
ancient times and by METHANOL contamination
in the 20th century.
Consumers, growers, and merchants are not

alone in trying to prevent adulteration and
fraud. Local authorities and (from the last cen-
tury) governments have fought it. Regulations
and legislation have been passed for many rea-
sons: to protect the consumer; to preserve the
good name of the local wine; or to facilitate
TAXATION.
In medieval London it was illegal for tav-

erners to keep French or Spanish wines in the
same cellar as those from Germany to prevent
mixing or substitution. A vintner found selling
corrupt wine was forced to drink it, then
banned from the trade. German punishments

of the time were more severe, ranging from
beatings and branding to hanging.
The legal apparatus existing to combat fraud

and adulteration today is the culmination of
many battles waged by both consumers and
trade. In 1820 Frederick Accum published his
Treatise stating that wine was the commodity
most at risk. Thirteen years later Cyrus Redding
reported no improvement and it was not until
1860 that the first British Food and Drug Act
was passed.
As for wine-producing countries, the eco-

nomic distress caused by phylloxera was the
main stimulus to legislation. The French gov-
ernment produced a legal definition of wine in
1889, the Germans framed the first GERMAN

WINE LAW in 1892 (superseded by the more
thorough 1909 version), and the Italians in
1904. The French Appellation Contrôlée sys-
tem, defining wines by geography rather than
simply composition, did not become nationally
viable until the 1930s.
Although once rife, adulteration and fraud

have been considerably rarer in the wine trade
since the adoption of CONTROLLED APPELLATION

systems and methods by which to enforce them
such as France’s Service de la Répression des
Fraudes. There have been examples of CONTAM-

INANTS in wine, both deliberate and accidental,
but passing off has become increasingly difficult
and, just possibly, less rewarding as wine con-
sumers become ever more sophisticated and
more concerned with inherent wine quality
than the hierarchy of famous names. Con-
sumers may with justification feel that the
wine trade has attracted more than its fair
share of charlatans because fraud in any field
in which expertise is difficult to acquire and
viewed with suspicion (such as wine and fine
art) attracts more media attention than most
other types of commercial fraud.
For details of modern fine wines encountered

in fake form, see COUNTERFEIT WINE. H.B. & J.R.

Accum, F., Treatise on Adulteration of Food and
Culinary Poisons (London, 1820).
Barr, A., Wine Snobbery: An Insider’s Guide to the
Booze Business (London, 1988).
Johnson, H., The Story of Wine (London and New
York, 1989).
Jullien, A., Topographie de tous les vignobles connus
(Paris, 1816).
Loubère, L. A., The Red and the White: A History of
Wine in France and Italy in the Nineteenth Century
(Albany, NY, 1978).
Redding, C., The History and Description of Modern
Wines (London, 1833).

Aegean Islands, islands in the Aegean
Sea between modern GREECE and TURKEY. From
1050 BC onwards most of these islands were
populated by Greeks. Some of the best Greek
wine came from these islands, with CHIAN wine,
from the island of Chios, ranked highly in both

Ancient Greece and Ancient ROME. Wines from
Lesbos, Thasos, and Cos also featured strongly.
Chian wine was still highly valued in the Middle
Ages and traded in quantity by the Genoans, for
example. Today the islands, led by SANTORINI,
are home to several important wines and appel-
lations. In addition, a number of grape varieties
such as ASSYRTIKO, MANDILARIA, and LIMNIO are
considered quintessentially Aegean.

aeration, the deliberate and controlled ex-
posure of a substance to air, and particularly to
its reactive component OXYGEN.
The aeration of wine during WINEMAKING

must be carefully controlled, since excessive
exposure to oxygen can result in OXIDATION

and the possible formation of excess ACETIC

ACID. At the beginning of FERMENTATION some
aeration is necessary since YEAST needs oxygen
for growth. The cellar operation of TOPPING UP

can expose the wine to an amount of oxygen
that contributes to the BARREL MATURATION pro-
cess. The amount of aeration involved in the
cellar techniques of RACKING wine from one
container (usually a BARREL) to another, DÉLE-

STAGE, and PUMPING OVER can also be positively
beneficial to a wine’s development. Specifically,
aeration can often cure wines suffering from
REDUCTION and can usually remove malodorous
and volatile HYDROGEN SULFIDE and MERCAPTANS.
Often for the same reasons, some aeration

before SERVING by pouring the contents of a
bottle from a great height or from one container
into another can also benefit some wines after
BOTTLE AGEING, as can simply swirling the wine
in the glass. See also DECANTING and BREATHING.

aerial imagery. See REMOTE SENSING.

Afghanistan, Middle Eastern country in
which 62,000 ha/153,000 acres of vines were
officially cultivated for TABLE GRAPES and DRYING

GRAPES in 2011, according to OIV figures. At one
time wine may have been made here and
shipped along the old Silk Road to India, and
there are reports of current winemaking on the
Shamali Plains north of Kabul.

Africa. See ALGERIA, EGYPT, ETHIOPIA, KENYA,
LESOTHO, MADAGASCAR, MOROCCO, NAMIBIA,
SOUTH AFRICA, TANZANIA, TUNISIA, and ZIMBABWE.

age in a wine is not necessarily a virtue. See
AGEING. See also VINE AGE.

ageing of wine, an important aspect of
wine CONNOISSEURSHIP, and one which distin-
guishes wine from almost every other drink
(see BACTERIA).

History
When a fine wine is allowed to age, spectacular
changes can occur which increase both its com-
plexity and monetary value. Ageing is depen-
dent on several factors: the wine must be
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intrinsically capable of it; it must be correctly
STORED (in a cool place and out of contact with
air); and some form of capital INVESTMENT is
usually necessary.
Although the BIBLE suggests that Luke under-

stood that old wine was finer than new wine, the
Romans (see Ancient ROME and, specifically,
HORACE) were the first connoisseurs systemati-
cally to appreciate fine wines which had been
allowed to age, although there is some evidence
of wine ageing in Ancient GREECE. Certain wines
(DRIED-GRAPE WINES, for example) were suitable
for ageing because of their high sugar content
and were stored in sealed earthenware jars or
AMPHORAE. The best, FALERNIAN and SURRENTINE

wines, required 15 to 20 years before they were
considered at their best and were sometimes
kept for decades.
The Greek physician GALEN (b. AD 130) noted

that an ‘aged’ wine need not necessarily be old,
but might simply have the characteristics of age.
In other words it was possible, indeed very
common, to age wines prematurely by means
of heating or smoking them (see Ancient
Rome). At one time the smoky taste of ‘aged’
wines became a vogue in itself, though Galen
warned that they were not as wholesome as
naturally old wines.
After the collapse of the Roman Empire, the

appreciation of aged wines disappeared for a
millennium. The thin, low-alcohol wines of
northern Europe were good for only a few
months, after which they turned sour and
were sold cheaply. The only wines that could
be enjoyed a little longer were the sweeter and
more alcoholic wines of the Mediterranean
such as MALMSEY and SACK.

By the 16th century, exceptions to this rule
could be found in the huge casks of top-quality
wine made from RIESLING wine kept beneath
German palaces (see GERMAN HISTORY). These
wines were preserved through a combination
of sweetness and ACIDITY, the coldness of the
cellar, and the cellarmaster’s habit of constantly
TOPPING UP the cask to avoid OXIDATION.
The real breakthrough came with the introduc-

tion in the 17th century of CORKS and glass BOTTLES.
The ageing of wine in bottle was pioneered in
England by connoisseurs of fine CLARET and
port. English wine drinkers rediscovered plea-
sures largely unknown since Roman times.
Other methods of preserving wine were de-

veloped or rediscovered: the addition of spirits
to a partially fermented wine to produce forti-
fied wines (see FORTIFICATION); the systematic
topping up of a SOLERA system to produce
wines like sherry; and the heating of MADEIRA.
Demand for mature wines transformed the

wine trade. Aside from a few wealthy owners,
most vine-growers could not afford to keep
stocks of past vintages. Only MERCHANTS could
do that, and their economic power and hold
over the producers increased during the 18th

and 19th centuries. This was most demonstra-
bly the case in BORDEAUX, BEAUNE, and OPORTO,
where merchants amassed huge stocks, vast
fortunes, and powerful reputations. H.B.

Johnson, H., The Story of Wine (London, 1989).
Younger, W., Gods, Men and Wine (London, 1966).

Which wines to age
The ageing of wine is an important element in
getting the most from it but, contrary to popu-
lar opinion, only a small subgroup of wines
benefit from extended BOTTLE AGEING. The
great bulk of wine sold today, red as well as
white and pink, is designed to be drunk within
a year, or at most two, of BOTTLING.
Wines which generally do not improve with

time spent in bottle, and which are usually best
consumed as soon as possible after bottling
(although after a few weeks in bottle has elim-
inated any BOTTLE SICKNESS) include the follow-
ing—although the following is only the most
approximate generalization: wines packaged in
any containers other than bottles—BOXES, for
example; most basic WINE WITHOUT GEOGRAPHI-

CAL INDICATION in the EU, JUG WINE in the US,
and their everyday, commercial equivalents
elsewhere; almost all BRANDED wines, with the
possible exception of some red bordeaux; most
wine coloured pink; all wines released within
less than six months of the vintage such as those
labelled NOUVEAU and the like.
Even among finer wines, different wines ma-

ture at different rates, according to individual
VINTAGE characteristics, their exact provenance,
and how they were made. Such factors as BARREL

FERMENTATION for whites and BARREL MATURATION

for wines of any colour play a part in the likely
life cycle of the wine. In general, the lower a
wine’s PH, the longer it is capable of evolving.
Among reds, generally speaking the higher
the level of FLAVOUR COMPOUNDS and PHENOLICS,
particularly TANNINS, the longer it is capable of
being aged. Wines made from Cabernet
Sauvignon and Nebbiolo grapes, for example,
and many of those made from Syrah/Shiraz,
should be aged longer than those based on Mer-
lot or Pinot Noir—and certainly much longer
than the average wine made from Gamay or
Grenache. Among white wines, partly because
of their higher acidity and FLAVOUR PRECURSORS,
the finest Riesling and Loire Chenin Blanc evolve
more slowly than wines based on Chardonnay.
In general terms, better-quality wines from

the following regions or made from the follow-
ing grape varieties should benefit from some
bottle age, with a very approximate number of
years in bottle in brackets (of course, it all de-
pends on vintage, winemaker, storage condi-
tions, and many other factors):

WHITES
Almost all wine retailing at under £10/$20: 1–2
Chablis: 3–15

Côte d’Or white burgundy: 3–10
Other wines based on Chardonnay: 2–6
Wines based on Riesling: 3–20
Wines based on Sauvignon Blanc: 1–5
Wines based on Viognier: 1–3
Wines based on Chenin Blanc: 3–15
Botrytized sweet wines: 5–35

REDS
Almost all wine retailing at under £10/$20: 1–3
(although some particularly good red Côtes
du Rhône and old-vine Spaniards can provide
exceptions)

Bordeaux, Madiran: 5–25
Burgundy: 4–20
Northern Rhône: 4–15 (Hermitage longer)
Southern Rhône: 3–10
Languedoc-Roussillon: 3–8
Barolo, Barbaresco: 6–25
Brunello di Montalcino: 5–13
Chianti: 4–10
Rioja: 5–20
Ribera del Duero: 3–15
Douro table wines: 4–12
Vintage port: 12–50
Other wines based on Cabernet Sauvignon:

7–17
Other wines based on Pinot Noir: 4–10
Other wines based on Syrah/Shiraz: 4–12
Other wines based on Grenache: 3–8

ICEWINE and all but the finest EISWEIN matures
quite rapidly. Most fortified wines and their
like, such as VINS DOUX NATURELS and VINS DE

LIQUEUR, are bottled when their producers
think they are ready to drink. Exceptions to
this are the extremely rare bottle-aged sherries,
vintage PORT (which is expressly designed for
decades of bottle ageing), single quinta ports,
and crusted port.
Producers of most SPARKLING WINES usually

claim that their wines are ready to drink on
release, but this may not be true when demand
exceeds supply. Even if yeast AUTOLYSIS ceases
when the wine is disgorged, better-quality
young sparkling wines with their high levels of
acidity can often improve considerably with an
additional year or so in bottle.

Factors affecting ageing
STORING WINE in particular conditions can
affect the rate at which wine ages; the lower
the TEMPERATURE, the slower the maturation.
Conversely, ageing can be hastened by strip-
ping a young wine of its solids (by very
heavy FILTRATION or FINING, for example), and
by storing wine in warmer conditions. Thus,
a wine stored in a centrally heated Manhattan
apartment will mature very much faster than
one stored in an unheated warehouse in
Scandinavia. In general, the more slowly a
wine matures, the greater the complexity of
the flavour compounds that go to make up its
BOUQUET (see below).
It is also popularly believed that in general,

the smaller the BOTTLE SIZE, the faster its
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contents mature, presumably because of the
greater proportion of OXYGEN in the bottle,
both as a consequence of the bottling process
and any possible oxygen ingress via the cork
seal during ageing. This is part of the reason
LARGE FORMATS carry a premium.
Wines under SCREWCAP tend to age very dif-

ferently from the same wine under CORK, al-
though it is too early for long-term scientific
studies of this phenomenon.
For more details, see STORING WINE and

CLOSURES.

How wine ages
The descriptions below concern only those
wines designed specifically to be aged. The great
majority of wines in commercial circulation are
ready to drink when released.

Red wines To the untutored taster, older red
wines seem to be softer and gentler than harsh,
inky young ones. Those who notice such things
will also observe a change in colour, typically
from deep purple to light brick red. There
should also be more SEDIMENT in an old wine
than a young one. All these phenomena are
related, and are related in particular to the
behaviour of phenolics, the compounds of the
grape, particularly the skins, including the blue/
red ANTHOCYANINS which together with the
astringent but colourless flavonoids form the
PIGMENTED TANNINS (tannin-anthocyanin com-
plexes) that are responsible for a red wine’s
COLOUR and TEXTURE.
Most phenolics are leached out of the grape

skins and seeds during RED WINEMAKING. They
react with each other, especially under the in-
fluence of the small amounts of oxygen dis-
solved in the wine during such processes as
RACKING, topping up, and, later, bottling, to gen-
erate various derivatives including pigmented
tannins. There is some evidence that these re-
actions start during the primary FERMENTATION

process, and by about 18 months later the an-
thocyanins have mostly been converted to de-
rived pigments responsible for the colour of
older red wines. A fine red wine ready for bot-
tling, therefore, may contain colourless tannins,
a low concentration of anthocyanins, as well as
pigmented tannins, and more complex COLLOIDS

such as tannin-POLYSACCHARIDES, and tannin-
PROTEINS. Reactions and aggregation continue
in bottle. When the resulting polymers and
particles reach a certain size, they precipitate
as dark reddish-brown sediment, leaving wine
that is progressively less astringent, some of the
red/blue pigments and tannins having been
precipitated. Thus, to a certain extent, holding
a bottle of wine up to the light to determine how
much sediment it has precipitated can give
some indication of its maturity (although the
amount of sediment deposited is a function not
just of time, but of storage conditions and the

initial composition of the wine, phenolic and
protein content for example).
At the same time as these visible changes

occur, the impact of the wine on the nose and
palate also evolves. A wide range of FLAVOUR

PRECURSORS that were attached to glucose detach
themselves (through a natural, and time-depen-
dent, process of HYDROLYSIS) and contribute
their individual flavour characteristics to the
older wine.
Other flavour compounds responsible for the

initial primary AROMAS of the grape and those of
fermentation (sometimes called secondary
aroma, or secondary bouquet) are also interact-
ing, with each other and with other phenolics,
so that gradually the smell of the wine is said to
be transformed, by a pathway as yet not under-
stood, into a bouquet, of tertiary aromas, a very
much more subtle array and arrangement of
flavours which can be sensed by the nose (see
TASTING).

ESTERS are formed from combinations of the
increasingly complex array of wine ACIDS with
ALCOHOLS. Continued esterification in bottle
produces another range of possible aromas, all
the more unpredictable since the esters are
formed at very different rates.
The rate at which all these things happen is

influenced by a host of factors: storage condi-
tions (particularly temperature), the state of the
cork or other stopper, the ULLAGE when the wine
was bottled, its pH level, and SULFUR DIOXIDE

concentration, both of which can inhibit or
slow the all-important influence of oxygen.

OENOLOGISTS understand this much about the
maturation of age-worthy red wine, but are
unable to predict with any degree of certainty
when such a wine is likely to reach that complex
stage called full MATURITY, when it has dispensed
with its uncomfortably harsh tannins and ac-
quired maximum complexity of flavour without
starting to decay. Part of the joy of wine has
long been said to be the monitoring of the
progress of a case of wine, bottle by bottle, but
this is strictly a rich person’s sport.

White wines If our understanding of red wine
maturation is incomplete, even less is known
about the ageing process in white wines. Nev-
ertheless, research has shown the importance of
certain grape GLYCOSIDES (and the hydrolysis of
these constituents) during white wine ageing to
the development of varietal aroma in the wine.
White wines begin life in bottle with a much
lower tally of phenolics, although those they
have strongly influence colour and apparent
astringency. White wines become browner
with age, presumably because of the slow oxi-
dation of their phenolic content.
Ageing potential is indirectly proportional to

a white wine’s concentration of phenolics. For
example, fine Rieslings, which are relatively low
in phenolics, can in general age much longer

than comparable Chardonnays, which contain
more phenolics.
Experienced tasters, however, often note that

wines affected by NOBLE ROT have a much greater
ability to last than their non-botrytized coun-
terparts. Experience also seems to suggest that
white wines which undergo barrel fermentation
also seem capable of lasting longer than those
fermented in inert containers and then trans-
ferred to barrel for barrel maturation. Never-
theless, some unwooded white wines also have a
great ageing ability.
Most white wines which can mature over

several decades rather than years are notably
high in acidity, and few of them undergo MALO-

LACTIC CONVERSION. Many of the venerable sweet
wines which demonstrate exceptional ageing
ability today may well have been bottled with
higher levels of sulfur dioxide than are accept-
able to the modern consumer. See also ATYPICAL

AGEING.

Stages of ageing
Maturing fine wines go through a number of
perceptibly different stages. Very young wines
are usually delicious, full of fruit and vivacity,
but slightly simple. At some (unpredictable)
time after bottling, anything between a few
months and a few years, many fine wines seem
to close up, to become surly, to lose their aroma
without having gained a bouquet. Their dimen-
sions can be sensed but little else (see TASTING).
A variable number of years afterwards, they
begin to smell like wine again and to have
considerably more palate LENGTH. After this
they enter into their most satisfying stage at
which the bouquet seems fully developed and
astringency has receded, making the mouthfeel
attractive, so that the wine is delightful in terms
of flavour, texture, length, and all-important
BALANCE. (Many serious white Rhône wines are
particularly prone to this sort of mid-life crisis.)
If, however, wine is aged for too long (and no
one, alas, can predict when this will be), it
enters a stage of decrepitude during which the
acidity starts to dominate (see above). This
unpredictable journey may help to explain
apparently contradictory judgements of the
same wine, from WINE WRITERS, wine profes-
sionals, and wine consumers alike.

Artificial ageing
This winemaking technique has been practised
with varying degrees of enthusiasm according
to the demands of the market. Current FASHION

dictates that wine should be as ‘natural’ as pos-
sible (and, increasingly, that it should be youth-
ful rather than mature), and so very few table
wines are ever subjected to artificial ageing
(even if many modern WINEMAKING techniques
such as MICRO-OXYGENATION are in fact designed
to hasten some natural processes). Wine can
be artificially aged by exposing it to oxygen
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or extremes of temperature, by shaking it to
encourage effects of dissolved oxygen, or by
exposing it to radiation or ultra-sonic or mag-
netic waves. The making of MADEIRA and some
other RANCIO wines deliberately incorporates
exposure to high temperatures, while storing
wine in some modern domestic conditions can
expose wine to high temperatures rather less
deliberately.
This century is seeing considerable experi-

mentation with unusual storage conditions for
ageing. Those deliberately storing bottles of
wine under water have been encouraged by
the condition of even century-old champagne
dredged up from the Baltic (see record prices in
AUCTIONS) while others are seeing what hap-
pened when wine is stored at especially high
ELEVATIONS or at a variety of TEMPERATURES and
HUMIDITIES.
See ANTHOCYANINS, ESTER, PH, PHENOLICS,

TANNINS; also MATURITY and STORING WINE.
J.R., P.J.W., & V.C.

Ribéreau-Gayon, P., et al., Traité d’Œnologie 2:
Chimie du vin: Stabilisation et traitements (Paris,
1998), translated by Aquitrad Traduction as Hand-
book of Enology 2: The Chemistry of Wine Stabili-
zation and Treatments (Chichester, 2000).
Robinson, J., Vintage Timecharts (London, 1989).

Agiorgitiko, also known as Aghiorgitiko
and St George, most planted and admirably
versatile Greek red grape variety native to
Neméa in the Peloponnese, whose wines may
be made from no other variety. It blends well
with other varieties (notably with Cabernet Sauv-
ignon grownmany miles north in Metsovo) and
can also produce good-quality rosé. The wine
produced by Agiorgitiko is fruity but can lack
acidity. Grapes grown on the higher vineyards
of Neméa can yield long-lived reds. Virus-free
clones are being developed.

Aglianico, a dark-skinned top-quality south-
ern Italian grape variety for long thought to be
of Greek origin (the name itself was said to be a
corruption of the word Ellenico, the Italian
word for Hellenic) although DNA PROFILING has
failed to find a relationship with any known
Greek variety. It retained the name Ellenico or
Ellenica until the end of the 15th century, when
it took its current name of Aglianico. First
planted around the Greek colony of Cumae,
close to present day Avellino (home of TAURASI),
it is today cultivated in the mountainous centre
of Italy’s south, in particular in the provinces of
Avellino and Benevento in CAMPANIA, and in the
provinces of Potenza and Matera in BASILICATA.
Scattered traces of this early-budding vine vari-
ety can also be found in CALABRIA, in PUGLIA,
MOLISE, and on the island of Procida near Na-
ples. Italy’s total plantings were 9,910 ha/24,488
acres in 2010. The vine can ripen so late even

this far south that grapes may be picked in
November. Attempts to pick it earlier, or to
increase yields, invariably lead to a failure to
tame its rather ferocious tannins. The grape’s
best wines are deep in colour with full chocolate
and plum aromas, fine-grained tannins, and
marked acidity on the palate. Aglianico seems
to prefer soils of volcanic origin and achieves its
finest results in the two DOCs of Taurasi in
Campania and AGLIANICO DEL VULTURE in Basili-
cata where elevations are lower and the wines
rather softer and earlier-maturing. Its nobility is
so obvious that it is now grown in both Austra-
lia and California.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties,
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

Aglianico del Vulture, potentially supe-
rior wine, one of only a handful in BASILICATA,
based on the tannic and ageworthy AGLIANICO

grape planted on the slopes of Mount Vulture,
an extinct volcano, between 200 and 700 m
ELEVATION. The DOC zone consists of close to
400 ha/1,000 acres, all on soils of VOLCANIC

origin in the north west of the zone and benefit-
ing from cool nights at an elevation of 450 to
600 m (1,970 ft). The area was given its own
DOC as early as 1971, while the Superiore and
Riserva versions of the wines were elevated to
DOCG in 2010. Minimum VINE DENSITY for both
DOC and DOCG is a low 3,350 plants/ha, while
the high permitted YIELDS of 10 tons/ha for the
DOC is lowered to 8 tonnes/ha for the DOCG.
Quality-focused producers, however, demand
much lower yields from their vines to produce
the sturdy, classic red wine with a real propen-
sity for extended cellaring.
Legal ageing requirements differ too: the

DOC version may not be released on to the
market prior to the September following the
year of harvest, while the DOCG requires 24
months of ageing, of which 12 must be in oak.
Styles can differ wildly, with an emphasis on
winemaking (French BARRIQUES still feature
heavily) rather than on the vineyard. However,
the best wines tend to be aged in large oak
casks, as many a fine older vintage of D’Angelo
demonstrates. Single vineyard or vineyard dis-
tricts, some 70 in total, may feature on labels,
but the zone would benefit from more
refined GEOGRAPHICAL delimitation, specifically
a much smaller CLASSICO zone to distinguish
the HILLSIDES from the many vineyards on the
plain. W.S.

www.aglianicodelvulture.net

agricultural treatises are the source of
much of our evidence for wine in Ancient
GREECE and Ancient ROME. HESIOD was the first
Greek to write on agriculture, in the 8th century

BC. CATO, VARRO, COLUMELLA, PLINY, and VIRGIL

were all important Roman writers.

agriturismo, important late-20th-century
phenomenon in rural Italy whereby unused or
under-used farm buildings, a significant pro-
portion of them on wine farms, are converted,
typically with state aid, for TOURIST accommo-
dation, thereby exposing many thousands of
visitors each year to the practicalities of wine
production. Spain has seen a similar enotur-
ismo initiative.

agrochemicals, the materials used in agri-
culture to control pests and diseases. They
include FUNGICIDES, insecticides, HERBICIDES,
bird repellents, plant GROWTH REGULATORS, ro-
denticides, and soil fumigants. A broader defi-
nition might also include FERTILIZERS.
Viticulture requires fewer agrochemicals

than many other field crops, partly because
such a high proportion of vines are grown in
warm, dry summer environments in which
FUNGAL DISEASES are relatively rare, and also be-
cause vines require fewer fertilizers than most
other crops (see VINE NUTRITION). Vines grown
in humid, warm summers may require as many
as ten or more SPRAYINGS, however. Vine-
growers, like other farmers, are in general
becoming less reliant on agrochemicals as a
result of increased environmental concerns
(see SUSTAINABILITY), and as alternative ap-
proaches become available. Some diseases, no-
tably BOTRYTIS BUNCH ROT, develop tolerance to
the repeated use of some chemicals, and so their
continued use is now subject to resistance-
management strategies. Alternative approaches
may take the form of INTEGRATED PEST MANAGE-

MENT (IPM) programmes, which aim to apply
chemicals more rationally, or the adoption of
some form of SUSTAINABLE, ORGANIC or BIODY-

NAMIC VITICULTURE, which aim to minimize the
use of agrochemicals.
The use of agrochemicals in viticulture is

strictly regulated by governments. The process
of registering a new agrochemical with a gov-
ernment is lengthy, exacting, and costly. Such
registrations specify, for example, withholding
periods that must elapse between the last appli-
cation and when the crop is harvested to allow
residues of the agrochemical to diminish to
suitably low concentrations. To save money,
some manufacturers do not register chemicals
with all governments, with the result that small
and emerging wine industries, like that of the
UK, are disadvantaged by having access to only
a limited range of products.
In the case of wine, the effect the agrochem-

ical may have on FERMENTATION is also assessed.
For example, the fungicide folpet, which is used
in some countries to protect vines against
DOWNY MILDEW, may delay, or even prevent,
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fermentation by some wine YEASTS if present at
certain concentrations.
Because an official maximum residue limit

(MRL) may not exist for an agrochemical in
all countries, world trade may be adversely af-
fected. For example, the fungicide procymi-
done, which has been used in parts of Europe,
is not registered in the US for use on any crop.
When the American authorities detected resi-
dues of procymidone in some European wines
in early 1990, they banned the importation of
any European wine containing residues of pro-
cymidone until a permissible residue level was
established. This had a serious effect on many
sectors of the European wine trade.
The Codex Alimentarius (‘food code’ in

Latin) was established by the Food and Agri-
cultural Organization (FAO) and the World
Health Organization (WHO) to upgrade and
simplify international food regulations and to
avoid such incidents. Codex MRLs have been
set for some agrochemicals in a range of crops,
and several countries accept CodexMRLs in the
absence of their own. The US does not recog-
nize Codex MRLs, however.
Although an agrochemical may be present in

formulations bearing different proprietary
names, it usually has a single common name
that is recommended by standards organiza-
tions. For example, the fungicide Rovral®
(from manufacturers Rhône Poulenc) contains
the agrochemical iprodione that is also the
active constituent of several other fungicides.
See also RESIDUES. R.J., R.E.S., & M.E.

Mollah, M., and MacGregor, A., ‘Review of the
potential for agrochemicals used in viticulture to
impact on the environment’ (Mildura, 2002).
www.gwrdc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/
CRV-01-04-Final-version.pdf.

Ahr, diminutive German wine region of 563
ha/1,391 acres in 2013 specializing in red wine
and named after the river which flows east from
the hills of the Eifel to join the Rhine near
Remagen (see map under GERMANY). The most
westerly vineyards are in dramatic, rocky,
wooded scenery near Altenahr, where the
steep slopes on either side of the river reach
up to 300 m/980 ft above sea level, and some-
times narrow to the dimensions of a gorge.
Many are covered in SLATE as well as BASALT

and clay-rich GREYWACKE clay, well suited to
SPÄTBURGUNDER (PINOT NOIR). The region lies
between 50 and 51 degrees of LATITUDE, so that
a good MESOCLIMATE is needed to ripen the
grapes. Most of the best sites face south east to
south west (see TOPOGRAPHY). The dark soil (see
SOIL COLOUR), the reflected heat from the curious
rock formations, and the protection from north
winds that blow above the valley intensify
summer warmth. Spätburgunder has gained
ground steadily and for most of this century
has been planted on more than 60% of the

vineyard area. PORTUGIESER, FRÜHBURGUNDER,
and RIESLING each represent 6–8% of plantings,
the last favouring slate soils and evincing trop-
ical fruit character similar to that encountered
in the MITTELRHEIN. The Ahr used to be known
for soft, late-picked, medium-sweet Spätbur-
gunder but today’s typical Ahr wine is a fully
fermented, dry, OAK aged, tannic Spätburgunder
of good colour from low-yielding vineyards.
Almost 80% of the region’s grape harvest is
processed by four CO-OPERATIVE cellars, and the
state of Rheinland-Pfalz owns the largest estate,
18.5 ha/46 acres based on the 13th-century
Kloster Marienthal. A small collection of pri-
vately owned estates has enjoyed increasing de-
mand and prestige in the wake of Germany’s
1995–2005 red-wine boom. D.S.

Aïdani, floral-scented variety grown on SAN-

TORINI and other Greek islands for blending
with mainly ASSYRTIKO. Aїdani Mavro is a
dark-skinned mutation.

air drainage, important topographical and
hence climatological consideration in VINEYARD

SITE SELECTION. Cold air flows, or ‘drains’, down-
hill and so a continuous slope or HILLSIDE is
much less prone to FROST and WINTER FREEZE

than a hollow. In regions at risk from these
phenomena, zones which accumulate cold air
should be avoided as vineyard sites. In general,
a vineyard site near the top of a free-standing
hill is ideal since no cold air is imported from
above. R.E.S.

air dried. See BARREL MAKING.

Airén, is planted at such a low VINE DENSITY in
its central Spanish homeland that it is planted
on almost a quarter of all Spanish vineyard and
covers more area than any other white wine
variety in the world. Its 2011 total of 218,439
ha/539,544 acres is dramatically reduced from
its 2004 total of 305,000 ha/753,350 acres, how-
ever, thanks to vigorous VINE PULL SCHEMES, par-
ticularly in La MANCHA and VALDEPEÑAS where it
has traditionally been blended with dark-
skinned Cencibel (TEMPRANILLO) grapes, which
are steadily replacing Airén, to produce light
red wines. It is increasingly vinified as an inex-
pensive white wine, however, to yield crisp,
neutral dry white wines for early consumption.
In several ways, therefore, Airén is the Spanish
equivalent of France’s UGNI BLANC. Airén vines
are trained into low bushes and have remark-
able resistance to the DROUGHTS which plague
central Spanish viticulture. The variety is also
grown around MADRID.

Aix-en-Provence, Coteaux d’. Main-
ly dry rosé and some red wines are made, in
very varied but often spectacularly situated
vineyards among the lavender and garrigue of
PROVENCE. The arguably too-extensive area en-
titled to this appellation stretches from the

frontier with Les BAUX DE PROVENCE subappella-
tion created in 1995 in the west as far as the
COTEAUX VAROIS, and includes ELEVATIONS vary-
ing from nearly sea level to over 400 m with
considerable TEMPERATURE VARIABILITY. A grow-
ing total of nearly 4,000 ha/10,000 acres of
vineyards produce serviceable if generally un-
sophisticated reds and pale pink wines for early,
often local, consumption. CO-OPERATIVES are rel-
atively important here, but a number of indi-
vidual estates such as Chx Calissanne, Revelette,
and a revitalized Vignelaure are trying to estab-
lish a distinctive style from Grenache with Cin-
saut, Mourvèdre, the local Counoise, Syrah,
Carignan, and Cabernet Sauvignon grapes. Nei-
ther of the last two may make up more than
30% of a blend. A little white is made from a
wide range of southern, and SOUTH WEST FRANCE,
grape varieties.

ORGANIC VITICULTURE has established a signif-
icant hold in this arid, MEDITERRANEAN climate.

Ajaccio. See CORSICA.

Alarije, white grape grown in the EXTREMADURA

region of Spain. CalledMalvasia Riojana in Rioja
and Subirat Parent in Catalunya.

Alaska, far north-western state of the UNITED

STATES where several wineries have been estab-
lished to ferment grape juice imported from
warmer states and to process other FRUIT WINES.

Alba, culinary capital of the LANGHE, famous
for its red wines and white truffles, and where in
the past, before estate bottling became the
norm, producers would sell their grapes to bot-
tlers and négociants on the Piazza Savona im-
mediately after the harvest. Since 2010 it also
is the name of a rather irrelevant DOC for
Nebbiolo-Barbera blends covering all of Roero,
Barolo, Barbaresco, and Dogliani. See also
ROERO and NEBBIOLO D’ALBA. W.S.

Albalonga is a 1951 Rieslaner � Silvaner
vine cross grown to a very limited extent in
Germany, notably Rheinhessen and the Pfalz.
It inherits from Rieslaner both a firm core of
acidity and good rot resistance while dehydrat-
ing to MUST WEIGHTS above SPÄTLESE. The wine
can smell more like a red, with black fruits and
floral aromas, and Wittmann in Westhoven has
high prices and complex old bottles to testify
to the potential of this exotic but rare variety.

D.S.

Albana, Italian vine made famous by the
over-promoted ALBANA DI ROMAGNA. Now widely
planted in the EMILIA-ROMAGNA region, its chief
claim to fame is being mentioned in the 13th
century by medieval agricultural writer PETRUS DI

CRESCENTIIS. Most Albana is late ripening, thin-
skinned, and prone to rot but the Albana Gen-
tile di Bertinoro clone has thicker skins than
most and results in relatively deep-coloured
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white wines with marked acidity, which is use-
ful in the best, long-lived sweet versions. Total
area planted had declined to 1,523 ha/3762
acres by 2010.

Albana di Romagna, white wine made
in central Italy from Albana grapes, much-
maligned in spite of its long historic presence
in the region (see ALBANA). Unreasonably high
yields of 100 hl/ha and careless winemaking by
large CO-OPERATIVES led to Albana’s mediocre
reputation, which is why its elevation to DOCG

in 1986 spurred criticism that the DOC system
was flawed.

Only a handful of producers, aware of its
intrinsic quality, started to give Albana their
full attention, planting it on suitable sites
(rather than simply where Sangiovese, Romag-
na’s most important red wine grape, wouldn’t
ripen) and drastically reducing YIELDS to over-
come Albana’s supposed neutral and tart
character.
Autumn rains, as well as vineyard sites with-

out sufficient ventilation, regularly force
growers to harvest before the grapes have
reached full ripeness and aromatic develop-
ment. However, with the right site, late-harvest
dry Albana and impressive BOTRYTIZED sweet
wines can be made.
Local research into the different CLONES of

Albana has helped to save the rarest ones from
extinction while a greater focus on the selection
of suitable sites has led to the production of
several single-vineyard wines, showing that the
variety adapts equally well to the CALCAREOUS

soils of the township of Bertinoro and the red-
dish CLAY soils of Faenza.
While frequently labelled as secco (dry), ama-

bile (medium dry), dolce (sweet), and PASSITO,
Albana’s future undoubtedly lies in the late-
harvest, dry version as well as the botrytized
dessert wines, such as those of Fattoria Zerbina,
while radical examples, such as Francesconi’s
Arcaia, are SKIN-FERMENTED—a reference to the
variety’s ancient past. W.S.

Albani, Colli, white wine DOC from the hills
south east of Rome based on MALVASIA CANDIA.
For more information, see CASTELLI ROMANI.

Albania, Mediterranean country situated on
the Adriatic coast between MONTENEGRO and
GREECE with a history closely linked to agricul-
ture, particularly viticulture. Albania claims one
of Europe’s longest histories of vine-growing.
French historian Henri Enjalbert considered
Albania, the Ionian Islands of Greece, and
southern Dalmatia in what is now BOSNIA AND

HERZEGOVINA may well have been the last Euro-
pean refuge of the vine after the Ice Age. Wine
production is believed to have been practised by
the inhabitants of Albania in the Bronze Age,
and there are written accounts of vines being
cultivated in Illyria (as Albania was known in

Classical times) as early as the 8th century BC.
Until the Ottoman invasion in the late 15th
century, vines were grown in every region, and
every parish church had its vineyard. The
Ottoman occupation of Albania (1479–1913),
followed by a period of uncertainty between the
two World Wars, and the isolationist commu-
nist regime suppressed the development of the
Albanian wine industry, but there is a very
considerable level of viticultural potential in
this small country, particularly due to the pres-
ence of its distinctive INDIGENOUS vine varieties.
Albania is now a parliamentary republic with

a population of 3.5 million inhabitants, and a
total land area a little smaller than Belgium. Its
climate is typically MEDITERRANEAN: cool and wet
in winter and hot and dry in summer. It is a
mountainous country, with only a quarter of its
land suitable for agriculture, but over half its
population lives off the land, on farms with an
average size of 1.14 ha/2.8 acres. Viticulture is
an important, and growing, sector in Albanian
agriculture. About half of all vines are trained
on PERGOLAS, as opposed to conventional vine-
yards. By 2013 there were 10,185 ha/25,157
acres of vineyard, of which 9,587 ha (23,689
acres) were in production, yielding 118,500
tonnes of grapes. This, together with around
83,000 tonnes of grapes grown on pergolas,
generated approximately 122,500 hl/3,234,000
gal of wine, demonstrating steady growth in the
Albanian wine industry.
Vines are grown throughout Albania, but the

principal vine-growing regions are Fier in the
north (1,665 ha/4,144 acres when last reported),
Vlorë in the south (1,258 ha/3,108 acres), and
Elbasan (1,003 ha/2,478 acres) in the centre.
The total amount of wine produced in Albania
in 2008 was 570,700 hl (equivalent to 16 litres
per head of population) vinified in 72 commer-
cial wineries. About 48% of the total vineyard
area in Albania is planted with red wine grapes,
34% white wine grapes, and 18% TABLE GRAPES.
The principal red wine varieties are Merlot
(15%), Shesh i Zi (13%), Cabernet Sauvignon
(11%), and Kallmet (10% and known as
KADARKA in Hungary). The principal white
wine varieties are Shesh i Bardhë (18%), Char-
donnay (16%), Muskat i Bardhë (14% and made
up of Muscat Blanc à Petits Grains, Muscat of
Alexandria, and Muscat of Hamburg), and
Trebbiano (11%).
However, there are many very interesting,

minor indigenous varieties, the likes of Cëruja,
Pulës i Zi, Vlosh, Serina e Zezë, and Debine e
Bardhë. Their cultivation greatly declined dur-
ing the Ottoman occupation, but many can still
be found growing wild near pre-Ottoman ar-
chaeological sites such as those at Rozafa Castle,
Berati town, and Byllis. Viticultural research in
Albania is focused on the collection, character-
ization, and preservation of these varieties, and
of the WILD VINES found in different areas of

Albania. Through CLONAL SELECTION, focusing
particularly on the Kallmet and Vlosh cultivars,
researchers are producing, characterizing, and
evaluating certified virus- and disease-free plant
material. They will then assess the suitability
of these varieties for specific regions of the
country. L. & E.S.

Enjalbert, H., Histoire de la vigne et du vin (Paris,
1975).

Albariño, Spanish name of the distinctive,
aromatic, high-quality vine grown in Galicia
(and as ALVARINHO in the north of Portugal’s
Vinho Verde region). The grapes’ thick skins
help them withstand the particularly damp cli-
mate, and can result in white wines notably
high in alcohol, acidity, and flavour. Albariño
was one of the first Spanish white grape varie-
ties produced as a varietal and encountered on
labels. Most common in Spain in the RÍAS BAIXAS

zone, it has become so popular (and expensive)
that it represents about half of all white wine
grapes. Sometimes oak-matured, and increas-
ingly aged for several years in stainless steel
tanks before release, it can age better than
most light-skinned Spanish grapes however it
is made. Occasionally blended with Loureiro,
Treixadura, Caiño. Spanish plantings had
grown to about 5,555 ha (13,721 acres) by
2012. Its wines are so widely exported that it is
now also grown in California, Oregon, Wash-
ington, Australia, New Zealand, and Uruguay,
and has been allowed in France since 2010.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

albariza, a local, Andalusian term for the
white, chalky-looking soil typical of parts of
the JEREZ region in southern Spain. Grapes
grown on this soil type produce some of the
finest FINO and MANZANILLA sherries. The soil
has a high LIMESTONE content, about 40%, the
remainder being CLAY and SAND. It appears daz-
zling white in summer, and has the character-
istic of drying without caking, slowly releasing
moisture to the vines during the growing sea-
son. This soil type is also present in the PENEDÈS

region of north east Spain, where some of the
best Spanish sparkling wine is produced (see
CAVA). M.J.E.

Albarola, neutral white grape disappearing
from the Cinqueterre zone of LIGURIA in north-
west Italy.

alberello, Italian term to describe free-
standing BUSH VINES trained according to the
GOBELET system.

Albillo, name of several different pale-
skinned grape varieties grown and sometimes
confused in various parts of Spain, most notably
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Albillo Mayor in Ribera del Duero and other
parts of CASTILLA Y LEÓN, and Albillo Real in
CASTILLA-LA MANCHA and around MADRID where
some old vines yield honeyed dry wines of real
substance. However, considerable confusion is
caused by the use of plain Albillo in Spanish
statistics and wine regulations. Both Albillos
produce wines that are generally low in acidity,
full bodied, and aromatic.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties,
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

alcohol, the common name for ETHANOL.
The term alcohol, which can be applied to any
of the ALCOHOLS, derives from the Arabic al-
kuhl, meaning ‘the fine powder used to stain
eyelids’ (today’s kohl), and thus by extension
any kind of fine impalpable powder that repre-
sents the concentration, or quintessence, of the
raw material involved. It was then more widely
applied to fluids that represented the essence, or
spirit, of something, and thus to any product of
distillation.

alcoholic, usually pejorative tasting term for
a wine which tastes ‘hot’ and seems to contain
excess ethyl alcohol, or ETHANOL.

alcoholic strength, an important mea-
surement of any wine, is its concentration of
the intoxicant ethyl alcohol, or ETHANOL. It can
be measured in several different ways, the most
common being the DEGREE first defined in
France by Gay-Lussac in 1884. This was the
number of litres of pure ethanol in 100 litres
of wine, both measured at 15 �C/59 �F. Later a
more precise definition, using 20 �C/68 �F as
the reference temperature and some other
minor refinements, was adopted in France and
by most international organizations. The degree
of alcohol is equivalent to its percentage by
volume and is sometimes referred to as ‘abv’,
alcohol by volume. In most countries it is man-
datory to specify the alcoholic strength of all
wines on the label, although it may be written
either % or occasionally � (see also LABELLING

INFORMATION).
The alcoholic strength of wine that has not

had alcohol added by FORTIFICATION is usually
between nine and 16%, with the great majority
of wines being between 12.5 and 14.5% alco-
hol—considerably higher than as recently as the
1980s thanks to CLIMATE CHANGE, current FASH-

ION, a desire for riper PHENOLICS, and the result-
ing tendency to later picking after extended
HANG TIME. A significant proportion of high-
quality wine made today in warmer climates is
deliberately subjected to some form of ALCOHOL

REDUCTION to make it more palatable or to sat-
isfy some legal requirement.
In Europe, fermented grape juice should usu-

ally reach at least 8.5% alcohol (9% in specified

warmer zones) before it legally constitutes wine,
although exceptions are made for PDO or PGI
wines that have traditionally been low in alco-
hol such as German PRÄDIKATSWEIN and Italian
MOSCATO. The technical European legal maxi-
mum alcoholic strength for wines that have had
no alcohol added is 15%, but derogations are
frequently made at this upper limit too (as long
as they have not been ENRICHED), not least for
Italy’s strongest wines such as AMARONE. In the
United States, grape-based ‘table wine’ must
legally be between seven and 14%, while those
between 14 and 24% technically qualify as
‘DESSERT WINES’.

Since alcohol is the product by FERMENTATION

of grape sugar, itself the product of PHOTOSYN-

THESIS driven by sunlight, the alcoholic strength
of a wine is, very generally, proportional to the
proximity of its provenance to the equator and
to the precosity of the variety, although many
other factors play a part, especially the intentions
of the winemaker. High vineyard ELEVATION,
poor WEATHER in a particular year, high YIELD,
and any RESIDUAL SUGAR, are just some of the
factors which may decrease alcoholic strength.
Severe PRUNING in the vineyard, and cellar tech-
niques such as ENRICHMENT, CONCENTRATION, and
fortification allow winemakers to manipulate
alcoholic strength upwards. Some OLOROSO

sherries, for example, can reach alcoholic
strengths approaching 24% after EVAPORATION.
(See also DRIED-GRAPE WINES.)
There is an important distinction between

actual alcoholic strength, as defined above,
and potential alcoholic strength, which refers
to what the concentration of alcohol in a wine
would be if all the sugars were converted to
alcohol. Total alcoholic strength is the sum,
post fermentation, of the actual alcoholic
strength and the potential alcohol of any
remaining fermentable sugars. Natural alco-
holic strength refers to the alcoholic strength
of a wine prior to any form of enrichment.

Regulation (EU) No 1308/2013 of The European
Parliament and of the Council of 17 December
2013, Official Journal of the European Union, 347/
2013.spc

alcohol reduction in wine can be
achieved by a range of physicochemical methods
permitted in some countries but not in others.
These include the use of a low-temperature
DISTILLATION technique such as the SPINNING

CONE COLUMN, membrane separation techniques
such as REVERSE OSMOSIS, ELECTRODIALYSIS, EVAPO-

RATIVE PERSTRACTION, ULTRAFILTRATION, and
NANOFILTRATION, as well as the more ‘traditional’
method of HUMIDIFICATION. A continuing quest
in some quarters for extended HANG TIME and
resultant increased ALCOHOLIC STRENGTH pro-
moted the rapid development of such technol-
ogies. Research into the influences on alcohol

levels of YEAST selection has so far had only
limited success.

Contreras, A., et al., ‘Evaluation of non-Saccharo-
myces yeast for the reduction of alcohol content
in wine’, Applied and Environmental Microbiology,
80/5 (2014), 1670–8.
Tilloy, V., Ortiz-Julien, A., and Dequin, S., ‘Reduc-
tion of ethanol yield and improvement of glycerol
formation by adaptive evolution of the wine yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae under hyperosmotic
conditions’, Applied and Environmental Microbiol-
ogy, 80/8 (2014). doi: 10.1128/AEM.03710-13.

alcohols, those organic chemicals, the sim-
plest members of which consist of carbon, hy-
drogen, and oxygen atoms arranged so that
there is an –OH group present. Many different
alcohols are used in commerce and industry but
the most common is ethyl alcohol, or ETHANOL,
the alcohol that is the important, and intoxicat-
ing, ingredient in wines and spirits. The pres-
ence of ethanol in foods and beverages,
commonly referred to simply as ‘alcohol’, is
the product of yeast FERMENTATION of natural
sugars.
Other alcohols with more than two carbon

atoms of ethanol are also the product of fer-
mentation and these are sometimes called
higher alcohols, or FUSEL OILS. The higher alco-
hols separated from ethanol by DISTILLATION are
normally used as solvents in industrial process-
es. The major constituent of higher alcohols
or fusel oils is the five-carbon isoamyl alcohol.

A.D.W. & P.J.W.

aldehydes, a class of chemical compounds
midway between the ALCOHOLS and the organic
acids in their state of OXIDATION. They are
formed during any phase of processing in
which an alcoholic beverage is exposed to air.
ACETALDEHYDE is the aldehyde of most interest to
wine producers. Some aldehydes have quite po-
tent odours, even if they are usually present in
only trace concentrations in wines and spirits.
As such, aldehydes contribute harmoniously to
the overall character.
Those aldehydes containing more than the

two carbon atoms of acetaldehyde are in general
much more palatable. Vanillin, for example, is a
complex aromatic aldehyde present in the va-
nilla bean and in many other plants, including
some grapes where it is present as a GLYCOSIDE

and is a FLAVOUR PRECURSOR. Vanillin also occurs
as a component of the lignin structure of
OAK wood. If new oak casks are used for wine
maturation, some of this vanillin is extracted
from the wood into the wine, where it may
add complexity to the flavour. (See also OAK

FLAVOUR.)
See also HERBACEOUS for the part played by

leaf aldehydes. A.D.W. & P.J.W.

Aleatico, Italian red grape variety with a
strong MUSCAT aroma. DNA PROFILING at SAN
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MICHELE ALL’ADIGE strongly supports a parent–
offspring relationship with the classic MUSCAT

BLANC À PETITS GRAINS, hence the Muscat flavour.
Aleatico certainly has the potential to produce
fine, if somewhat esoteric, fragrant, usually pale
red from the Italian 2010 total of a few hundred
ha. Two DOCs enshrine the word Aleatico in the
wine lexicon of LAZIO and PUGLIA, but the variety
is becoming increasingly rare, although success-
ful attempts such as Avignonesi’s to revive the
wine in the Tuscan MAREMMA are under way.
Sweet red Aleatico is one of the few wines to be
exported from the island of ELBA, and the variety
is grown on the island of Corsica, although it is
not authorized for any APPELLATION CONTRÔLÉE

wine. Aleatico is also surprisingly popular in the
central Asian republics, notably KAZAKHSTAN

and UZBEKISTAN. J.R. & J.V.

Alella, town near Barcelona in CATALUÑA (see
map under SPAIN) which gives its name to a
small Spanish denominated wine zone making
mainly white wines in increasingly urbanized
countryside. To compensate for the loss of ag-
ricultural land, this tiny DO was extended north-
wards in 1989 but by 2012 there were only
315 ha/750 acres of vineyard left, a fraction of
the area planted in 1956 when Alella was first
awarded DO status. The zone used to be known
for its old-fashioned, cask-aged, medium-sweet
white wines. The chief grape variety is Pansa
Blanca, the local name for XAREL-LO, which is
now grown along with some CHENIN BLANC and
CHARDONNAY to make both CAVA sparkling
wines and dry, still white wine. The reputation
of Alella was salvaged by Parxet/Marqués
de Alella, which pioneered these new styles
of wine. Alta Alella is an important new 21st-
century producer. V. de la S.

Alenquer, small DOP in a sheltered valley in
LISBOA is most successful for fuller-bodied red
wines.

Alentejo, DOP and VINHO REGIONAL (known
as Vinho Regional Alentejano) in southern POR-

TUGAL corresponding to the province of the
same name.

DOP wines must come from one (or more) of
eight subregions: PORTALEGRE, BORBA, REDONDO,
REGUENGOS de Monsaraz, GRANJA-AMARELEJA,
VIDIGUEIRA, EVORA, and MOURA, which may ap-
pear on labels. Many good DOP producers pre-
fer to label wines VR Alentejano, however,
while some outside its DOP regions (notably
in Beja) must be labelled VR Alentejano, despite
their wines’ evident high quality.
The sparsely populated Alentejo represents

one-third of mainland Portugal and, in contrast
to the north, cereal farms and cork plantations
(latifúndios) stretch as far as the eye can see. For
centuries, the Alentejo’s main link with wine
was CORK. Around half the world’s cork supply
is grown in Portugal, nearly all stripped from

Alentejo’s cork oaks. Southern Portugal bore
the brunt of the military-led revolution that
rocked the Lisbon establishment in 1974 and
1975 and the economy of the Alentejo was still
in disarray in the early 1980s. However, as a
result of financial assistance from the EU it has
enjoyed a reversal of fortune. The injection
of funds allowed the CO-OPERATIVE wineries in
the towns of Portalegre, Borba, Redondo, Reg-
uengos de Monsaraz, Granja-Amareleja, and
Vidigueira (each built with government support
in the pre-revolutionary 1960s and early 1970s)
to improve wine quality and develop exports.
Moreover, it resulted in an increase in the num-
ber of ambitious, privately owned estates from 45
to 260 between 1995 and 2010. By 2010 Alentejo
not only commanded the biggest share of the
domestic market in quality wines (in volume
and value), but had also charmed export markets
with its generous, fruit-led wines. By 2014 vines
were planted on more than 20,000 ha/49,400
acres. Large farms offer considerable economies
of scale compared with the smallholdings (mini-
fúndios) of northern Portugal.
Summer temperatures frequently exceed

35 �C or even 40 �C (104 �F) and the climate
in much of the Alentejo is not naturally condu-
cive to the production of fine wine. However,
cooler locations such as the higher Portalegre
and Borba and Alentejo’s water-retentive bands
of SCHIST help, as does modern technology. TEM-

PERATURE CONTROL and IRRIGATION, which sup-
plements an annual rainfall total that rarely
reaches 600 mm/23 in, is essential. The produc-
tion of red wine—principally blends from ARA-

GONEZ, TRINCADEIRA, ALICANTE BOUSCHET (which
flourishes in the Alentejo), and CASTELÃO

grapes—exceeds white, although a number of
producers make surprisingly good blends of
ANTÃO VAZ, ROUPEIRO and ARINTO. VERDELHO,
ALVARINHO, and VIOGNIER also look promising.

S.A.

Metcalfe, C., andMcWhirter, K., TheWine and Food
Lover’s Guide to Portugal (Haywards Heath, 2007).
www.vinhosdoalentejo.pt

Alexander Valley, California wine region
and AVA in northern Sonoma County north east
of Healdsburg and south of Cloverdale. See
SONOMA.

Alfrocheiro, one of the most promising, if
not particularly widely planted (a national total
of 1,492 ha/3,687 acres), red grapes in the DÃO

region of PORTUGAL. Alfrocheiro’s well con-
structed blackberry- and strawberry-flavoured
wines have such appeal that it can also be found
in the vineyards of ALENTEJO, TEJO, and BAIRRADA

now. It is very susceptible to OÏDIUM and GREY

ROT and is not therefore as popular with
growers as with winemakers. However, it yields
reasonably well, ripens early, and produces
deep-coloured wines with good alcohol and

acid balance. It is often referred to as Alfro-
cheiro Preto (‘black Alfrocheiro’). In the
Douro it may sometimes be called Tinta
Bastardinha. R.J.M.

Algarve, the southernmost province of Por-
tugal, now better known for TOURISM than for
wine (see map under PORTUGAL). There is, how-
ever, evidence of a long winemaking tradition
in the Algarve, principally fortified wines. The
entire province is designated as a VINHO REGION-

AL and its four DOPs were centred on local
CO-OPERATIVES at Lagos, Portimão, LAGOA, and
Tavira (only one of which now remains). The
climate and soils of the Algarve are generally
thought to be better for citrus fruit and CORK

trees than vines but private investment in a
small but growing number of boutique wineries
has proved that the Algarve can produce medal-
winners. Still, attaining PHENOLIC ripeness can
be challenging. The popular British singer Sir
Cliff Richard has helped put the Algarve on the
wine map by planting a vineyard and building a
winery near the resort of Albufeira. S.A.

Algeria was one of the world’s leading wine
producers in the 1930s when annual production
of wine and wine-related products averaged
22 million hl/550 million gal, much of it
exported to France, of which it was then a
colony. Despite its turbulent recent history
and strong ISLAMIC influence, it is now increas-
ing wine production by about 10% a year once
more. According to OIV figures for 2011, Algeria
made just 627,000 hl/16.5 million gal of wine,
from 77,000 ha/190,000 acres of vineyard. New
initiatives, including a 10,000 ha/24,700 acre
replanting programme, were begun in 1994.

History
In the late 1950s, France depended heavily on
Algerian wine to provide its everyday blended
red (and some smarter wines) with strength,
colour, and concentration—all of them attri-
butes entirely lacking in the ARAMON then
grown so prolifically in the LANGUEDOC. Togeth-
er with neighbouring MOROCCO and TUNISIA,
Algeria accounted for two-thirds of interna-
tional wine trade in the 1950s.
Although vine-growing was practised in pre-

colonial Algeria, and indeed flourished in clas-
sical times, it was the French PHYLLOXERA crisis
of the 1870s that was to convert the agriculture
of this North African colony to vineyards
(although there had been a certain influx
of wine-growers from Baden in the mid
19th century—see GERMAN HISTORY). In the late
19th century, Algeria was so successfully devel-
oped as the prime alternative source for
France’s voracious wine drinkers that Algeria’s
total viticultural area grew from 16,688 ha/
41,240 acres in 1872 to 110,042 ha/271,910
acres in 1890, largely thanks to settlers whose
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own European vineyards had been devastated
by phylloxera, which eventually reached
Algeria.
Vineyards reached their maximum extent of

400,000 ha/988,400 acres in 1938. By then viti-
culture had shaped Algerian colonial society
and by the year of independence, 1962, a
dozen crus were accorded the honour of official
VDQS recognition by the French. To the Euro-
pean vineyard owners living in Algeria, the so-
called pieds noirs, or ‘black feet’, it gave eco-
nomic and political power; for non-Europeans
it provided valuable employment, but also de-
pendence as the wine trade more than anything
else integrated the colony with metropolitan
France.
By the start of Algeria’s war of independence

in the mid 1950s, viticulture was still the leading
sector of the colonial economy, accounting for
half of Algeria’s exports by value, and in some
regions had acquired monocultural status.
At Algerian independence in 1962 nearly a

million French settlers left, as well as a sizeable
army of occupation. Algeria’s domestic wine
market promptly collapsed and the inappropri-
ateness of an Islamic country’s heavy economic
reliance on wine production became an imme-
diate problem. The mass exodus of European
technical skills adversely affected both quality
and productivity. Most vineyards passed into a
form of collective agriculture as total vineyard
and, especially, total wine production began to
decline. This posed economic problems as by
the mid 1960s wine was still Algeria’s second
export commodity, after the country’s burgeon-
ing oil industry, and viticulture still provided
half the man-days worked in the modern, com-
mercialized sector of agriculture.
Marketing problems soon emerged after in-

dependence. France immediately reduced its
imports of Algerian wine from 14.6 million hl/
385 million gal in 1962 (about a fifth of France’s
own total production) to only 6.8 million hl/179
million gal in 1963. The USSR’s agreement to
buy 5 million hl/132 million gal a year between
1969 and 1975 eased these marketing difficul-
ties somewhat but the agreed (barter) price
represented less than half the prevailing world
market rate. Negotiations with the EU resulted
in reduced quantities of Algerian wine allowed
into Europe.
These problems prompted various schemes in

the late 1960s for the reconversion and recon-
stitution of Algeria’s uneconomically ageing
vineyards. The essential problem was, however,
that few replacement crops such as cereals could
match viticulture’s employment opportunities.
By the early 21st century total vineyard area

had shrunk to 65,000 ha/160,000 acres, about
an eighth of the 1930s vignoble, with a growing
proportion used for TABLE GRAPES rather than
wine, about 60% in 2002, so that wine produc-
tion levels have fallen even more drastically

than vineyard area. The OIV estimates that
the vineyard total is rising once more although
abandoned vineyards and wineries, lower
yields, and lower prices have combined to
make the relict Algerian wine industry a shad-
ow of its former self.

Geography
Western Algeria accounts for over 65% of the
area under vines, notably the districts of Aïn
Temouchent, Mascara, Mostaganem, Sidi Bel
Abbès, and Tlemcen. Médéa, Aïn Defla, and
western Mitidja grow vines in the centre of the
country, while El Tarf is on the border with
TUNISIA in the east. Winters are mild, summers
are hot, dry, and sunny. Climatically this is
similar to much of southern and eastern Spain.

Wine industry structure
In its heyday Algerian vineyards were planted
substantially with Carignan, Alicante Bouschet,
Cinsault, and Grenache and, although the vines
have not been well maintained, VINE AGE in
Algeria is notably high. A replanting pro-
gramme that began in the late 1990s has en-
couraged the planting of INTERNATIONAL

VARIETIES, including Tempranillo, for red wines.
Most wine was vinified on a semi-industrial

scale in wineries that favoured fast fermenta-
tions and early bottling, although its mechani-
zation and hot-country technology at one time
provided inspiration for many. The AUTOVINIFI-

CATION tanks once common in the DOURO, for
example, were developed in Algeria, where they
were known as the Ducellier system.
The centralized ONCV long exercised a near

monopoly on both the production and sale of
wine, but in 2014 made only about 65% of the
wine sold in Algeria in its 132 fermentation
centres and 11 wineries. ONCV exported
about 20% of its production but a private sector
has been growing in importance.
Algeria is also a substantial producer of

CORKS, which are mainly processed in Portugal
and Spain. K.S. & J.R.

Isnard, H., ‘Vigne et décolonisation en Algérie’, in
A. Huetz de Lemps (ed.), Géographie historique des
vignobles: actes du colloque de Bordeaux: octobre
1977 (Paris, 1978), vol. i.
Sutton, K., ‘Algeria’s vineyards: an Islamic dilemma
and a problem of decolonisation’, Journal of Wine
Research (1990), 101–20.
www.oncv-groupe.com

Alicante, city on Spain’s Mediterranean
coast long associated with strong, rustic wines
which now gives its name to a denominated but
shrinking wine zone of 9,100 ha/21,800 acres.
This DO in the LEVANTE extends from the city
towards YECLA on the foothills of Spain’s central
plateau (see map under SPAIN) and allows eight
different styles of wine including DOBLE PASTA,
fortified wines, and a SOLERA-aged wine called

FONDILLÓN, a speciality of the region made from
very sweet, deliberately overripened grapes.
A coastal subzone, the Marina Alta, produces
mostly white MUSCAT-based wines. The climate
becomes progressively hotter and the landscape
more arid away from the coast and YIELDS rarely
exceed 20 hl/ha (1.1 ton/acre). The principal
grape variety is the red MONASTRELL (Mour-
vèdre). Other red varieties well suited to the
MEDITERRANEAN climate include GARNACHA and
BOBAL. Ninety per cent of the region’s wine is
produced in CO-OPERATIVES. The Bocopa co-op
at Petrer and such private firms as Gutiérrez de
la Vega, Bernabé Navarro, Salvador Poveda,
Enrique Mendoza, Sierra Salinas, El Sequé, Cel-
ler de la Muntanya, Volver, and Bruno Prats
Ibérica have made noticeable strides in quality.
Alicante is also a synonym for Garnacha

Tintorera, or ALICANTE BOUSCHET, in Spain
and is even sometimes used as a synonym for
GRENACHE. R.J.M. & V. de la S.

Alicante Bouschet, often known simply
as Alicante and sometimes as Alicante Henri
Bouschet, is the most widely planted of
France’s red-fleshed TEINTURIER grape varieties.
It was widely planted for much of the 20th
century but total French plantings had declined
to 3,699 ha/9,136 acres by 2011, mainly in the
Languedoc-Roussillon.
It was bred between 1865 and 1885 by Henri

BOUSCHET from his father’s crossing of Petit
Bouschet with the popular Grenache, then
often known as Alicante, and was an immediate
success. Thanks to its deep red flesh, the wine it
produced was about 15 times as red as that of
the productive and rapidly spreading ARAMON.
Alicante Bouschet also played a major role in

late-19th and early-20th-century viticulture as
parent of a host of other Teinturiers, the prod-
ucts almost exclusively of crossings with non-
VINIFERA varieties. In the second half of the 20th
century it profited from its status as the sole
Teinturier to be a Vitis vinifera, and is therefore
officially sanctioned by the French authorities.
Outside France it is most widely cultivated in

Spain, where it is also known as Garnacha Tin-
torera and where plantings totalled 18,950 ha/
46,806 acres in 2011. It is particularly common
in Galicia and Castilla-La Mancha. The total
area planted in Portugal is much smaller but it
can make wines as celebrated as Mouchão in
the Alentejo.
Alicante is widely grown around the world

but nowhere else in any great quantity.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties,
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

Aligoté, Burgundy’s ‘other’ white grape vari-
ety, may be very much Chardonnay’s underdog
but in a fine year, when ripeness can compensate
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for its characteristic ACIDITY, Aligoté is not short
of champions and is arguably a beneficiary of
CLIMATE CHANGE. It is a member of the PINOT (and
GOUAIS BLANC) family, is therefore a sibling of
Chardonnay, and was recorded in Burgundy at
the end of the 18th century.
The vine is vigorous and its yield varies enor-

mously according to the vineyard site. If grown
on Burgundy’s best slopes on the poorest soils
in warmer years, Aligoté could produce fine dry
whites with more nerve than most Chardon-
nays, but it would not be nearly as profitable.
In the Côte d’Or it is far less important than

the two obviously nobler grape varieties Char-
donnay and Pinot Noir, but there was still a
total of 1,914 ha/4,727 acres in greater Burgun-
dy in 2012, including 663 ha/1,638 acres in the
Côte d’Or. It is now largely relegated to the
highest and lowest vineyards, where it produces
light, early-maturing wines allowed only
the Bourgogne Aligoté appellation. Traditional-
ly it was mixed with blackcurrant liqueur as a
KIR. Only the village of Bouzeron in the CÔTE

CHALONNAISE, where some of the finest examples
are produced, has its own appellation for Ali-
goté, Bouzeron, in which the maximum yield is
only 45 hl/ha (2.5 ton/acre) as opposed to the
60 hl/ha allowed for Bourgogne Aligoté. A little
is grown by burgundy enthusiasts in the New
World but it is extraordinarily popular (and
rarely tart) in Eastern Europe where Moldova,
Romania, Ukraine, and Bulgaria grow thou-
sands of hectares of it and it is also a common
feature in Russian vineyards.

allergies and intolerances. A key dif-
ference between allergy and intolerance is that
allergic reactions have an immunological basis,
while those with other causes are classed as
intolerances. Intolerance of wine is far more
common than true allergy to wine or grapes.
The most common allergens, chemicals capa-
ble of causing an allergic reaction in humans,
are proteinaceous compounds. Among possible
allergens in wines are traces of the natural
PROTEINS not precipitated and removed with
the dead yeast cells after FERMENTATION, and
traces of proteins from FINING agents used to
clarify and stabilize the wine. Pollen-food aller-
gy syndrome affects those severely sensitized to
pollens which cross-react with similar proteins
in fruit skins, causing oral itching. Grape allergy
appears to be largely found around the Medi-
terranean, and chitinases may be the major
allergen. Even traces of wasp venom found in
wine have been reported to cause reactions. The
biogenic amines HISTAMINE and tyramine pro-
duced by LACTIC ACID BACTERIA during MALOLACTIC

CONVERSION and present at higher levels in red
wines, have been implicated in triggering head-
aches and red-wine intolerance.

SULFUR DIOXIDE may be a cause of so-called
‘white-wine allergy’ (strictly speaking an

intolerance) and some asthmatics may be par-
ticularly sensitive to SULFITES. Although used in
both red and white wines, whites typically have
both higher sulfur levels and more acidity
(which increases its release from solution),
resulting in airway irritation and wheezing for
those sensitive to this.
Some people, particularly members of certain

ethnic groups, experience symptoms such as
face flushing and high pulse rate after consum-
ing even quite moderate amounts of ETHANOL in
any form. This alcohol intolerance is due to
genetic variations in two enzymes involved in
the metabolism of alcohol, alcohol dehydroge-
nase and acetaldehyde dehydrogenase, which
are less efficient and result in higher levels of
toxic metabolites after drinking.
See also HEALTH and LABELLING INFORMATION.

D.A.D

Armentia A., ‘Adverse reactions to wine: think
outside the bottle,’ Current Opinion in Allergy and
Clinical Immunology, 8 (2008), 266–9
Vally, H., and Thompson, P. J., ‘Allergic and asth-
matic reactions to alcoholic drinks’, Addiction Bi-
ology, 8 (2003), 3–11.

Allier is the name of a département in central
France best known in the world of wine for
its OAK, although it is also home to the wines
of ST-POURÇAIN.

alluvium, type of sediment which can be
described as alluvial, giving rise to soils which
are often fine grained and typically fertile
consisting of mud, SILT, SAND, and sometimes
GRAVEL or stones deposited by flowing water on
flood plains, in river beds, in deltas, and in
estuaries, often from many different and distant
sources. Alluvial soils are variable in texture,
DRAINAGE, and age, and often such changes can
be seen over a few metres. Where these soils are
stony and sandy, they are highly valued for
viticulture, as in the MÉDOC region of France
and Marlborough in NEW ZEALAND. See entries
prefixed SOIL. R.E.S.

almacenista. From the Spanish word
almacén meaning ‘store’, an almacenista is the
term for a SHERRY stockholder who sells wine to
shippers. It has been used as a marketing term
by the sherry firm of Lustau, who buy in and
bottle wines from almacenistas.

Almansa, denominated wine zone in the
eastern corner of CASTILE-LA MANCHA in central
Spain (see map under SPAIN) with 7,100 ha/
17,050 acres under vine. The Almansa DO bor-
ders the LEVANTE regions JUMILLA and YECLA,
which produce similarly strong, sturdy red
wines, traditionally used for blending but
increasingly sold in bottle, principally from
MONASTRELL and GARNACHA TINTORERA grapes,
although SYRAH is increasingly planted. The cli-
mate is extreme. Temperatures rise to 40 �C

(104 �F) in summer but can dip below 0 �C
(32 �F) in winter. Bodegas Almanseñas, Haci-
enda El Espino, and the Tintoralba co-op are
the leading producers. V. de la S.

Almeirim, DOP subregion of TEJO in central,
southern Portugal dominated by a huge
CO-OPERATIVE winery.

Aloxe-Corton, a small village of charm at
the northern end of the Côte de Beaune in
Burgundy. First references to vineyards in
Aloxe date back to 696, while in 775 CHARLE-

MAGNE ceded vines to the Abbey of St-Andoche
at Saulieu. Aloxe is dominated by the hill of
Corton, planted on three sides with vineyards
including the GRANDS CRUS Corton (almost all
red) and Corton-Charlemagne (white).
Corton is the sole grand cru appellation for

red wine in the CÔTE DE BEAUNE and covers
several vineyards which may be described sim-
ply as Corton or as Corton hyphenated with
their names. While all Corton tends to be a
dense, closed wine when young, Bressandes is
noted for its comparative suppleness and
charm; Renardes for its rustic, gamey character;
Perrières for extra finesse; and Clos du Roi
for the optimum balance between weight and
elegance. It is often regarded as the finest of the
Corton vineyards. Other Corton vineyards are
Le Charlemagne, Les Pougets, and Les Langu-
ettes, all of which more often produce white
Corton-Charlemagne, and Les Chaumes, Les
Grèves, Les Fiètres, Les Meix, Clos de la Vigne
au Saint, and part of Les Paulands and Les
Maréchaudes. Further Corton vineyards extend
into LADOIX-Serrigny. Although Corton is
planted almost entirely with Pinot Noir vines,
a tiny amount of white Corton is made, includ-
ing the HOSPICES DE BEAUNE cuvée Paul Chanson
from Chardonnay.
The great white wines, however, are those

made within the Corton-Charlemagne appel-
lation, which stretches in a narrow band around
the top of the hill from Ladoix-Serrigny,
through Aloxe-Corton to PERNAND-VERGELESSES,
where it descends down the western edge of the
hillside. The MESOCLIMATE governing Corton-
Charlemagne is fractionally cooler than that of
Corton and the soils are different. Whereas red
Corton is mainly produced on reddish chalky
clay which is rich in marl, the soil at the top of
the hill and on the western edge is lighter and
whiter, its stoniness believed locally to impart
a gunflint edge to the wines of Corton-
Charlemagne.
There remains some Pinot Blanc in the oth-

erwise Chardonnay-dominated Corton-Charle-
magne vineyards, which formerly were widely
planted with Pinot Beurot (see PINOT GRIS) and
Aligoté.
A great Corton may seem ungainly in its

sturdiness when young but should have the
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power to develop into a rich wine with complex,
gamey flavours at eight to ten years old. Cor-
tons should, with POMMARD, be the most intense
and longest-lived wines of the Côte de Beaune.
Corton-Charlemagne also needs time to devel-
op its exceptional character of breed, backbone,
and racy power. Needing a minimum of five
years, a good example will be better for a full
decade in bottle.
Although more than half the vineyard area is

given over to the grands crus, Aloxe-Corton
also has its share of PREMIER CRU and village
vineyards producing mainly red wines which
can be supple and well coloured but mostly do
not justify their significant premium over the
wines of SAVIGNY-LÈS-BEAUNE. Apart from Les
Guérets and Les Vercots, which are adjacent
to Les Fichots in the commune of Pernand-
Vergelesses, the premiers crus of Aloxe-Corton
form a band just below the swathe of grand cru
vineyards, extending into Ladoix-Serrigny.
See CÔTE D’OR and map under BURGUNDY.

J.T.C.M.

Chapuis, C., Aloxe-Corton (Dijon, 1988), in French.

Alpine Valleys in NORTH EAST VICTORIA

ZONE in Australia encompasses inter alia the
Ovens, Buffalo, Kiewa, and Buckland Valleys,
and an important producer of a range of main-
stream and ultra-eclectic varieties (Arneis, Petit
Manseng, Saperavi, etc.).

Alsace, historically much-disputed region
now on the eastern border of France, producing
a unique style of largely VARIETAL wine, about
90% of which is white. For much of its existence
it has been the western German region Elsass.
Because of its location it has been the subject of
many a territorial dispute between France and
Germany. Now separated from Germany by the
river RHINE, and from the rest of France by the
Vosges mountains, the language and culture of
Alsace owe much to both origins, but are at the
same time unique. Many families speak Alsa-
cien, a dialect peculiar to the region, quite dif-
ferent from either French or German.
Of all the regions of France, this is the one in

which it is still easiest to find villages outwardly
much as they were in the Middle Ages, with
traditional half-timbered houses and extant for-
tifications. The hilltops of the lower Vosges are
dotted with ruined castles and fortresses, wit-
nesses to past invasions.
Of more than 4,000 grape growers, about 950

bottle wine but more than 60% of total produc-
tion is sold by one of the 20 biggest NÉGOCIANTS
and CO-OPERATIVES. Even the large companies
are usually family owned, however. One of the
unique aspects of Alsace is that even the smal-
lest producers regularly bottle at least six to
eight different wines each year, while the larger
producers may extend to a range of 20 to 30
different bottlings.

All Alsace wines are, by law, bottled in the
region of production in tall bottles called flutes
(which some think may hinder sales because
they are hardly the height of FASHION).

History
For details of the earlier history of the region,
see GERMAN HISTORY. Annexed by France in the
17th century, Alsace was reclaimed, with part of
Lorraine, by the new German empire in 1871.
The vineyards were used to produce cheap
blending wines. After the twin crises of oïdium
(POWDERY MILDEW) and PHYLLOXERA, HYBRIDS to
give large, trouble-free crops were planted on
the flat, easily accessible land on the plains. The
finer, steeper, HILLSIDE sites, formerly revered,
were largely abandoned.
Following the First World War, when Alsace

returned to French rule, up to a third of these
better sites were replanted with the VINIFERA

varieties. A setback occurred with the Second
World War, when export was impossible, and
the area was once again overrun by Germany.
Replanting of the better sites gathered momen-
tum in the 1960s and 1970s, when Alsace once
again started to build up export markets.

Geography and climate
Alsace lies between LATITUDES 47.5 degrees and
49 degrees north of the equator, giving a long,
cool growing season. It is important for the
vineyards to make the most of the sun’s rays,
and so most of the best vineyards are on south,
south west, or south east facing slopes, sheltered
from the wind by the Vosges. Average annual
RAINFALL is one of the lowest in France, due to
the influence of the Vosges mountains: 500
mm/19 in in Colmar, varying considerably
according to site. Most vineyards are at an
ELEVATION of between 175 m and 550 m (1,804
ft) in the Munster Valley, above which level
much of the mountainside is covered with
pine forests. Autumn humidity allows for the
production of late-picked VENDANGE TARDIVE—
and SÉLECTION DE GRAINS NOBLES—wines (see
below) in good vintages.
The narrow vineyard strip runs from north

to south, along the lower contours of the Vosges
Mountains (see map under GERMANY), and spans
the two French départements of Haut-Rhin and
Bas-Rhin. The majority of large producers are
based in the more southerly Haut-Rhin départe-
ment, which is generally associated with better
quality, especially for Alsace’s characteristic
Gewurztraminer (spelt Gewürztraminer in Ger-
many) and Pinot Gris, producing fatter, more
powerful wines towards the south of the region.
In the Bas-Rhin, individual vineyard sites become
even more important to ensure full RIPENESS.
There are at least 20 major soil formations

within the Alsace wine region, covering several
eras. Higher, steeper slopes of the Vosges have
thin topsoil, with subsoils of weathered GNEISS,

GRANITE, SANDSTONE, SCHIST, and VOLCANIC sedi-
ments. The gentler lower slopes, derived from
the Rhine delta bed, have deeper topsoils, over
subsoils of CLAY, MARL, LIMESTONE, and sand-
stone. One of the most important subsoils is
the pink grès de Vosges, Vosges sandstone,
which was used extensively in the construction
of churches and cathedrals, and which is much
in evidence in Strasbourg. The plains at the foot
of the Vosges are of ALLUVIAL soils, eroded from
the Vosges, and are rich and fertile, generally
more suited to the production of crops other
than vines.
Winters can be very cold, spring is generally

mild, and the summer is warm and sometimes
very dry, with heavy HAIL and thunderstorms
possible in summer and autumn. In some vin-
tages summer DROUGHT can be a problem, and
younger vines planted in the drier, sandy soils
can suffer, whereas vineyards on the water-
retentive clay soils have an advantage.
As a general rule, the heavier clay and marl

soils give a wine with broader flavours, more
body and weight, while a lighter limestone or
sandy soil gives more elegance and finesse.
Flint, schist, shale, and slate soils tend to give
wines with a characteristic oily, minerally
aroma reminiscent of petrol and sometimes
described as ‘gunflint’, especially those made
from the Riesling grape.

Viticulture
The varied styles of training in use depend
partly on the steepness of the vineyard. Either
single GUYOT, with up to 15 buds left on the
cane, or double Guyot, with up to eight buds
on each cane, may be found, with a VINE DENSITY

of between 4,400 and 4,800 vines per ha (1,940
per acre). There are also some CORDON-trained
vines, with SPUR PRUNING, generally on older
vines. The range of maximum permitted yields
is given below, although each year the permit-
ted yield can be altered upwards or downwards
by decree.
Vines are generally trained at a height of

between 60 and 90 cm (35 in) above ground,
depending on the site. Vines on the plain are
generally trained high to avoid FROSTS, while
sloping vineyards can be trained closer to the
ground, benefiting to the maximum from the
available SUNLIGHT.
The steepest vineyard slopes may be TERRACED,

as for example the GRAND CRU sites of Rangen
and Kastelberg, or vines may be planted in rows
either following the contours of the slope, or
vertically from top to bottom, depending on the
risk of SOIL EROSION. COVER CROPS may be planted
to prevent erosion and to give more of a grip to
tractors on moderate slopes.
Although MECHANICAL HARVESTING is common

on the plains, many vineyards are too steep for
machines, and many grapes are still hand pick-
ed. The vintage is always protracted, with
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varieties ripening at different times. Generally,
harvesting starts in mid September, and often
continues well into November.
A few growers have experimented with late-

picked, BOTRYTIZED wines, not merely for the
four varieties permitted for the late-harvest
wines described below, but also with such
diverse varieties as Auxerrois and Sylvaner,
which can make outstanding wines. One
or two growers produce a small quantity of
VIN DE PAILLE, from healthy, ripe grapes pick-
ed in October, and dried on straw over
the winter months. There have also been
experiments with EISWEIN, from healthy
grapes picked in December, and even in
early January.

Vine varieties
At the beginning of the 20th century, the many
varieties planted in Alsace were divided into
‘noble’ and others. The number has been ratio-
nalized over the years, and now the region pro-
duces eight major varietal wines: RIESLING,
Gewurztraminer (GEWÜRZTRAMINER), PINOT GRIS,
PINOT NOIR, PINOT BLANC, MUSCAT, CHASSELAS, and
SYLVANER. Chasselas is generally used for blend-
ing, and only a handful of producers still bottle
it as a varietal. AUXERROIS is also planted, and is
usually blended with and labelled as Pinot
Blanc, although it does sometimes feature on a
label. There has also been some interest in
planting the ubiquitous CHARDONNAY, forbidden
by law, but tolerated when labelled as Pinot
Blanc, or used in the sparkling wine CRÉMANT

d’Alsace.
Most growers, wherever in the region they

are based, plant all of the above varieties. As
some varieties fetch higher prices, and some are
much more fussy about vineyard site, each
grower must make an economic as well as a
practical decision when deciding what to plant
where. Pinot Blanc and Auxerrois are among
the first to ripen, and are viticulturally easy to
please. The later ripening Riesling and Sylvaner
need to be planted on a sheltered site, and are
much more demanding. Muscat and Gewurz-
traminer are the most unreliable producers;
unsettled weather at FLOWERING time can seri-
ously shrink the crop, so the site should be
sheltered.
Riesling was (just) the most widely planted

variety in 2012, accounting for nearly 22% of
the area under vine. Plantations are steadily
increasing, mainly in place of Sylvaner, which
has been losing ground, and by 2012 accounted
for only 7.5% of the area planted, with higher
proportions in the Bas-Rhin than the Haut-
Rhin. Pinot Blanc and the more common
Auxerrois have also been on the increase, ac-
counting for another 21% between them.
Gewurztraminer is grown on almost as much
land but usually represents a smaller percentage
of the production, which can fluctuate

alarmingly. Its average yield is the smallest of
all the varieties. The largest plantations of
Gewurztraminer are in the Haut-Rhin. Pinot
Gris has become increasingly popular and
accounted for more than 15% of plantings by
2012. Pinot Noir has also increased its share as
the only red varietal of Alsace (though Pinot
Gris and Gewurztraminer are definitely pink-
skinned varieties). It represented almost 10%
of the total vineyard area in 2012. The area
planted with MUSCAT D’ALSACE and MUSCAT

OTTONEL together represented barely 2% of
vineyard area. The total area devoted to Chas-
selas and Chardonnay, together with the small
amounts of other old varieties had fallen to
2.4% by 2012.

Riesling Considered by growers to be the finest
variety, Alsace Riesling is almost invariably
bone dry. Young Riesling can display floral
aromas, although it is sometimes fairly neutral.
With age it takes on complex, gunflint, mineral
aromas, with crisp steely acidity and very pure
fruit flavours. It is one of the most difficult
varieties for beginners, but one of the most
rewarding wines for connoisseurs.

Gewurztraminer Usually dry to off-dry, but its
low ACIDITY, combined with high alcohol and
GLYCEROL, often give an impression of sweetness.
Gewurztraminer has a distinctive aroma and
flavour, with hints of lychees and grapefruit.
The naturally high sugar levels of Gewurztra-
miner make it ideal for late-harvest sweet
wines, and this is the most frequent varietal
found as Vendange Tardive. Poorly made ex-
amples can be blowsy, flat, over-alcoholic,
sometimes oily. Gewurztraminer from the
southern end of Alsace, around Eguisheim
southwards, tends to have quite a different
character, and is generally more aromatic as
well as richer in weight.

Pinot Gris Once known as Tokay-Pinot Gris or
Tokay d’Alsace, Pinot Gris has been the only
permitted name on labels since 2007 according
to an agreement between Hungary and the EU.
Pinot Gris was for long underrated in Alsace. It
combines some of the spicy flavours of Gewurz-
traminer with the firm backbone of acidity
found in Riesling, giving a wine that ages par-
ticularly well. Young Pinot Gris is reminiscent
of peaches and apricot, with a hint of smoke,
developing biscuity, buttery flavours with age. It
can be particularly successful in a Vendange
Tardive style.

Muscat Two varieties of Muscat are found in
Alsace: MUSCAT BLANC À PETITS GRAINS, known as
Muscat d’Alsace, and Muscat Ottonel. Most
wines are a blend of the two. Alsace Muscat is
always dry, and has a fresh grapey aroma and
flavour. The taste should be reminiscent of

biting into a fresh grape, with young, crisp
fruitiness. Muscat is low in alcohol, and quite
low in acidity. Because of its sensitivity to poor
weather at flowering, yields can vary consider-
ably from year to year.

Sylvaner Sylvaner is difficult to grow, needs a
good site and a warm vintage, yet fetches com-
paratively little money. Good Sylvaner has a
slightly bitter, slightly perfumed aroma and fla-
vour, with very firm acidity. It has moderate
alcohol, and is at its best when it is young and
fresh.

Pinot Blanc Also labelled Clevner or Klevner,
Pinot Blanc is the workhorse of Alsace. As well
as forming the base wine for Crémant d’Alsace,
Pinot Blanc can produce very good, clean, dry
white that is not particularly aromatic but has
good acidity, with moderate alcohol.

Auxerrois This variety is rarely mentioned on
the label, although it may form the total or the
majority of many wines labelled as Pinot Blanc,
Klevner, or Clevner. A wine from pure Auxer-
rois is spicy, soft, and quite broad, with low
acidity and good alcohol. It is occasionally vin-
ified successfully in oak.

Chasselas This variety’s name is also seldom
seen on the label. It is usually used for Edelz-
wicker, although the few growers who bottle
Chasselas as a varietal can produce a very pret-
ty, quite lightweight wine, dry with soft grapey
fruit, low acidity, and light alcohol.

Edelzwicker Literally, this is German for ‘noble
mixture’. A blend of more than one variety can
be labelled as Edelzwicker or, more occasional-
ly, as Gentil. It can also be given a general name,
such as ‘Fruits de Mer’. Edelzwicker is generally
one of the cheapest wines in the range. Chasse-
las, Pinot Blanc, and Auxerrois are common
ingredients.

Pinot Noir The only red varietal of Alsace has
been deepening in flavour and colour thanks to
CLIMATE change. Good OAK-matured wines have
increasingly resulted from warmer vintages.

See also KLEVENER DE HEILIGENSTEIN.

Winemaking
As in Germany, winemakers measure the sugar
content of the grapes, or MUST WEIGHT, in de-
grees OECHSLE. CHAPTALIZATION, always outlawed
for late-harvest wines (see below) and, since
2011, for AOC Alsace Grand Cru, is now rela-
tively rare, even for AOC Alsace, thanks to
climate change. Indigenous YEASTS are generally
sufficient, and few winemakers add yeast cul-
tures, except in an abnormally wet vintage.
ACIDIFICATION is not practised.
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The number of different varieties, all to be
vinified separately, can present a logistical
problem. Small operations with one PRESS (usu-
ally a bladder press, which gives cleaner juice)
will organize picking to allow each variety suf-
ficient time in the press before the next variety
is picked.
Most winemakers deliberately prevent MALO-

LACTIC FERMENTATION in white wines by keeping
them cool and lightly sulfured, preferring to
keep the fresh grape aromas—although some
CUVÉES manage to complete malolactic fermen-
tation, often by accident. Although initially
making such wines softer, more vinous, and
less floral, it does not seem to have altered
the quality or keeping ability of the wines, so
an increasing number of reputable cellars are
allowing malolactic fermentation to take place.
Pinot Noir needs to go through malolactic to
soften and STABILIZE the wine, and is therefore
often kept in an isolated part of the cellar to
prevent cross-contamination from LACTIC ACID

BACTERIA.
Because over 90% of the wine is white, and

because winemakers are emphasizing the pri-
mary grape flavours, most wine is vinified and
stored in inert containers, and new wood is
seldom used. Traditional cellars have large
oval wood casks, many over 100 years of age,
literally built into the cellar. Traditionally the
same cask will be used each year for the same
varietal. The build-up of TARTRATES forms a
glass-like lining to the cask, and there is no
likelihood of oak flavours masking the wine’s
character. If a cask has to be replaced, the new
cask will be well washed out to remove as
much as possible of the OAK FLAVOUR, and will
be used for Edelzwicker until all oak flavours
have disappeared. A few growers are experi-
menting with BARREL MATURATION, most widely
for Pinot Noir, but also occasionally with
Pinot Blanc, Pinot Gris, Auxerrois, and even
Sylvaner.
The cellars are generally quite cold by the

time FERMENTATION is taking place, so many
cellars have no cooling system.
Growers have found that the BOUQUET and

AGEING potential can be enhanced by ferment-
ing Riesling, Sylvaner, and Muscat at between
14 and 16 �C (61 �F), while Gewurztraminer
will take a warmer temperature, of up to 21 �C
(70 �F). Most wines are bottled within a year of
the vintage to retain freshness.
Alsace wines are in principle fermented dry.

Around the turn of the century some of these
supposedly dry wines had perceptible RESIDUAL

SUGAR that was difficult to predict from the
label, but wines have in general become
drier—and some producers have introduced
SWEETNESS codes on labels. Supposedly the
only Alsace wines with significant residual
sugar are the late-harvest wines described
below.

The late-harvest wines
Regulations for Vendange Tardive and Sélec-
tion de Grains Nobles wines were drawn up in
1983.

Vendange Tardive, or Vendanges Tardives
Late-picked wines have always been produced
in Alsace in small quantities in outstanding
vintages. To be labelled as Vendange Tardive,
a term to which Alsace producers claim exclu-
sive rights in France, a wine must come from a
single vintage, from one of the four permitted
varieties Riesling, Muscat, Gewurztraminer, or
Pinot Gris. The wine must not be ENRICHED in
any way, and the minimum sugar concentration
at harvest must be 220 g/l (95 �Oechsle) for
Riesling or Muscat, and 243 g/l (105 �Oechsle)
for Gewurztraminer or Pinot Gris. Picking
must take place after a certain date, determined
annually by the authorities, who must be in-
formed beforehand of the grower’s intention to
pick a Vendange Tardive wine, and may inspect
the vineyard at the time of picking to check the
sugar concentration and quantity produced.
The wine must also undergo an analysis and
tasting after bottling, before the label is granted.
Vendange Tardive wines do not have to be
BOTRYTIS-affected. The most common varietal
for Vendange Tardive wines is Gewurztrami-
ner, which can easily attain very high sugar
levels. Muscat is the rarest of all, and is only
possible in occasional vintages. Vendange Tard-
ive wine is not necessarily sweet, and may vary
from bone dry to medium sweet. Quality varies
as widely as sweetness levels.

Sélection de Grains Nobles SGN is a further
refinement of Vendange Tardive, where the
grapes have reached even higher sugar levels.
Wines labelled as Sélection de Grains Nobles,
however, nearly always contain a proportion of
grapes affected by botrytis, or NOBLE ROT, picked
by hand, generally involving several passages
through the vineyard. The same four varieties
are permitted, with minimum sugar levels of
256 g/l (110 �Oechsle) for Riesling and Muscat,
and 279 g/l (120 �Oechsle) for Gewurztraminer
and Pinot Gris. The same legislation as for
Vendange Tardive governs production (see
above). Sélection de Grains Nobles wine is
always sweet, although there is a variation in
richness and quality, depending on the grape
and the grower.

The appellations Alsace was awarded AOC sta-
tus in 1962, with the one regional appellation
Alsace, or Vin d’Alsace. In 2011 a further two
appellations were introduced which may com-
plement the general AOC Alsace:

AOC Alsace communales This denomination
is stricter than the regional appellation, and
specifies grape variety, VINE DENSITY, PRUNING,

VINE TRAINING, ripeness levels (MUST WEIGHTS),
and YIELDS. The following 11 communes, or
inter-communal entities, may be mentioned
on the label, alongside ‘AOC Alsace’: Bliensch-
willer, Saint-Hippolyte, Côtes de Barr, Scher-
willer, Côte de Rouffach, Vallée Noble,
KLEVENER DE HEILIGENSTEIN, Val Saint-Grégoire,
Ottrott, Wolxheim, and Rodern.

AOC Alsace lieux-dits These are wines which
express combinations of varietal and certain
terroirs and have stricter requirements than
the AOC communales. Wines from these
lieux-dits express a number of nuances: primary
fruit characters of individual grape varieties are
blended with terroir-derived minerality.

Alsace Grand Cru The appellation Alsace
Grand Cru was first defined as a single, if some-
times controversial, appellation in 1975 when
Schlossberg was the prototype. The wine had to
come from a single named vineyard site, or
lieu-dit, a single vintage, and (initially) be
made from just one of four permitted varieties,
Riesling, Muscat, Gewurztraminer, or Pinot
Gris. By 1983 there were 26 lieux-dits, then 50
by 1992. Varietal exceptions have been allowed
such as the blend allowed, under pressure
from Deiss, in Altenberg de Bergheim, and
the estimable Sylvaner of Zotzenberg. In 2007
Kaefferkopf became the 51st lieu-dit to be
awarded AOC Alsace Grand Cru status and
blends based on a majority of Gewurztraminer
were permitted in addition to the four varietals.
Four years later the umbrella Alsace Grand
Cru AOC was divided into 51 individual
AOC Alsace Grands Crus appellations, which
affords each lieu-dit AOP-level guarantees of
quality.
The wines from these vineyard sites make up

only 4% of Alsace’s total production but the
precise boundary of each grand cru is the sub-
ject of much debate, and some of the négociants
in particular have eschewed the appellation in
favour of their superior brands. Beyer’s Riesling
Cuvée Particulière is from the Grand Cru Pfer-
sigberg while Trimbach’s Clos Ste-Hune, grown
in a parcel within the Rosacker Grand Cru but
without the words grand cru on the label, is a
prime and hugely respected example. But some
of the nominated grand cru sites are of only
moderate quality. Some named vineyards cover
an unreasonably large area, often extending
over a number of hillsides, including a number
of soils and aspects, some greatly superior to
others.
While single-vineyard wines are an excellent

way forward for quality wine production, much
depends on the attitude of the grower, as well
as on the quality of the vineyard site. The best
sites and growers have undoubtedly benefited
from the grand cru appellation, but many
growers and co-operatives are producing
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wines of average quality, cashing in on the
grand cru name.

Crémant d’Alsace The appellation Crémant
d’Alsace was created in 1976 and amended in
2011, formalizing the sparkling wines that had

long been made in the region. By 2013 Crémant
d’Alsace represented 24% of all AOCwinesmade
in Alsace. Pinot Blanc is by the far the most
significant ingredient, although some Riesling
and Chardonnay is also used, and Pinot Noir is
the only variety allowed for Crémant d’Alsace

rosé. As with the late-harvest wines, growers
have to identify before the start of harvest
which parcels of vines are destined for Crémant
d’Alsace production. See also CRÉMANT.

www.vinsalsace.com

Grand Cru Type of Soil Commune Area Elevation Exposition Date

Altenberg de
Bergbieten

Marl-limestone-gypsum 67 Bergbieten 29.07 ha 210 to265 m south-east 23.11.1983

Altenberg de
Bergheim

Marl-limestone 68 Bergheim 35.06 ha 220 to 320 m south/south-east 23.11.1983

Altenberg de
Wolxheim

Marl-limestone 67 Wolxheim 31.20 ha 200 to 250 m south/south-west 17.12.1992

Brand Granite 68 Turckheim 57.95 ha 250 to 380 m south/south-east 23.11.1983
Bruderthal Marl-limestone 67 Molsheim 18.40 ha 225 to 300 m south-east 17.12.1992
Eichberg Marl-limestone 68 Eguisheim 57.62 ha 220 to 340 m south-east 23.11.1983
Engelberg Marl-limestone 67 Dahlenheim and

Scharrachbergheim
14.80 ha 250 to 300 m south 17.12.1992

Florimont Marl-limestone 68 Ingersheim and Katzenthal 21 ha 250 to 280 m east 17.12.1992
Frankstein Granite 67 Dambach-La-Ville 56.20 ha 220 to 230 m east/south-east 17.12.1992
Froehn Clay-marl 68 Zellenberg 14.60 ha 270 to 300 m south/south-east 17.12.1992
Furstentum Limestone 68 Kientzheim and Sigolsheim 30.50 ha 300 to 400 m south/south-west 17.12.1992
Geisberg Marl-limestone-sandstone 68 Ribeauvillé 8.53 ha 250 to 320 m south 23.11.1983
Gloeckelberg Granite clay 68 Rodern and Saint-Hippolyte 23.40 ha 250 to360 m south/south-east 23.11.1983
Goldert Marl-limestone 68 Gueberschwihr 45.35 ha 230 to 330 m east 23.11.1983
Hatschbourg Marl-limestone and loess 68 Hattstatt and Voegtlinshoffen 47.36 ha 210 to 330 m south/south-east 23.11.1983
Hengst Marl-limestone-sandstone 68 Wintzenheim 75.78 ha 270 to 360 m south/south-east 23.11.1983
Kaefferkopf Granite-limestone and

sandstone
68 Ammerschwihr 71.65 ha 240 to 350 m south/west 14.01.2007

Kanzlerberg Clay-marl-gypsum 67 Andlau 3.23 ha 250 m south/south-west 23.11.1983
Kastelberg Schist 67 Andlau 5.82 ha 240 to 300 m south-east 23.11.1983
Kessler Sandy-clay 68 Guebwiller 28.53 ha 300 to 390 m south-east 23.11.1983
Kirchberg de Barr Marl-limestone 67 Barr 40.63 ha 210 to 330 m south-east 23.11.1983
Kirchberg de
Ribeauvillé

Marl-limestone-sandstone 68 Ribeauvillé 11.40 ha 270 to 350 m south/south-west 23.11.1983

Kitterlé Sandstone-volcanic 68 Guebwiller 25.79 ha 270 to 360 m south/south-east/
south-west

23.11.1983

Mambourg Marl-limestone 68 Sigolsheim 61.85 ha 210 to 360 m south 17.12.1992
Mandelberg Marl-limestone 68 Mittelwihr and Beblenheim 22 ha 210 to 250 m south/south-west 17.12.1992
Marckrain Marl-limestone 68 Bennwihr and Sigolsheim 53.35 ha 200 to 300 m east/south-east 17.12.1992
Moenchberg Marl-limestone and colluvial

deposits
67 Andlau and Eichoffen 11.83 ha 230 à 260 m south 23.11.1983

Muenchberg Sandstone-volcanic-pebbles 67 Nothalten 17.70 ha 250 to 310 m south 17.12.1992
Ollwiller Sandy-clay 67 Wuenheim 35.86 ha 260 to 330 m south-east 23.11.1983
Osterberg Marl 68 Ribeauvillé 24.60 ha 250 to 320 m east-south-east 17.12.1992
Pfersigberg Limestone-sandstone 68 Eguisheim and Wettolsheim 74.55 ha 220 to 330 m east/south-east 17.12.1992
Pfingstberg Marl-limestone-sandstone 68 Orschwihr 28.15 ha 270 to 370 m south-east 17.12.1992
Praelatenberg Granite-gneiss 67 Kintzheim 18.70 ha 250 to 350 m east-south-east 17.12.1992
Rangen Volcanic 68 Thann and Vieux-Thann 22.13 ha 320 to 450 m south 23.11.1983
Rosacker Dolomitic limestone 68 Hunawihr 26.18 ha 260 to 330 m east-south-east 23.11.1983
Saering Marl-limestone-sandstone 68 Guebwiller 26.75 ha 260 to 300 m east/south-east 23.11.1983
Schlossberg Granitic 68 Schlossberg 80.28 ha 230 to 350 m south 20.11.1975
Schoenenbourg Marl-sand-gypsum 68 Riquewihr and Zellenberg 53.40 ha 265 to 380 m south/south-east 17.12.1992
Sommerberg Granitic 68 Niedermorschwihr and

Katzenthal
28.36 ha 260 to 400 m south 23.11.1983

Sonnenglanz Marl-limestone 68 Beblenheim 32.80 ha 220 to 270 m south-east 23.11.1983
Spiegel Marl-sandstone 68 Bergholtz and Guebwiller 18.26 ha 260 to 315 m east 23.11.1983
Sporen Clay-marl-pebbles 68 Riquewihr 23.70 ha 265 to 310 m south-east 17.12.1992
Steinert Limestone 68 Pfaffenheim and Westhalten 38,90 ha 250 to 350 m east 17.12.1992
Steingrubler Marl-limestone-sandstone 68 Wettolsheim 22.95 ha 280 to 350 m south-east 17.12.1992
Steinklotz Limestone 67 Marlenheim 40.60 ha 200 to 300 m south-south-east 17.12.1992
Vorbourg Limestone-sandstone 68 Rouffach and Westhalten 73.61 ha 210 to 300 m south/south-east 17.12.1992
Wiebelsberg Sand-sandstone 67 Andlau 12.52 ha 200 to 300 m south/south-east 23.11.1983
Wineck-Schlossberg Granitic 68 Katzenthal and Ammerschwihr 27.40 ha 280 to 400 m south/south-east 17.12.1992
Winzenberg Granitic 67 Blienschwiller 19.20 ha 240 to 320 m south-south-east 17.12.1992
Zinnkoepflé Limestone-sandstone 67 Soultzmatt and Westhalten 71.03 ha 250 to 420 m south/south-east 17.12.1992
Zotzenberg Marl-limestone 67 Mittelbergheim 36.45 ha 215 to 320 m east/south 17.12.1992

a
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Alta Langa. See LANGHE.

Alternaria, vine disease. See BUNCH ROTS.

alternative packaging for wine is slow-
ly becoming more common, for reasons of con-
venience, economy, and/or SUSTAINABILITY.
BOTTLES are still by far the most common, but
see also BOXES, CANS, CARTONS, KEGS, PLASTIC BOT-

TLES, and POUCHES.

alternative varieties, Australian name
for VINE VARIETIES other than the best-known
INTERNATIONAL VARIETIES. They even have their
own wine SHOW in Australia.

alternative viticulture, forms of viticul-
tural practice such as ORGANIC and BIODYNAMIC,
which usually aim to minimize environmental
degradation. See also SUSTAINABLE VITICULTURE.

Altesse, SAVOIE’s finest white grape variety,
once known as ROUSSETTE, the name of several
associated wines.
The variety is a shy, late producer but it

resists rot well and the wine produced is rela-
tively exotically perfumed, has good acidity, and
is well worth ageing. Total plantings had grown
to 369 ha/911 acres by 2012.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties,
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

altitude, a term commonly used to describe
the ELEVATION of a vineyard. While the terms are
used interchangeably, altitude—used typically
by pilots—actually refers to height above the
Earth’s surface whereas elevation refers to the
height above sea level.

Alto Adige, the alpine and most northerly
part of Italy which shares with its neighbour
TRENTINO a preponderance of INTERNATIONAL

VARIETIES and the absence of a detailed DOC

system. With the Austrian Tyrol to the imme-
diate north, its culture is firmly Germanic
and its first language is German. Officially

known as Südtirol—Alto Adige, and part of
Austria until it was annexed by Italy after the
Second World War, the region owes the Ital-
ian part of its name to the River Adige
(Etsch), flowing south-east to the Adriatic. At
the capital Bolzano the Adige is joined by the
Isarco (Eisach) River from the north east,
forming a y-shaped valley on whose slopes
viticulture has been practised for millennia.
Vineyards are planted from 300 m up to
1,000 m (3,280 ft), while the valley floor is
reserved for other fruits, plus the occasional
large-scale vineyard which can be worked
mechanically and is therefore more lucrative
than apple orchards.
Viticulture at often dizzying heights is a

serious option since the Alps protect Alto
Adige from cold winds from the north,
while the steepness of the slopes creates ex-
cellent expositions for long, slow grape ripen-
ing. Marked TEMPERATURE variation helps to
retain acidity in the grapes, resulting in
the fresh, appetizing whites for which the
region is especially known. Some districts,
notably around the towns of Merano and
Bolzano where the dark-skinned LAGREIN is
cultivated, even enjoy a sub-MEDITERRANEAN

climate.
International grape varieties, introduced in

the 19th century under Hapsburg rule, are the
norm here, with Pinot Bianco (475 ha/1,174
acres), Pinot Grigio (585 ha/1,446 acres),
Chardonnay (494 ha/1,174 acres), and Merlot
the most important, although they are dwarfed
by plantings of the local SCHIAVA (1,157 ha/
2,857 acres). Its pale, often dilute, early-
maturing red wine was once enormously pop-
ular in Germany, Switzerland, and Austria,
markets that are now looking for fuller-bodied
reds which, increasingly, they can produce
themselves. The annual Alto Adige Schiava
Trophy is awarded by a group of quality-
conscious producers in an attempt to reverse
the varietal’s fortunes.
Nearly two-thirds of Alto Adige production

is controlled by CO-OPERATIVES, which process
the harvest of hundreds, sometimes thousands,
of grape farmers. The power of the co-ops is
such that they can dictate the cultivation of
certain grape varieties considered marketable.
This is the main reason why, except for Schiava,
Alto Adige’s INDIGENOUS VARIETIES have received
scant attention in the past, while Pinot Grigio
became enormously popular among most
growers. The regulations permit YIELDS up to
108 hl/ha and although high yields were still
the norm in the early 2010s, improvements in the
vineyard, notably the change from PERGOLA to
lower-yielding GUYOT training systems, has led
to increased wine quality. However, many of the
old local varieties that survive are trained on
pergolas. A new generation of producers taking
over from parents who sold all their grapes to the

co-op are reappraising these indigenous varieties
and traditional training systems.
An extremely simple DOC system, and the

absence of a DOCG, sustains the impression
that Alto Adige is all about quantity and easily
marketable varieties rather than attention to
terroir. There are only three denominations:
Lago di Caldaro DOC for the production of
Schiava; Valdadige DOC including the whole
of Alto Adige and neighbouring Trentino; and
Alto Adige DOC with seven subregions—Colli
di Bolzano, Meranese, Santa Maddalena, Ter-
lano, Valle Isarco, Valle Venosta, and Lago di
Caldaro. In such a crude DOC system, subre-
gions seem only marginally important although
Terlano and Valle Isarco have deservedly risen
to prominence: the first because of its long-lived
Pinot Bianco, notably from Cantina Terlano,
which pays scrupulous attention to quality, the
latter because of a handful of small estates pro-
ducing crystalline wines from vineyards up to
1,000 m. Other Cantine Sociale notable for their
high quality output include Colterenzio and San
Michele Appiano. Matching suitable varieties to
subzones has become much more precise, con-
firming the historic tradition of growing certain
grapes on certain terroirs: Magré (Margreid)
and Cortaccia (Kurtatsch) in the south west
and Settequerce (Siebeneich) to the west of Bol-
zano for Cabernet and Merlot; Mazzon and
Montagna (Montan) in the south east, and
Cornaiano (Girlan) to the south west of Bolza-
no for Pinot Noir (unlike in BURGUNDY, Pinot
Noir prefers a south-western ASPECT in this hot-
ter region); Terlano (Terlan) for Sauvignon
Blanc; Appiano (Eppan) and Monte (Berg) for
Pinot Bianco; Ora (Auer) and the sandy and
gravelly soils adjacent to Bolzano for Lagrein,
with an intricate system of single vineyards
called Leiten followed by their individual
names; Termeno (Tramin) for TRAMINER; Cal-
daro (Kaltern), and Cortaccia in addition to
Santa Maddalena for Schiava; Cortaccia,
Magré, and Salorno for Pinot Grigio.
While most of Alto Adige’s produce is en-

thusiastically consumed by the region itself, the
Italian as well as the international markets have
begun to take notice of Alto Adige as a source of
highly original, fresh wines. Now that Pinot
Grigio is produced throughout the entire pen-
insula, including Puglia in the far south, Alto
Adige is no longer the cheapest source of this
wine. By turning its attention to its very diverse
terroirs and marketing them accordingly, it
may well manage to shake off its undeserved
reputation as a producer of commodity wines.
See also SANTA MADDALENA. W.S.

www.altoadigewines.com

Alvarelhão, dark-berried vine planted all
over northern Portugal, especially in Dão,
Douro, Beiras, and to a limited extent in

Maximum permitted yields for each Alsace
AOC

AOC Maximum
yields

Alsace White 80 hl/ha
Pinot Noir (rosé) 75 hl/ha
Pinot Noir (red) 60 hl/ha

Alsace
communales

White 72 hl/ha
Red 60 hl/ha

Alsace
Lieu-Dit

White 68 hl/ha
Red 60 hl/ha

Alsace Grand Cru 55 hl/ha
Crémant d'Alsace 80 hl/ha

a
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Vinho Verde country. In GALICIA it is also
known as BRANCELLAO and makes pale aromatic
reds for early drinking.

Alvarinho, the Portuguese name of a dis-
tinctive white grape variety grown around
the town of Moncão in the extreme north west
of Portugal’s VINHO VERDE country (and, as
ALBARIÑO, in neighbouring GALICIA). The grapes’
thick skins help them withstand the particularly
damp climate, and can result in wines relatively
high in alcohol (12 to 13%), acidity, and flavour.
Alvarinho was one of the first Portuguese vari-
eties to appear on the labels of VARIETAL whites
and is therefore one of the best known. Portu-
guese plantings had reached 2,340 ha/5,782
acres by 2010.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties,
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

amabile, Italian for sweet (sweeter thanABBOC-

CATO) or, literally, ‘lovable’. See also SWEETNESS.

Amador, California county. See SIERRA

FOOTHILLS.

Amarone, powerful, red DRIED-GRAPE WINE

in the DOC VALPOLICELLA in Italy’s north east.
The wine, made of the same grape varieties as
Valpolicella, consists of 45–95% CORVINA, 5–
50% RONDINELLA, and up to 50% CORVINONE in
the place of Corvina. It may also contain up to
15% of any red variety that is authorized in the
province of Verona.
Strictly speaking, Amarone is a recioto sca-

pata, literally a RECIOTO that has escaped and
fermented to full dryness when the intention
was to produce a sweet wine. The yeast, already
struggling with the high sugar content in the
must, would normally stop working because of
rising alcohol levels, and before all the sugar
had been converted. Stylistically, Recioto della
Valpolicella and Amarone are similar, but the
latter must be dry with no more than 12 g/l
RESIDUAL SUGAR and at least 14% alcohol (but
often more). The pleasant, bitter (amaro) after-
taste explains its name. Amarone is a style and
its name must be followed by ‘della Valpolicella’
on the label.
Amarone has been produced in commercial

quantities only since the 1950s. From the 1980s
it has been a roaring success, especially in Scan-
dinavia, Germany, and the United States, and
production soared from 8.5 to 14 million bottles
between 2005 and 2013. During the same
period the total Valpolicella vineyard area in-
creased from 5,719 ha/14,125 acres in 2000 to
7,288 ha/18,000 acres in 2013. Producers are
allowed to transform up to 70% of their total
grape production into Amarone, regardless of
the quality or provenance of the grapes within
the dramatically extended Valpolicella zone,

which has resulted in wide quality variation.
Much more important for quality than the dry-
ing process is the provenance of the grapes. But
proposals to restrict Amarone’s production to
HILLSIDE sites, and/or reducing production on
the plains, have not come to fruition. By law
the grapes for Amarone must be dried at least
until the beginning of the December after the
vintage. The drying process results in a metabo-
lization of the acids in the grape and a polymer-
ization of tannins in the skins, which explains the
richness of good Amarone. The wine should be
made from selected superior whole bunches,
which are dried or raisined in special drying
lodges. Traditionally, the drying of grapes was
restricted to the Valpolicella hills, above the au-
tumn fog line, where thermal fluctuation warded
off the development of BOTRYTIS. Grapes were
spread out on mats or wickerwork shelving, or
strung up from the ceiling or rafters. Today,
however, most producers pick the grapes directly
into plastic crates and dry them in a tempera-
ture- and humidity-controlled warehouse. This
technical approach, which ensures minimal han-
dling of the grapes, minimizing the risk of dam-
age and consequent development of rot or
mould, has resulted in cleaner, more balanced,
but also rather formulaic wines, while encourag-
ing the current industrial-scale production of
Amarone. Traditionally, the wines were aged in
large BOTTI, although today barrique ageing is the
norm, resulting in wines with a distinctly inter-
national style, but at the cost of originality. In the
2010s the pendulum started to swing back, away
from heavy OAK influence, and towards lower
alcohol, and little or no residual sweetness.
Good producers include Bertani, Quintarelli, Le
Salette, Monte dei Ragni, Corte Sant’Alda, Ca la
Bionda, Monte dall’Ora, and the idiosyncratic
Dal Forno. W.S.

Morganti, P., and Sangiorgio, S., L’Amarone della
Valpolicella (2nd edn, Verona, 2004).
Masnaghetti, A., Valpolicella—Crus and Valleys
(Monza, 2014) e-book.
www.consorziovalpolicella.it

amateur winemaking. See HOME WINE-
MAKING.

ambient yeast, are those that are present
in the vineyard and winery, as opposed to in-
oculated, cultured YEAST.

amelioration, which strictly means im-
provement, is a euphemism for chemical inter-
vention in winemaking with the express
purpose of compensating for nature’s deficien-
cies. Thus in cooler wine regions the term is
commonly used interchangeably with ENRICH-

MENT or CHAPTALIZATION. Amelioration is some-
times used more widely to include both
ACIDIFICATION and DEACIDIFICATION, and some-
times for any chemical adjustment to the

constituents naturally present in grape juice or
wine. Ameliorating operations condoned by
each region’s authorities tend to be those re-
quired, and vice versa, but limits are set. See also
MANIPULATION.

American hybrids, group of vine HYBRIDS

developed in the eastern United States, mainly
in the early and mid 19th century and in some
cases earlier but also much more recently with
cold-hardiness in mind. Brianna, for example,
was developed in 1983 by Elmer Swenson and
involved no fewer than 93 distinct parents from
eight different species. The term includes hy-
brids between native AMERICAN VINE SPECIES of
the genus VITIS and a variety of the European
vine species VINIFERA, resulting in such varieties
as Black Spanish, NORTON, CONCORD, NIAGARA,
HERBEMONT, DELAWARE, and Othello. The hy-
brids’ most common parents are the American
species V. labrusca and V. aestivalis, along with
V. vinifera.
These varieties are used for wine production,

for unfermented GRAPE JUICE and jelly, and for
TABLE GRAPES. The fruit is typically highly fla-
voured, and palates accustomed to the taste of
V. vinifera varieties find the FOXY character of
many American vines strong and objectionable.
See UNITED STATES, history, for more back-

ground. Following the devastation wreaked by
the pest PHYLLOXERA in Europe at the end of the
19th century, the French began experimental
hybridizing of V. vinifera with American spe-
cies, producing the so-called FRENCH HYBRIDS or
‘direct producers’. T.P., R.E.S., & P.C.

Morton, L. T., Winegrowing in Eastern America
(Ithaca, 1985).
Reisch, B. I., et al., ‘Grape’, in M. L. Badenes
and D. H. Byrne (eds.), Fruit Breeding (New
York, 2012).
Sabbatini, P., and Howell, S. G., ’Vitis hybrids: his-
tory and current status’, Wines & Vines (January
2014), 135–42.

American vines, loose term for both
AMERICAN VINE SPECIES and also AMERICAN HYBRIDS.

American vine species, those members
of the grapevine genus VITIS which originate in
North and South America, including Mexico
and the Caribbean. About half the vine species
of the world are native to America, but they are
poorly suited to WINEMAKING. However, when all
efforts to grow European vine species VINIFERA

in North America failed through pest, disease,
or climatic extreme (see UNITED STATES, history),
wine was made in North America of necessity
from these species, detailed below.
After the development of AMERICAN HYBRIDS

and the successful cultivation of V. vinifera
vines in CALIFORNIA and elsewhere in the Amer-
icas, native vines were rarely used for wine.
A notable exception is V. rotundifolia, particu-
larly the SCUPPERNONG and related bronze- and
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black-fruited varieties used for a sweet, musky
wine popular in the southern United States,
where they are both grown and cultivated.
The most important role for the American

species has been to provide the genetic basis for
ROOTSTOCKS on to which V. vinifera vines may
be grafted (see MUNSON). This became a neces-
sity in most of the world’s wine regions by the
end of the 19th century to counter the preda-
tions of the PHYLLOXERA louse, native to America
and to which most American vine species de-
veloped resistance or tolerance. The species
V. berlandieri, V. riparia, and V. rupestris are
particularly important as sources of protection
against phylloxera, and the great majority of the
world’s vineyards now grow on rootstocks de-
rived from them.
These are some of the more important Amer-

ican vine species (although others are listed
under VITIS):
Vitis labruscaVine species found in the north-

eastern United States producing highly aromatic
and strongly flavoured berries sometimes de-
scribed as FOXY. The berries fall easily from the
cluster when mature and are called ‘slip-skin’,
in that a berry squeezed between fingers will
eject the flesh as a complete ball (non slip-skin
varieties, which are more usual, are squashed
when squeezed in this way). Most of the fruit of
this species is black, and the leaves are large,
thick, and covered on the lower surface with
dense white or brown hairs. V. labrusca is a
common parent in American hybrids, includ-
ing CONCORD and CATAWBA.
Vitis aestivalis Vine species found in the

southern and eastern United States which, like
Vitis labrusca, is a common parent in American

hybrids. The fruit, typically black, is not strong-
ly aromatic and the berries adhere to the cluster
whenmature. This species shows good resistance
to DOWNY MILDEW and POWDERY MILDEW and is
therefore a common parent in VINE BREEDING

programmes. Norton, which has a reputation
for high-quality wine and is enjoying a revival
in VIRGINIA, is a hybrid derived from V. aestivalis.
Early Spanish settlers of north eastern MEXICO

made wine from WILD VINES of this species as
early as 1597.
Vitis riparia This vine species is widely dis-

tributed in eastern North America, from Cana-
da to the Gulf of Mexico. The grapes are not
strongly aromatic, with black skin and highly
acidic juice. V. riparia is used directly as a
rootstock and as a parent of many commercial-
ly important rootstocks; the species typically
imparts low to moderate vine size to SCIONS

and provides protection against phylloxera.
Vitis rupestris Unusual vine species that

grows as a small shrub, found typically on grav-
elly banks of streams or in watercourses in
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Missouri.
The leaves are small and kidney-shaped and
roots tend to grow vertically downwards rather
than spread horizontally. A common parent of
many commercially important rootstocks be-
cause of its phylloxera tolerance or resistance
and deep-rooting habit, which can provide pro-
tection against drought.
Vitis berlandieri Vine species found on the

limestone soils of Texas and Mexico. The grape
is black and its juice is high in sugar and acid
without strong flavours. This species is known
for being difficult to root from cuttings, but
because of its high phylloxera and lime toler-
ance or resistance, it is a common parent of
many commercially important rootstocks.
Other American species include V. cinerea,

V. vulpina (cordifolia), V. mustangensis, V.
shuttleworthii, V. acerifolia, V. californica, V.
arizonica, V. monticola, V. palmata, V. bifor-
mis, and V. tiliifolia. See VITIS. P.C.

Moore, M. O., ‘Vitaceae’, in Flora of North America
Editorial Committee (eds.), Flora of North America
North of Mexico, 12 (New York and Oxford, 2015).
Morton, L. T., Winegrowing in Eastern America
(Ithaca, 1985).
Reisch, B. I., et al., ‘Grape’, in M. L. Badenes
and E. H. Byrne (eds.), Fruit Breeding (New
York, 2012).

American Viticultural Area. See AVA.

Amerine, Maynard (1911–98), pre-
eminent American OENOLOGIST, teacher, and
writer, was trained as a plant physiologist at
Berkeley in California before joining the revived
Department of Viticulture and Enology at DAVIS
in 1935. There he participated in some of the
most important branches of its work, including
the assessment of VINE VARIETIES for the different

regions of California and the re-education of
the wine industry to restore and advance the
technical knowledge lost during PROHIBITION.
With A. J. WINKLER, Amerine developed the

system of classifying wine regions by measuring
heat summation. The list of his publications
extends to nearly 400 items making substantial
contributions to the literature of such subjects
as wine JUDGING methods, wine and must
ANALYSIS, COLOUR in wines, the AGEING of wine,
the control of FERMENTATION, and the LITERATURE

OF WINE.
Amerine served as chairman of his depart-

ment from 1957 until 1962 and retired from the
University in 1974, although he remained active
as a writer and a recognized general expert
on wine throughout his retirement.

T.P. & B.C.C.

Amigne, rare Swiss white grape variety and a
speciality of Vétroz in the Valais used for dry,
semi-dried on the vine, and sweet wines. DNA

PROFILING has established that Amigne is a likely
grandchild of PETIT MESLIER, an almost extinct
variety of Champagne. The wine produced is
either a powerful dry white with distinctive
linden aromas or a sweet (see FLÉTRI) wine
with flavours of citrus fruits and bitter al-
monds. J.V.

amines. See HISTAMINE.

amino acids, the basic building blocks of
PROTEINS, chemicals essential to all living sys-
tems. There are 20 amino acids involved in
constructing thousands of proteins of living
materials. When these proteins act as catalysts
for specific biochemical reactions, they are
called ENZYMES.
In ripe grapes, NITROGEN-containing com-

pounds constitute about 1 g/l of juice, of
which amino acids make up about half. The
most common are proline, arginine, and gluta-
mic acid (see UMAMI). During grape RIPENING,
the concentrations of amino acids increase, ar-
ginine and proline especially; proline increases
more than arginine if the fruit is exposed to
light. High concentrations of arginine, resulting
from soils with a high nitrogen content, present
the danger of production of the carcinogen
urethane (ethyl CARBAMATE) in wine.

YEASTS are able to make all the amino acids
they require, but they will also use intact amino
acids from the medium in which they find
themselves if they are available. Thus FUSEL

OILS are formed in wine as by-products of the
nitrogen metabolism of the yeast cells living in
grape juice. After fermentation has finished,
yeast proteins break down, secreting smaller
peptide units and amino acids into the wine if
it is left in the presence of the LEES or dead yeast
cells.
Bottle-fermented SPARKLING WINES owe some

of their special flavour to the presence of

American (and European) vine species
Source: R. Huglin, Biologie et écologie de la vigne

Vitis vinifera has varied leaf forms among its many
varieties, not always with five distinct lobes as shown
here.
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substances associated with yeast breakdown,
peptides, and amino acids (see AUTOLYSIS).

A.D.W. & B.G.C.

Rantz, J. A., ‘Nitrogen in Grapes and Wine’, Pro-
ceedings of the International Symposium, Seattle,
June 1991, American Society of Enology and Viti-
culture (Davis, Calif., 1991).

amontillado, Spanish word which origi-
nally described sherry in the style of MONTILLA.
Today it has two related meanings in the sher-
ry-making process. The basic FINO wines be-
come amontillado (Spanish for ‘like Montilla’)
when the FLOR yeast dies and the wine is ex-
posed to oxygen. This happens automatically if
a fino type of sherry is fortified to 16% since the
flor yeast cannot work in such an alcoholic
environment. The wine turns amber and tastes
richer and nuttier. A true Amontillado-style
sherry is therefore an aged Fino. Cheaper
Amontillados, the most common Amontillado
encountered commercially, are created artifi-
cially by blending and are usually sweetened.
They tend to be quintessentially medium. For
more details, see SHERRY.

ampelography, the science of description
and identification of the vine genus VITIS and its
cultivated VINE VARIETIES. A volume of vine de-
scriptions is also called an ampelography, the
word coming from the Greek ampelos, meaning
vine and graphos, meaning ‘description’. Some
system of distinguishing between grapevine va-
rieties is clearly necessary since the early French
ampelographers Viala and Vermorel (see
below) were able to list about 24,000 names of
varieties and their synonyms in their seven-vol-
ume Ampélographie published between 1901
and 1910. Some system of vine identification is
particularly necessary in the modern era of
VARIETAL wines (see below for examples of mis-
taken identification, especially in the NEW WORLD).
There has long been an awareness of differ-

ences between vine varieties, and PLINY the Elder
could already produce vine descriptions and
state that synonyms were creating confusion
in Ancient ROME. While regional ampelogra-
phies emphasizing the aptitudes of various cul-
tivated varieties already existed in medieval
Europe, it was not until the second half of the
19th century that a need for more systematic
study developed. When serious vine diseases
and pests were introduced to Europe from
America (POWDERY MILDEW in 1845, PHYLLOXERA

in 1863, DOWNY MILDEW in 1878, and BLACK ROT

in 1885), it became essential to identify those
species and varieties which showed most resis-
tance to these hazards. Such species were soon
used for VINE BREEDING and as ROOTSTOCKS.
Early ampelographic works emphasized fruit

characters, and did not provide a key for classi-
fication, so that it was impossible to determine
the name of a variety in a systematic fashion.

Further, the distinguishing features of the vine
varieties themselves were not emphasized. The
vegetative parts of the vine were not used for
identification since they were thought too vari-
able and not stable. The Austrian ampelographer
Hermann Goethe proposed measuring the angle
between leaf veins as an identifying character
in 1876, and this concept was developed by
the French ampelographer Louis Ravaz when
in 1902 he published his, presumably much-
needed, book Les Vignes américaines. Several
large regional ampelographies were published
near the turn of the century, including Pulliat
(1888) and also Viala and Vermorel (1901–10) in
France; Goethe (1878) in Austria; Rovasenda
(1877) and Molon (1906) in Italy; and Hedrick
(1908) and MUNSON (1909) in the US.

The most famous modern ampelographer,
Dr Pierre GALET of MONTPELLIER, began his stud-
ies in 1944 by inspecting rootstock plantings,
and this led to the publication of a distinguish-
ing key in 1946. These studies were extended to
include wine and table grape varieties and in
1952 his Précis d’ampélographie pratique was
published, followed by, among other works,
Cépages et vignobles de France. Galet’s compre-
hensive quantitative description of leaf shape,
attained by measuring the lengths and angles of
the veins, the ratio of length to width, and the
depth of sinuses, is highly objective.
Other characteristics have been considered

for identification, including the timing of
phenological or development stages such as
BUDBREAK, fruit maturation, or even LEAF FALL.

Galet’s ampelographic codes for some basic vine
leaf shapes and the ruler and protractor used to
measure them.
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Such features are known to be controlled by the
environment, however, and can be used only in
a relative sense for vine varieties in a single
region.
The disadvantages of the technique are that,

while some characteristics are quite stable,
others, such as leaf shape, can vary markedly
even on one vine. Major differences can be
caused by environmental factors, but also and
to a lesser degree by variation between different
CLONES, plant age, and the influence of pests and
vine DISEASES. There are, however, five charac-
ters which are quite stable: sex of the flower;
grape skin colour; pulp colour; the taste of
berries; and the presence of seeds.
Experience has shown that ampelography is a

field of systematic botany requiring very spe-
cialized skills and interpretative ability, as well
as an extraordinary memory. Very few people
can walk into any vineyard and unequivocally
identify varieties. Some modern acknowledged
experts apart from Pierre Galet have included
his colleague Paul Truel and successors Jean-
Michel Boursiquot, Thierry Lacombe of Mont-
pellier, and Anna Schneider of Italy, and the
late Allan Antcliff of Australia.
A complex ampelographic procedure was

proposed by the Office International de la
Vigne et du Vin (OIV) in 1951, based on 65
morphological characters. The International
Board of Plant Genetic Resources (IBPGR)
and l’Union Internationale pour la Protection
des Obtentions Végétales (UPOV) have also
produced lists of descriptors and all three inter-
national systems have been harmonized by the
introduction of numeric codes. Ampelographic
studies have recently been facilitated by appli-
cation of computers and electronic data storage
and retrieval, (e.g. www.vivc.de), but final iden-
tification still relies heavily on the judgement of
ampelographers.
Attempts were therefore made to develop

objective, laboratory-based tests for vine iden-
tification, including isozyme analysis and gel
electrophoresis of enzyme banding patterns
but DNA PROFILING has proved by far the most
successful and effective.
Unfortunately, misnomers are common, es-

pecially in the New World, in government col-
lections as well as in commercial nurseries and
thus vineyards. Some of the early introductions
of vine cuttings to these regions were made
before European vine-growers had correctly
identified their own varieties. Sometimes name
tags on bundles of vine cuttings, all of which
look remarkably similar, were simply misplaced
or transposed. In other cases, confusion was
caused by different synonyms in different Eu-
ropean regions. James BUSBY’s celebrated vine
collection introduced to colonial Australia in
1832, for example, probably contained CINSAUT

cuttings under seven different regional syno-
nyms, and CHENIN BLANC under three. Paul

Truel studied a large collection of French vari-
eties at Domaine de Vassal on the Mediterra-
nean coast (see INRA) in the 1960s and 1970s
and found that as many as six distinct varieties
grown in different parts of France were a single
variety under different names, and there is even
more variation in nomenclature between coun-
tries. The Graciano of Spain, for example, is the
same as France’s Morrastel, while the Ottavia-
nello of Italy is the same as Cinsaut of France,
but more complex examples abound.
Because its nursery has been able to provide

virus-free, high-health vines, the FOUNDATION

PLANT SERVICES at the University of California
at DAVIS has been an important source of vari-
eties for many establishing New World coun-
tries. Naming mistakes in this collection were
legion, and caused inconvenience for both the
California wine industry and importers of plant
material from Davis. Some examples of such
errors cited in California by French ampelogra-
phers Galet and Boursiquot, in Australia by
Truel, and in New Zealand by Zuur include
Abouriou (incorrectly called Early Burgundy),
Petit Verdot (Gros Manseng), one clone of
Pinot Noir (Gamay Beaujolais), Négrette
(Pinot St George), Valdiguié (Napa Gamay),
Melon (Pinot Blanc), Muscadelle (Sauvignon
Vert), Tempranillo (Valdepeñas), a clone of
Sauvignon Blanc (Savagnin Musqué), Trousseau
Gris (Grey Riesling), and Touriga (Alvarelhão).
Generally rootstocks are more difficult to

differentiate as they do not often fruit, so it is
not surprising that problems have also occurred
with their naming. In the 1990s, California
growers were forced to replace the rootstock
AXR1 as it succumbed to phylloxera. This
replanting effort was thwarted by finding that
the rootstock thought to be SO4 was in fact 5C
Teleki, and Riparia Gloire was mixed with Cou-
derc 1616. R.E.S.

Galet, P., Cépages et vignobles de France (2nd edn,
Montpellier, 1990).
Galet, P., Dictionnaire encyclopédique des cépages
(Paris, 2000).
Galet, P., and Morton, L. T., A Practical Ampelogra-
phy (Ithaca, NY, and London, 1979).
Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties,
including their Origins and Flavours (London and
New York, 2012).

amphora, Latin word from the Greek for a
vessel with two handles. Although the termmay
refer sometimes to fine wares, it is normally
used to describe the large pottery containers
which were used for the BULK TRANSPORT of
many goods and liquids, including wine, in
the Mediterranean world throughout classical
antiquity (see Ancient EGYPT, for example). De-
spite the considerable variety of shape in am-
phorae, they mainly shared the characteristics
of the two handles, a mouth narrow enough to

be stoppered, and a bottom which tapered to a
point (only a few, notably those of southern
France, had flat bottoms). When full, many
amphorae were a considerable weight; so the
spike on the bottom served as a third handle,
an essential point of purchase, when lifting and
pouring. To carry wine the inner surface of the
porous amphora was sealed with a coating of
pine resin (see RESINATED WINES). To stop the
mouth, either CORK or a lid of fired clay was
pushed down the neck and then secured with a
sealing of mortar. Modern study of ancient
amphorae began after the Second World War,
when the use of the aqualung led to the discov-
ery of many wrecks carrying cargoes of ampho-
rae (see CELTS, for example). Later research has
concentrated on the identification of kiln sites,
where the vessels were produced. As a result, a
much clearer picture of the pattern of trade in
goods, such as wine, has emerged. The term
amphora also became an expression of capacity,
a cubic Roman foot, about 26 l/7 gal, although
the actual vessels did not by any means conform
to this. Indeed, it is likely that goods, such as
wine, were frequently sold wholesale by weight
and there were formulae for converting the
weight of different goods into capacity. J.J.P.

Peacock, D. P. S., and Williams, D. F., Amphorae
and the Roman Economy (London, 1986).

Modern usage
Partly inspired by the likes of Gravner in FRIULI,
and traditional winemaking techniques in
Georgia (see QVEVRI), winemakers have been
experimenting with FERMENTATION and AGEING

in modern copies of amphorae, made from
CLAY or, occasionally, CONCRETE. Concrete may
provide a less oxidative environment and is
easier to use and maintain but the level of
oxygenation depends more on the size of the
vessel and the width of the opening, and how it
is sealed. Winemakers may design their own
shapes. The more typical amphora shape, with
a narrow base, allows less LEES CONTACT and
better SETTLING and results typically in more
vibrant wines than those whose shape is closer
to that of CONCRETE EGGS, which tend to produce
richer wines. Amphorae are generally free-
standing in a cellar but some producers bury
them, emulating Georgian traditions. Small am-
phorae with narrow necks are particularly dif-
ficult to clean. Ideally the pores of the clay
should be very fine, giving a smooth surface
that is easier to clean and does not need to be
epoxy-lined. Some producers such as Ch
Pontet-Canet in Pauillac, which ages its wine
in a blend of amphorae, tronconic vats, and
barriques, even mix fragments of gravel or
crushed limestone from their vineyards into
the concrete during the production process so
as to maximize the possible local footprint on
the resulting wine. Others use local clay. See
also TINAJA.
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Amtliche Prüfungsnummer. See AP

NUMBER.

amurensis, an Asian vine species of the
VITIS genus which takes its name from the
Amur valley of northern China. The exception-
ally cold climate in which it originates makes it
useful to vine breeders seeking to introduce
genes for cold hardiness. Professor Helmut
BECKER in particular developed HYBRIDS which
included both Riesling and V. amurensis in
their complex pedigrees (e.g. Solaris). See also
CABERNET SEVERNY.

amyl alcohols. See FUSEL OILS.

analysis of grapes, must, and wine is a reg-
ular and important part of the WINEMAKING

process.

Grapes and must
Traditional analysis of grapes and must is chiefly
concerned with just three components: sugar,
acid, and PH. For TABLE WINE, for instance, the
grapes should ideally contain SUGARS capable of
producing wines with an ALCOHOLIC STRENGTH

between about 10 and 14% by volume, which
means that the grapes should have between 18
and 25% of fermentable sugar by weight (see
MUST WEIGHT for the various ways in which this
can be measured).
The ACIDITY of the grapes or must should also

ideally be such that the TOTAL ACIDITY is in the
general range of 7 to 10 g/l expressed as tartaric
acid. Some acid is always lost during winemak-
ing, primarily as the alcohol content of the wine
increases and the solubility of wine acids de-
creases. Acidity may be further reduced by
MALOLACTIC CONVERSION and cold STABILIZATION.
It is therefore necessary to start with more acid
in the grapes than is eventually wanted in the
wine. However, it should be noted that the
production of SUCCINIC ACID during fermenta-
tion may occasionally lead to a very slight in-
crease in total acidity.
The chemistry of AGEING is strongly influ-

enced by pH, and, although there is a relation-
ship between pH and total acidity, it is
important to measure pH separately. Two sam-
ples with the same acidity can have different pH
readings because of the BUFFERING EFFECT of ions
such as POTASSIUM and due to differing organic
acid profiles.
Sugars are most simply measured by deter-

mining the DENSITY of a sample of CLARIFIED

grape juice. Measurement of the juice’s index
of refraction (see REFRACTOMETER) can also pro-
vide a close estimate of its sugar content. In
establishments with particularly well-equipped
laboratories, modern chromatography can pro-
vide an extremely accurate sugar measurement.
Sugar measurement is of primary concern in
cool wine regions, as an indication of timing
of HARVEST, the POTENTIAL ALCOHOL, and any

need for ENRICHMENT, but harvest decisions are
often also governed by grape flavour profiles.
In warm wine regions, the accumulation of

sugars poses a different problem; in hot, dry
weather, sugar synthesis (see PHOTOSYNTHESIS)
and acid loss occur so rapidly that picking de-
cisions have to be taken fast, and frequent field
analysis may be necessary, normally involving a
hand refractometer for sugar.
On arrival at the winery, harvested grapes

may also be tested with a probe linked to an
autoanalyser. This will typically analyse for
sugar content, total acidity, MALIC ACID, pH,
and yeast-available NITROGEN. B.G.C. & R.D.

Wine
Analysis of wine involves the measurement of
various characteristics which relate to wine
quality, stability, and legal requirements, ideally
in a well-equipped laboratory. In most specialist
wine laboratories, wine analysis also includes a
critical tasting to ensure that the wine conforms
to type and quality. Wine analysis is also used to
help assess blends, shelf-life estimations, and to
ensure that BLENDING and PACKAGING operations
have been successfully performed.
Common measurements include those of al-

coholic strength, total acidity, VOLATILE ACIDITY,
pH, density, RESIDUAL SUGAR, microbiology, and
SULFUR DIOXIDE. Laboratories in larger wineries
may also be equipped to test for mineral ele-
ments such as IRON, COPPER, SODIUM, and potas-
sium. All these parameters either play an
important part in assessing quality and stability
or are limited by law.
Not all wineries determine all these constitu-

ents, and many of the smaller ones have no
laboratory at all and have to rely on samples
sent to professional analysts.
Wine analysis advanced considerably in the

early 21st century with the development of
powerful specialist high-tech equipment such
as Inductively Coupled Mass Spectrometry
(ICPMS), Liquid Chromatography Mass Spec-
trometry Mass Spectrometry (LCMSMS), and
Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry Mass
Spectrometry (GCMSMS).
ICPMS is a powerful technique which en-

ables the simultaneous measurement of 60 or
more different elements (e.g. metals, trace
metals) and can be used to check authenticity,
for example, to make sure that wines or batches
of allegedly the same wine are, in fact, identical.
Chromatography in very general terms is an

analytical technique for separating, then identi-
fying and quantifying the various components
and chemicals within liquids such as wine. Of
the various types of chromatography, the two
most commonly used in wine analysis are com-
plementary: liquid chromatography, generally
used to separate non-volatile compounds, and
gas chromatography, for separating volatile
compounds. The techniques have evolved into

very sophisticated analytical tools and can
now include a double mass spectrometer:
the first confirms the mass of the compound
separated, the second breaks down the com-
pound into its components, enabling detec-
tion at lower levels, and more certain
identification, than previously. Sub-nano-
gram per litre quantification is now possible.
This is important because wine taints such as
TCA can be detected by the human nose at
nanogram per litre level.
LCMSMS is typically used for SUGARS, TAN-

NINS, PHENOLICS, certain ACIDS, etc.
GCMSMS is typically used for anisoles (TCA,

TBA, etc.), BRETTANOMYCES markers such as 4-
ethyl phenol, pesticide RESIDUES, aroma profiling
for varietals such as Sauvignon Blanc, etc. An
additional adaptor, called an odour port or sniff
port, can be used to enable simultaneous nosing
(smelling) and identification. These are ex-
tremely powerful tools available to the modern
wine analyst.
Stability prediction tests for TARTRATES,

PROTEIN, COLOUR sedimentation, and microbiol-
ogy are also crucial analyses to ensure a com-
mercially sound and stable product.
Modern analytical methods based on INFRARED

SPECTROSCOPY allow rapid analysis in the field and
in the laboratory, allowing analysis of all com-
ponents in the production chain, ranging from
soil to finished wine.
See also NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE, infra-

red spectroscopy; and SOIL TESTING for the anal-
ysis of soils. R.D. & G.T.

Coulter, A., Cozzlino, D., and Dambergs, R. G.,
‘Instrumental analysis of grape, must and wine’,
in A. G. Reynolds (ed.), Managing Wine Quality 1:
Viticulture and Wine Quality (Cambridge, 2010).

Anatolia, much of modern TURKEY, the land
lying between the Black Sea and the Mediterra-
nean. In Ancient Asia Minor, grapes were har-
vested in September and October. In business
documents of the Old Assyrian trading colonies
in Asia Minor (dating to approximately the
19th century BC), this season of the year was
called qitip karānim, or ‘grape picking’. The
location of the ancient vine-growing areas is
uncertain, but they were probably established
in suitably warm, well-watered regions
throughout the peninsula, as they are today
along major river valleys and along the coasts.
Among the Hittites, the Anatolian civiliza-

tion in central Turkey in the second millennium
BC, a grape-harvesting festival took place every
year. Viticulture was certainly important during
the Hittite Old Kingdom (c.18th–15th centuries
BC). The king’s merit in the eyes of the storm
god (who was regarded as the owner of the
land) was reflected in the produce of the vine-
yards and in grain and livestock production.
Wine was under the control of royal officials
who distributed ‘good wine’ to certain
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pensioners (who complained when the quality
was not satisfactory). Certain officials during
the Old Kingdom bore a title which can be
translated as ‘wine chief ’, originally supervisor
of the vineyards but later an exalted military
rank comparable with general or field marshal.
In Hittite laws (also of the Old Kingdom), the

price of grapes was regulated, together with the
prices of barley and emmer (a species of wheat).
One law makes provisions for damage caused to
vines: the offender has to take the damaged vine
himself and let the plaintiff take grapes from
one of his own good vines at harvest time.
Another law prescribes penalties for the theft

of a vine: six shekels of silver for a free man,
three if the offender was a slave. Previously the
fine was lower, but the offender had been
obliged to undergo corporal punishment in ad-
dition. Six shekels was also the fine for a free
man who damaged another’s vine by fire. Viti-
cultural images were used in ritual magic. In an
archaic ritual performed during the foundation
of a new palace, for example: ‘They lay out a
vine tendril and say, “Just as the vine puts down
roots and sends up tendrils, so may the king
and queen put down roots and send up
tendrils!”’

Similarly in so-called ‘vanishing god’ texts we
read: ‘O Telepinu [a god of agriculture], hold
goodness in your mind and heart, just as the
grape holds wine in its heart!’
See also ORIGINS OF VINICULTURE and PALAEOETH-

NOBOTANY AND THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF WINE. J.A.B.

Gorny, R. L., ‘Viticulture and Ancient Anatolia’, in
Fleming, S. J., and Katz, S. H. (eds.), The Origins and
Ancient History of Wine (New York, 1995).
Hoffner, H. A., Jr, Alimenta Hethaeorum: Food Pro-
duction in Hittite Asia Minor, American Oriental
Series 55 (New Haven, Conn., 1974).

Ancellotta, Italian red wine grape valued for
its deep colour as a blending ingredient, up to
15% in LAMBRUSCO and up to 60% in REGGIANO. It
is also widely used throughout central and
northern Italy to add colour to wines deemed
too pallid for today’s market. Total Italian plant-
ings were 4,342 ha/10,724 acres in 2010 with
almost all of it in EMILIA-ROMAGNA. It is also
grown in Brazil and the Valais in Switzerland.

Ancenis, Coteaux d’, small AOC zone in
the LOIRE around the historic town of Ancenis
between Nantes and Angers for light whites
from Pinot Gris (occasionally called Malvoisie)
and reds and rosés from Gamay.

ancient vine varieties. THEOPHRASTUS

(c.370–c.287 BC) remarked that there were as
many kinds of grapes as there were kinds of
soil (Historia plantarum 2. 5. 7; also De causis
plantarum 4. 11. 6). He does not elaborate, but
his remark shows how difficult it is to discuss
VINE VARIETIES in the classical world. Are varie-
ties that classical authors describe as different

really different varieties, or are they examples of
the same variety behaving differently in differ-
ent conditions? Soil is only one factor; climate
and winemaking methods are others. We can-
not resort to tasting samples or nursery speci-
mens; all we possess are CLASSICAL TEXTS written
by authors who were not modern, scientifically
trained AMPELOGRAPHERS.
The Greeks did not write systematic treatises

on wine so we must turn to the Latin writers
on agriculture and natural history, particularly
VIRGIL, PLINY, and COLUMELLA. Virgil’s treatment,
in Georgics 2. 98–108, is the briefest and least
systematic of the three, and he does not distin-
guish different wines, such as Lesbos, from dif-
ferent grape varieties, such as Aminean and
Bumastus (the latter primarily a TABLE GRAPE).
There are so many varieties, he concludes, that
no one knows the number.
Only Democritus knew how many grape

varieties existed, Pliny says (14. 20), but his
account does not survive. Pliny himself an-
nounces that he will give us only the most
important vine varieties. Pride of place among
the Italian grapes goes to the Aminean, which
has five subvarieties, then to the Nomentan, and
third comes the Apian, which has two subvari-
eties and is the preferred grape of Etruria. All
other vine varieties, Pliny asserts confidently,
are imports from GREECE. Of these, the Graecula,
from Chios or Thasos, is as good as the Ami-
nean. Eugenia is good but only when planted in
the COLLI ALBANI. Elsewhere it does not produce
good wine. The same goes for Rhaetic, which
grows well in a cool climate, and the Allobro-
gian, which apparently ripens well in frost.
These last three grape varieties produce wines
which go lighter with age. The remaining vari-
eties Pliny mentions are ones that he judges to
be without distinction as wine grapes.
Columella agrees with Pliny for the most part

but there are differences (3. 2. 7–31). He regards
the Aminean as the best grape and puts the
Nomentan second. He also recommends
the Eugenian and Allobrogian wines, with the
same reservation as Pliny, and the Apian. Then
he mentions other varieties which are noted for
their productivity rather than their flavour. He
does not think highly of the Rhaetic, and he
does not rank the Graecula with the Aminean.
Vines were still being imported: Columella
mentions three grapes which have only lately
come to his notice so that he cannot give an
opinion on their wines and also another grape
which he says is a recent Greek import named
Dracontion. Columella’s aim is not to give a
long and comprehensive list, for that would be
impossible (he quotes Virgil’s words, Georgics 2.
104–6). One should not quibble about names, he
concludes, and, knowing that a variety can
change out of all recognition if it is planted
somewhere new, one should not approve a new
grape until it has been tried and tested.

Columella’s remarks indicate that farmers
were prepared to experiment with new varieties,
some of them imported from Greece. Some
varieties were probably brought over with the
Greek colonists from the 8th century BC on-
wards, others were growing in Italy long before
they arrived. A Greek name is not a guarantee
of Greek origin: some Greek names may be
names given to Italian grapes which the Greeks
of Sicily and southern Italy used when they
started producing wine in their colonies. If so,
these names reflect no more than the fact that
the Greeks exploited the potential of these
grapes commercially before the natives did.

H.M.W.

André, J., ‘Contribution au vocabulaire de la viti-
culture: les noms des cépages’, Revue des études
latines, 30 (1952), 126–56.
McGovern, P. E., Ancient Wine (Princeton and
Oxford, 2003).
McGovern, P. E., Fleming, S. J., and Kat, S. H. (eds.),
The Origins and Ancient History of Wine (New York,
1995).
Tchernia, A., Le Vin de l’Italie romaine (Paris, 1986).

Ancient World. See Ancient ARMENIA, ASIA
MINOR, CANAAN, CHINA, EGYPT, GREECE, INDIA, IRAN,
MESOPOTAMIA, PHOENICIA, ROME, SUMER.

Andalucía, orAndalusia, the southernmost
of Spain’s autonomous regions, encompassing
eight provinces and the DO regions of JEREZ,
MÁLAGA, MONTILLA-MORILES, SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA,
and CONDADO DE HUELVA (see map under
SPAIN). Andalucía is the hottest part of Spain
and has traditionally been associated with
strong, alcoholic wines which have been
exported from the Atlantic port of Cádiz since
the PHOENICIANS first established their trading
links around 1100 BC (see SPAIN, history). Wine
continued to be produced during seven centu-
ries of Moorish domination when Andalucía
became one of the most prosperous parts of
southern Europe. Since the 16th century, how-
ever, when cities such as Seville, Granada, and
Córdoba were stepping-stones to the new colo-
nies in SOUTH AMERICA, Andalucía has become
one of the most impoverished regions of Spain.
Many wines of Andalucía bear a strong re-

semblance to each other, and particularly to
SHERRY, which has fashioned the region’s wine
industry since the city of Jerez was won back
from the Moors in 1264. Most are FORTIFIED,
although grapes from the arid plateau around
Córdoba and Jaén are often so rich in natural
sugar that they do not require the addition of
spirit to reach an ALCOHOLIC STRENGTH of be-
tween 14 and 18%. Until laws were tightened
up following the foundation of the Jerez Con-
sejo Regulador in 1934, wines from other parts
of Andalucía would frequently find their way
into sherry blends. Prince Alfonso de Hohen-
lohe’s groundbreaking venture up in the Ronda
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hills, with an estate devoted to producing red
and rosé table wines that first won acclaim in
the late 1990s, opened up new perspectives for
Andalusian wine which have been most con-
vincingly confirmed in Granada province,
where fine-wine estates have sprouted on
the slopes of Sierra Nevada and around
Ronda. R.J.M. & V. de la S.

Anderson Valley, cool California wine
region and AVA on the western slope of the
coastal mountain range 80 miles north of San
Francisco. See MENDOCINO.

animals can cause serious damage in the
vineyard, most obviously but not exclusively
by eating grapes and foliage. Any reductions
in foliage can prejudice fruit RIPENING and wine
quality, and encourage sunburn.
Most mammals may be kept out by fencing,

but fences have to be sunk into the soil for
smaller, burrowing animals, and high and can-
tilevered for animals as large and mobile as
kangaroos. Deer, rabbits, rodents, raccoons,
and wild boar are some of the most common
vineyard animal pests, but baboons can pose a
threat in South Africa and ETHIOPIA, as can
monkeys in JAPAN, hippos in Ethiopia, bears in
Canada, kangaroos in Australia, and badgers in
the UK, while rattlesnakes can present a danger
to vineyard workers. Some vine-growers in
New Zealand, on the other hand, deliberately
use a combination of electric fencing and sheep
to achieve judicious LEAF REMOVAL. Animals of
relevance to wine production other than HORSES

are referred to in VINE PESTS.
M.J.E. & R.E.S.

Bettiga, L. J., (ed.), Grape Pest Management (3rd
edn, Oakland, Calif., 2013).

Anjou, important, revitalized, and varied wine
region in the western Loire centred on the town of
Angers, whose influence once extended all over
north west France. Anjou was the birthplace of
Henri II, and its wineswere someof France’smost
highly regarded in the Middle Ages (see LOIRE,
history). It was the DUTCH WINE TRADE, however,
that developed the sweetwhitewineproduction of
the region in the 16th and 17th centuries, and it
would be some centuries before the citizens of
Paris rather than Rotterdam had the pick of each
Angevin vintage. White grapes predominated
until the 19th century, when the Anjou vignoble
reached its peak and PHYLLOXERA arrived. Subse-
quently a wide variety of less noble grape varieties
were planted, including a number of HYBRIDS, al-
though Chenin and Cabernet Franc with some
Cabernet Sauvignon are now the lynchpins, with
the total vineyard having shrunk by a half from its
peak. Rosé is by far the most important of the
wines with Anjou in their name, then red, with
Anjou Blanc produced on a relatively small scale.
The region is relatively mild, being influ-

enced by the Atlantic and protected by the

woods of the Vendée to the south west. Rainfall
is particularly low here, for the land between
here and the ocean is unremittingly flat, with
annual totals of just 500 mm/19 in.
The GROLLEAU vine, and the sickly Rosé d’An-

jou it all too often produced, are in retreat,
although better vineyard management and an
increase in the proportion of wine vinified by
the négociants has resulted in an improvement
in average quality. Much more refined, and
incredibly long-lasting, is rosé Cabernet d’An-
jou, made from Cabernet Sauvignon or, much
more likely, Cabernet Franc. It can be quite
sweet but usually has very high acidity which
can preserve it for decades and makes it an
interesting partner for a wide range of savoury
dishes.
Cabernet Franc represents about one vine in

three in Anjou and is increasingly favoured by
growers there, encouraged by the creation in
1987 of the serious red wine appellation
Anjou-Villages. The best area for such reds
immediately south of Angers in the Coteaux
de l’Aubance was given its own appellation
Anjou-Villages Brissac in 1998. Lighter reds
are produced as Anjou Gamay, from the
Gamay grape of Beaujolais, with Anjou
Rouge as the catch-all appellation for lighter,
often quite crisp, red wines, although some
excessively tannic wines result when growers
draw off too much juice—and fruit—to make
rosés.
Of dry white wines, Anjou Blanc is the most

common, and is most successful when pro-
duced on the SCHIST and carboniferous rock
close to the river. The wine must contain at
least 80% Chenin Blanc, but Chardonnay, and
Sauvignon, are allowed in the blend. Tiny
amounts of sweet white Anjou-Coteaux de la
Loire, made exclusively from Chenin Blanc, are
also made. A significant and exciting develop-
ment since the late 1990s has been the emer-
gence of a new, high-quality style of dry Chenin
Blanc in the Anjou, often using prime Layon
sites to produce healthy, golden Chenin that is
picked by hand in successive passages through
the vineyard at full maturity before being fer-
mented and then aged in 400 l double-barriques
with a partial malolactic fermentation. Within
the Anjou region are certain areas which have
produced white wines of such quality that they
have earned their own appellations—Coteaux
de l’AUBANCE; BONNEZEAUX; Coteaux du LAYON;
QUARTS DE CHAUME for sweet wines and SAVEN-

NIÈRES for dry wines—many of them very fine
indeed.
See also LOIRE, including map.

annual growth cycle of the vine. See
VINE GROWTH CYCLE.

año, Spanish word for year. Some wines, par-
ticularly RIOJA, were once sold without a VINTAGE

year but with the number of years’ AGEING prior
to bottling indicated on the label. Ano is the
Portuguese word.

Ansonica, alternative name for Sicily’s
white INZOLIA grape used particularly in the
Tuscan Maremma, where it can produce wines
of real character.

Antão Vaz, white grape increasingly
favoured by winemakers in the ALENTEJO, south-
ern Portugal, where it is now producing sound,
full-bodied VARIETAL wines and is used for
blending with tarter varieties such as ARINTO.
Total 2010 plantings were 1,209 ha/2,987 acres.

anther, the pollen-bearing part of the STAMEN

of a flower such as that of the vine. Each of the
five anthers of the grape has sacs in which a
large number of pollen mother cells develop
into pollen grains, about two to three weeks
before FLOWERING. The small, dry grains of
POLLEN are released, possibly before the CALYP-

TRA or flower caps have fallen (see POLLINATION).
In deliberate VINE BREEDING stamens and caps
are removed early, before caps would normally
fall, to prevent self-pollination and permit
deliberate cross-pollination. B.G.C.

anthesis, another word for FLOWERING.

anthocyanins, members of a complex
group of natural phenolic GLYCOSIDES (see also
PHENOLICS and FLAVONOIDS) responsible for the
colour of black and red grapes. They are also
responsible for the colour of red wines, both as
wine components and as precursors of PIGMEN-

TED TANNINS and other derived pigments which
are formed through reactions of anthocyanins
with other wine components. Anthocyanins are
common in the plant world and are responsible
for the red to blue colours of leaves, fruits, and
flowers. The word comes from anthos, Greek
for ‘flower’, together with the Greek-derived
‘cyan’ blue.
The particular anthocyanins found in grapes

are limited in number, with mixtures of pig-
ment molecules varying from species to species
and from grape variety to grape variety. Indeed,
chemical determination of the particular mix-
ture of pigments present in an unidentified
grape berry can aid vine identification. Pure
VINIFERA varieties have mostly anthocyanin pig-
ments with only one molecule of glucose
(monoglucosides), while many of the AMERICAN

VINES used in breeding ROOTSTOCKS and AMERICAN

HYBRIDS also have significant amounts of antho-
cyanins with two molecules of glucose (digluco-
sides; a fact which greatly aided detection of
non-V. vinifera wine in France in the mid
20th century; see University of BORDEAUX).
Anthocyanins have another important char-

acteristic. They are capable of changing form,
depending upon the PH, or degree of ACIDITY, of
the medium in which they are dissolved, the
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different forms being red, blue, and colourless.
In general, the more acid the grape juice or
wine, the greater the degree of ionization of
the anthocyanins (giving a higher proportion
of the red flavylium cation), and the brighter
red the colour; as the acidity decreases, the
proportion of colourless and blue forms in-
creases. In mildly acidic conditions, anthocya-
nins are also bleached by SULFUR DIOXIDE. At
wine pH values, grape anthocyanins should be
mostly in colourless forms unless the pigments
are stabilized by CO-PIGMENTATION or through
conversion to derived pigments including
PIGMENTED TANNINS (see below).
The anthocyanin pigments are formed in the

grapevine by a sequence of metabolic steps and
are first visible when the berry begins to expand.
The onset of this stage in the vine’s metabolism
is called VERAISON and is characterized by rapid
growth and accumulation of sugar in the berry
together with the first flush of colour in the
berries.
The concentration of the pigments in the

grape skin increases as the level of sugar in-
creases in the grapes during ripening. The in-
crease is intensified if sunlight falls on the
berries, that is, if the berries are in an open
CANOPY MICROCLIMATE. Anthocyanin production
during ripening is very temperature-dependent
and is also strongly influenced by the MACROCLI-

MATE. During veraison the anthocyanin pig-
ments are formed and sequestered in the berry
skins’ outer cell layers in all but a few dark-
berried grape varieties which have a portion of
the pigment present in the pulp of the berry as
well as in the skin (see TEINTURIERS).
One important operation during the FERMEN-

TATION of most red wines, therefore, is to trans-
fer the anthocyanin pigments from the skin
cells to the wine. Colour transfer is achieved
by keeping the skins adequately mixed with
the fermenting wine (see MACERATION).
One might reasonably expect that the pig-

ments in the new wine would be identical to
those found in the grape skin. This may be the
case for a few hours, but once the anthocyanins
are mixed with the other phenolics as well as the
many products of fermentation, they begin a
series of reactions leading to a great diversity
of derived pigments and colourless molecules.
Derived pigments are classically assimilated to
pigmented tannins arising from the addition of
tannins to anthocyanins, either directly or
through condensation reactions with ALDE-

HYDES. However, they also include rather small
molecules formed by the reaction of anthocya-
nins with other wine constituents such as ACET-

ALDEHYDE or PYRUVIC ACID, or hydroxycinnamic
acid derivatives. Moreover, most of these reac-
tion products are themselves unstable and the
list of derived pigments found in wine keeps
expanding, covering a wide range of colours.
Within a few years, only traces of the relatively

simple monomeric anthocyanins remain. With
wine ageing, polymers containing anthocyanin
molecules may become larger and form aggre-
gates so that some of them exceed their solubil-
ity in the wine and are precipitated as SEDIMENT.
See AGEING. A.D.W., B.G.C., & V.C.

Cheynier, V., ‘Flavonoids in wine’, in O. M. Ander-
sen and K. R. Markham (eds.), Flavonoids: Chemis-
try, Biochemistry and Applications (Boca Raton, Fla.,
2006), 263–318.
de Freitas, V., and Mateus, N., ‘Formation of pyr-
anoanthocyanins in red wines: a new and diverse
class of anthocyanin derivatives’, Analytical and
Bioanalytical Chemistry, 401/5 (2011), 1463–73.
doi: 10.1007/s00216-010-4479-9.
Monagas, M., and Bartolome, B., ‘Anthocyanins
and anthocyanin-derived compounds’, in M. V.
Moreno-Arribas and C. Polo (eds.), Wine Chemis-
try and Biochemistry (New York, 2009).

anthracnose, one of the FUNGAL DISEASES of
European origin which affects vines. It is also
known as bird’s eye rot or black spot. The
disease is spread worldwide but is a particular
problem in humid regions, as in the eastern
UNITED STATES. Before the introduction of
DOWNY MILDEW and POWDERY MILDEW, it was the
most serious grape fungal disease in Europe, but
since BORDEAUX MIXTURE was introduced in 1885
it has been controllable. The disease is caused
by the fungus Elsinoe ampelina. Small black
lesions are produced on the leaves and this
area can die and drop out so that the leaves
look as though peppered with gunshot. Small
dark-coloured spots are also produced on
young shoots, flower cluster stems, and berries.
Anthracnose can reduce both the YIELD and
quality of the fruit. The disease can be con-
trolled by FUNGICIDES applied early in the grow-
ing season. R.E.S.

Antinori, one of Italy’s most important
wine producers, based in TUSCANY. The modern
wine firm was founded by brothers Lodovico
and Piero Antinori in 1895, although the Anti-
nori family can trace their history in the wine
trade back to 1385, when Giovanni di Pietro
Antinori enrolled in the Vintners Guild of Flor-
ence. Like the vast majority of the Florentine
nobility, the Antinori were, for centuries, pro-
ducers of wine on their substantial country
properties.
The work of the 19th-century brothers was

continued by Piero’s son Niccolò, who extended
the house’s commercial network both in Italy
and into foreign markets and purchased the
Castello della Sala estate near ORVIETO in Um-
bria. The house developed a certain reputation
for its white wines, sold under the Villa Anti-
nori label, and for its Chianti, made in a soft
and fruity style. Although the family fortunes
flourished, Antinori was only a medium-sized

operation in 1966 when Piero Antinori, the son
of Niccolò Antinori, took over.
By the early 1990s, he had increased the

annual production fifteen-fold, giving the
house a commanding position in Tuscany,
based on both the excellent quality of all the
firm’s wines at various price levels and, above
all, on the innovative work of Antinori and its
OENOLOGIST Giacomo Tachis in creating Tigna-
nello, the prototype SUPERTUSCAN; Solaia, which,
together with SASSICAIA (initially marketed by
the Antinori and whose development was
assisted by Tachis), showed the potential for
outstanding Cabernet in Tuscany; and Cervaro,
a white wine produced at the Castello della Sala
based on Chardonnay grapes and, then unusual
for Italy, BARREL FERMENTED.
Although it is firmly anchored in Central

Italy, where its vineyard holdings were 1,475
ha/3,643 acres in 2014, Antinori has expanded
steadily, securing holdings in every important
or upcoming Italian wine region: Montenisa in
FRANCIACORTA; the historic house of Prunotto in
BAROLO; and Tormaresca, a large-scale operation
in PUGLIA.
Internationally Antinori spread its wings quite

early on, often through JOINT VENTURES, the most
important of which is Antica in Napa Valley in
1993. (It was originally named Atlas Peak, now a
BRAND acquired by ACCOLADE.) This was followed
in 1995 by Col Solare in a joint venture with Ste.
Michelle, inWASHINGTON state. In 2007, again in a
joint venture with Ste. Michelle, the legendary
Stag’s LeapWinery of Napa Valley was acquired.
Tuzko Bátaapáti in Hungary had been acquired
in a joint venture with Fonterutoli’s LapoMazzei
in 1991. Meridiana on MALTA, producing INTER-

NATIONAL VARIETIES, was established in 1992, fol-
lowed by Vitis Metamorfosis, a joint venture
with Halewood in ROMANIA, and Haras de Pirque
in CHILE’s Maipo Valley.
Piero’s brother Lodovico Antinori indepen-

dently created the internationally famous
Supertuscans ORNELLAIA and the all-Merlot
Masseto at his own estate near BOLGHERI

(now owned by the Antinoris’ great rivals the
FRESCOBALDI). With their sister Ilaria, the
brothers have developed the Tenuta di Biserno
project at Bibbona just north of Bolgheri. Lodo-
vico, long a fan of Sauvignon Blanc, indepen-
dently produces one in MARLBOROUGH, New
Zealand, with Mount Nelson Estates. W.S.

antioxidants. For their role in protecting
must and wine against the effects of OXYGEN

during winemaking and wine AGEING, see
GLUTATHIONE, SULFUR DIOXIDE, ASCORBIC ACID,
NITROGEN, and CARBON DIOXIDE. For their
importance in the effects of wine consumption
on HEALTH, see FLAVONOIDS and RESVERATROL.

AOC stands for APPELLATION D’ORIGINE CONTRÔ-

LÉE, France’s famous denomination for its
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best wines, sometimes known as Appellation
Contrôlée (AC). In 2010, as a result of EU re-
forms introduced in 2008, this was superseded
by Appellation d’Origine Protegée (AOP),
France’s PDO, but many continue to use the
term AOC.

Aosta, or the Valle d’Aosta (Vallée d’Aoste
to the region’s many French speakers), is Italy’s
smallest region (see map under ITALY).
The long, narrow valley formed by the River
Dora Baltea as it courses through the moun-
tains of Italy’s extreme north west is Italy’s
connecting link to France and Switzerland and
to the north of Europe beyond. As a conse-
quence, wine labels may be written in either
Italian or French.
In this rugged alpine landscape the vine-

yards, planted on HILLSIDES flanking the Dora
Baltea, are frequently TERRACED on dizzyingly
steep slopes. No more than 18,000 hl/475,000 gal
ofwine qualifying as DOC is produced from a total
of 462 ha/1,140 acres of vines, with 300 ha qual-
ified to produce DOC wines, in an average year.
Despite such minuscule production levels, the
region has no fewer than seven subzones suffix-
ing a single overarching DOC, Valle d’Aosta,
while a host of INTERNATIONAL and local varieties
may appear on labels as single varietals.
At the crossroads between northern and

southern Europe, the Valle d’Aosta has found
itself with an extremely rich diversity of vine
varieties. Native regional and other Italian vari-
eties include NEBBIOLO, DOLCETTO, PETIT ROUGE,
FUMIN, VIEN DE NUS, Prëmetta, Moscato di
Chambave, and PRIÉ for Blanc de Morgex.
French varieties include PINOT NOIR, GAMAY,
SYRAH, GRENACHE, PINOT GRIS or Malvoisie, PINOT
BLANC, and CHARDONNAY. There is also the
ARVINE of Switzerland and the MÜLLER-THURGAU

of Germany.
The three most important local varieties are

Petit Rouge, which is the main ingredient in
Chambave, Enfer d’Arvier, and Torrette; Prié
Blanc in Blanc de Morgex; and Nebbiolo in
Arnad-Montjovet and Donnas, which between
them account for more than one third of the
region’s DOC production.
For such a small region, production has been

in the hands of CO-OPERATIVES, which have a
good reputation but have been joined by an
association of small producers, Viticulteurs
Encaveurs Vallée d’Aoste, aiming at reviving
ancient local viticultural practices and favour-
ing INDIGENOUS VARIETIES.
The most interesting wines are the Nebbiolo-

based Donnas or Donnaz and the neighbouring
Nebbiolo-based Arnad-Montjovet, as well as
the family of fruity Petit Rouge reds such as
Enfer d’Arvier, Torrette, and Chambave
Rosso. But in the early 21st century its delicate
alpine Chardonnay drew attention, as well as
the minerally Blanc de Morgex et de La Salle

from some of the highest vineyards in Europe,
up to 1,200 m/3,937 ft. The latter is made from
ungrafted vines (PHYLLOXERA does not survive at
such high ELEVATIONS) trained in a low PERGOLA.
Thanks to the elevation, the grapes retain acid-
ity well and fine TRADITIONAL METHOD sparkling
wines are made. This acidity is also key to the
region’s relatively numerous sweet wines. The
region’s main challenge for the future is to
retain its highest-quality steep vineyards when
faced with an ageing population. W.S.

Gallino, F., Vino in Valle (Torino, 2013).

aoûtement, French term for CANE RIPENING

derived from août, French for August, the
month in which it generally takes place in the
northern hemisphere. The closest English term
is periderm (shoot bark) formation. Careful
observation shows that the first vineyards to
start aoûtement and where it proceeds rapidly,
are those which produce the finest wine. This is
because early and rapid aoûtement indicates a
modicum of WATER STRESS, as well as generous
plant levels of CARBOHYDRATES, both of which
contribute to rapid fruit RIPENING. Aoûtement
has therefore been incorporated into vineyard
SCORING systems used to predict wine quality.

R.E.S.

Apera, registered in 2012 as the name to
replace Sherry for Australian wines previously
thus named. At the same time, Fino, Amontil-
lado, and Oloroso were replaced by the more
prosaic, but decidedly less Andalucian, Dry,
Medium Dry, Medium Sweet, Semi-Sweet, and
Sweet.

aperitifs, drinks served before a meal to
‘open’ (from the Latin aperire) the digestive
system and stimulate the appetite, of which
VERMOUTH and similar drinks are archetypal.
Wines commonly served as aperitifs are dry,
white, and not too alcoholic: CHAMPAGNE or
any dry SPARKLING WINE; FINO and MANZANILLA

sherry; MOSEL wines up to SPÄTLESE level of
sweetness; less rich ALSACE whites; MUSCADET,
CHABLIS, and virtually any light, dry, still white
wine without too much oak or alcohol. Customs
vary nationally, however, and the French have
customarily served spirits, FORTIFIED WINES, VINS

DOUX NATURELS, VINS DE LIQUEUR, and sweet wines
such as SAUTERNES before meals. A common all-
purpose aperitif, apparently acceptable to
French and non-French alike, is the KIR, or vin
blanc cassis, as well as a blend of white wine and
sparkling water sometimes known as a spritzer.
The port trade serves white port as an aperitif,
sherry producers a dry oloroso or fino, too
many amateurs a full-bodied Chardonnay.

aphids, small insects of the Aphidiodae fam-
ily that feed by sucking the juices from plants.
Several species of aphids attack grapes, but

apart from PHYLLOXERA, they seldom cause seri-
ous damage in vineyards. M.J.E.

apical dominance describes plant
growth which is greater at the apex of a stem
or shoot, suppressing lateral growth further
away from the apex, a physiological attribute
which helped grapevines survive in forest hab-
itats. In viticulture, the term describes preferen-
tial BUDBREAK for the buds nearest the cut end of
the CANE, which grow earlier and more strongly
than those below. To encourage fruitfulness
along the entire cane and avoid staggered RIPEN-

ING, some viticulturists use an arched cane TRAIN-

ING system to promote mid-cane budbreak,
bending the cane so that the middle section is
higher than the base and the apex, but the ben-
efits are not universally acknowledged. Move-
ment of HORMONES in the cane prior to budbreak
affects these growth responses. R.E.S.

AP number, or Amtliche Prüfungsnum-
mer, adorns the label of every bottle of German
QUALITÄTSWEIN. This 10- to 12-digit number is
an outward sign that the wine has passed GER-

MANY’s much-vaunted official testing procedure,
which involves submitting samples of the wine
to ANALYSIS and a BLIND TASTING test in which the
wine is checked for FAULTS by a changing panel of
fellow winemakers and other tasters. The test is
hardly the most stringent procedure; the pass
rate is well above 90%. The first digit signifies
which of the country’s testing stations awarded
the AP number (1 for Koblenz, 2 for Bernkastel,
3 for Trier—all three in the MOSEL-SAAR-RUWER—
4 for Alzey in RHEINHESSEN, 5 for Neustadt in the
PFALZ, 6 and 7 for Bad Kreuznach in the NAHE,
where wines from SAALE-UNSTRUT and SACHSEN

were also tested in the mid 1990s). The next
code signifies the location of the vineyard. The
penultimate pair of digits is the most significant,
the bottler’s own code, which supplies a unique
identification of the particular lot. If a vintner
has bottled two or more wines of otherwise
identical labelling (same site, Prädikat, and de-
gree of dryness) this number is often used to
distinguish them. The final two digits signify
the year in which the wine was tested.

apoplexy, vine disease. See ESCA.

appellation. See CONTROLLED APPELLATION.

Appellation Contrôlée, short for
Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée (AOC), is
France’s CONTROLLED APPELLATION, renamed
Appellation d’Origine Protegée (AOP) in re-
sponse to the EU reforms of 2008 (see PDO).
This much-imitated, prototypical, and inher-
ently protectionist system of designating and
controlling her all-important geographically
based names applies not just to wines but also
to spirits such as cognac, armagnac, and calva-
dos, as well as to many foods. It is administered
by the INAO, a powerful Paris-based body which
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also controls the less restrictive denomination
Indication Géographique Protégée or IGP (for-
merly VIN DE PAYS). AOP/AOC wines represent
46% of French wine production (ten-year aver-
age to 2013), IGP 28%.

History
France’s role as a wine producer had been
gravely affected by the viticultural devastation
caused by POWDERY MILDEW, DOWNY MILDEW, and
PHYLLOXERA in the second half of the 19th cen-
tury (see FRANCE, history). Fine wines were
available in much-reduced quantity, but the
LANGUEDOC and ALGERIA had become vast facto-
ries for the production of very ordinary wine at
very low prices. Laws passed in the first two
decades of the 20th century were aimed at
bringing an end to the ADULTERATION AND

FRAUD that was by then widespread. These
were based simply on the principle of geograph-
ical DELIMITATION, and specified particular areas
within which certain wines had to be produced.
Bordeaux, Banyuls, and Clairette de Die were
among the first; disagreement about exactly
which districts should be allowed to produce
France’s most famous sparkling wine led to
riots (see CHAMPAGNE, history).
It rapidly became clear, however, that

France’s famous wines depended on more
than geography. The wrong grape varieties
and careless winemaking would not result in a
suitable expression of these carefully delimited
TERROIRS. By 1923, Baron le Roy, the most influ-
ential and well-connected producer of CHÂTEAU-

NEUF-DU-PAPE, was implementing in his part of
the southern Rhône a much more detailed set of
rules including not just geographical delimitation
but a specification of permitted VINE VARIETIES,
PRUNING, and vine-TRAINING methods, and mini-
mum ALCOHOLIC STRENGTH.
The French Appellation Contrôlée system

evolved into a national reality in the 1930s
when economic depression, widespread cultiva-
tion of HYBRIDS, and a serious wine surplus
increased the incentive for wine merchants to
indulge in nefarious blending. The producers of
genuine Pommard, for example, had a very real
interest in limiting the use of their name to
themselves. In 1935 the INAO was created
with the express mission of drawing up and
enforcing specifications for individual AOCs,
which broadly followed the Châteauneuf proto-
type, and in principle banned hybrids from
AOC wine. The great majority of the appella-
tion regulations for France’s most famous wines
and spirits are therefore dated 1936 or 1937,
although they have been continuously revised
since. The VDQS category, created in 1949 for
wines deemed just below AOC status, was abol-
ished after the 2010 vintage.
The legal powers of the INAO, both within

France and in its dealings with the EU and
beyond, were strengthened substantially in

1990, when it took the conscious decision to
try to build the future of French wine on the
concept of geographical appellations (eschew-
ing even the mention of vine varieties on the
main label) and adopted the specific aim of
preserving agricultural activity in certain
zones. But in 2004, when France’s wine exports
were clearly in significant decline and domestic
sales stagnant, this policy was dramatically
modified to make French wine labels easier to
understand and the wines themselves more
competitive in the global market. The aim was
to raise the average quality of AOC wines and
introduce some new regional Vin de Pays cat-
egories (most now rebadged as IGP). The INAO
continues to wage war on all misused GENERIC

wine and spirit names but, as an increasing
number of French wine producers find the de-
tailed AOP/AOC regulations too restrictive, the
supremacy of the AOC system is no longer
unchallenged orthodoxy.

The regulations’ scope
The INAO’s detailed regulations for its more
than 300 AOP/AOCs are already voluminous
and constantly revised, covering the following
aspects for each appellation. The regulations for
the IGP category (with 75 listed in 2014) are
similar but generally less restrictive.

Production area All those communes allowed
to produce the wine in question are listed, but
within each of these communes only certain
plots of land are deemed worthy, details of
which are lodged with each commune’s all-im-
portant mairie or administrative centre. Vines
grown elsewhere within the commune are nor-
mally entitled only to be sold as a less specific
appellation, an IGP, or VIN DE FRANCE.

Vine varieties The permitted grapes are speci-
fied in great detail, along with permitted maxi-
mum and minimum proportions. Vineyards
will generally be inspected to ensure that the
correct varieties are planted. Many appellation
regulations include long lists of half-forgotten
but once-significant local varieties. White grape
varieties are permitted to a certain extent in a
number of red wine appellations. See full details
in Appendix 1.

Ripeness and alcoholic strength Specific MUST

WEIGHTS are generally cited for freshly picked
grapes before any CHAPTALIZATION, generally
given in g/l of sugar. A maximum ALCOHOLIC

STRENGTH after any chaptalization, if allowed, is
also usually specified.

Yields Control of YIELDS is a fundamental tenet
of the Appellation Contrôlée system, however
sceptical some New World viticulturists are
of the concept. The maximum yields cited in
the regulations, the rendement maximum

autorisé (RA), were almost routinely increased,
however, by about 20% throughout the 1970s
and 1980s thanks to a frequently used special
derogation known as the plafond limite de
classement or PLC. In 1993, the INAO an-
nounced its intention to curb yields (as the EU
has done) but this has not been adopted with
noticeable enthusiasm. The PLC has been abol-
ished but it is still possible to request a deroga-
tion (up or down) if the application can be
justified—by the VINTAGE weather conditions,
for example.
This section usually includes information on

a minimum VINE AGE allowed for AOP/AOC
production.

Viticulture This usually specifies a minimum
VINE DENSITY, the approved PRUNING regime
down to the number of buds, and the permitted
vine-TRAINING SYSTEM. In some southern appel-
lations the (limited) extent to which IRRIGATION

is allowed may be outlined.

Winemaking This long section may well spec-
ify such aspects as compulsory DESTEMMING,
method of ROSÉ WINEMAKING (usually by
SAIGNÉE), although there is generous use of the
vague phrase usages locaux.

Pros and cons
France’s Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée desig-
nation is in general a more reliable guide to the
country’s best wines than, for example, the QBA

category of supposedly superior wines in Ger-
many, the liberally applied DOC designation in
Italy and Portugal, and its DO counterpart in
Spain (all of the last three modelled on the
AOC system). The French system is by no
means perfect, however. Policing remains a
problem, and the Service de la Répression des
Fraudes is probably understaffed. Contraven-
tions of the regulations, particularly over-chap-
talization, or chaptalization and ACIDIFICATION

of the same wine, are difficult to detect (al-
though a complex bureaucracy controls over-
production). Misdemeanours are only very
rarely publicized, and then usually only as a
result of local politics.
A more serious disadvantage of the Appella-

tion d’Origine Contrôlée system is the extent to
which it stifles experimentation. In dramatic
contrast to the New World, vinegrowers may
plant only certain vine varieties. Those wishing
to experiment are often restricted to selling the
wine not merely as an IGP, but as Vin de
France.
The Appellation Contrôlée regulations were

drawn up not with a clean slate and a pencil
devoted to the best possible options, but to
legitimize the best current practices.
It is also fanciful to suggest that every wine

produced within an appellation inevitably
uniquely betrays its geographical provenance.
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Few blind tasters would unhesitatingly identify
a CÔTES DU MARMANDAIS, for example. And then
there are the catch-all appellations such as BOR-

DEAUX AOC, ALSACE, and CHAMPAGNE, whose qual-
ity variation is simply frustrating.
The full regulations for every appellation can

be found online: www.inao.gouv.fr.

apps, wine. See INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY.

Apremont, named CRU just south of CHAMB-

ÉRY whose name may be added to the eastern
French appellation Vin de SAVOIE. This is the
largest cru in Savoie and its wines are typically
light, dry whites made from the local JACQUÈRE

grape.

Apulia, Anglicized form of the Italian region
PUGLIA.

Aquileia, or Friuli Aquileia, a lesser-known
DOC from FRIULI comprising the entire province
of Udine. The white must consist of at least 50%
FRIULANO, while the Rosso must contain at
least 50% REFOSCO dal Peduncolo Rosso. The
balance in both can be any authorized variety,
most of which are INTERNATIONAL VARIETIES, po-
tentially compromising the wines’ originality.

W.S.

Arab poets. The classical period of Arab
civilization spawned a rich corpus of BACCHIC

poetry which had its roots in pre-Islamic Arabia
(AD 530 until the emergence of ISLAM). Wine was
celebrated as one of a number of standard
topics in the composite odes of pre-Islamic
poetry. In its treatment, wine was underpinned
by the rigid ethical code (Muruwwa, approxi-
mately virtus) that predicated the desert Welt-
anschauung, and thus gave voice to exaggerated
notions of generosity. It was in this period,
when wine was often compared to the saliva of
women (to represent a kiss), that the seeds of
the erotic register of later Arabic wine poetry
were sown. Interestingly one such simile is even
contained in the ode composed by Hassān Ibn
Thābit, the Prophet’s bard, to celebrate the con-
quest of Mecca shortly before Muhammad’s
death in AD 632. Traditional Muslim commen-
tary, basing itself on the Islamic injunction
against the consumption of wine, suggests that
the simile is interpolated. But this argument is
not entirely convincing; for Islam, while criti-
cizing aspects of the culture of poetry, seems to
have had little effect in censoring the poetic
repertoire.
The essential model provided by this bedouin

canon, which constituted the corner-stone of
Arabian cultural and tribal identity, was
absorbed virtually in its entirety into the na-
scent Islamic/Arab community; for this reason
wine survived as a theme. Soon its treatment
came to stand independently from the compos-
ite ode and, whilst the descriptive elements of
Bacchic verse were based around a core of

inherited imagery, a new defiant and anti-reli-
gious attitude was introduced that is reflected in
a verse by the poet from al-Tā’if, Abū Mihjan
al-Thaqafi: ‘If I die bury me by the vine, so that
its roots may satiate the thirst of my bones.’
This solipsistic dirge, that shows the poet to
have acquired notions of life after death, ignores
the new imposing religious eschatology of the
nascent Islamic community.
Islam did, of course, have a profound effect

on the poets of Bacchism; for after a time,
usually with the onset of old age, they would
repent of their erring in pious Islamic terms. To
replace them there was always a new generation
of libertines, who were commonly men of high
standing, such as governors and even, during
the Umayyad period, caliphs. Al-Walı̄d ibn
Yazı̄d, one of the last Umayyad caliphs (d. AD

744), was a notorious hedonist (although per-
haps maligned by later Abbasid propaganda)
whose attitude in some Bacchic fragments is
aggressively atheistic: ‘Give wine [to drink] . . .
for I know there is no Hell-fire!’ In this period
Bacchism became an urban phenomenon, nota-
bly amongst the libertines of Kufa (modern
Iraq), and was eventually to gain a high profile
in the Abbasid court circle of Baghdad, particu-
larly during the reign of al-Amı̄n (reigned AD

809–13). This son of Hārūn al-Rashı̄d is famous
in literary history as patron and boon compan-
ion of the great ABU NUWAS (d. AD 814).
In his wine poetry, Abu Nuwas synthesized a

variety of impulses to produce sometimes com-
plex poems which articulated all the issues rel-
evant to the social dialectic of wine culture in an
Islamic society: he expanded both the fantasti-
cal and mimetic descriptive repertoire of the
khamriyya; he fused the Bacchic and erotic
registers of poetry to create well-wrought se-
duction poems that gave voice to a sceptical
world-view; he structured his poems in such a
way as to support the simple rhetoric in defence
of wine; finally, with literary sleights of hand, he
reconciled the hedonistic ethic with Islamic
dogma. It has rightly been said about the finest
of these poems that they parallel the impulses
and complexity of some English Metaphysical
poetry.
From the descriptions of Abu Nuwas and

other poets we gain a detailed picture of Bacchic
culture: we are familiarized with the wine itself
(its provenance, preparation, colour, bouquet,
taste, and age—although here a mythological
dimension enters into the poet’s expression);
its effects (physical, psychic, and spiritual); the
personages (the boon companion, the pourer,
the singing girl, the taverner (Jewish, Christian,
or Persian), and the servant girl); the decorum
of drinking (generosity, aristocracy, the quest
for freedom, the Satanic pact, and, ultimately,
belief in divine mercy); the venues of drin-
king (the caliphal palace, the tavern, the mon-
astery, gardens, and the vine itself); finally we

learn about the variety of vessels (for drink-
ing: glass, silver and gold cups or goblets,
ewers; for storage: jars, tanks or casks, and
leather bottles).
After Abu Nuwas, poets who treated wine

(throughout the Islamic lands, including al-
Andalus in southern Spain) had little new to
say; they simply reworked the imagery he had
established, whilst discarding the careful struc-
ture of his finest poems. It was only amongst
Sufi mystics that a new, important dimension
was added to Bacchic poetry. Foremost
amongst these was Ibn al-Fārid (d. 1235). For
these ascetics DRUNKENNESS represented divine
intoxication; they simply borrowed the imagery
of Bacchic culture to articulate the otherwise
ineffable states of mystical experience. Al-
though Abu Nuwas himself was a ribald, Sufi
sensitivity is perhaps foreshadowed in some of
his most ethereal descriptions of wine:

[Last night I could not sleep] so give me to drink of
the maiden wine who has donned the grey locks of old
age whilst still in the womb;
A wine which [when poured] is replenished with
youth . . .
One preserved for a day when its [seal] is pierced,
though it is the confidant of Time itself;
It has been aged, such that if it were possessed of an
eloquent tongue,
It would sit proudly amongst people and tell a tale of
an ancient time . . . P.K.

‘Khamriyya’, The Encyclopaedia of Islam (new edn),
vol. iv (Leiden, 1978), 998–1009.

Aragón, known as Aragon in English. Once
a powerful kingdom whose sphere of influence
stretched from the LEVANTE in the west as far as
NAPLES and SICILY in the east, Aragón is now one
of Spain’s 17 autonomous regions. In the north
east of the country, it spans the broad valley of
the River Ebro which is flanked by mountains
on either side (see map under SPAIN). The north
is dominated by the Pyrenees, which feed water
on to the arid Ebro plain. To the south and east
the climate becomes progressively extreme as
the land rises towards the central Spanish
plateau.
The wines of Aragón used to be strapping

potions with natural alcohol reaching levels as
high as 17 or 18%. Red wines, made predomi-
nantly from the GARNACHA grape, were mostly
sold in bulk for blending. However, four DO

regions designated between 1980 and 1990
changed the profile of Aragón wines. SOMON-

TANO in the lush Pyrenean foothills east of the
city of Huesca chose to almost entirely forgo
INDIGENOUS grape varieties, a choice which has
proven controversial and not always fruitful
in terms of sales, but south of the Ebro wines
from the DOs of CAMPO DE BORJA, CARIÑENA,
and CALATAYUD have benefited from investment
in modern winemaking technology, which
has revolutionized the style of modern-day
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Garnacha, sometimes blended with Tempra-
nillo or Syrah. Throughout much of Aragón,
large CO-OPERATIVES continue to dominate pro-
duction, buying in grapes from smallholders.

R.J.M. & V. de la S.

Aragonez, once speltAragónêz, occasionally
spelt Aragones, the traditional name for the
Spanish red grape variety TEMPRANILLO in the
ALENTEJO region, where it makes concentrated,
deep-coloured reds. See under its northern Por-
tuguese name TINTA RORIZ for more information.

Aramon is now, happily, a remnant of
French viticultural history, a vine variety that
burgeoned throughout the LANGUEDOC in the
second half of the 19th century (the many
who made their fortunes from wine around
Béziers then were known by some as the Ara-
monie) and was displaced as France’s most
popular only in the 1960s by CARIGNAN. For
decades, particularly after the development of
railway links with the populous north of France,
Aramon vines were encouraged to spew forth
light, everyday wine-for-the-workers that was
with good reason called petit rouge.
Aramon’s great attribute, apart from its

prodigious productivity of up to 400 hl/ha
(22.8 tons/acre), was its resistance to POWDERY

MILDEW, the scourge of what were France’s
established wine regions in the mid 19th century.
The variety was taken up with great enthusiasm
and rapidly spread over terrain previously con-
sidered too flat and fertile for viticulture. GALET
notes that its effects were particularly noticeable
in the Hérault, where, between 1849 and 1869,
the land under vine more than doubled, to
214,000 ha/528,800 acres.
Unless planted on poor soils and pruned

extremely severely, Aramon produces some of
the lightest red wine that could be considered
red, notably low in alcohol, extract, and char-
acter. To render the rouge sufficiently rouge for
the French consumer, Aramon had invariably
to be bolstered by such red-fleshed grapes as
one of the TEINTURIERS, most often ALICANTE

BOUSCHET. This gave Aramon a grave disadvan-
tage compared with the deep, alcoholic reds of
North Africa, and its popularity began to de-
cline in the mid 20th century, a trend exacer-
bated by its toll from the 1956 and 1963 frosts.
Aramon suffers from the twin disadvantages of
budding early and ripening late and is therefore
limited to hotter wine regions.
The total French area planted with Aramon

shrank from 34,700 ha/85,700 acres in 1988 to
2,126 ha/5,251 acres in 2010.
Aramon Gris and Aramon Blanc, lighter-

berried mutations, can still (just) be found, par-
ticularly in the Hérault.

Galet, P., Dictionnaire encyclopédique des cépages
(Paris, 2000).

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

Arany Sárfehér, white grape of HUNGARY

traditionally grown on the sandy Great Plain for
table grapes and sparkling wines. Its 2012 total
of just over 1,000 ha/2,500 acres produced light,
tart wine.

Arbin, CRU on the steep, warm, south-facing
slopes east of CHAMBÉRY whose name can be
added to the eastern French appellation Vin
de SAVOIE. Use of the Arbin cru name is restrict-
ed to wines from the local MONDEUSE grape,
some of the region’s most concentrated reds.

Arbois, the most important appellation in
the JURA region in eastern France and named
after the region’s main wine town. The scientist
Louis PASTEUR was brought up in the town, and
conducted observations here when invited to
turn his attention to wine health. In the 20th
century the town was made famous by wine
producer Henri Maire, who did much for the
revival of the Jura wine region after the Second
World War and died in 2003. The wine com-
pany he founded still owns over 250 ha/618
acres of Jura’s vineyards but since 2010 it has
been owned by a Luxembourg-based financial
institution and quality had not yet been demon-
strably revived by late 2014. About half of
Arbois is red, making it the most important
Jura red wine appellation. The light-coloured
POULSARD grape is a speciality of the subappella-
tion of Arbois-Pupillin, where it is named
Ploussard, and well-structured wines are made
from TROUSSEAU in the warmer sites around the
village of Montigny-les-Arsures. White wines
are often VARIETAL Chardonnay made in unox-
idized, Burgundian style, increasingly vineyard-
designated. The old synonym Naturé is some-
times used for the local SAVAGNIN, especially to
designate fresh, lemony, or so-called ‘floral’
white wines made from the variety, distinguish-
ing them from the more usual oxidative styles.
The oxidative styles may be a blend of Savagnin
with Chardonnay, or Savagnin on its own, and
they culminate in the nutty and long-lived VIN

JAUNE. An Arbois 1774 was so much appreciated
when tasted in 1994 that a second bottle was
sold in 2011 for €57,000. VIN DE PAILLE is made
under the Arbois appellation, whereas TRADI-

TIONAL METHOD sparkling wine made is sold as
CRÉMANT du Jura. See also MACVIN DU JURA.
Wines made from grapes grown within the

commune of Pupillin have the right to the ap-
pellation Arbois Pupillin. Pupillin is home to
one of the ‘fathers’ of the natural wine move-
ment in France, retired wine producer Pierre
Overnoy, whose estate is run today by Emman-
uel Houillon. W.L.

Arbois Blanc is also a synonym for the MENU

PINEAU vine variety of the LOIRE.

arbour, an overhead trellis structure used for
VINE TRAINING, particularly in southern Italy. See
TENDONE.

archaeology has been of great importance
in tracing the ORIGINS OF VINICULTURE and plays a
part in the ancient history of most wine regions.
For a discussion of the techniques available
and some of the more significant finds, see
PALAEOETHNOBOTANY. For some more specific
aspects, see also AMPHORAE and the CELTS.

Ardèche, region of France on the right bank
of the Rhône between the main concentrations
of vineyards which constitute the northern and
southern RHÔNE Valley in south-east France and
now the name of an IGP for a wide range of
generally VARIETAL wines. Reds are generally
light. Chardonnay and to a lesser extent Viog-
nier have been particularly successful here.
Louis LATOUR of Burgundy was a pioneer, nota-
bly with Grand Ardèche Chardonnay, and the
Vignerons Ardechois is a co-operative with
high standards.

Areni, the characteristic red wine grape of
ARMENIA, and also the name of a village on the
border with Azerbaijan where the remains of a
4000 BC winery were identified in 2011. Wines
are medium bodied with real zip.

Argaman, ISRAELI 1972 cross of CARIGNAN

and the Portuguese SOUSÃO which produces
dark, light-bodied red.

Argentina, the most important wine-
producing country in South America, and,
since the 1990s, one of the most dynamic wine
producers in the world. Producing almost
15 million hl/396 million gal in 2013, Argentina
is one of the world’s six biggest wine producers.
Almost a quarter of all Argentine wine is
exported.
Of the country’s 224,064 ha/553,674 acres of

vineyard in 2013 (an increase of more than 10%
on the 2000 total area), 92% grew grapes for
wine. The shift from quantity towards quality
has been particularly marked this century, with
the proportion of dark-skinned grapes growing
from 40 to nearly 50%. Argentina’s famous
pink-skinned varieties (mostly the CRIOLLAS

and CEREZA) fell from 31 to less than 25%. By
2012, 66% of vineyards were planted with high-
quality wine grapes, the rest being those
deemed low quality or TABLE GRAPE varieties.
(In 1990, only 37.5% of vineyards were planted
with high-quality wine grapes.) Considerable
investment in new vineyard areas, improved
winemaking technology, and continued
RESEARCH and innovation have all played a part
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in the transformation of Argentine wine from
rustic ferment to world-class quality.

History
Unlike North America, where explorers and
early settlers found VITIS labrusca growing in
abundance, South America depended on the
Spanish colonizers for imported European
VINIFERA vines. The vine probably arrived in
Argentina by four different routes. The first
was directly from Spain in 1541 when vines
are thought to have been cultivated, without
great success, on the Atlantic coast around the
river Plate. A year later, seeds of dried grapes
were germinated as a result of an expedition
from Peru to the current wine regions immedi-
ately east of the Andes. Another expedition
from Peru in 1550 also imported vines to Ar-
gentina, while the fourth and most important
vine importation came from Chile in 1556, just
two years after the vine was introduced to Chi-
le’s Central Valley. (See SOUTH AMERICA, history,
for more details.)
One of the most important grape varieties

systematically cultivated for wine in South
America was almost certainly the forerunner
of Argentina’s CRIOLLA CHICA, California’s MIS-

SION, and Chile’s PAIS, which were to be the
backbone of South American wine production
for the next 300 years. Although Argentina was
settled from both the east and the west, it was in
the foothills of the Andes that the Jesuit MISSION-

ARIES found the best conditions for vine-grow-
ing. The first recorded vineyard was planted at
Santiago del Estero in 1557. The city of Men-
doza was founded in 1561 and vineyards in the
province of San Juan to the north were estab-
lished on a commercial scale between 1569 and
1589. Soon after that, in 1595, King Felipe II of
Spain, who ruled over most of Central and
South America, banned the production of
wine, except by the Catholic Church. This was
intended to protect Spanish wine producers and
their exports to Mexico and was therefore not
particularly enforced in South America, so sec-
ular producers remained, and the wine industry
thrived. Contrary to popular belief, this her-
alded a period of almost 300 years (from the
second half of the 16th century to the beginning
of the 19th century) of sustained growth, inno-
vation, and a search for wine quality, largely
thanks to the powerful MONKS AND MONASTERIES.

Wine soon became the main economic activ-
ity, with the wealthiest families of Cuyo and the
north west of Argentina—in what are today the
provinces of Mendoza, San Juan, La Rioja, and
Salta—engaged in wine production, either sec-
ularly, or through family members who were
clergy, or both. Export routes to the cities of
Buenos Aires, Córdoba, and Santa Fe to the
east, to Bolivia to the north, and to Chile to
the west were developed from the early 16th

century, which created a dynamic proto-bour-
geoisie, particularly in the Cuyo region. During
this time, the most important grape variety
cultivated was Uva Negra, later known as
Criolla Chica, which was to be the backbone
of South American wine production for the
next 300 years. This and other old varieties,
including various Muscats, were widely grown.
Torrontés Riojano, the result of a natural cross-
ing of Criolla Chica andMoscatel de Alejandría,
dates from the 18th century.
By the skilful use of dams and IRRIGATION

channels, originally established by the native
population, the early settlers were able to pro-
duce sufficient wine to meet the needs of a
growing population and they also learned how
to produce wine that could stand up to a jour-
ney of perhaps 45 days by cart fromMendoza to
Buenos Aires. The 18th century saw major
changes. To ensure quality and ageing potential,
particularly for wines that had to endure long
journeys, wines were FORTIFIED or, sometimes,
heated, a precursor of PASTEURIZATION. Some
wines were even made, like SHERRY, under
FILM-FORMING YEASTS. Wine PRESSES changed
from being made of leather and/or oak to
being built with bricks, lime, and slate. The
first record of FERMENTATION vessels made from
OAK instead of the old clay AMPHORAE, dates
from 1740. The first AMPELOGRAPHIC studies
were carried out during the second half of the
century. The first winery census by the govern-
ment took place in 1780. This was a period of
dynamic growth, driven by solid institutions,
commerce, peace, and the conjunction of a
blooming bourgeoisie and the clergy’s desire
to make the most out of God’s creation. By the
end of the century, Cuyo was by far the most
important wine region in Argentina, with about
8,000 people in the cities of Mendoza and San
Juan, almost 300 vine growers, and a total an-
nual production of 13 million litres of wine.
Then the wine scene went into a decline that

lasted for almost 100 years. In 1767 the Jesuits
were expelled from Spain and its colonies by
royal decree and their estates were either aban-
doned or seized by the Spanish crown. A civil
war lasted for much of the early 19th century. It
was no longer safe to transport wine and wine
was no longer the most important economic
activity of the region.
Some good things happened, however, such

as the introduction of glass BOTTLES, from 1820.
The best example is the well-documented story
of General San Martín, the son of a vine grower
and probably Argentina’s first wine CONNOIS-

SEUR. After returning from leading a long cam-
paign in Chile and Perú against the Spanish
royalists, he went back to Mendoza and orga-
nized a dinner with some of the most important
people of his time. At this meal, in 1823, he
poured one of his favourite wines from

Mendoza, and one from a renowned producer
of Málaga—transposing the labels before
doing so. By the end of the evening, when all
attendees had proclaimed the virtues of the
bottles with the Málaga label, he had demon-
strated two things: that the wines from Mendo-
za compared well with those of Spain, and that
they could age for eight years or more—which
was the time his bottles had spent in his under-
ground cellar during his crusade against the
Spanish empire.
The second half of the 19th century saw

Argentina enjoy a period of relative stability
and prosperity built on exports of agricultural
and cattle products. Many of those who had fled
to Chile returned to Cuyo. Among them was
Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, who subse-
quently became governor of San Juan, and
then president of Argentina. He campaigned
for the creation of an agronomy school, includ-
ing viticultural research and a vine NURSERY used
to gradually improve vineyards, under the di-
rection of a Frenchman exiled in 1851. Under
his direction top-quality French varieties, in-
cluding Malbec, were imported—before the ar-
rival of PHYLLOXERA in Europe, incorporating
much of the genetic material that was later lost
in Europe. Thus Torrontés, Malbec, and many
high-quality varieties were already established in
Argentina before a significant wave of European
immigrants of the late 1800s and early 1900s
further enriched Argentina’s viticulture.
In 1885 the RAILWAY between Buenos Aires

and Mendoza was completed, lending still
greater importance to the vineyards in the foot-
hills of the Andes. The immigrants, many from
wine-producing areas of Italy, Spain, and
France, brought with them many new vine va-
rieties and their own regional vine-growing and
winemaking skills. The foundations for Argen-
tina’s mammoth domestic wine industry were
laid. This had interesting implications. Unlike
many New World wine regions where wine-
making was restricted to an elite, the origin of
Argentina’s modern era viticulture was popular.
Even today there are over 25,000 vineyards,
with an average size of less than 9 ha/23 acres.
And the immigrants brought their wine-drink-
ing culture with them, which turned Argentina
into one of the largest domestic markets in the
world, despite having a relatively low population.
Today, Argentines drink about 75% of the na-
tional crop, a figure that has remained relatively
stable.
By the early 20th century, Argentina was the

seventh wealthiest developed nation in the
world, but the subsequent economic depression
and political crisis led to a disastrous drop in
the export price of its primary products, and
then a steep decline in foreign investment. The
peso was often devalued almost routinely.
While the landowning classes continued to
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prosper for some time, or salted away their
capital overseas, there was growing unrest
among the largely disenfranchised, poorly paid
urban masses. When General Juan Domingo
Perón came to power in 1943 he appealed di-
rectly to the workers with promises of rapid
industrialization, better working conditions,
and organized, government-controlled unions.

For a while Argentina’s fortunes revived, but in
the mid 1950s Perón and his ambitious and
charismatic wife Eva were deposed by the mil-
itary. From then on a succession of opportunis-
tic military governments led the country into
spiralling decline. The urban masses created an
unprecedented market for wine so that quantity
not quality became the imperative.

Most producers were content to supply
cheap, rustic VINO DE MESA to a domestic market
that boasted the third-highest per capita con-
sumption of wine in the world. In the late 1960s
and early 1970s, at a time when the UK was
drinking approximately 3 litres per capita per
year and the Americans even less, the Argen-
tines, despite all their troubles, were quaffing
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90 litres of wine per head. By 1996 that figure
had dropped dramatically to 41 litres per capita,
and has finally stabilized at around 25 litres.
Throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s

Argentina grew increasedly isolated, and suf-
fered from social and political unrest, military
governments, violence, stifling bureaucracy,
corruption, war, and disastrous economic man-
agement. Accumulated inflation during the
1970s was over 1,400%, and over 8,000% during
the 1980s. In 1983 Argentina returned to being
a democratic country and has remained one
ever since.
Faced with a dramatic drop in home con-

sumption, added to the pressing need to earn
foreign currency, the more enlightened pro-
ducers decided to go upmarket and in the late
1980s, for the first time, gave serious consider-
ation to the possibilities of exporting. A peak of
hyper-inflation in 1989, however, prompted
President Raúl Alfonsín out of office, who was
replaced by Carlos Menem, inaugurating a
period of political and economic stability not
experienced for decades. Under his administra-
tion, business confidence in Argentina’s future
was revitalized at home and abroad, and en-
couraged investment in a wine industry where
time had stood still (see also CHILE). Vineyards
had been modernized during the 1980s, and
technology and expertise were incorporated
during the 1990s. Argentina’s wine sector was
ready to export but a law that artificially pegged
the Argentine peso to the US dollar, resulted in,
first, an overvalued peso at the end of the 1990s
which made Argentine wines too expensive,
followed by prolonged recession, and a 300%
devaluation in 2001/02. While being traumatic
for the people of Argentina, this presented a
great opportunity for its wine industry since
prices were then highly competitive, and both
exports and foreign investment soared.
A 1980s VINE-PULL scheme had reduced the

total vineyard area by a third, with Malbec a
specific and dramatic casualty just before its
potential was realized. Argentina’s total vine-
yard fell from 314,000 ha/775,580 acres in the
early 1980s to 205,000 ha/506,350 acres in 1993
before a new wave of high-quality varieties were
planted.

Climate
Argentina’s wine regions are widely dispersed,
but are almost entirely confined to the western
strip of the country bordering the foothills of
the Andes, where the climate is CONTINENTAL,
with the four seasons clearly defined. The vine-
yard area extends from the 23rd to the 42nd
parallel in the south. Apart from the southern,
largely fruit-growing areas of the Río Negro and
Neuquén, the climate is semi-desert with annu-
al rainfall rarely more than 250 mm/10 in.
Summer temperatures vary from 10 �C/50 �F

at night to as much as 40 �C/104 �F during the

day. Summers are hot in the regions of San Juan
(except for the high elevation valleys of Peder-
nal and Calingasta), La Rioja, Catamarca, and
the east of Mendoza (Santa Rosa, Rivadavia,
San Martín, and Lavalle). In the Calchaquies
Valley (Cafayate), upper Mendoza (Luján de
Cuyo), Uco Valley (Tupungato, Tunuyán, and
San Carlos), and Río Negro, summers are TEM-

PERATE to warm, making them Regions II and III
in theWinkler system of CLIMATE CLASSIFICATION.
In winter, temperatures can drop below 0 �C/
32 �F with occasional light snowfalls. Heavy
winter snow in the high Andes is important as
this ensures plentiful supplies of particularly
pure water for the irrigation systems on which
the vines depend.
Total annual rainfall just east of the Andes is

concentrated on the summer months, which
encourages growth, but it seldom exceeds
300 mm/12 in a year with 200 mm/8 in being
the average. Early summer HAIL, or piedra, is
the main risk to the vines—as many as 6% of
Argentine vineyards are netted against hail—
together with FROST. It is customary in Mendoza
to own vineyards in different parts of the prov-
ince to minimize the risk of hail damage. As a
result, and even though single-vineyard and
TERROIR-DRIVEN wines are increasingly impor-
tant, 100% varietal blends of wines from differ-
ent parts of the province are also common.
The air is dry and particularly unpolluted.

Vine FLOWERING may occasionally be adversely
affected by a hot, dry, very strong wind called
zonda, which blows down from the west mainly
in late spring and early summer. Grapes almost
invariably reach full maturity and the lack of
humidity reduces the risk of FUNGAL DISEASES,
resulting in very healthy vineyards and obviat-
ing the need for frequent and costly SPRAYING.
Vineyards are typically sprayed much less often
in Argentina than elsewhere, making ORGANIC

VITICULTURE relatively easy. Full RIPENESS is easily
achieved and CHAPTALIZATION is not allowed.

Regions
See map.

Mendoza In the far west of the country, only a
(substantial) mountain range from Santiago in
Chile, this is by far the biggest and most impor-
tant wine-growing province in Argentina, ac-
counting for more than 70% of all Argentina’s
wine production, although the area planted has
declined from a peak of 255,000 ha/629,850
acres in 1980 to 159,137 ha/394,500 acres in
2013. The Andes dominate the western skyline,
with Mount Aconcagua, at 6,960 m/22,837 ft,
the highest mountain in the Americas. Vine-
yard elevations range between 600 to 1,600 m
(1,970 to 5,249 ft) above sea level.
Provinces, such as Mendoza, are divided into

departments, which in turn are subdivided into
districts, and, in turn, into single vineyards. The

most important wine-producing areas in and
around Mendoza are:
The North Oasis and the East Oasis: Low

elevation, warm weather areas, specializing in
big volumes and entry-level wines—although
some high-quality wines are also made here,
mostly with Tempranillo and Bonarda. The area
comprises the departments of Lavalle, Las Heras,
Santa Rosa, La Paz, San Martin, and Rivadavia.
Luján de Cuyo: In the upper Mendoza Valley

at elevations between 800 and 1,100 m (2,640
and 3,630 ft). Average rainfall is about 190 mm/
7.2 in a year and the mean annual temperature
is 15 �C/37.5 �F. Together with the department
of Maipú, they form what the locals call Pri-
mera Zona, or ‘first zone’, Mendoza’s most tra-
ditional high-quality region, just south of the
city limits. It was here that Argentina’s first
CONTROLLED APPELLATION was created for Malbec
in 1993, and this is where most of the tradition-
al and renowned wineries of Mendoza are lo-
cated—even if most of them also have vineyards
in other parts of the province. The main dis-
tricts in Luján de Cuyo are Las Compuertas,
Vistalba (which are the two that reach the high-
est elevations),—Agrelo, Perdriel, Ugarteche,
Chacras de Coria, and Mayor Drummond.
Maipú department: Just east of Luján and

also south of the city, is slightly warmer because
of its lower elevation. Cruz de Piedra, Barran-
cas, Russell, Coquimbito, Lunlunta, Fray Luis
Beltrán, and Maipú districts (as in Luján, there
is a department and a district within it with the
same name).
San Rafael and General Alvear departments:

The southernmost wine region of Mendoza,
balances lower elevation with higher latitude,
and focuses on classic varietals. This does not
enjoy the reputation of some other areas, per-
haps due to a higher incidence of hail and
greater distance from the city, but it can still
produce high-quality wines.
Valle de Uco (or Uco Valley): The rising star

of Argentina, and arguably the most fashion-
able wine region in the country. It comprises
the departments of Tupungato (with its districts
El Peral, Anchoris, La Arboleda, Tupungato,
and Gualtallary), Tunuyán (Vista Flores, Los
Árboles, Los Sauces, Los Chacayes), and San
Carlos (Altamira, La Consulta, Eugenio Bustos,
El Cepillo), ranging between 1,000 and 1,600 m/
3,280 and 5,250 ft. Its cooler weather, very poor
SOILS, good DRAINAGE, and continuous breeze are
responsible for particularly healthy vines which
result in low YIELDS, and full-bodied wines with
high natural acidity. Malbec, Chardonnay,
and Cabernet Franc are reaching new heights
here.
Pink-skinned grapes, notably CRIOLLA GRANDE

and CEREZA, account for about a fifth of all
Mendoza plantings and are used for inexpen-
sive wine and GRAPE CONCENTRATE. Red wine
grapes account for more than half of all
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plantings. Malbec predominates with a total of
31,169 ha/77,020 acres, almost double the area
planted in 2003. The variety called Bonarda in
Argentina (identical to CHARBONO) comes next
with 15,803 ha/39,050 acres, and several pro-
ducers have started to call it Bonarda Argentina
to differentiate it from Italian wines and vines
with the same name. Cabernet Sauvignon is also
significant, and features with Malbec in many a
top blend. Next most plamted red wine grapes
are Syrah, Tempranillo, Merlot, Sangiovese, and
Pinot Noir, demonstrating the mix of French,
Italian, and Spanish cultural influences that
characterize Argentina. PEDRO GIMÉNEZ is the
most planted white wine grape, but attention
is focused on Chardonnay, with 5,305 ha/
13,108 acres planted particularly in the sophis-
ticated, very high vineyards of the Uco Valley.
Also important are the ubiquitous Torrontés
Riojano, Chenin Blanc, and Sauvignon Blanc.
Sémillon was traditionally Mendoza’s white
wine grape and is now making a comeback
thanks to producers such as Mendel and Ricar-
do Santos. Over 150 different grape varieties are
planted in Mendoza.

San Juan Argentina’s second biggest wine-
producing region had 47,741 ha/117,970 acres
of vineyards in 2013. The capital of the prov-
ince, San Juan, is 150 km/90 miles north of
Mendoza. The climate at these lower elevations
and latitudes is much hotter than that of Mendo-
za, with summer temperatures of 42 �C/107 �F
not uncommon and with rainfall averaging only
150 mm/6 in per annum. TEMPERATURE variation
is also much lower.
For long the home of high-yielding pink va-

rieties, especially Cereza, whose high sugar con-
tent made them ideal for wine blending,
concentrating, or for selling as fresh TABLE

GRAPES or RAISINS, San Juan has been developed
as a producer of better quality wine since the
late 1990s. A rapid reduction in the volume of
wine produced has already taken place and is
likely to continue, especially for red-skinned
grapes such as BONARDA and SYRAH, which has
become the province’s emblematic red, with
3,032 ha/7,492 acres planted (50% more than
Malbec). Good-value basic reds are made with
these two varieties. The region also produces
smaller quantities of perfectly acceptable sherry-
style wines, interesting Viognier, Chardonnay,
and Pinot Gris in whites, and Petit Verdot and
Tannat in reds. It also provides the base for
most of Argentina’s BRANDY and VERMOUTHS.
The vast majority of San Juan’s wine comes
from Tulum Valley at an elevation of 650 m/
2,132 ft just south of the capital city. Better
quality wines can be found, as in Mendoza,
further west at higher elevations, where the
Ullum-Zonda Valley at 850 m/2,788 ft is pro-
ducing good Reserva-level wines. Even higher,
Pedernal (1,100 m/3608 ft) and Calingasta

(1,500 m/4,921 ft) valleys in the south west of
the province are starting to produce world-class
wines and have the potential to take San Juan to
the next level.

La Rioja Historically the oldest of Argentina’s
wine-producing provinces, La Rioja had 7,287
ha/18,006 acres of vineyard in 2013, of which
Torrontés Riojano was planted on a total of
2,145 ha/5,300 acres. La Rioja is little-known
abroad, partly because almost the entire pro-
duction of the province is crushed by the giant
Co-operativa La Riojana in the town of Chile-
cito. They make Torrontés in several styles,
including an aromatic dry one, a late harvest,
and even a refreshing sparkling version. In re-
cent years, a handful of new, small-scale pro-
ducers have started to produce more interesting
wines in higher elevation vineyards from lesser
known areas such as Famatina and Chañar
Muyo. This has increased interest in the region
even if, as elsewhere, irrigation water can be
scarce in parts.

Salta, Jujuy, Tucumán, and Catamarca The
Calchaquí Valley crosses these far north-
western provinces. Catamarca used to have the
biggest area under vine, but the province of
Salta recently overtook it, and now boasts
2,932 ha/7,245 acres of vineyards, thus becom-
ing the fourth most important wine-producing
province after Mendoza, San Juan, and La Rioja.
Viticulture in Catamarca is still rustic and lack-
ing identity. Jujuy and Tucumán are starting to
make quite interesting wines but on an ex-
tremely small scale. Salta is the most significant
and widely recognized province for wine in this
part of the country. It also has some of the
world’s highest vineyards (see ELEVATION) near
the town of Payogasta. Donald Hess’s Colomé
Altura Máxima vineyard is planted at 3,111 m/
10,206 ft.
Not just Salta but the entire Calchaquí Valley

benefits from more than 300 days of sun per
year, as well as considerable exposure to WIND

and ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION. Even the lower
vineyards in Salta are at 1,650 m/5,413 ft, and
because of this elevation, the vine is forced to
protect itself from extreme weather, resulting in
lower YIELDS and thick skins, which produce
concentrated, full-bodied wines that are also
extremely fragrant. Promising varieties include
Malbec, Cabernet Sauvignon, Bonarda, Syrah,
and, particularly, Tannat, which expresses itself
quite differently here compared with URUGUAY

and MADIRAN. For white wines, Torrontés Rio-
jano is very much at home and around Cafayate
in the Calchaquies Valley it produces particu-
larly aromatic, full-bodied, dryish whites. The
vineyards lie between 24 and 26 degrees LATI-

TUDE, with soils not dissimilar to those of Men-
doza, but with a MESOCLIMATE that ensures a
combination of good sugar levels at harvest

(from 21 to 25 �BRIX) and above-average TOTAL

ACIDITY, thereby ensuring a wine of depth and
balance. The main wine region in Salta is the
lively tourist resort of Cafayate. Other small
areas such as Tolombón, Colomé, Molinos,
Yacochuya, and Tacuil also have excellent po-
tential. With its stylish hotels and infrastructure,
unspoilt colonial architecture, Andean food, im-
pressive landscapes, and hearty wines, this area
provides world-class TOURISM experiences.

Río Negro, Neuquén, and Chubut This south-
ern area of Patagonia is much cooler than the
higher-yielding areas to the north and, although
there were some 3,398 ha/8,396 acres under
vine in 2013 split roughly equally between Río
Negro and Neuquén, they may not yet have
reached their full potential. Neuquén is the
result of 21st-century central planning while
Río Negro has historically been Argentina’s
principal fruit-growing district, producing ap-
ples and pears in particular, as well as grapes.
The cooler climate and heavier soils of the
valley, combined with a long, warm ripening
season under clear skies, make it ideal for the
production of good-quality white wine (notably
Torrontés Riojano, Sémillon and, in more re-
cent times, a fairly decent Riesling), a fragrant,
less concentrated version of Malbec, and great
Pinot Noir, Merlot, and Cabernet Franc. Unlike
most Argentine wine regions that are high and
relatively close to the Andes, Río Negro prov-
ince has a quite different topography. The valley
is shaped by a river that runs from the west into
the Atlantic, forming a green canyon sur-
rounded by arid desert on both sides. Humidity
and rainfall are markedly higher than further
north. These growing conditions, together with
some seriously old vineyards, attracted both
Countess Noemi Marone Cinzano and Piero
Incisa della Rochetta, from the family that
owns SASSICAIA, who respectively established
their Noemía and Bodega Chacra projects in
the province some years ago. Both are now
farmed biodynamically, with exciting results.
Unlike Río Negro, the province of Neuquén

had no winemaking tradition whatsoever until
very recently when the authorities realized that
the province was going to run out of its non-
renewable resources. They accordingly con-
structed an extensive channel that could irrigate
about 3,000 ha/7,413 acres of land on which
vegetables, orchards, and vineyards have been
planted. Bodegas del Fin del Mundo led the
project and now several producers make mil-
lions of bottles in state-of-the-art wineries, fill-
ing them mainly with Sauvignon Blanc,
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, and Malbec.
Last, but by no means least, the legendary

Bernardo Weinert, from the eponymous Men-
doza winery, has planted Pinot Noir, Chardon-
nay, Riesling, Gewürztraminer, and other early-
ripening vines in the southernmost vineyard of
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the Americas, El Hoyo de Epuyén in Chubut,
between the 42nd and 43rd parallels. This has
inspired several others so that by 2014 vine-
yards totalled about 21 ha/51 acres and some
were already producing rather Germanic high-
acid, low-alcohol wines.

Buenos Aires, La Pampa, and Córdoba The
Argentine wine map is being redrawn virtually
every day. Córdoba, which had 279 ha/690
acres of vines in 2014, had a long tradition of
making artisanal wines and has now shifted its
focus to high quality. La Pampa, a province
known more for its cattle, has suitable vineyard
land in the south for its 212 ha/524 acres of
vines on the northern border of Patagonia,
where Bodega del Desierto, under the supervi-
sion of Paul Hobbs of California, is showing the
way. And even Buenos Aires province, by the
Atlantic Ocean, now has 114 ha/280 acres of
vineyards planted in deeper soils, on slopes
rather than mountains, and in a MARITIME CLI-

MATE rather than a continental one. A handful
of wineries are already in production, with the
giant Trapiche already achieving great results
with Pinot Noir and Sauvignon Blanc in its new
vineyard close to Mar del Plata, the country’s
biggest beach resort a few hundred kilometres
south of the city of Buenos Aires.

Vine varieties

Red Malbec, the dominant red wine grape that
accounts for 16% of all plantings, seems more at
home in Argentina than in its CAHORS home-
land. From a total of 36,125 ha/89,266 acres of
vines come deep-coloured, robust, fruity wines
with enough alcohol, weight, and structure to
benefit from OAK AGEING, with different expres-
sions in each wine region. Cabernet Sauvignon
is popular with Argentine growers, having in-
creased enormously, from under 2,500 ha/6,200
acres in 1990 to 15,982 ha/39,492 acres by 2013.
It is making better and better VARIETAL wines,
and is typically blended with Malbec in the
country’s most celebrated bottlings. The second
most planted red wine variety in Argentina,
with 18,882 ha/46,658 ac, is the increasingly
fashionable variety called Bonarda in Argentina
(see CHARBONO). Total plantings of Syrah shot
up from under 700 ha/1,730 acres in 1990 to
12,992 ha/32,103 acres by 2013, making it
Argentina’s fourth most planted European va-
riety after Malbec, Bonarda, and Cabernet Sau-
vignon. It performs best in the hot San Juan
province north of Mendoza. A wide range of
Italian and Spanish varieties, including Tem-
pranillo, Corvina, and Ancellota, were presum-
ably brought to the country by the many
European immigrants, but it is the French Caber-
net Franc, Petit Verdot, and Tannat that are cur-
rently making waves. Other red wine varieties
apart from Merlot, often blended with Cabernet,

include Pinot Noir, which seems to have found its
home in Patagonia and the high-elevation vine-
yards of the Uco Valley.

White Although steadily losing ground, PEDRO
GIMÉNEZ (distinct from Spain’s PEDRO XIMÉNEZ) is
still Argentina’s most-planted light-skinned
grape variety, with 11,773 ha/29,091 acres
grown in 2013, particularly in Mendoza and
the province of San Juan, where it is used most-
ly in basic blends. It is also used for making
grape concentrate, which Argentina exports in
vast quantities, particularly to JAPAN. The sec-
ond most-planted light-skinned variety in 2013
was TORRONTÉS Riojano with almost 7,885 ha/
19,500 acres, followed by Chardonnay with
6,394 ha/15,799 acres. Other white wine grapes,
in order of importance, are Moscatel de Alejan-
dría, Chenin Blanc, Sauvignon Blanc, Torrontés
Sanjuanino, Ugni Blanc, Viognier, Sémillon,
Sauvignonasse, Pinot Gris, Riesling, and others.
The country’s most distinctive white wine grape
is Torrontés Riojano in its various forms, which
can produce a (relatively) light wine with a
strong, floral, MUSCAT aroma. Use of the right
strains of yeast—a particularly effective local
strain has been identified in La Rioja and
is now being widely commercialized for this
variety—and careful TEMPERATURE CONTROL dur-
ing fermentation can result in a Torrontés of
universal appeal. Originally it was planted al-
most exclusively in the northern province of
Salta, particularly in the Calchaquies Valley
and around Cafayate, but it can now be found
in the province of Mendoza, where it is often
used for blending, and increasingly in the Uco
Valley, where it is producing steely, more struc-
tured, linear wines. Chardonnay is the wine that
everyone wants to produce and the Argentines
are no exception, particularly with an eye to the
US and UK markets. Chardonnay has proved to
be particularly well suited to parts of Argentina.
Its own so-called Mendoza CLONE (see MILLERAN-

DAGE) was developed at DAVIS in California and is
widely planted in Australia and elsewhere.

Pinks These are the grapes which account for
more than a quarter of all vines planted in
Argentina whose skins at full ripeness are dis-
tinctly pink. CRIOLLA GRANDE, Criolla Chica, and
CEREZA are some of Argentina’s oldest varieties.
Both Criollas and Cereza are extremely produc-
tive varieties of which one bunch on a well-
irrigated vineyard can weigh as much as 4 kg/
9 lb. They are typically planted in the hotter,
flatter, most heavily irrigated vineyards. Mosca-
tel Rosada is another important pink-skinned
variety, of which there was a total of 7,084 ha/
17,504 acres in 2013. The wine produced from
these varieties is usually very deeply coloured
white, occasionally pink, often quite sweet, and
sold at the bottom end of the market, either in
bulk or in litre bottles or cardboard cartons, as

everyday wine within Argentina, or blended
with basic Malbec to produce a light red.

Alcalde, A. J., Cultivares Viticolas Argentinas (Men-
doza, 1989).

Viticulture
Warm, dry summers; clear skies; poor, alluvial
soils; and pure water for irrigation is a promis-
ing combination for viticulture. The drop in
domestic sales in the 1970s and 1980s led to
a search for new areas more suitable for the
production of better-quality wine and since
the 1990s Argentine viticulture has been trans-
formed, with better IRRIGATION techniques,
CANOPY MANAGEMENT, methods and timing of
HARVEST, incorporation of technology, clonal
and MASS SELECTIONS, and studies of the
impact of MICROBIAL TERROIR and ULTRAVIOLET

RADIATION, for example.
Most vines in Argentina are UNGRAFTED be-

cause the biotype of PHYLLOXERA present is a
relatively mild one, perhaps because there is a
relatively high proportion of SAND in vineyard
soils. Some varieties that are vulnerable to NEM-

ATODES, however, tend to be grafted. Rainfall is
so low in most of the country that irrigation is a
necessity. Traditionally, water was distributed
by an intricate network of canals and ditches
and then by FLOODING or furrows; Argentina’s
water distribution system is still one of the best
in the world, despite having its origins in the
16th century. In more recent times, the chan-
nels of water that flow from the permanently
snow-capped peaks of the high Andes have
been augmented by deep boreholes. These take
water from between 60 and 300 m (196 to 984
ft) below the surface and can produce as much
as 250,000 l/66,000 gal per hour. They are used
with the more efficient DRIP IRRIGATION systems
that now operate on about 20% of Argentine
vineyards. In this unique landscape the culti-
vated areas resemble green oases in the
scorched desert surroundings (as in the irrigat-
ed vineyards of AUSTRALIA but with the majestic
Andes as a backdrop). The vast majority of the
soils are of alluvial origin, quite poor, and most-
ly made of sand and stones. Their structure
varies from region to region but a loose greyish
sandy texture predominates with substrates of
GRAVEL, LIMESTONE, and CLAY. Areas with sub-
strates of GRANITE, QUARTZ, and LIMESTONE are
currently being researched. Different forms
of CALCAREOUS soils are found in some of the
finest terroirs of the Uco Valley, such as Alta-
mira, Gualtallary, and Vista Flores, those that
result in increasingly complex and individual
wines.
Although the immigrants who arrived in the

early 20th century brought with them the ver-
tical espaldera TRAINING SYSTEM of low training
of vines along three wires, the need for greater
volume led most vineyard owners to adopt the
productive parral cuyano trellis system in the
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1950s and 1960s (see TENDONE). As in Chile,
however, the classic method is increasingly
favoured once more in order to facilitate both
CANOPY MANAGEMENT and drip irrigation, al-
though Cereza and Criolla Grande vines are
still likely to be parral trained. By 2013 roughly
half of all vines were parral trained, and most of
the rest were trained with either high or low VSP

espaldera systems. Only a very small proportion
were either head trained or managed with other
systems. Over 40% of vineyards were 25 years
old or more, and in Salta there is even a vine-
yard planted in 1862. Only 20% of vines are
under eight years old.
From BUDBREAK to HARVEST takes an average

of five months and the long ripening season
normally ensures full maturity. The national
institute sets the date of the harvest, which
usually begins in mid February and, depending
on the variety and the region, extends until late
April. Special permits have to be obtained to
pick any later than the prescribed end date,
mostly for late-harvest wines. Itinerant, low-
paid grape pickers are no longer plentiful,
thanks to the recent dramatic rise in the cost
of living, so MECHANICAL HARVESTERS are slowly
becoming more common.

Winemaking and labelling
The export-led drive towards improved quality
has forced even the biggest producers of cheap
wine into a reappraisal of their winemaking
techniques in order to supply international
demand for sound VARIETAL wines. This is
even more noticeable in better-quality wines,
which have benefited from new generations of
technicians who have been trained abroad, and
the input of foreign CONSULTANTS. Locals and
foreigners co-operate at all levels. Furthermore,
there has been an important cultural change.
While old schoolers were secretive and compet-
itive, winery owners and winemakers nowadays
get together to taste each other’s wines, share
experiences and information, and are enthusi-
astic about wider issues in a sector that is now
particularly dynamic.
In terms of labelling, a varietal wine must

contain at least 85% of the variety cited, while
any variety mentioned on the label must con-
stitute at least 20% of the blend. Reserva wines
have to be aged from six months (whites and
rosés), to 12 months (reds), and Gran Reserva
wines have to be kept twice as long. In Euro-
pean markets, however, as a result of negotia-
tions that have been taking place since 2010,
wines are classified either IP (Indicación de
Procedencia) for table and regional wines, IG
(Indicación Geográfica—see GEOGRAPHICAL INDI-

CATION) for V. vinifera wines made from a spe-
cific region with certain minimum quality
standards, and DOC (Denominación de Origen
Controlado), for high-quality wines in which
restrictions related to alcohol, winemaking

techniques, yields, ageing, and other criteria
apply. Argentina has, so far, two DOCs—
Luján de Cuyo and San Rafael—and roughly
90 IGs. So far, the DOCs are used by only a
handful of producers. Plans are well advanced
for the creation of IGs for areas producing truly
distinctive wines, with two Uco Valley loca-
tions—Pajare Altamira in San Carlos in the
south of the valley and Gualtallary in Tupun-
gato in the west—the most advanced.

Wine trade organization
The majority of Argentina’s vineyards are in the
hands of specialist grape-growers. Wine pro-
ducers exert increasing control on the grapes
they buy, however, and almost all of them own
at least some vineyards.
The big factors in the improvement of

Argentina’s wines have been the widespread
use of foreign consultants, and FLYING WINE-

MAKERS. Several Argentine winemakers work in
the northern hemisphere during harvest, there-
fore experiencing at least two vintages every
year.
Collaboration between private and public

sectors has been more successful in Argentina
than anywhere else, and has resulted in a pro-
motional plan for Argentine wine up to 2020,
and the creation of the Argentine Viticultural
Corporation (COVIAR) in which all interested
parties are involved.
The great majority of Argentina’s wineries,

like the country’s vineyards, are in Mendoza
province, often on the outskirts of the city of
Mendoza itself. Some of the most important
wineries are still owned by Argentine families:
Catena Zapata, López, Bianchi, Lagarde, Láva-
que, Goyenechea, Roca, Domingo Hermanos,
Toso, Zuccardi, La Rural, Weinert, Luigi
Bosca, and even large groups such as Peñaflor
or Nieto Senetiner. Others have been bought by
large international groups: Navarro Correas
(DIAGEO), Finca Flichman (SOGRAPE), Etchart,
Graffigna, and Mumm (PERNOD RICARD), and
Norton (the Austrian Swarovski family, who
also have wine interests in CHINA). Some foreign
investment has also gone into developing win-
eries from scratch. Examples include Chandon
and Terrazas de los Andes owned by LVMH, Alta
Vista, Monteviejo, Cuvelier Los Andes, Flecha
de los Andes, Fabre Montmayou, LURTON, Ata-
misque, all French-owned; Alto Las Hormigas,
AVE, Masi Tupungato, Chacra, Noémia, and
Speri, all backed by Italian investors; the Chil-
ean-owned Cruzat, Trivento, La Celia, Kaiken,
Renacer, and Doña Paula; Spanish-owned Sép-
tima de Codorniu, Freixenet, and O Fournier;
Greek-owned Krontiras, Dutch-owned Salen-
tein and Callia, American-owned Enrique Fos-
ter and Viña Cobos, and others. Foreigners
have also had a big impact with JOINT VENTURES

such as CaRo (Catena + Rothschild) and Cheval
des Andes (Ch CHEVAL BLANC and Terrazas de

los Andes). And last, but not least, a largest
number of wineries have been started from
zero by Argentines—some completely new,
some who sold their previous winery only to
set up again. Examples include Benegas, La
Amalia, Altocedro, Dominio del Plata, Patritti,
Familia Schroeder, Huarpe, SinFin, Sophenia,
Mendel, Tapiz, De Ángeles, Zorzal, Passionate
Wines, and several others. All these producers,
and many others, have played a vital part in
promoting Argentina to the first world of
wine. A.R.

Anuario Internacional (Buenos Aires, annually).
Goldin, C., The Secrets of Argentine Malbec (Buenos
Aires, 2004).
Goldstein, E., Wines of South America (Oakland,
Calif., 2014).
Guía Austral Spectator (Buenos Aires, annually).
Lacoste, P., Vinos de Capa y Espada (Mendoza,
2013).
Rolland, M., and Chrabolowsky, E., Wines of
Argentina (Mendoza, 2003).
www.winesofargentina.org
www.inv.gov.ar

argilo-calcaire, French term commonly
used to describe soil that is a mixture of
LIMESTONE and CLAY.

argols, another word for TARTRATES.

Arinarnoa, 1956 INRA cross of Merlot and
Petit Verdot of which just over 100 ha/247 acres
grew in the Languedoc in 2006. It is planted to a
very limited extent in several more countries
and can produce strong, dark red.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties,
Including their Origins and Flavours (London,
2012).

Arinto, more precisely Arinto de Bucelas,
historic Portuguese white grape variety most
commonly encountered in BUCELAS in which it
must constitute at least 75% of the blend. It is
also grown in many other parts of Portugal,
notably Tejo and Lisboa. Arinto is respected
for its high acidity and can yield wines which
gain interest and, sometimes, a citrus quality
with age. As an ingredient in VINHO VERDE it is
known as Pedernã. Total plantings had fallen to
3,175 ha/7,846 acres by 2010.
Arinto do Dão is a syonym for MALVASIA Fina

in DÃO.
Arinto Tinto, Portuguese synonym for Ara-

gonez, or TEMPRANILLO.

Aristophanes, Greek writer of comedies at
the end of the 5th century BC. In his plays he
extols the hard-working peasant farmer in the
fields around Athens. One of his characters is a
vine-dresser, or early vineyard worker (Try-
gaios in The Peace), and the goddess of peace

a
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is called wine-loving and ‘giver of grapes’. Ar-
istophanes criticizes the young for idling and
drinking too much. Women also come in for
criticism as topers in several of his plays.

H.H.A.

Arlanza, DOP created in SPAIN in 2008 for
land between RIOJA and RIBERA DEL DUERO along
the Arlanza River, with 450 ha/1,080 acres
under vine. Closer in climate to Rioja, it is the
source of fresh, fragrant wines from old, often
mixed vineyards (see FIELD BLEND) by producers
Olivier Rivière and Sabiñares y Viñas.

V. de la S.

arm, viticultural term for that part of the
vine’s woody framework from which the CANES

and SPURS arise. The location of arms depends
on the VINE-TRAINING system used. They may be
borne along CORDONS, positioned at intervals so
that the buds, after PRUNING, are placed to space
the bearing shoots desirably. Alternatively, the
arms may be positioned on a short HEAD at the
top of the trunk as happens with some CANE

PRUNING systems. Arm is used interchangeably
with cordon in some regions but if both are
present, the arm is the shorter and the cordon
is the longer. B.G.C. & R.E.S.

armazém, Portuguese word literally mean-
ing ‘warehouse’ or ‘store’. In the towns of Vila
Nova de Gaia (see OPORTO) and Funchal (see
MADEIRA), armazém are the long, low LODGES

where PORT and madeira are left to age.

Armenia, relatively small, mountainous,
ex-Soviet republic in the south Transcaucasus.
One of the oldest viticultural regions, its ELEVA-

TION compensates for its LATITUDE, which is five
to seven degrees more southerly than the fa-
mous vineyards of France. Only 10 to 15% of
grapes are used for wine. In 2013 Armenia had
17,400 ha/43,000 acres of vineyard and pro-
duced 57,000 hl/1.5 million gal of wine (of
which two-thirds are red), and 185,000 hl of
brandy.

History
The Transcaucasian region, including Armenia,
is one of the world’s oldest centres of viticulture.
Ancient Armenia was much bigger than
modern Armenia and in classical times includ-
ed much of eastern TURKEY, AZERBAIJAN, and
GEORGIA in the area between the Black Sea and
the Caspian Sea. The vine was an indigenous
plant in the valleys of Armenia, where the cli-
mate was particularly suitable for it. The wild
vine Vitis vinifera silvestris (ancestor of the cul-
tivated VINIFERA vine species) was established
there over a million years ago. Carbonized or
petrified grape pips have been found at several
neolithic sites in the Caucasus.
In 2011 it was announced that the earliest

‘winery’ in the world had been discovered at the

cave of Areni I. Dating to c.3500–3000 BC, it
comprised plaster floors which had been con-
structed as grape PRESSES to run the juice into
underground jars (Armenian karas, Georgian
QVEVRI) or pithoi. Grape remains in the vicinity
pointed to the contents of the vessels as wine,
and chemical analysis confirmed this. A con-
temporaneous cemetery within the cave sug-
gests that the wine was used in burial services
for the ancestors. See PALAEOETHNOBOTANY and
ORIGINS OF VINICULTURE.
Archaeological evidence has also revealed

irrigation canals, wine cellars with processing
facilities, and large karas dating to the Iron Age.
Raisins and grape seeds believed to be reminis-
cent of the varieties Voskeat, Makhali, and Gar-
andmak cultivated today in the Ararat plain
south west of Erevan were unearthed during
excavations of the Teishebaini fortress from
the 8th century BC. Wine cups and SULFUR sticks
used in the 7th century BC were also found in
the fortress.
Argishti I (785–753 BC), the king of Urartu

(an ancient state which is regarded by modern
Armenians as a predecessor of their homeland),
made his capital Tushpa into a pleasant garden
city planted with vineyards. An inscription of
his descendant Rusa II (680–639 BC), who built
Teishebaini (modern Karmir Blur), states: ‘By
command of the god Haldi I have planted these
vineyards.’ At Teishebaini wine cellars were
excavated, with rows of pithoi buried up to
mid body and stamped with the year of produc-
tion and the quality of the wine. Herodotus
(Histories 1. 194, see Ancient GREECE) described
the river trade on the Tigris carried on by mer-
chants operating from Armenia all the way
downstream by the Assyrians. Transported on
circular leather-covered rafts (like the modern
gufas which could until recently still be seen on
the river) was wine (oinos and therefore made
from grapes; see WINE, etymology) in what he
described as palm-wood casks.
But the Ancient Armenians fermented more

than grapes. XENOPHON (Anabasis 4. 5. 26) de-
scribes how during his epic journey through the
Near East he found in villages in eastern Tur-
key, ‘also wheat, barley and beans; and barley-
wine in kraters [see CRATER]. The actual grains
of barley floated level with the brim, and reeds
of various lengths but without nodes were in the
bowls. When you were thirsty, you had to put
one of these in your mouth and suck. It was a
very strong wine, unless you mixed it with
water. Once you got used to it, it was a very
pleasant drink.’
In 301 AD Armenia became the first nation to

adopt Christianity as the official religion of the
state. The Christian faith shaped Armenian cul-
ture intimately and wine became not only an
intrinsic part of religious rituals (see EUCHARIST)
but was also used for medicinal purposes.
Old manuscripts confirm Armenia’s high level

of viticultural development, yet this art often
suffered periods of decline due to war and
Arab, Turkish, and Persian invasions (see
ISLAM). J.A.B. & A.A.

By the end of the 19th century, Armenia’s
viticulture was on a small scale. In 1913 vine-
yards covered 9,200 ha/22,700 acres and after
the First World War this was reduced to 5,100
ha. In that period the average area of a peasant
farm was just 1 ha. In the 1920s, private winer-
ies were nationalized and amalgamated into the
large Ararat wine trust, which later established a
network of wine-processing plants in RUSSIA and
in UKRAINE.
In 1940, the vineyard area reached 16,300 ha/

40,261 acres. In the post-war period grape cul-
ture was developed mainly on land that had not
been cultivated before, and specialized state
farms were established based on collective
farms. In 1990, Armenia had 29,000 ha/71,630
acres of vineyards.

Modern viticulture
Bounded by the Small Caucasus in the north
and east and by the narrow Ararat Plain in the
south west, Armenia grows vines commercially
at 400 to 1,700 m (1,300–5,580 ft), the eleva-
tion determining climate, which is dry and
CONTINENTAL to dry subtropical, the annual
rainfall being less than 500 mm/19 in. Sum-
mers are so dry that 85% of vineyards need
IRRIGATION. Winters are sufficiently severe for
85% of vineyards to need WINTER PROTECTION,
and there is a risk of FROST at both the begin-
ning and end of the growing season. Only
about 10% of vines are GRAFTED, and roughly
three vines in four are grown on a four-wire
VERTICAL TRELLIS.
Armenia has five viticultural zones: the Ararat

Valley (65% of vineyards and most of the win-
eries), the foothills of the Ararat Valley (13%),
the north east zone (10%), Vaiots Dzor region
(10% of vines), and Zangezur region (2%). More
than 400 different vine varieties are grown in
Armenia, many of them for TABLE GRAPES, but
notable wine varieties include the indigenous
ARENI, Voskeat, Mskhali, Kakhet, RKATSITELI,
Kangun, Akhtanak, Megrabuyr, and Karmrajut.
After a steady decline, wine production has

started to recover slowly from a historic low in
2008, thanks in part to an influx of investment
in vineyards and modern wine technology from
the country’s large diaspora. Since the late
1990s demand for Armenian wine has risen
considerably, particularly in Russia, which is
still Armenia’s main export market. With the
improvement in quality and the rise of more
‘European’-style wines, Armenia is now slowly
beginning to export its wines further afield to
countries such as China, the US, and France.
Areni grapes grown in the Vaiots Dzor region
produce the most sought-after wine. A.A.
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armillaria root rot, worldwide FUNGAL

DISEASE which lives in woody plant materials in
the soil and attacks a wide range of plants
including vines. It is sometimes called the
mushroom, oak, or shoestring root rot. It is
typically a problem on land where vines have
replaced trees, and is frequently seen in new
California vineyards where oak trees grew pre-
viously. Infected vines tend to occur in groups
and slowly decline or sometimes die suddenly.
The causal fungus, Armillaria mellea, produces
white fungal mats with a distinct mushroom-
like smell under the bark of the vine’s lower
trunk and roots. The land can be fumigated to
ward off this fungus, for which there are no
tolerant ROOTSTOCKS. R.E.S.

Arnaldus de Villanova, sometimes
called Arnaud de Villeneuve, was a Catalan
who died in 1311. He taught MEDICINE at MONT-

PELLIER, the most important medical school,
with Salerno, in medieval Europe. He had an
eventful life, attending the sickbeds of popes
and kings and engaging in theological contro-
versy. He was an influential physician, and his
writings were still reprinted in the 16th century.
Arnaldus is not interested in wine for its own

sake: his concern is with the medical proprieties
of wine. One of his books, the Liber de vinis
(‘Book on Wines’), deals exclusively with wine
as medicine, but references to wine appear
throughout his works. The Liber de vinis is
short: in the 16th-century editions of the com-
plete works it occupies no more than ten folio
pages. To a modern reader it is bound to appear
a strange mixture: GALEN and the Arab philoso-
pher Avicenna; alchemy and astrology; some
first-hand observation. Arnaldus’ medicine
draws heavily on the voluminous writings of
Galen (129–99 BC), physician to the Emperor
Marcus Aurelius, but Galen was a far better
scientist. Galen wrote in Greek, but knowledge
of Greek was rare in the medieval west: some of
his works were, however, translated into Arabic
and thence into Latin. Through Moorish Spain,
Arabic influence on European influence was
strong: hence Arnaldus’ references to Avicenna
and other Arabic authors.
Arnaldus praises wine as a remedy against

melancholy and says that it is good for the liver,
the urinary tract, and the veins, because it pu-
rifies the blood. He recommends it to the old,
especially in winter, because it warms the kid-
neys as well as the entire body, it reduces the
swelling of haemorrhoids, it is beneficial to
digestion, gives one a healthy complexion, com-
forts the mind, and, best of all, slows down the
greying of one’s hair. Most of his remedies,
however, do not involve the drinking of neat
or watered wine. He uses wines flavoured with
rosemary or borage, recipes which go back to
classical antiquity and which were supposed to
cure a wide variety of ills; he exploits the

antiseptic quality of wine for making poultices
and, since the water was not usually reliable, to
dissolve other medical substances.
One would not have been safe in Arnaldus’

hands. An aside about making wine is spot on,
however: the wooden casks in which wine was
kept should be clean and free of odours, the
grapes should mature properly, and any unripe
grapes must be discarded.
He is popularly credited with introducing the

first still to France, probably from Salerno, and
George (1990) notes that he was granted a
patent for his discovery of MUTAGE (which
spawned wines such as those now known as
VINS DOUX NATURELS) in 1299 from the powerful
king of Majorca. H.M.W.

Lucia, S. P., A History of Wine as Therapy (New
York, 1963).
Sigerist, H. E., The Earliest Printed Book on Wine
(New York, 1943).
Thorndike, L., A History of Magic and Experiential
Science, 7 vols. (New York and London, 1923–57),
ii. 841–61.

Arneis, white grape variety and dry, scented
VARIETAL wine of PIEMONTE in north west Italy.
Originally from ROERO, it was traditionally used
to soften the red Nebbiolo grape. Perhaps be-
cause of this, it is also sometimes called BAROLO

Bianco, or white Barolo, by some of its more
fervent admirers. Although the wine has a cer-
tain history in Piemonte, it seemed on the verge
of disappearing in the early 1970s when only
two houses, Vietti and Bruno Giacosa, were
bottling Arneis. In the 1980s, however, thanks
to growing demand for white wine in Piemonte,
particularly from houses more renowned for
their Barolo and BARBARESCO, there was an ex-
plosion of interest in Arneis, and plantings to-
talled 969 ha/2,393 acres by 2010. This low-
yielding variety ripens in the second half of
September and gives wines with subtle if inter-
esting perfumes. Modern winemaking has, in
the best cases, dealt with the variety’s inherently
low acidity. The best examples tend to be
unoaked and drunk young. It is not planted
anywhere else in Italy, but is planted to a very
limited extent in California, Oregon, Australia,
and New Zealand. The best producers in Pie-
monte are Malvira, Deltetto, Cascina Chicco,
and Bruno Giacosa. D.C.G.

Arnsburger, white wine variety developed
at GEISENHEIM for sparkling wine and exported
to the island of MADEIRA due to an EU-funded
project (with a German consultant). Planted on
the north side of the island, the productive,
disease-resistant variety is used to make rather
tart, unfortified, dry white wine with limited
local appeal. R.J.M.

aroma, imprecise tasting term for a relatively
simple smell such as that of a grape, fermenting
MUST, or young wine. Originally from the Greek

word meaning ‘spice’, it has evolved so that in
generally current English it means ‘pleasant
smell’ (as opposed to odours, which may be
distinctly nasty). Wine-tasting professionals
tend to use the word aroma to distinguish the
smells associated with young wines from the
more complex aromatic compounds which re-
sult from extended BOTTLE AGE, often referred to
as BOUQUET. In Australia, the word aroma is
often used to refer specifically to VARIETAL char-
acteristics rather than those associated with
winemaking or AGEING. Those who distinguish
between aroma and bouquet differ as to the
point in a wine’s life cycle which divides the
use of the two terms. For tasters schooled at the
University of BORDEAUX, bouquet includes fer-
mentation smells, for example, as well as all
those associated with oak ageing and bottle
ageing. Others, particularly Burgundians, may
refer to grape aromas as primary aromas, fer-
mentation and oak ageing aromas as secondary
aromas, and bottle ageing aromas as either ter-
tiary aromas or bouquet. See also FLAVOUR,
AROMA WHEEL, FLAVOUR COMPOUNDS, and ESTER.

A.D.W.

aroma compounds. See FLAVOUR COM-
POUNDS.

aromatics, informal category of white
wines made from particularly aromatic grape
varieties, a term commonly used in AUSTRALIA

and NEW ZEALAND. Typical examples are
VARIETAL Gewürztraminer, Pinot Gris, and Ries-
ling. Other particularly aromatic grape varieties
include Sauvignon Blanc and Viognier.

aromatized wines. See FLAVOURED WINES.

aroma wheel, graphical representation of
TASTING TERMS used for AROMA, devised at the
University of California at DAVIS by Ann C.
Noble and others in the early 1980s. Her
research into sensory evaluation of wine had
indicated that there was no general agreement
either on terminology or on its application. The
aroma wheel was developed to provide a stan-
dardized lexicon which can be used widely to
describe wine aroma in non-judgemental terms,
grouping specific terms which can be defined to
provide a basis for communication. In its at-
tempt at clarification and categorization it is
used by professionals and provides a good
basis on which tasting terms for aroma can be
taught to novices, even if with experience, most
individuals tend to develop their own terms,
which may be just as precise and descriptive.
The aroma wheel does not include terms which
describe the physical dimensions of a wine
(such as ‘full bodied’ or ‘tart’).
The extensive use of the wine aroma wheel

has led to the development of an analogous
mouthfeel wheel to describe the TEXTURE and
MOUTHFEEL sensations of red wines.

a
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Noble, A. C., et al., ‘Modification of a standardized
system of wine aroma terminology’, American
Journal of Enology and Viticulture, 38/2 (1987).

Arrábida, former IPR in southern Portugal
named after the Serra da Arrábida and now part
of the Palmela DOC. See TERRAS DO SADO.

arrachage, French term for GRUBBING UP

vines. The prime d’arrachage, payment for par-
ticipating in the European VINE PULL SCHEME,
made its mark on the southern French land-
scape from the late 1980s.

Arribes. On Spain’s border with Portugal,
the Douro River flows through deep canyons
and vineyards grow on the slopes and at the top
of the steep hills. The indigenous dark-skinned

JUAN GARCÍA dominated the 750 ha/1,852 acres
of vineyards, with 14 wineries in operation in
2013.

arrope, a syrup used for sweetening wine in
Spain, especially SHERRY, made by boiling down
and thus concentrating unfermented grape
juice. See GRAPE CONCENTRATE.

Arroyo Grande, California wine region
and AVA. See SAN LUIS OBISPO.

Arroyo Seco, California wine region and
AVA. See MONTEREY.

Arruda, DOP in western Portugal with a large
CO-OPERATIVE. See LISBOA.

Arrufiac, also known as Arrufiat, is a light-
skinned, quite tannic grape variety enjoying a
modest renaissance in Gascony in SOUTH WEST

FRANCE. An ingredient in PACHERENC DU VIC-BILH
and Côtes de ST-MONT, it was rescued from
obscurity in the 1980s by André Dubosc of the
Plaimont CO-OPERATIVE. It is typically blended
with the MANSENGS, COURBU BLANC, and PETIT

COURBU.

artists’ labels, wine LABELS illustrated by
works of art, often a different one for each
vintage. Baron Philippe de ROTHSCHILD commis-
sioned the Cubist Jean Carlu to design a mould-
breaking label for the 1924 vintage of Ch
MOUTON-ROTHSCHILD, the first to be CHÂTEAU

BOTTLED. He instituted this as an annual custom
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The aroma wheel was devised at the University of California at Davis by Professor Ann C. Noble in an attempt
to instil some rigour into wine descriptions.
Source: American Journal of Enology & Viticulture, 38/2 (1987). Copyright © Dr Ann C. Noble and American Journal of Enology & Viticulture
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from the 1945 vintage, with the result that col-
lectors may seek particular missing labels,
thereby adding value to Mouton Rothschild
even in lesser or earlier-maturing vintages (of
which most bottles tend to have been opened).
Since then, vintages of Mouton have enjoyed
particular réclame in countries such as Japan,
Denmark, Holland, and Spain associated with
the artist responsible for that year’s label. Wine
producers all over the world have since emulat-
ed this practice, notably Leeuwin Estate of
WESTERN AUSTRALIA, although none to such
clever effect.

(Exhibition catalogue) Mouton Rothschild—Paint-
ings for the Labels (Bordeaux, 1995).

Arvine, also known as Petite Arvine, the
finest of the INDIGENOUS grape specialities of
the Valais in SWITZERLAND. The wines tend to
be nervy with considerable EXTRACT and, often, a
vague suggestion of grapefruit and salt. Wines
vary in sweetness between dry, mi-FLÉTRI, and
downright sweet. Switzerland had 158 ha/390
acres of this grape by 2012.

ascorbic acid, vitamin C, one of the first
VITAMINS to be discovered, and a winemaking
additive used chiefly as an antioxidant. As well
as being essential to mankind’s diet, it is in-
volved in plant metabolic processes. The green
grape contains significant levels of vitamin C
but much is lost during fruit ripening and wine-
making. In a wine context, ascorbic acid (or its
isomer erythorbic or iso-ascorbic acid) is of
chief importance not to the wine drinker but
to the winemaker as a permitted additive, with-
in limits, for its ability to prevent OXIDATION by
reacting directly with OXYGEN. The EU limit in a
finished wine is 250 mg/l.
The chemistry of ascorbic acid in preventing

oxidation in white juices and wines is complex
and this has led to confusion about its effective-
ness. When used alone as an antioxidant, ascor-
bic acid reacts very rapidly with oxygen and
thus retards oxidation. However, the reaction
of ascorbic acid with oxygen produces oxidative
products that, in the absence of free SULFUR

DIOXIDE, will in turn oxidize wine components.
Thus ascorbic acid alone is not a suitable anti-
oxidant in winemaking.
Free sulfur dioxide does not react rapidly

with oxygen, thus it is not a good oxygen scav-
enger and does not fully control wine oxidation.
However, the combination of ascorbic acid with
free sulfur dioxide is a very effective antioxi-
dant, even in the long term, provided that a
level of free sulfur dioxide is maintained in the
wine. The ascorbic acid reacts rapidly with any
OXYGEN present and the oxidative products in
turn react with the sulfur dioxide and are
eliminated.
In combination, ascorbic acid and sulfur

dioxide can be used throughout the white

winemaking process, from grape crushing and
pressing to BOTTLING. In red winemaking, ascor-
bic acid is not used as some oxidative modifi-
cation of PHENOLIC compounds, including
TANNINS, is usually desirable. P.J.W.& T.J.

aseptic bottling. See STERILE BOTTLING.

Asia. Until the 1990s it was assumed—quite
wrongly as it turned out—that this most popu-
lous of continents would never play an impor-
tant role in the world of wine. There was
something in the physical make-up of most
Asians, it was thought by those in the continent
which produces the lion’s share of all wine, that
made them prefer either non-alcoholic or
grain-based drinks. This assumption was rap-
idly disproved in the mid to late 1990s when the
world’s AUCTION prices were inflated at an un-
precedented rate thanks largely to sudden in-
terest from buyers in Hong Kong, Singapore,
and Taiwan. Thanks to a boom in the so-called
tiger economies, and the much-vaunted HEALTH

benefits claimed for red wine, wine-drinking
changed from bizarre foreign practice to status
symbol in a remarkably short time in countries
as varied as Thailand, Taiwan, India, Korea,
and—the country with the greatest potential as
both consumer and producer—China. Wine-
drinking had already infiltrated Japan, and sev-
eral other Asian countries have embarked on
their own domestic wine industries, often based
on TABLE GRAPES initially, and sometimes bol-
stered by imported BULK WINE, since the early
1990s. For details of individual countries, see
BHUTAN, Cambodia, CHINA, Hong Kong, INDIA,
INDONESIA, JAPAN, Korea, MYANMAR, NEPAL, SRI

LANKA, TAIWAN, THAILAND, and VIETNAM. See
also the ex-Soviet Central Asian republics of
AZERBAIJAN, KAZAKHSTAN, KYRGYZSTAN, TAJIKISTAN,
TURKMENISTAN, and UZBEKISTAN. Countries such
as AFGHANISTAN, IRAQ, IRAN, JORDAN, PAKISTAN,
SYRIA, and Yemen devote most of their vine-
yards to the production of DRYING GRAPES but
ISRAEL, LEBANON, and TURKEY all have flourishing
wine industries.

Asia Minor. See ANATOLIA.

Asian lady beetle. See LADYBUG TAINT.

aspect, the direction in which a slope faces,
an important characteristic of vineyard sites,
especially in cool climates. For more details,
see TOPOGRAPHY.

aspergillus, vine disease; see BUNCH ROTS.

aspersion, French for sprinkling and there-
fore a measure to reduce FROST DAMAGE to vines;
see SPRINKLERS.

Aspiran, officially but not popularly known
as Rivairenc, is a very old dark-skinned grape
variety of the LANGUEDOC which once repre-
sented about a quarter of all vines in the Hérault

département, but was rarely replanted after
PHYLLOXERA because it is not particularly pro-
ductive. The odd hectare that remains yields
limited quantities of light but perfumed red
wine and it is a permitted grape variety in
MINERVOIS. Its progeny Aspiran Bouschet is al-
most extinct in France but can be found in
Mendoza and Chile.

Asprinio, light grape speciality of CAMPANIA

in southern Italy, where it often makes slightly
sparkling wines. DNA PROFILING at SAN MICHELE

ALL’ADIGE showed that Asprinio and GRECO DI

TUFO, each used to produce distinct varietal
wines, are in reality identical. The 2010 vine cen-
sus noted 158 ha/390 acres of Asprinio. J.V.

Assario, Dão syonym for MALVASIA Fina.

assemblage, French word for the impor-
tant operation in the production of fine wines
of deciding which lots will be assembled to
make up the final blend. It plays a crucial role
in SPARKLING WINEMAKING when some CUVÉES

may be assembled from several hundred differ-
ent components. Here the complementary na-
ture of each component is of great importance,
as is, for all NON-VINTAGE sparkling wines, ad-
herence to a house style.
Assemblage is of almost ritual significance in

BORDEAUX, where many CHÂTEAUX make their
so-called GRAND VIN carrying the château name
by selecting and BLENDING only the best lots. The
rejected lots may either be blended together to
make a SECOND WINE (and occasionally even a
third wine) or be sold off in bulk to a NÉGOCIANT

carrying only the local APPELLATION (Margaux or
St-Julien, for example).
This selection process typically takes place

between the third and sixth month after the
HARVEST (much later in SAUTERNES) and involves
the MAÎTRE DE CHAI (winemaker), any OENOLOGIST

regularly working for the property, and the
proprietor, who must bear the considerable
financial sacrifice of exclusions from the grand
vin, which may sell for three or more times the
price of the associated second wine. It is at this
stage that the decision is usually taken over
whether to incorporate any PRESS WINE.

The normal procedure is to taste samples
from each cuve or FERMENTATION VESSEL and
then simply decide whether it is of sufficiently
high quality for the grand vin. It has usually
been assumed that any blend of wines from the
same property is likely to be harmonious. In
most other Old World wine regions, especially
BURGUNDY, holdings are too small to allow this
selectivity, although Chave of HERMITAGE in the
Rhône, for example, is notable for keeping lots
from different parcels of vineyard separate until
a final assembly just before bottling.
Such a TERROIR-DRIVEN approach is slowly

becoming more common in the New World,
athough it was more likely to involve the
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assembly of blends of various different quality
levels and character. In this case there may be
extensive experiments with small samples of
each lot—known as bench blending—before
final blends are decided upon. Here the wine-
maker is concerned not just with each lot’s
inherent quality but also with its affinity with
other components in the blend.

Assyrtiko, top-quality white grape variety
grown increasingly widely in GREECE. Its origins
lie on the island of SANTORINI but its ability to
retain acidity in a hot climate has encouraged
successful experimentation with it elsewhere,
notably on the north-eastern mainland around
Halkidiki. Its severe mineral profile has made
it a successful blending partner for MALAGOU-

SIA, Sauvignon Blanc, and Sémillon. Its wines
can age relatively well. So obvious is its quality
that by 2008 it was Greece’s third most-
planted white wine vine with 1,704 ha/4,211
acres, and it has even been imported into
Australia.

Asti, town and province in PIEMONTE in north-
west Italy whose name appears in local VARIETAL
reds made from Dolcetto, Freisa, and Barbera
d’Asti. Unlike its counterpart Barbera d’Alba,
made from vines traditionally planted in lesser
sites where Nebbiolo will not ripen, Barbera has
always been given supreme vineyard sites in
Asti. Barbera d’Asti was elevated to DOCG in
2010, with three superior subzones: Tinella,
Colli Astiani or Astiano, and Nizza.
However Asti’s name is most commonly as-

sociated with playful, aromatic, lightly sparkling
wine with modest alcohol levels that is Italy’s
biggest-selling wine. In 1993, along with the
superior MOSCATO D’ASTI, Asti Spumante was
elevated to DOCG status and renamed Asti,
largely in an effort to distinguish it from the
host of FRIZZANTE or sparkling wines produced
in Italy from a host of grape varieties of very
varying quality.
Both Asti and Moscato d’Asti are produced

from Moscato Bianco (MUSCAT BLANC À PETITS

GRAINS) in the provinces of Asti, Cuneo, and
Alessandria, where vineyards total 9,490 ha/
23,440 acres shared by 4,000 growers spread
over 152 communes. Production has increased
from 40 million bottles in the 1970s to 107
million bottles (or 800,000 hl/17,597,539 gal-
lons) in 2011, made possible by a VINE DENSITY

of 4,000 vines/ha and a permitted yield of 100
tonnes/ha, although average vineyard size is just
2.45 ha/6 acres. Due to this fragmentation, large
bottlers and NÉGOCIANT houses have traditional-
ly dominated production. With the invention of
the tank method (see SPARKLING WINEMAKING) at
the end of the 19th century, industrial produc-
tion of Asti became a reality. The combination
of large-volume production and small-scale vi-
ticulture has necessarily made Asti a blended
wine from many sources, masking geographical
differences in sites and zones. However, more

and more producers are bottling their own pro-
duce, resulting in more artisanal wines, with
SINGLE-VINEYARD bottlings becoming increasing-
ly common.
Asti comes in several versions, each deter-

mined by its alcoholic content, RESIDUAL SUGAR,
and intensity of sparkle. Asti differs significant-
ly from Moscato d’Asti: it is more alcoholic (6
to 9.5% rather than Moscato d’Asti’s maximum
of 6.5%), and it is fizzier (at least 3 bar of
pressure in the bottle rather than Moscato d’As-
ti’s maximum of 2 bar). The best and ripest
grapes are normally reserved for Moscato
d’Asti.
Often scorned for the many mediocre wines

released under the Asti name, the wine never
lost its popularity. The image and sales of Mos-
cato in general and Asti in particular received a
huge boost in the 2000s when several rap artists
who had formerly praised the virtues of Cham-
pagne switched to mentioning Moscato in their
songs. The subsequent boom in the US led to
increased demand, and a call from the larger
producers to enlarge the vineyard area. The Asti
Consorzio has expressed doubts, fearing that
expansion may prejudice quality. W.S.

www.astidocg.info

astringency is a complex of sensations
resulting from the shrinking, drawing, or puck-
ering of the tissues of the mouth. Earlier, astrin-
gency had been considered as one of the
primary TASTE sensations, like sweetness, sour-
ness, and particularly BITTERNESS, with which it
has often been confused. It is now recognized as
a tactile response not dependent on the taste
receptors, however. The word is derived from
the Latin ad stringere, meaning to bind, which
presaged the finding that astringent materials
could bind to, and precipitate, PROTEINS. The
most important astringent materials are TAN-

NINS, and it is these components of a wine that
are responsible for the puckery, tactile sensation
that is most noticeable in young red wines (but
can be sensed in some white wines too, partic-
ularly those from hard-pressed or SKIN-FERMEN-

TED grapes). However, an appropriate degree of
astringency contributes very positively to the
palatability of a red wine, and astringency is
central to the TEXTURE and MOUTHFEEL of a
wine. Some of the terms used by tasters to
describe the astringency of a wine—hard, soft,
green, resinous, leathery, gripping, aggressive,
supple, for example—are the same as those used
to describe the tannins of the wine. The astrin-
gent sensation may be modified by ACIDITY,
SWEETNESS, PHENOLICS and particularly tannins
and PIGMENTED TANNINS, and even serving
TEMPERATURE. The effect of these components
on apparent astringency has been an area of
active research in contemporary OENOLOGY.
Kennedy et al. suggest that the ‘stickiness’ as

well as the level of tannins is a factor in how
astringent a wine tastes. P.J.W.

Revelett, M. R., Barak, J. A., and Kennedy, J., ‘Chro-
matography determination of red wine tannin
stickiness’, Journal of Agricultural and Food Chem-
istry, 62/28 (2014), 6626–31.
Vidal, S., et al., ‘Taste and mouth-feel properties of
different types of tannin-like polyphenolic com-
pounds and anthocyanins in wine’, Analytica Che-
mica Acta, 513 (2004), 57–65.

ATF, previously known as BATF. See TTB.

Athenaeus (flourished c.AD 200) was born
in Naucratis, a Greek city in the Nile Delta in
Egypt, and wrote in Greek. Nothing is known
about his life, and his surviving work, the Deip-
nosophistae, meaning ‘The masters of the art of
dining’, can be dated only from internal evi-
dence. It describes at length how 23 men dine
together in Ancient ROME and records their
conversations; their two most frequent topics
are HOMER and wine. Two of the participants are
the physician GALEN and the lawyer Ulpian of
Tyre; the others are not based on real persons.
The work consists of 15 books, but the first two
and part of the third survive only in excerpts.
Although wine is the second most frequent

topic of the diners’ conversation, Athenaeus
shows little interest in CONNOISSEURSHIP and
none at all in VITICULTURE. Rather than engaging
in systematic discussion, Athenaeus assembles
curious facts, makes lists, and proposes (often
incorrect) etymologies: his enumeration of
types of CONTAINERS for wine in Book 11 exem-
plifies all these tendencies. Most of the wines
which he mentions do not belong to his own
day, e.g. Coan, Chian, Mendaean, and Thasian.
The famous passage attributed to Galen on the
wines of Italy (26c–27d) promises to be a dis-
cussion of Italian wines in Galen’s day, the
second half of the second century, but it has
none of the rigour and acumen of the great
medical writer; in fact, it is almost certainly
not by Galen at all. The passage is a series of
bald statements, telling us mainly whether a
wine is sweet or dry and whether or not it was
strong; it does not offer any comparison with
wines of earlier periods or different regions. It
gives some optimum drinking dates: Alban is
best at 15 years old; FALERNIAN needs a mini-
mum of 10 years’ ageing, is best after 15 to 20
and, if any older, gives headaches. Falernian can
be sweet or dry: we know from other writings
(mainly Galen’s own) that dry wines were pop-
ular in the second century AD, whereas in PLINY’s
day good wines appear to have been sweet.
Athenaeus himself gives us no such historical
perspective, however: he is not a historian but a
contented collector of snippets. H.M.W.

Brock, R., and Wilson, H., ‘Wine in Athenaeus’, in
D. Braund and J. Wilkins (eds.), Athenaeus and his
World (Exeter, 2000).

Athiri, vine grown widely in southern
Greece. Its soft, lemony produce is often used
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for blending, notably with the even higher qual-
ity ASSYRTIKO.

Atlas Peak, CALIFORNIA wine region and AVA

in the mountains on the eastern side of NAPA

Valley.

atypical ageing (ATA) or untypical age-
ing (UTA), known as untypischer Alterungsnote
in Germany, where it was first documented in
the late 1980s, is a term used to identify a
phenomenon found in white wine-growing re-
gions worldwide, although varieties such as
MÜLLER-THURGAU, KERNER, and BACCHUS seem to
be particularly susceptible. Heat and dry condi-
tions immediately before and after VERAISON

resulting in extreme WATER STRESS can lead to
the development of this aroma/flavour defect.
Wines from hot, dry growing seasons and sites
are more prone to developing ATA. Vine NITRO-

GEN deficiency may also be a contributing fac-
tor. Research suggests that the compound
2-aminoacetophenone (2-AAP) is primarily
responsible and that indole-3-acetic acid (IAA)
is its precursor. Affected wines lose VARIETAL

character very early, develop atypical aromas
and flavours described as naphthalene (moth
balls), wet towel, or old furniture varnish, and
may show an increase in bitterness. These char-
acteristics are not the same as those typical of
wines suffering from PREMATURE OXIDATION,
where some varietal qualities may remain.
Methods to minimize the development of ATA
include avoiding extreme moisture stress around
veraison, ensuring adequate plant nitrogen, and
avoiding OVERCROPPING, which could delay matu-
rity. ASCORBIC ACID additions (100–150 mg/l) in
conjunction with proper SULFUR DIOXIDE levels in
the wine may help to limit the extent of this
phenomenon. J.E.H. & B.W.Z.

Henick-Kling, T., et al., ‘Studies on the origin and
sensory aspects of atypical aging in white wines’,
Proceedings of 15th International Enology Sympo-
sium, 2008, Trier, Germany.
Linsenmeier, A., et al., ‘Ambivalence of the influ-
ence of nitrogen supply on o-aminoacetophe-
none in Riesling wine’, Vitis, 46 (2007), 91–7.
Schwab, A., et al., ‘Die “Untypische Alterungsnote”
im Wein. Teil IV: Beeinflussung durch weinbau-
liche Maßnahmen’, Rebe &Wein, 49 (1996), 181–7.
Zoecklein, B. W., ‘Atypical ageing’, Enology Notes,
77 (2003).
www.apps.fst.vt.edu/extension/enology/EN/77.
html.

Aubance, Coteaux de l’, small (barely
200 ha/500 acres) but sometimes excellent
sweet white wine appellation in ANJOU on the
left bank of the River Loire just south of the
town of Angers and immediately north of
Coteaux du LAYON. It takes its name from the
Aubance, a tributary of the Loire. Total produc-
tion is rather more than that of SAVENNIÈRES

across the river to the west, but the best results
come from Chenin planted on outcrops of heat-
retaining SLATE. The standard of winemaking is
high, and a high proportion of the racy, sweet
white Chenin Blanc wines made here is snapped
up locally or in Paris. Red and dry white Anjou
make up the bulk of production in this zone,
with some red Anjou Villages Brissac, but in
exceptional years Coteaux de l’Aubance can be
just as noble, if not always as long-lived, as the
Loire’s more famous sweet whites, and must
owe their sweetness to a succession of TRIES

through the vineyard, picking only the ripest
grapes, a discipline, unusually, overseen by the
INAO. According to the vintage, the wines may
be BOTRYTIZED, and may carry the term Sélection
de Grains Nobles on the label, or the grapes
may be partly raisined on the vine. See also
LOIRE, including map.

Aubun, rather ordinary black-berried vine
variety of the southern Rhône. After a strange
increase in popularity noted by the French ag-
ricultural census of 1979, its total area of French
vineyard has declined to 464 ha/1,146 acres. It
produces wine not unlike a softer version of
CARIGNAN, and formed part of James BUSBY’s
original vine collection taken to Australia,
where isolated plantings can still be found, as
they can in California.

auctions of wine are the sale of wine by lots
by an auctioneer acting as agent for the seller or,
in certain instances, as the seller in his or her
own right.

History
Auctions have long been an integral part of the
wine TRADE. Wine was sold by auction in An-
cient ROME and, in the Middle Ages, before it
became commonplace for buyers to visit wine
regions, wine shipped in barrel to its final des-
tination (see CONTAINERS) was frequently sold by
auction as well as by private contract. In Britain,
wine auctions were common at trading ports
such as Leith in Edinburgh, Scotland, where the
auction room in The Vaults testifies to a once
lively auction trade in casks of fine bordeaux. In
Germany, the practice of selling wine by auc-
tion under the names of village and vintage
became well established in the 18th century.
The Nassauer’sche Domäne in the Rheingau
was among the first to initiate the movement
towards establishing conditions of sale by auc-
tion in the 1830s.
As wine trading became increasingly com-

petitive with improved transportation and
more sophisticated communications, the need
for producers to sell their wine by auction di-
minished. Whereas historically wine auctions
were used as a means of selling young or rela-
tively young wine in barrel, today’s commercial
auction trade relies on bottled wines at all stages
of maturity. Once wine was packaged in BOTTLES

stoppered with CORKS from the end of the 17th

century, it became capable of BOTTLE AGEING and
full maturation. With, literally, a new lease of
life for fine wine, exceeding decades and, in rare
instances, even a century or more, fine wine
transcended its previous status as a short-term
commodity.
Once wine became capable of being traded

across generations, it naturally attracted ad-
mirers, collectors, and investors (see INVEST-

MENT). It became something that, at its finest,
could be regarded with the same admiration as
a work of art or any other classic auction room
collectible. Wine captured in bottle led to a
market in older wines whose reputation, based
on VINTAGE and name, created a comprehensible
and measurable scale of values.
Sales of wine were generally held as part of

house sales until wine departments were estab-
lished in two of the world’s leading auction
houses, Christie’s and Sotheby’s. Christie’s
established its wine department in 1966, when
Michael BROADBENT was recruited from the wine
merchant HARVEYS OF BRISTOL to build up the
department to meet the demands of an increas-
ingly specialized and sophisticated internation-
al market. The first auction of the new era was
held on 11 October 1966 and the first season
achieved sales amounting to £220,634. Not to
be outdone, Sotheby’s entered the fray in 1970,
holding the first auction of its newly formed
wine department on 16 September 1970 in
Glasgow.
While Christie’s and Sotheby’s dominated

the wine auction scene for many decades, new
auction systems and entrants have challenged
the status quo. In the late 1970s, The Chicago
Wine Company introduced and popularized
the ‘silent bid’ wine auction system in the US.
Archaic laws in New York state prevented the
spread of wine auctions in one of the world’s
most lucrative markets until the late 1980s.
Christie’s and Sotheby’s initially teamed up
with local wine merchants until deregulation
in the late 1990s. The French auction market
was also deregulated in the late 1990s.
Inefficiencies in the auction wine market

during the 1980s also led to increased competi-
tion from specialist FINE WINE traders, the
great majority of them based in the UK. The
dot.com boom in the late 1990s spawned elec-
tronic wine auction houses, and online selling
in some form has been adopted by most
wine auction companies, while online wine ex-
change businesses such as Liv-ex have brought
further competition and depth to the secondary
wine market.

Some notable annual auctions
Nevertheless, traditional auctions survive, most
notably that of the HOSPICES DE BEAUNE. This
former medieval hospice in Burgundy derives
a substantial proportion of income for the mod-
ern hospital associated with it from the sale
of wines produced from vineyards given as
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bequests over the centuries. Every third Sunday
in November, the Hospices holds a charity auc-
tion accompanied by a long weekend of gargan-
tuan feasting and decadent celebration (see
TROIS GLORIEUSES). At the traditional candle auc-
tion, the lots are named after the Hospices’
benefactors, each comprising a number of new
228-l/60-gal barrels. Since 2005 Christie’s has
partnered with the Hospices de Beaune, and
together they organize the annual sale with
tastings of the wines all over the world. In
2014, the 154th Hospices de Beaune auction,
the sale achieved a record total of €8,887,888
million ($11.1 m). The success of the Hospices
de Beaune auction in combining the sale of
wines with the glare of publicity has been the
role model for a number of latter-day imitators,
from LIMOUX to the NAPA Valley.
A number of notable auctions in Germany,

largely focused on Riesling, include those of the
VDP’s GROSSER RING in the Mosel, VDP Rheingau
at KLOSTER EBERBACH, and VDP Nahe-Ahr in
Bad Kreuznach. South Africa’s Nederburg en-
hanced its reputation as a wine producer by
establishing the Nederburg auction in 1975,
at which lots of its top bottlings and those of
other producers are offered for sale. The Neder-
burg sale in turn spawned the annual auction
of the Cape Winemakers’ Guild, a group of
largely independent cellarmasters that started
selling small lots of top wines at auction in
1985.
In the United States, distillers Heublein

established the first New World wine auction
in Chicago in 1969. Since then a combination of
strict licensing laws and tax advantages to
buyers led to a boom in charity wine auctions
in the United States, led by the now famous
annual Auction Napa Valley, which raised
$18.7 million in 2014 for vineyard worker
healthcare and children’s education, and the
Naples Winter Wine Festival in Florida. The
prices paid at these charity events are often so
inflated by goodwill and/or welcome exhibi-
tionism, however, that they cannot be com-
pared with the United States’ thriving
commercial auctions as reliable indicators of
the market.

The professionals
Christie’s is the oldest established wine auction-
eer. Wine was a prominent feature in James
Christie’s first sale on 5 December 1766,
which, along with household furniture, jewel-
lery, and firearms, included the sale of ‘a large
quantity of Madeira and high Flavour’d Claret,
late the Property of Noble Personage
(Deceas’d)’. Three years later, on 7 and 8 Sep-
tember 1769, James Christie held his first sale
entirely devoted to wine, a collection of ‘Old
Hock, Rich Burgundy, Calcavella [Portugal’s
CARCAVELOS], Malaga and TENT, the property of
Captain Fletcher from the West Indies’.

Today’s commercial auction scene is domi-
nated by regular sales conducted by a number
of professional auction houses, initially Lon-
don-based. However in the late 1990s wine
auctions elsewhere, particularly in the United
States, started to present an increasingly seri-
ous challenge to London’s hegemony as
American cellars became an increasingly lu-
crative source of supply. In the early 1990s,
wine auctions were at long last permitted in
New York, but only in association with an
established retailer. As a result, Sotheby’s
established a presence in association with
Sherry-Lehmann, holding its first sale in New
York on 8 October 1994 while Christie’s
teamed up with Zachy’s. The total value of
wine sales in the US overtook the UK total in
the mid 1990s.
By 2015, the major companies holding sig-

nificant live wine auctions around six main
cities in the US were, in declining order of
revenues achieved, Hart Davis Hart, Acker
Merrall & Condit, Wally’s, Zachy’s, Sothe-
by’s, Heritage, and Christie’s. But the aboli-
tion of wine duties in HONG KONG in 2008
dramatically changed the geography of wine
auctions, making Hong Kong another major
wine auction hub. Acker Merrall & Condit,
Sotheby’s, Christie’s, and Zachy’s became
major players in an Asian wine-auction
scene centred on Hong Kong. With Singa-
pore included, 2014 live-auction revenues
for Asia, at $105.7 million, were second only
to the US total of $160.1 million, and consid-
erably ahead of Europe’s total of $63.1
million.
In 2014, Sotheby’s was the world’s leading

auctioneer with sales totalling $65.3 million,
followed by Acker, Merrall & Condit with
sales of $61.8 million, then Christie’s at
$54.7 million, Zachy’s at $45.2 million, and
Hart Davis Hart at $42.8 million. The other
major players, in declining order of revenue,
were Wally's, Bonhams, Heritage, Steinfels,
Spectrum, and Artcurial. After the bumper
years of 2011 and 2012, and the decline in
global auction revenues by 16% in 2013,
total revenues rose by 5.5% in 2014, possibly
affected by increasing concern about PROVE-

NANCE and adverse reaction to the exorbitant
en primeur pricing of the 2010 Bordeaux
vintage combined with economic uncertain-
ty, particularly in the EU. $2,976 was the
average lot price compared with $2,813
in 2013. Hart Davis Hart showed the best
percentage of lots sold in 2014 with 99.7%,
as against Sotheby’s 91.1% and Christie’s
86.8%.
Commercial auctions are also held in other

countries, notably France, Holland, Switzer-
land, Italy, Singapore, and Australia.
The introduction of the silent-bid wine auc-

tion in the 1980s, followed by the deployment

of internet auction technology in the late 1990s
has changed the auction format irrevocably.
The vibrant cut and thrust of the live auction
room is to a certain extent dwindling as internet
trading becomes part of our daily lives. The
traditional live auction has been joined today
not just by the addition of internet bidding, as
well as by exclusive online and trading-
exchange platforms such as those of Liv-Ex in
the UK, and some fine-wine merchants accept
online bids for customers’ wines stored with
them.

Trade structure
Wine auction customers are broadly split be-
tween private individuals and the wine trade.
Private buyers may have any number of differ-
ent reasons for buying wine. They may be
consumers, collectors, and/or investors (see
INVESTMENT). Trade buyers also buy for invest-
ment, to fill gaps in a restaurant or merchant’s
wine list, or as brokers for trade or private
clients. Reasons for selling wine vary equally,
the traditional three d’s of death, debt, and
divorce having turned into four, as doctors’
orders have also become a factor. Private cus-
tomers may want or need to sell in order
to realize the value of their cellar, or part of
it, or to finance further purchases, or as execu-
tors selling on behalf of an estate. The wine
trade may sell to dispose of surplus or bankrupt
stock.

Wines traded
Red bordeaux, or claret, remains the staple of
the wine auction rooms. It is long lived, enjoys
widespread appeal, and it is in relatively plenti-
ful supply. And the relative value of a particular
red bordeaux is more readily identifiable than
that of any other wine style, the 1855 CLASSIFI-

CATION providing some sort of easily compre-
hensible framework for evaluating the red
bordeaux châteaux most widely traded in the
saleroom.
The FIRST GROWTHS—Chx LAFITE, LATOUR, MAR-

GAUX, MOUTON ROTHSCHILD in the Médoc, HAUT-
BRION and La MISSION HAUT-BRION in Pessac-
Léognan, AUSONE and CHEVAL BLANC in St-Émi-
lion, the unofficial first growths Ch PETRUS and
Le PIN of Pomerol, and Ch d’Yquem in Sau-
ternes—are undisputed members of today’s
élite. Owing to the classification’s rigid compo-
sition, a second leading group of properties has
emerged, commonly referred to as SUPER SEC-

ONDS. Qualification for this group requires not
only the strictest commitment to quality, but a
record of consistently high prices which reflects
that policy. More recently, a third group of so-
called GARAGE WINES emerged, inspired by the
success of Le Pin. Despite a relative fall from
grace after its Asian market peak in 2011, Lafite
remains the unofficial leader of the five Médoc
first growths.
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Pre-PHYLLOXERA clarets are extremely rare
and among the most highly prized items in
any sale catalogue. Unique GRANDS FORMATS

(large bottles) of old vintages, particularly of
first growths, are much sought-after by collec-
tors (see BOTTLE SIZE), although perhaps to a
lesser degree than in the late 1980s. Specific
VINTAGES play an important part, too, with the
price of wines from consecutive years often
fluctuating by a factor of three according to
the reputation of the vintage. The most highly
prized pre-war vintages of the 20th century are
1900, 1920, 1926, 1928, and 1929. In the imme-
diate post-war period, the most sought-after
trio are 1945, 1947, and 1949. In the latter half
of the 20th century and early 21st century, 1953,
1959, 1961, 1982, 1990, 2000, 2005, 2009, and
2010 rank as the outstanding vintages.
A recent saleroom phenomenon is the way

prices for relatively recent vintages have started
to outstrip the prices of older vintages. Al-
though the state of the global economy plays a
part, much of this has to do with the taste, and
ratings, of the influential American critic,
Robert M. PARKER, who writes mainly about
young wines. There are a number of additional
reasons for the strength of young wine prices,
among them the global trend towards drinking
wines younger, the emergence of a new, deter-
mined group of collectors in Asia, and a relative
shortage of great vintages tilting the balance of
supply and demand even further towards
demand.
Red bordeaux apart, burgundy is an increas-

ingly significant player in the saleroom with
Domaine de la ROMANÉE-CONTI, Henri Jayer,
Leroy, Rousseau, Leflaive, Comte Georges de
Vogüé, Coche-Dury, Domaine Dujac, Roumier,
Jean-Frédéric Mugnier, and Méo-Camuzet
among the most sought-after names. Cham-
pagne too has become an auction room collect-
ible, notably KRUG, ROEDERER CRISTAL, DOM

PÉRIGNON, and Salon. Vintage port is a saleroom
regular, although demand for it has been rela-
tively modest, with TAYLOR, FONSECA, GRAHAM,
WARRE, DOW, and QUINTA DO NOVAL, the unoffi-
cial first growths, as it were, of a group of some
40 or more port houses. Rare madeira makes an
occasional appearance at auction. Auction
houses have played a key role in predicting
and shaping the success of newer regions for
collectible wines, such as Italy and Spain.
Among Italy’s blue chips, GAJA and certain
wines from Giacomo Conterno, Bruno Giacosa,
Rocche dei Manzoni, Luciano Sandrone, and
Aldo Conterno represent solid collectibles
along with SUPERTUSCANS Sassicaia, Solaia, TIGNA-
NELLO, ORNELLAIA, and Masseto. From Spain
older vintages of VEGA SICILIA, Marqués de
Murrieta, Marqués de Riscal, CVNE, and Viña
Tondonia from Lopez de Heredia are increas-
ingly seen at auction. The finest wines of the
Rhône, notably Hermitage, Côte Rôtie, and

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, often made an appear-
ance in auction catalogues. Wines from Germa-
ny, Alsace, Loire, and TOKAJ make only an
occasional appearance.
The wines of the New World, California and

Australia in particular, are making an impact as
their track record for ageing becomes more
widely accepted and new wines appear on the
secondary market. Demand for California
wines is particularly strong in the US, less so
elsewhere. While such older rarities as the 1941
Inglenook Cabernet can fetch very high prices,
the focus today is on such CALIFORNIA CULT

names as Araujo, Bryant Family, Colgin, Dom-
inus, Harlan, Kistler, Opus One, Screaming
Eagle, Shafer, and Sine Qua Non. It was a
wine from Australia, PENFOLDS Grange, that
was arguably the first New World wine to be
recognized internationally as the equivalent of a
Bordeaux FIRST GROWTH. Grange is already a
saleroom classic, while Henschke’s Hill of
Grace is also regarded as an important single-
vineyard Shiraz. Langton’s Classification of
Australian Wine, first published in 1991, recog-
nizes the reputation and track record of Austra-
lian wine at auction, reflecting an increasingly
diverse market largely underpinned by BAROSSA

VALLEY Shiraz, and COONAWARRA and MARGARET

RIVER Cabernet Sauvignon. The sixth edition,
published in 2014, gives top ‘Outstanding’
billing to 21 wines including, PENFOLDS Grange
and Hill of Grace apart, Bass Phillip Reserve
Pinot Noir, Clonakilla Shiraz-Viognier, Gros-
set Polish Hill Riesling, Cullen Diana Made-
line Cabernet-Merlot, Wendouree Shiraz, and
Wynns John Riddoch Coonawarra Cabernet
Sauvignon.

Record prices
Red bordeaux is the consistent pace-setter for
wine auction PRICES, accounting for almost all
red wine records. The record of £105,000 for a
single bottle of 1787 Ch Lafitte (sic) paid by the
late Malcolm Forbes at Christie’s on 5 Decem-
ber 1985 survived much longer than the wine
itself, which turned to vinegar when put on
show upright under a bright light (see STORING

WINE). It was Lafite again, on this occasion the
1869 vintage, which smashed through the bar-
rier for a standard 75 cl. bottle when three
bottles were sold at Sotheby’s Hong Kong in
October 2010 for HK$1.8 million ($230,000)
each. In November 2010, a rare imperial (six-
litre bottle) of Ch Cheval Blanc 1947 was sold
for £192,000 at Christie’s, Geneva, setting a
world record for a single bottle, albeit an outsize
one. The dizzying rise of the Domaine de la
Romanée-Conti in the early 21st century has
seen records consistently broken by the wines of
this exceptional Burgundy producer. The most
notable world record for a case of the GRAND CRU

Romanée-Conti itself was the HK$3,675,000
(£295,838) paid at Christie’s Hong Kong in

November 2013 for 12 bottles of the 1978
vintage.
Beyond Bordeaux and Burgundy, other rari-

ties have achieved fabulous prices for varying
reasons. Thus, individual bottles of the 1907
Heidsieck Champagne salvaged in 1998 from a
ship torpedoed by a German submarine during
the First World War made up to $275,000 at
auctions around the world. The £25,000 paid
for a bottle of the 1775 MASSANDRA ‘Sherry de la
Frontera’ at Sotheby’s in 2001 is the highest
price ever paid for a bottle of FORTIFIED WINE.
And in 2000 at Auction Napa Valley, the annual
charity fundraiser, an imperial of 1992 Scream-
ing Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon made $500,000
(£297,000).

How to buy and sell at auction
The public forum of the auction room and the
intrinsically competitive aspect of bidding for
lots often creates an atmosphere of tension and
excitement in the saleroom in which it is easy
for inexperienced participants to get carried
away. The online-only format—which attempts
to replicate the live auction environment—dif-
fers in that all lots are sold at exactly the same
moment. The excitement of an online auction
sale is greatest in the last 30 minutes before the
auction closes. All the information required
about a particular auction is published in the
auction catalogue, including details of the lots,
estimated prices, conditions of sale, and other
general information on such matters as delivery
charges, premiums, and other additions to the
hammer price such as taxes and duties payable
where applicable. Most auctioneers charge a
buyer’s premium at a house rate that is normal-
ly between 10 and 22.5% of the hammer price,
and a seller’s premium which can be negotiated
with the auction house and varies according to
the amount sold. The internet auction format
has taken catalogues one step further, providing
potential buyers with instant information re-
garding vintage conditions, regional informa-
tion, and tasting notes.
The wines to be sold are in numbered lots. In

addition to a number and an estimated price
band from lowest to highest, the description of
each lot identifies the wine by name, bottle size,
and vintage where applicable. Increasing con-
cern about COUNTERFEIT WINES has heightened
awareness of the importance of PROVENANCE by
both bidders and (most) auctioneers. Given the
importance of the condition of the wine, espe-
cially older wines, and since wines are not gen-
erally available for inspection, the catalogue
specifies exact FILL LEVEL, or ULLAGE levels (‘mid
shoulder’ or ‘bottom neck’, for example, levels
illustrated in the catalogue), the condition of
the LABEL, whether the wine comes in its own
wooden CASE (sometimes abbreviated to ‘owc.’),
and will generally mention if a cellar is of ex-
ceptional pedigree or in previously undisturbed
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condition. Auction house policy may vary on
inspection and the condition of the wine to be
sold. Some auctioneers offer pre-sale tastings of
varying degrees of lavishness. Hong Kong has
seen extravagant entertainment of potential
bidders, usually including examples of the
wines to be sold. New York sales often take
place in smart restaurants with lunch laid on.
Most London sales are arid, workmanlike
affairs.
Lots which are of particular interest may be

supplemented by the auctioneer’s tasting notes.
Bidding may be by hand or, more often

today, by waving a numbered paddle to attract
the auctioneer’s attention. Bidding is, unless
otherwise stated, per dozen bottles.
Advance commission bids form a substantial

proportion of bids received and more and more
lots are being sold online. Commission, or ab-
sentee, bids are treated in exactly the same way
as bids in the room. The successful bidders
obtain their lot at one increment above the
underbidder. In the event of two commission
bids of the same amount, it is the one received
first that takes precedence.
See COOPERAGE for details of French OAK

auctions. A.H.L.R.

Ella Lister, ‘Liquid assets’, The World of Fine Wine.
www.winemarketjournal.com
www.wine-searcher.com
www.decanter.com

Aurore, otherwise known as Seibel 5279, a
complex FRENCH HYBRID once widely planted in
North America and still found occasionally in
colder states. Adaptable and productive, it
ripens early but is prone to ROT and its floral-
scented wines are of no great distinction.

Ausbruch, German-language equivalent of
the Hungarian Aszú, traditionally designating
sweet wines made from BOTRYTIZED grapes
which made the reputations of TOKAJ and of
Rust on the shores of the NEUSIEDLERSEE. The
methods involved historically in making Ruster
Ausbruch are unknown but considerable cir-
cumstantial evidence suggests that FURMINT—
still-dominant around Tokaj—long played a
similar role in Rust, where that variety
almost disappeared until a modest revival
was mounted at the end of the 20th century.
Ausbruch officially remains a trans-regional
category of Austrian wine (stipulating botry-
tized grapes at a minimum MUST WEIGHT of 27
�KMW—equivalent to 139 �OECHSLE); in practice
the term is widely used only in Rust, whose
growers, as members of the Cercle Ruster Aus-
bruch, in 1991 set a lower limit of 30 �KMW.
They further distinguished it from TROCKENBEER-

ENAUSLESE as having finesse and effusive fruit
rather than opulence and a target alcohol level
of 12%. Ruster Ausbruch wines may be made
from any of the many white grapes grown in

Rust, notably Chardonnay, Muskateller, Sau-
vignon Blanc, Pinot Blanc, and Welschriesling,
as well as occasionally (and memorably) from
Furmint, or even Pinot Noir. D.S.

Auslese, a PRÄDIKAT that means literally ‘se-
lected harvest’ but is officially defined by the
MUST WEIGHT at harvest. In Germany, specific
minimum must weights are laid down for each
combination of vine variety and region, and
range from 83 to 105 �OECHSLE. In Austria, the
minimum is 21 �KMW (approximately 105
�Oechsle). By the letter of the GERMAN WINE

LAW, grapes for Auslese should have been
picked at least one week after a preliminary
picking of less ripe grapes but in practice an
Auslese may well have been picked early in
the harvest. At their finest, German Auslesen
are long-lived, sweet, often BOTRYTIZED wines,
and the finest botrytis frequently occurs early
on. In Germany, high-alcohol, dry wines have
occasionally been designated Auslese trocken,
but with decreasing frequency. Many vintners
long preferred to use the designation SPÄTLESE

even if the must weight on which their dry
wine was based far exceeded the minimum
for Auslese; and the trend (now official policy
within the VDP growers’ association) is to dis-
pense entirely with Prädikat designations for
dry wines.
In Austria not only botrytized sweet wines

but also most other wines that meet the mini-
mum must weight for this Prädikat and har-
bour more than 9 g/l residual sugar (i.e. are not
legally trocken) are labelled, if inconspicuously,
as Auslese. D.S.

Ausone, Château, minuscule but excep-
tionally fine estate on the edge of the town of ST-
ÉMILION. It was named in 1781 after the Roman
poet Ausonius who certainly had a vineyard in
the Gironde, but probably one facing the River
GARONNE rather than in St-Émilion. Recorded
in the 1868 Cocks et Féret’s Bordeaux et ses
vins (see LITERATURE OF WINE) as belonging to
M. Cantenats, it then passed to a nephew,
M. Lafargue, and then to his nephew, Edouard
Dubois-Challon, who raised the reputation of
the château to the leading position in St-Émi-
lion up to the 1920s, when it was challenged by
Ch CHEVAL-BLANC, the only other château to be
ranked ‘A’ in the official CLASSIFICATION of St-
Émilion in 1955. From 1939 to the mid 1970s,
Ausone was not, with a few exceptional vin-
tages, producing wines of the longevity of their
19th-century predecessors, although there was
a marked improvement after the arrival of a
new RÉGISSEUR, Pascal Delbeck, in 1976. Until
the late 1990s, 50% was owned by Mme Du-
bois-Challon, widow of Edouard, and 50% by
Alain Vauthier, who married Edouard’s daugh-
ter Cécile, an unsatisfactory arrangement which
ended with Vauthier taking control of, and

completely renovating, the extraordinary cellars
in limestone caves originally excavated to pro-
vide stone for building the town. The wine itself
has also been dramatically modernized, and the
vineyard recuperated.
The estate consists of a mere 7 ha/18 acres—

45% MERLOT vines and 55% CABERNET FRANC—on
the steep slopes of the Côtes (see ST-ÉMILION)
that run along the right bank of the DORDOGNE

just below the town. Production of Ausone
averages 1,500 cases.

Australia became the world’s sixth biggest
wine producer in 2005, producing 14.7 million
hl/388 million gal of wine in 2004, but by 2013
production had fallen to 12.31 million hl/324
million gal and both Chile and China have
been catching up. After a flurry of vineyard
expansion in the 1990s, total vineyard area
was almost 148,500 ha/367,000 acres in 2012,
having declined slightly each year since 2007.
The steady fall in vineyard area reflects the
Australian wine industry’s painful reorienta-
tion away from inexpensive, mass-market
wine to more upmarket bottlings in keeping
with Australia’s relatively high production
costs. Vines have been GRUBBED UP in all re-
gions, but mostly in the hotter, drier, water-
dependent regions such as RIVERLAND and RIV-

ERINA. This was propelled by the DROUGHT that
persisted for three seasons from 2007 when the
cost of IRRIGATION water hit heights that made
viticulture unsustainable.
Australia makes every one of the major

wine styles from aromatic, dry white table
wine through to wines fashioned in the image
of vintage port. Some of its wines—the
unwooded Semillons of the Hunter Valley, the
fortified TOPAQUES AND MUSCATS of north east
Victoria—have no direct equivalent elsewhere,
but overall the wines manage to be at once
distinctively Australian yet fit easily into the
world scene.
Just over 2,500 wineries are spread through

every state. Most of the wineries are small; 86%
of them crushed 250 tonnes of grapes or less in
2014, and 87% of the annual CRUSH is accounted
for by the 20 largest companies. The top five,
TREASURY (Penfolds, Wolf Blass, Wynns, Rose-
mount, Yellowglen, Lindemans), ACCOLADE

(Hardys, Houghton, Banrock Station, Bay of
Fires), PERNOD RICARD (Jacob’s Creek, Wyndham
Estate, St Hugo), Australian Vintage (McGui-
gan, Nepenthe, Tempus Two), and Casella
(YELLOW TAIL) account for more than half.
As in California, the overwhelming majority

(over 2,300) of those small wineries have come
into existence since 1970, offering weekend
or retirement occupations for people from
all walks of life. In typical Australian style,
however, the owners have frequently appointed
themselves as hands-on viticulturists and
winemakers. Nevertheless, perhaps due to the
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trickle-down effect of the renowned AUSTRALIAN

WINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE at Adelaide and the
university wine schools (see ADELAIDE), stan-
dards are extremely high.
The Australian wine SHOW system has also

played a major role in promoting technical ex-
cellence and in shaping style. The lessons of the
show ring have been reinforced by the well-
known penchant Australians have for travel.
Indeed, Australia spawned the so-called FLYING

WINEMAKERS, a group of oenological guns for
hire who follow the vintage around the world.
On a less formal basis, many Australian wine-
makers have made a point of travelling and
working overseas, principally in Europe. See
AUSTRALIAN INFLUENCE.
Add this experience to the technological

base, take in the effect of the sunny Australian
climate, and allow for the surge in plantings of
such popular grape varieties as Chardonnay
and Cabernet Sauvignon, and it is not hard to
see why Australian exports increased out of all
recognition between 1983–4 and 2003–4, from
8.9 million litres/2.35 million gal, worth AU$9.6
million, to 575 million litres/151 million gal
worth AU$2.55 billion. This placed it behind
only France, Italy, and Spain in value of wine
exports, a position it continued to occupy in the
early 2010s, despite producing only 4% of the
world’s wine.
It is not too fanciful to suggest that the

wines have an openness, a confident, user-
friendly style which reflects the national char-
acter (and climate). Australian winemakers
have opted to preserve as much as possible of
the flavour of the grape, yet to do so with a
delicacy of touch, producing intensely fruity
white wines and soft, mouth-filling red wines
which appeal to the heart as much as to the
mind. In so doing they (willingly) sacrificed
structural complexity at the altar of simple
fruit flavour, although by the end of the first
decade of this century wine styles were chang-
ing, with levels of alcohol and obvious oak in
decline.
Between 1975 and 1985, the Australian ‘wine

boom’, sales of dry white wine quadrupled,
while those of red wine were static, but since
1985 red wine sales have more than doubled. By
2014, white wine represented 39% of the local
market; red and rosé together 32.5%, and spar-
kling was 6.7%. FORTIFIED WINES had declined
steadily, from 70% in the 1950s to under 3%.
Australia has the highest annual per capita wine
consumption in the English-speaking world
(see APPENDIX 2C), steadily rising to 23.3 l/6 gal
in 2011, an increase of more than 10% since
2003. Wine ‘casks’ (see BOXES), usually contain-
ing 4 litres (1 gal), played a particularly impor-
tant part in growing the Australian wine
market, once accounting for more than half of
all sales by volume, although by 2014 cask sales
represented only 31% and were in steady

decline as drinkers traded up and bottled wine
became more affordable.

History
‘On 24th January two bunches of grapes were
cut in the Governor’s garden from cuttings of
vines brought three years before from the Cape
of Good Hope.’ The year was 1791, the chron-
icler Watkin Tench, and the site of the garden is
now occupied by the Hotel Inter-Continental in
Sydney’s Macquarie Street.
Between 1820 and 1840 commercial viticul-

ture was progressively established in New South
Wales, Tasmania, Western Australia, Victoria,
and finally South Australia. It was based upon
comprehensive collections of VINIFERA vines
imported from Europe: there are no native
vines in Australia, and neither CROSSES nor
HYBRIDS have ever taken root. Italian immi-
grants (in Riverland and Riverina), Silesians
(in the Barossa and Clare Valleys), Dalmatians
(in the Swan Valley of WESTERN AUSTRALIA), and
Swiss (Yarra Valley and Geelong in Victoria)
all played key roles in the establishment of
viticulture.
By 1870, South Australia, Victoria, and New

South Wales all had substantial industries: that
year they produced 8.7 million l/2.3 million gal
of wine. Twenty years later Victoria alone was
making twice that amount, more than the other
two states combined. But PHYLLOXERA (discov-
ered near Geelong in 1877), changing land use,
a swing from dry wine production to fortified
wine, the establishment of irrigated vineyards
along the Murray River, and the removal of
state trade barriers after Federation in 1901
saw South Australia comprehensively usurp
Victoria’s dominant position.
By 1930, South Australia was producing over

75% of Australia’s wine and the Barossa Valley
had become the centre of production, proces-
sing not only its own grapes but much of those
grown in RIVERLAND, then and now the engine-
room of Australian bulk wine production in the
same way as California’s CENTRAL VALLEY. As the
geographic base moved from the cooler parts of
Victoria to the warmer regions of South Aus-
tralia, and specifically as the Murray and then
Murrumbidgee-based Riverina came into pro-
duction, so the type of wine being produced
changed.
Between 1927 and 1939 inclusive, Australia

exported more wine to the United Kingdom
than did France, mainly because of the Imperial
Preference system which created trading advan-
tages within the British Commonwealth. Most
of this wine was fortified, the remainder being
massively alcoholic and ferruginous red wine
from north east Victoria, the Barossa Valley,
and McLaren Vale, marketed (inter alia)
under the Emu wine brand.
The industry of today started to take shape in

the mid 1950s. Cold fermentation of white wine

in STAINLESS STEEL was pioneered (see REFRIGERA-

TION); the big wine companies moved into Coo-
nawarra and (a decade later) nearby Padthaway;
and the decline in fortified wine production and
consumption contrasted with spectacular
growth in the consumption of red table wine
(up to 1970) and thereafter white table wine.
The 1970s witnessed the arrival of the wine
cask, of Cabernet Sauvignon and Chardonnay,
the phenomenon of the boutique winery, and
the re-establishment of viticulture across the
cool corner of south eastern Australia, running
east from Coonawarra and Padthaway right
through Victoria.
Since the export boom started in the mid

1980s, the Australian industry has literally rein-
vented itself. Back in 1956, multi-purpose (eat-
ing, drying or winemaking) and non-premium
varieties (Doradillo, Trebbiano, and such like)
accounted for 85% of the crush, premium
grapes for 15%. In 1986, the shares were 60%
and 40% respectively; in 1994, 30% and 70%;
and by 2004, 10 and 90%. There may be a
change within the mix of premium varieties,
but the percentage of multi-purpose grapes is
unlikely to fall much further (if at all) because of
the safety valve they represent.
Looked at another way, in 1994, the ‘big

three’ varieties Chardonnay, Shiraz, and Caber-
net Sauvignon provided 27% of production; in
2013 they provided just under 60%. The extent
and speed of this vineyard reconstruction,
achieved without subsidy or direct government
support (although tax breaks were offered for
vineyard investment for a time), is a prime
reason why Australia has such a competitive
edge over OLD WORLD producers.
The last two decades of the 20th century saw

more of the same: it is obvious, then, that the
FINE WINES of today bear no resemblance to all
but a tiny handful of those of 60 years ago. The
next 60 years will bring further refinement, a
continuation of the trend towards quality, and a
decrease in the use of chemicals in all aspects of
grape-growing and, to a lesser degree, wine-
making. It is certain that the industry will con-
tinue to grow, but only the bravest prophet
would suggest a further degree of change equiv-
alent to that of the second half of the 20th
century.

Climate
With a land mass similar to that of the United
States of America, winter snowfields larger than
those of Switzerland, and with viticulture in
every state, one-line descriptions of the Austra-
lian climate are hazardous. For all that, there are
two basic weather patterns, one affecting West-
ern Australia, South Australia, Victoria, and
Tasmania (the southern states), the other gov-
erning Queensland and New South Wales.
The southern states experience a winter–

spring rainfall pattern, with a dry summer and
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early autumn. Ridges of high pressure sweep
across the southern half of the continent from
Perth to Melbourne during the vines’ growing
season, uninterrupted by mountain ranges; day-
time temperatures typically range between
25 �C/77 �F and 35 �C/95 �F.
There is a less profound MARITIME influence

than in California; the sea temperature is warm-
er, and the diurnal temperature ranges are less
(see TEMPERATURE VARIABILITY). The resultant
even accumulation of heat in the premium
wine regions is seen by Australian researchers
to be a major factor in promoting wine quality
(and, more controversially, style).
Using the California heat degree system

developed by WINKLER, the climate varies be-
tween region I and mid region III, with a pre-
ponderance in region II. Because of the lack of
summer rainfall, IRRIGATION is considered as
important for quality as for quantity. In the

much hotter and drier Riverland of South Aus-
tralia, Victoria, and New South Wales, it be-
comes as essential as it is in California’s San
Joaquin Valley, and is unashamedly used to
boost production.
The other, more northerly, weather system

derives from the tropics. It provides a more
even rainfall pattern, higher temperatures, and
higher humidity. This system defines the sub-
tropical climate for much of the rapidly increas-
ing Queensland wine industry, and the coastal
regions of New SouthWales. The Hunter Valley
is prone to receive rather too much of its annual
rainfall during HARVEST, only to suffer the sub-
sequent dual burden of winter and spring
DROUGHT. Its redeeming feature is the humidity
and afternoon cloud cover which reduces stress
on the vines and reduces the impact of its
region IV heat load (see CLIMATE CLASSIFICATION

for details).

Geography
Vine-growing in Australia is concentrated in
the south eastern corner of this vast country.
For more detail, see under the state or territory
names which are, in declining order of impor-
tance as grape growers, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, NEW

SOUTH WALES, VICTORIA, WESTERN AUSTRALIA,
TASMANIA, QUEENSLAND, and CANBERRA. Consid-
erable quantities of grapes and wine are trucked
over state boundaries, however, for blending
and bottling. EU laws demand that VARIETAL

wines, labelled with a grape variety, be labelled
with an officially recognized region. The South
Eastern Australia Zone was created for this
purpose and is a vast area encompassing all
three of the most important wine states, includ-
ing the important irrigated regions RIVERLAND

and RIVERINA. This somewhat vague description
is one of the most common on Australian
lower-priced wine labels in export markets.

Wine-growing regions
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Viticulture
Equal pay for women, introduced in the latter
part of the 1960s, had some unforeseen conse-
quences. One was a major stimulus to the de-
velopment of mechanized viticulture, initially
MECHANICAL HARVESTING, which is responsible
for about 80% of the nation’s crop, but in due
course extending to pruning and, in the latter
part of the 1980s, to all aspects of CANOPY MAN-

AGEMENT during the growing season. MECHANI-

CAL PRUNING machines, which trim the canopy,
lift and clip the foliage wires, pluck leaves
in the fruiting zone, while simultaneously
spraying herbicides were already common by
the early 1990s. They have, however, fallen out
of favour in some regions, and particularly in
Coonawarra.
International cost comparisons carried out in

the early 1990s for PENFOLDS established what
common sense suggested: Australia is able to
grow and harvest grapes more economically
than California or France (although not neces-
sarily more economically than Chile, Argentina,
or South Africa). This big-company, broad-acre
approach to viticulture was carried to its logical
conclusion with the development of so-called
MINIMAL PRUNING in the late 1970s. This involves
no winter pruning at all; the vine is allowed to
grow unchecked save for light trimming and
skirting during the summer months, demon-
strating a hitherto unsuspected capacity for
self-regulation.
At the other end of the spectrum, Austral-

asian viticulturists and researchers have been at
the forefront in developing advanced TRELLIS

SYSTEMS and canopy management systems.
While these glory under such science fiction
names as RT2T and TK2T, they can be seen as
doing no more than recognizing what the
French have practised for centuries: namely,
that SUNLIGHT interception on buds and grape
bunches is essential, as is a proper balance
between CANOPY and crop level, or YIELD.
As in California, Oregon, and elsewhere, new

vineyards in premium areas, particularly those
in cooler regions, are being established with
VINE DENSITIES two or three times greater than
traditionally used, and with specifically adapted
trellis systems. The aim is better-quality grapes
at yields which may in fact be greater than those
of traditional plantings.
The other major development is the move

towards what is loosely called SUSTAINABLE VITI-

CULTURE, with phrases such as INTEGRATED PEST

MANAGEMENT coming into general (viticultural)
usage. The Australian climate may prove less
amenable than that of California (rather more
growing season rainfall, higher humidity, and
the scourge of DOWNY MILDEW), but there is an
ineluctable move away from fungicides, PESTI-

CIDES, and HERBICIDES towards more ‘natural’
grape growing (see ORGANIC VITICULTURE and
BIODYNAMIC VITICULTURE).

While the Australian climate is less suited to
sustainable viticulture than might appear at first
sight, the overall health of the vineyards appears
to be good. PHYLLOXERA has never entered the
states of South Australia, Western Australia,
Tasmania, nor most of New South Wales (in-
cluding the Hunter Valley), and is not present
in the bulk wine-producing Riverland. Small
parts of Victoria remain affected, but very strict
quarantine legislation, actively enforced and
respected by viticulturists, prevented any spread
from infested areas during the second half of
the 20th century, with only one small exception.
Grafting, not as protection against phylloxera

but for the entirely different purpose of chang-
ing vine variety, is practised (see TOP GRAFTING),
and is playing a role in the shift towards premi-
um grape varieties. However, the greater impe-
tus comes from replanting and new plantings
rather than from top grafting.

Winemaking
The typical medium-sized modern Australian
winery is comprehensively equipped, especially
in comparison with its counterpart in Europe. It
has a laboratory capable of carrying out most
basic ANALYSIS; a powerful REFRIGERATION system
for cooling fermentation in insulated stainless
steel fermenters, probably computer-controlled;
and a must chiller to cool white grapes imme-
diately after they have been crushed (unless
they were machine harvested at night). The
CRUSHER, PRESS, and FILTRATION equipment are
usually of French, German, or Italian design
and fabrication; and it is highly probable that
there will be several large ROTOFERMENTERS sup-
plementing the normal array of FERMENTATION

VESSELS, including the Australian-designed Pot-
ter fermenters (see below).
The winery will routinely work 24 hours a day

through the six to eight weeks of harvest using
two shifts. The chief winemaker can work up to
18 hours a day. Scrupulous attention is paid to
HYGIENE with caustic soda and citric acid solu-
tions having replaced chlorine-based products.
Up to this point there is nothing particularly

unusual in an international context, unless it be
the extent of the refrigeration capacity and the
rotofermenter capacity. It is the way Australian
winemakers use the equipment, and the under-
lying technology, which differentiates them
(and their wines) from winemakers (and
wines) in most other parts of the world.
The basic aims—the maximum preservation

of varietal fruit flavour, and an essentially soft
and supple structure for both wood-matured
white and wood-matured red wines—are
achieved in a number of ways.
Primary FERMENTATION and the secondary

MALOLACTIC FERMENTATION are initiated speedily
by the use of cultured YEASTS, although ambient
yeasts are used increasingly. White wine fer-
mentations are carried out at relatively low

temperatures (typically 12–14 �C/53–7 �F),
usually with clear juice which has been cold-
settled (see SETTLING), or filtered and protected
against prefermentationOXIDATION (see PROTECTIVE
WINEMAKING). The more complex, so-called ‘dirty
French’ BARREL FERMENTATION of cloudy juice,
LEES CONTACT, malolactic fermentation, and so
forth is used for most of the best Chardonnay
varietals and a handful of Sauvignon Blancs
and Semillon/Sauvignon blends. The majority
of AROMATICS and unwooded whites are made
without malolactic fermentation, and are bot-
tled within six to nine months after the
harvest.
Because grapes grown in the warmer regions

reach chemical RIPENESS and PHYSIOLOGICAL

RIPENESS with relatively low levels of acidity,
TARTARIC ACID is routinely added before or dur-
ing the primary fermentation. In cooler areas,
makers of white wines in particular endeavour
to harvest the grapes with sufficient natural
acidity to preclude, or at least minimize, acid
additions. Nonetheless, Australian winemakers
believe that if the ACIDIFICATION takes place at
this stage, rather than later (and specifically
rather than at BOTTLING), it cannot be distin-
guished from natural ACIDITY. CHAPTALIZATION,
by contrast, is prohibited, even in the coolest
regions, although certain forms of ENRICHMENT

are permitted.
Red wines other than Pinot Noir are fermen-

ted at intermediate temperatures (22–8 �C) in a
wide variety of fermentation vessels. The once-
popular Potter fermenter (with a central vertical
sieve cylinder for draining and PUMPING OVER)
has been superseded by newer designs with
single slope floors and sieves which hug either
wall or floor, often with provision for wooden
header boards for SUBMERGED CAP maceration.
The handling of PINOT NOIR grapes is more com-
plex: in this case, open-top fermenters are com-
mon, and an increasing number of wineries
have the luxury of pneumatic devices for PUNCH-

ING DOWN.
Extended MACERATION after fermentation is

less commonly practised than in Europe or the
United States, and is bypassed altogether with
classic wines such as Penfolds Grange, which,
like a significant proportion of fine Australian
red wines, is pressed and put into barrel while
still actively fermenting. The Australian belief is
that post-fermentation maceration initially ex-
tracts more TANNINS, which entails extending
the maceration to soften (by POLYMERIZATION)
those tannins, and that this process dulls the
fruit aroma and flavour, polymerization being
an OXIDATIVE process (see OXIDATION). In the
never-ending quest for complexity, it is com-
mon to put half the wine in new oak while still
fermenting, the remaining half in old oak after
extended post-fermentation maceration.
French OAK is preferred for top-quality white

wines, for Pinot Noir, and much of the
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Cabernet Sauvignon produced. American oak is
widely used for SHIRAZ, Cabernet–Shiraz blends,
and for some Cabernet Sauvignon. Overall, the
trend is towards the use of French oak, perhaps
in tandem with American oak. Better barrel-
making of American oak is lessening the con-
trast with French oak, and giving less overt oak
flavours. For lesser-quality wines, the use of OAK
CHIPS or INNER STAVES (in conjunction with older
barrels) is widespread.
After a false start due to an over-enthusiastic

rate of use, ‘micro-ox’ has become standard
procedure for lower-priced, big-volume red
wines intended for immediate consumption.
For the reasons given in MICRO-OXYGENATION, it
may also be part of the production of premium
wines in the larger, more sophisticated wineries.
Although in certain vintages many wine-

makers wish it were otherwise, must CONCEN-

TRATION equipment is not generally available.
REVERSE OSMOSIS, as opposed to vacuum evapo-
ration, is the preferred method, and some con-
sultancy businesses bring the equipment on-site
and carry out the procedure. The high cost
limits its use.
Two issues have come to a head since 2000,

seemingly unrelated, but both involving the use
of SULFUR DIOXIDE. Up to that time, winemakers
were following a politically correct path of re-
ducing the total sulfur dioxide in their wines,
and adding it in small, incremental doses. Laud-
able though it may be from a perceived health
point of view, the practice has been a root cause
in the disconcertingly widespread appearance
of BRETTANOMYCES, a problem which was rare
as recently as the 1990s. The solution advocated
by the AUSTRALIAN WINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE is
to add sulfur dioxide in a dose of not less than
50 ppm if brett is detected. A back-up of sterile
FILTRATIONmay be necessary in extreme circum-
stances. In typical fashion, winemakers reacted
swiftly, and the incidence of brett has rapidly
retreated.
The other even more serious problem has

been the increased incidence of RANDOM OXIDA-

TION, particularly evident in cork-finished white
wines, but also affecting red wines. The percent-
age affected will grow with time, but once it first
occurs, the percentage will be higher than that
of CORK TAINT. Research into its causes has been
underway for some time, but in the interim
those who wish to continue to use corks are
being advised to increase significantly the level
of free sulfur dioxide at bottling.
In the early 21st century, wine styles changed

to suit the public palate. While Australia still
produces some rich, full-bodied red wines,
there has been a move away from high alcohol
so that 13.5 to 14.5% is a more likely range for
South Australian Shiraz than the 14.5 to 15.5%
norm at the turn of the century. Chardonnay
alcohols also declined as winemakers realized
that COOL-CLIMATE grapes could be harvested

earlier without any significant loss of flavour,
so 12.5 to 13.5% is now very much more com-
mon than 14%. Both Chardonnays and reds
have also benefited from a reduction in the use
of new, small oak BARRELS and the wines taste
markedly less oaky. At the same time there
was a move towards WHOLE-BUNCH FERMENTA-

TION for at least a proportion of Shiraz lots.
The result has been more complex, aromatic,
softer wines with less assertive tannins and
greater drinkability.
The Australian wine industry was built on

FORTIFIED WINES but the most celebrated survi-
vors of this category are the TOPAQUES AND MUS-

CATS of Rutherglen and Glenrowan and a
storehouse of ancient wines in wood at Sep-
peltsfield in the BAROSSA VALLEY. The leading
sparkling winemaker is Ed Carr, who is respon-
sible for House of Arras, Australia’s finest SPAR-

KLING WINE brand based on Tasmanian grapes,
as well as an array at various PRICE POINTS for
HARDYS.
The twin problems of cork taint and random

oxidation have led to the mass migration of
winemakers from cork to SCREWCAP. In 2014,
85 to 90% of bottled wine was sealed with a
screwcap.

Vine varieties
The following are the country’s most widely
planted varieties, red wine varieties first, in des-
cending order of volume of wine produced.

Shiraz (432,340 tonnes in 2013) For long Aus-
tralia’s premier red wine grape in terms of area
planted, Shiraz is also now securely planted on
the throne. In 2013 it represented 46% of the
red wine crush and nearly 24% of the all-grape
total. It is grown in virtually every wine region,
responding generously to the varying impera-
tives of TERROIR and climate. The variety is iden-
tical to the SYRAH of France and has a long
Australian history. During the period in which
Cabernet Sauvignon came into vogue, the fa-
miliarity of Shiraz led to its being treated with a
thoroughly undeserved degree of contempt.
However, the old DRYLAND (non-irrigated)
plantings of the Barossa Valley (producing vo-
luptuously rich, potent wines) and the tradi-
tional Hunter Valley wines (which become
silky with age) initiated a surge of popularity
in both domestic and export markets.
If Chardonnay was the ship which launched

Australia’s export armada, it is Shiraz which
took command in the late 1990s, and continues
to lead the fleet. It has led to the proliferation of
Shiraz plantings in Old and New Worlds alike,
as competitors have sought to match the Aus-
tralian offering. But Australia has four advan-
tages, three of which cannot be lessened. The
first is the bank of old vines from 80 to 160
years old in New South Wales, Victoria, and
South Australia, all UNGRAFTED and (usually)

dry-grown. The second is the equally long ex-
perience vignerons have had in growing and
making the wine. The third is an international
icon, Grange, which only the northern Rhône
can match. Fourth is the Joseph’s Coat of styles
from the huge range of terroir and climate, and
the emergence of newer regions as promising as
Heathcote. Here 500-million-year-old Cambri-
an greenstone, an igneous rock, has weathered
into a vivid red soil which, together with the
climatic conditions, seems capable of becoming
the greatest area for Shiraz in Australia.
Another new horizon for Shiraz is the loom-

ing ability to differentiate CLONES (of this or any
other variety). There appear to be a number of
different clones, but we do not know whether
Busby’s cuttings taken from the Hermitage hill-
side in 1832 were (as Busby’s daily diary sug-
gests) ‘of three varieties of vines’ (i.e. clones), or
fewer, or more. Other importations may have
added to clonal diversity, but there is also the
belief that some apparently different clones may
not be different at all, the difference in growth
habit simply representing local terroir, climate,
and several generations of viticultural techniques.
In the first decade and a half of the 21st

century, Shiraz–Viognier blends from cooler-
climate regions proliferated, as did Burgundian
whole-bunch fermentation.

Cabernet Sauvignon looked likely to chal-
lenge the supremacy of Shiraz as its production
soared from 24,900 tonnes in 1989 to 317,472
tonnes in 2004, but then it dropped back to
249,689 tonnes by 2013. It barely existed in
1966 (100 ha/250 acres, 621 tonnes officially
recorded). Its quality epicentre until the end of
the 20th century was COONAWARRA, whence a
disproportionate number of Australia’s best
Cabernet Sauvignons came initially, but MARGA-

RET RIVER is now winning the race, eclipsing
Coonawarra with its sheer number of outstand-
ing wines. There is no question that the variety
performs best in moderately cool regions with a
climate similar to that of Bordeaux. Its thick
skins and relatively loosely formed bunches
provide a natural defence against DOWNY MIL-

DEW and BOTRYTIS, which threaten so many re-
gions during the growing season. Thus
MARGARET RIVER, GREAT SOUTHERN, WRATTON-

BULLY, CLARE VALLEY, and parts of central and
southern VICTORIA produced most of the best
Cabernets outside Coonawarra. That said, it is
widely and successfully planted throughout
Australia, except for the Riverland. While occa-
sionally outstanding vintages such as 2002
manage to stand conventional wisdom on its
head, the outlook is for the removal (or graft-
ing) of Cabernet Sauvignon in the Riverina and
Riverland regions.

Merlot The rate of growth of Merlot has out-
paced all others since 1990 even though
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Australia took an unusually long time to follow
California’s lead with the variety. In 1990, there
were 509 ha/1,257 acres planted (almost 40% of
which was not yet bearing) whereas in 2013,
131,575 tonnes were picked. As in California,
there seems to be confusion over issues of fla-
vour, structure, and style, well covered in the
general discussion of the variety in this book.
To the extent that there is consensus in Austra-
lia, it lies with structure and style: the wine
should be medium-bodied, supple, and with
soft, ripe tannins. As for flavour and style,
some producers favour savoury, olive tones
while others seek sweet, red berry fruit, just as
some accept more new oak than others. The
marketplace (both domestic and export) appar-
ently regards these issues as irrelevant, and
happily soaks up the wine in all of its
manifestations.

Pinot Noir While Pinot Noir (of which 41,726
tonnes were picked in 2013) has not increased
at the same death-defying rate as Merlot, its
growth has surprised many. Calculating how
much is used in sparkling wine production is
not easy, but it is the major part. That said,
when grown in the right regions, it can produce
table wine of genuine, at times exhilarating,
distinction. The most consistent regions are
Geelong, Gippsland, Mornington Peninsula,
Yarra Valley (all around Melbourne), and Tas-
mania. The Macedon Ranges and Adelaide
Hills each have a handful of excellent pro-
ducers, the remainder are inconsistent. Austra-
lia’s very strict and cumbersome QUARANTINE

provisions delayed the introduction of the new-
est Dijon clones of the now-retired Professor
Raymond Bernard, giving New Zealand a dis-
tinct competitive advantage, but are now gen-
erally available.

Ruby Cabernet fell from 35,835 tonnes in 2004
to 13,206 tonnes in 2013. This strictly non-
premium workhorse CROSS, used mainly for col-
our, is in retreat in the face of surplus Shiraz
and Cabernet Sauvignon in Riverland and Riv-
erina, where most Ruby Cabernet is planted.
Most is used as a blend component in casks
(see BOXES) and low-priced, generic, bottled
wine.

Grenache fell from 25,935 tonnes in 2004 to
15,857 tonnes in 2013. Until the mid 1960s,
90% of Australia’s red wine was fashioned
from the three Rhône varieties: Shiraz, Gre-
nache, and Mourvèdre. Then Cabernet Sau-
vignon and its Bordeaux handmaidens started
to make inroads, followed in due course—
though initially less convincingly—by Pinot
Noir. Shiraz became less fashionable, Grenache
and Mourvèdre even less so. Just when it
seemed these varieties would cease to be at all
significant, the worldwide interest in the Rhône

varieties and wine styles reversed the trend.
Century-old, dry-farmed, BUSH VINE Grenache
in McLaren Vale (especially) and the Barossa
Valley is once more in demand for TABLE WINE

(previously most went into fortified wines)—see
GSM. But, as ever, that portion of the crop pro-
duced from high-yielding, irrigated Riverland
vineyards will make bland, lollyish wines.
While total production has declined (and the
drop is mostly in the irrigated regions), the best
old-vine grapes from specialist regions such as
McLaren Vale and the Barossa Valley are in-
creasingly finding their way into super-premi-
um bottlings, often at high prices.

Petit Verdot first hit the statistical radar in
1999, when 110 ha/272 acres were bearing
(and well over twice that were still to come
into bearing). In the face of overall red wine
surplus, the meteoric rate of new plantings slo-
wed with the planted area standing at 1,215 ha/
3,000 acres in 2012. It has been planted in many
places, in the cooler regions as a blend compo-
nent with Cabernet Sauvignon, as in the MÉDOC,
but its greatest success has come in the River-
land and Riverina. The warm climate guaran-
tees its ripeness, and its strong colour, robust
flavour, and substantial tannins result in wines
with ample character, even when yields are
high. Here it is typically presented as a single
varietal wine, and enjoying much success.
Riverland’s Kingston Estate is its key champion.

Other red wine varieties Mourvèdre (often
called Mataro) is used in precisely the same
fashion as Grenache, and enjoyed the same
recovery in the late 20th century, plantings in-
creasing from 583 ha/1,440 acres in 1996 to 875
in 2006 but tapering off since, to 729 ha/1,800
acres in 2012. Other red varieties of importance:
Tempranillo is the fastest-rising star, its plant-
ings more than doubling between 2006 and
2012 to 712 ha/1,760 acres, and one wonders
why it took so long for a variety which seems so
well suited to Australian conditions to gain
traction. Sangiovese leads the Italian band,
with Barbera, Dolcetto, and Nebbiolo well be-
hind and unlikely to close the gap. Enthusiasts
have planted Sangiovese here, there, and every-
where, some with more success than others. A
clear pattern is yet to emerge, but there seems to
be greater potential than for Nebbiolo, although
some superb Nebbiolos have been made, espe-
cially in the ADELAIDE HILLS and PYRENEES. Of the
newer Italian varieties, Montepulciano and
Nero d’Avola hold considerable promise.
Cabernet Franc is becalmed; whether it is sim-
ply an issue of poor CLONES is not certain, but
the wines generally lack focus except perhaps
for some minor examples in MARGARET RIVER

and GREAT SOUTHERN. Malbec has its moments
of glory in both LANGHORNE CREEK and the CLARE

VALLEY, where it has long formed a synergistic

blend with Cabernet Sauvignon.Durif has been
gaining ground for precisely the same reasons
as Petit Verdot, providing wines with abundant
colour and flavour from high yields in warm
regions. Lesser varieties such as Tannat, Saper-
avi, Sagrantino, and Lagrein are now also in
commercial production.

Chardonnay (397,239 tonnes in 2013, 22% of
the nation’s total crush). In Australia as else-
where in the world, Chardonnay is seen as the
grape of today and of tomorrow. In the first few
years of this century, there were predictions of a
glut which were not fulfilled. Plantings are still
growing, albeit cautiously. In a climate of un-
certainty about the desirability of new plant-
ings, Chardonnay stands apart, with positive
sentiment certain to see increased tonnages in
the years ahead. It is grown in every wine re-
gion, bending as much to the wills of the viti-
culturists and winemakers as to the influence of
climate and terroir. The style varies from simple
to complex, quality from mediocre to excellent,
factors increasingly recognized by a widening
range of prices. Fluctuations in supply and de-
mand have seen blends with Semillon, Colom-
bard, Chenin Blanc, and so forth come and go;
only Western Australia has persisted with an
enduring market for Houghton HWB (previ-
ously White Burgundy) and Margaret River
Classic.

Sauvignon Blanc The sustained increase in
Sauvignon Blanc plantings and production
(2,334 tonnes in 1995, 43,107 tonnes in 2004,
and 98,212 tonnes in 2013) may come as a
surprise to those who dislike the wine, mentally
relegating it to second rank, but Sauvignon
Blanc is now Australia’s second most widely
planted white variety. It will be no less surpris-
ing to viticultural economists who look at the
price/quality competition from New Zealand
and, in particular, Marlborough. One explana-
tion is that Marlborough’s success (supplying
several of Australia’s most popular wines) has
engendered greater interest in and demand for
the wine in both domestic and international
markets. It also seems that the various interpre-
tations of style (from cold-fermented in stain-
less steel and early bottled through to complex
barrel-fermented wines with a splash of Semi-
llon) all find their mark. The number of pro-
ducers grows week by week, the apparently
insatiable market demand pointing to increased
plantings in the years ahead.

Semillon (rarely written Sémillon in the New
World; 77,187 tonnes in 2013, a sharp fall
from 103,171 tonnes in 2004) is in one sense
Australia’s traditional counterpart to Shiraz.
Yet it is a conundrum. On the one hand, it has
failed to make any substantial headway in
export markets, arguably because it is not an
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internationally recognized single varietal: con-
sumers buy white bordeaux, not Semillon/Sau-
vignon Blanc. In the domestic market, mature
Hunter Valley Semillon (anywhere between five
and 20-plus years old) has an ardent following
in Sydney, but not elsewhere. Yet despite this,
its production for high-quality dry wine con-
tinues to be strong: it is more than twice as
important (in volume terms, at least) as Ries-
ling. Historically in the Riverland and Riverina,
where it produces large crops and wine superior
to Trebbiano or Muscat Gordo Blanco, it was
important, but most of the recent fall in plant-
ings has been in these regions. At the other end
of the scale, the best Semillons are 100% VARIE-

TAL, including unoaked versions from the
Hunter with an alcohol level of 10.5 to 11%,
and those fermented in French oak, with or
without a percentage of Sauvignon Blanc,
from the Adelaide Hills and Margaret River at
more conventional alcohol levels. The Semillon
from the latter region, in particular, bears little
or no resemblance to Hunter Valley Semillon,
being much higher in alcohol (13 to 13.5%),
richer, and more flavoursome in its youth.

Muscat Gordo Blanco Australia’s MUSCAT OF

ALEXANDRIA (70,564 tonnes in 2013) provides a
more positively flavoured wine for cheap ‘cask’
blends than does SULTANA, but production is not
likely to increase substantially (part is used for
DRYING and part for grape juice). Muscat Gordo
Blanco, in tandem with Gewurztraminer and
Muscat Blanc à Petits Grains, has a new-found
use with the FASHION for lightly sparkling, low-
alcohol, slightly sweet wines labelled MOSCATO,
which in Australia can be made from any of the
Muscat-flavoured varieties.

Colombard (66,852 tonnes in 2013). The abil-
ity of this variety to retain ACIDITY has the
same attractions in the warmer regions of Aus-
tralia as in California, although its plantings are
on nowhere near the same scale as those in
California. The fifth most widely planted white
variety in Australia, it shares its fortunes with
those of Semillon, although it does not have
any pretensions to the quality Semillon at its
best can offer. Rather, it has a prodigious yield
(routinely over 130 hl/ha) while retaining high
levels of natural acidity, making it an ideal
component in blended white wines sold in
casks. Its strongholds are the Riverland and
Riverina.

Pinot Gris/Pinot Grigio With 62,228 tonnes
crushed in 2013 and growing steadily, Pinot
Gris/Grigio has quickly risen to be Australia’s
sixth most widely planted white wine variety.
Vinified either as an early-harvested, fairly neu-
tral style loosely modelled on northern Italian
Pinot Grigio, or picked riper to make a richer,
more spicy, exotic and textural wine loosely

based on the Alsace Pinot Gris style, it has
become a wine of such importance that it is
no longer considered an ALTERNATIVE VARIETY.
It is grown widely in the eastern states (but
hardly at all in Western Australia, thanks to
QUARANTINE laws) and performs especially well
on the MORNINGTON PENINSULA.

Riesling (31,310 tonnes by 2013) will surely
never regain the pre-eminent position it lost to
Chardonnay in 1992 (and other white varieties
since that time) but the long-heralded Riesling
renaissance may just be at hand, even if the
statistics need careful interpretation. In terms
of tonnes crushed, the high point came in 1985,
with 46,481, the low point in 2000 with 26,800.
But during this time Riesling was being re-
moved from regions to which it was not suited
(notably the Riverland and Riverina). New
plantings in appropriate regions were taking
place, but there was a time lag as they came
into bearing. The near-monopoly of the CLARE

and EDEN VALLEYS for top-quality Riesling has
been challenged by the GREAT SOUTHERN and, on
a smaller scale, by TASMANIA, but there will be no
seismic shift in the foreseeable future.

Verdelho (25,967 tonnes in 2004, down to
11,582 in 2013). Mid-19th-century writings
were consistent in their view that this was Aus-
tralia’s most valuable white variety, the coun-
terpart, as it were, of Shiraz. It was first
imported in 1825 from Madeira by the Austra-
lian Agriculture Company, and on several other
occasions thereafter. Quite why Australia
should have embarked on an enthusiastic but
solo (with the exception of Portugal) pro-
gramme of making table wine with it is a mys-
tery. It is a wine suited to everyday use from a
vine that thrives in warm climates and yields
well but not prodigiously, producing a popular,
easy wine for relatively early drinking.

Other white varieties Marsanne has been
grown at Tahbilk in the GOULBURN VALLEY for
well over 100 years, having been taken there
from Yeringberg in the YARRA VALLEY (in turn
having come from Switzerland). Until relatively
recently, Tahbilk’s was the largest single-vine-
yard planting in the world, but the Rhône’s
sudden popularity in the US and elsewhere
has seen it lose that title. Much smaller plant-
ings of Roussanne are mainly used to blend
with Marsanne. Viognier is exciting a great
deal of interest, and in terms of area planted
rivalled Verdelho by 2013. While most goes to
make white wine, winemakers treasure it for the
magic it works when CO-FERMENTED with Shiraz.
Gewurztraminer has been around for a long
time; blended with Riesling and made off-dry, it
rightly inhabits Asian restaurant wine lists. Del-
icate—perhaps too delicate—dry, unblended
versions are made on Tasmania and in the

cooler parts of Victoria. Savagnin, Grüner Vel-
tliner, Fiano, Vermentino, Arneis, Cortese,
Garganega, Petit Manseng, Picolit, Schönbur-
ger, and Chenin Blanc are but some of the
more obscure white wine varieties also in com-
mercial production.

Labelling laws
A common geographical designation found on
lower-priced wines is the barely helpful SOUTH

EASTERN AUSTRALIA, which takes in part of
Queensland, all of New South Wales, all of
Victoria, and that part of South Australia in
which it is possible to grow grapes. In practice,
it often signifies a wine made from fruit grown
in areas as unglamorous as Riverland and/or
Riverina.
Australia has had the major components of

an APPELLATION system since 1963, initially
through the framework of state legislation, but
since 1987 effectively embodied in federal law,
and since 1990 actively enforced by the official
Australian Grape and Wine Authority (former-
ly the Australian Wine and Brandy Corpora-
tion) through the Label Integrity Programme
(LIP). LIP annually carries out both general
and specific audits, variously covering regions,
varieties, and individual wineries, utilizing de-
tailed production records which wineries must
keep.
This is designed to ensure that where a vari-

ety or a region is specified, at least 85% of the
wine is of that variety and/or from that region;
that 85% is of the stated vintage; and, if more
than one variety or region are specified, that
they are listed in descending order. Thus Caber-
net–Shiraz means the wine has more Cabernet
Sauvignon grapes than Shiraz; Shiraz–Cabernet
the reverse.
The missing link—a legislative definition of

the boundaries of each region spurred on by the
wine agreement signed between the EU and
Australia in 1994—was completed in the late
1990s with the passing of regulations under the
Federal Wine and Brandy Corporation Act.
This has provided the framework for the me-
thodical mapping of Australia into zones, re-
gions, and subregions, all glorying under the
ultimately bureaucratic and infinitely ugly term
Geographical Indications (GI or GIs).
By 1996, each state had divided itself into

zones: New South Wales has eight, Victoria
six, South Australia eight, and Western Austra-
lia five. There was—and is—no requirement of
geographic or climatic particularity, no rules for
the drawing of the zone boundaries. Simple
pragmatism ruled, although South Australia
managed to complicate matters by introducing
a super zone, and Western Australia came up
with a series of utterly confusing and seemingly
meaningless zone names. Compared with that
which followed, it was a relatively simple and
speedy process.
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The legislation requires that a region is a
single tract of land that is discrete and homo-
geneous in its grape growing attributes to a
degree that is measurable; that it usually pro-
duces at least 500 tonnes of grapes a year; that it
includes at least five differently owned vine-
yards each of at least 5 ha/12 acres; and that it
may reasonably be regarded as a region.
A subregion must also be a single tract of

land, comprising at least five independently
owned wine grape vineyards of at least 5 ha
each, and must usually produce 500 tonnes of
wine grapes in a year. However, a subregion is
required to be substantially discrete within the
region and have substantial homogeneity in
grape growing attributes over the area.
The ever-increasing spread of vineyards

means new regions will continue to be created.
The identifying of subregions is proceeding
more slowly and thoughtfully; as of 2014, only
14 had been registered, notably in Western
Australia’s Great Southern region, the Hunter
Valley, and Adelaide Hills. By 2014, 65 regions
had been finally determined, and work con-
tinues on others.
The once widespread but now largely discre-

dited use of GENERIC names such as claret, bur-
gundy, champagne, port, and sherry has all but
disappeared under the terms of the 1994 EU
wine agreement. Such names were never per-
mitted on export labels anyway. Australian
Sherry and Port have almost vanished; what
was once Sherry is now APERA and red FORTIFIED

WINES will be sold as Tawny and Vintage. What
was formerly Liqueur Tokay is now TOPAQUE or,
more rarely, Dessert Muscadelle. For Dessert
Muscat and Topaque, the voluntary categories
of Classic, Grand, and Rare are now in common
usage.

Wine trade organization
The structure of the wine sector, measured by
the size of individual companies or groups,
underwent profound changes in the first few
years of the 21st century, and more are sure to
come. The largest was the assimilation of
Hardys by CONSTELLATION of the US to form
the world’s largest wine group. Soon afterwards,
Constellation sold its Australian wine interests
to local venture capitalists Champ Equity (see
ACCOLADE). The most publicized change was the
acquisition by Southcorp of Rosemount, and
the financial haemorrhage which ensued.
What seemed to be the most successful at the
time was the 2000 acquisition of Beringer in
California (by brewers Foster’s who went on
to swallow Southcorp/Rosemount) to form Ber-
inger Blass, with the disappearance of the Mil-
dara name. In 2011, Foster’s separated its wine
division from its brewing division and renamed
it TREASURY WINE Estates. The 2002 merger of
Simeon Wines and Brian McGuigan Wines,
and the acquisition by that group of Miranda

Wines, Yaldara, and later Nepenthe, lifted
McGuigan into the top four, where it remained
in 2014—although in 2008 it was renamed,
rather curiously, Australian Vintage Limited.
Evans & Tate transformed itself from a small
to medium winery based in the Margaret River
to Australia’s eighth-largest wine group by ac-
quiring Cranswick Estate and was then taken
over by McWilliam’s in 2007. Arguably, the
greatest success story was that of Riverina-
based Casella Wines, nowhere in the top 20
companies in 2000, and by 2014 third-largest
thanks to its enormous sales of YELLOW TAIL into
the United States and elsewhere.
The sale of wine within Australia is relatively

simple, and notably free of the restraints which
apply in the United States, unless it be the all-up
tax on retail wine sales of over 40%. Movement
between the states is unhindered, and wine pro-
ducers may sell to whomever they wish (distrib-
utors, retailers, or the public), wherever they
wish. One of the particular freedoms of Austra-
lia is the BYO restaurant, ‘BYO’ standing for
Bring Your Own. In Victoria, ‘Licensed and
BYO’ restaurants which generously encourage
patrons to bring their own wine are common.
This ethic spreads across all restaurants in
Australia. Most will permit patrons to bring
their own wine upon payment of a CORKAGE

fee, if the request is made in appropriate
fashion. J.H. & H.H.

Allen, M., The Future Makers (Melbourne, 2010).
Beeston, J., A Concise History of Australian Wine
(3rd edn, Sydney, 2001).
Halliday, J., Australia Wine Companion (Sydney,
annually).
Major, M. (ed.), The Australian and New Zealand
Wine Industry Directory (Adelaide, annually).
www.wineaustralia.com
www.wineaustralia.net.au
www.winecompanion.com.au
www.csu.edu.au/nwgic

Australian influence on wine produc-
tion, marketing, and even distribution is diffi-
cult to overestimate. When the chips are finally
counted, Australia will be credited with having
had an enormous influence on the wine world of
the late 20th century. Its VITICULTURISTS (notably
the viticulture editor of this book) pioneered
sophisticated CANOPY MANAGEMENT techniques
and all sorts of tricks such as niceties of irriga-
tion (see PARTIAL ROOTZONE DRYING) and hi-tech
SOIL MAPPING. Australia’s winemakers travelled
the world—especially the northern hemisphere
where the HARVEST conveniently takes place
during the southern hemisphere lull—quietly
infiltrating all manner of wineries with Austra-
lian technology, obsession with HYGIENE, and
record water usage (see FLYING WINEMAKERS).
One of their distinguishing marks is their com-
mitment to long hours, ignoring weekends and
evenings, at the critical periods during and

immediately after harvest. Graduates of oenolo-
gy and viticulture courses at Australian univer-
sities such as ADELAIDE and CHARLES STURT

UNIVERSITY are now dispersed around the world,
and the AUSTRALIAN WINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

(AWRI) is increasingly recognized as one of
the most important, and practical, forces in AC-

ADEME. It is significant that the world’s largest
and canniest wine company, E & J GALLO of
California, deliberately recruited an Australian
to lead its wine research department into the
new millennium. Australia overtook France to
be most important exporter of wine to the UK,
one of the world’s most significant wine im-
porters, at the beginning of the century, and
went on to perform the same trick in the US,
but Australian wine was this popular only
temporarily with Americans. The spectacular
success of YELLOW TAIL tarnished its image so
that it came to be dismissively associated with
‘critter brands’. Such was Australia’s late-20th-
century success at developing and selling BRANDS

to suit the modern international marketplace
that for many years it was seen as a model even
by such experienced wine exporters as the
French. Alliances between Australian compa-
nies and global players in the drinks trade have
been a notable feature of the GLOBALIZATION of
the wine trade (see AUSTRALIA—Wine trade
organization).

Australian Wine Research Institute
(AWRI) is a wine research, development, and
extension organization owned and led by the
Australian wine industry. Based in Adelaide, it
also has offices in Victoria, New South Wales,
and Tasmania. Formed in 1955, its governing
board includes members elected by Australian
winemakers and vine-growers who pay the
Wine Grapes and Grape Research levy.
Research is designed to increase fundamental

understanding, particularly of wine’s composi-
tion, style, and sensory characteristics, but the
AWRI has been famous among its peers for
remaining responsive to the applied needs of
producers and consumers. It has been particu-
larly good at translating its research results into
usable applications and fostering their adop-
tion, and at spreading word of research and
the development of practical solutions from
around the world. In tough economic times
the AWRI has been depending increasingly on
income from commissions in ANALYSIS, bench-
marking, and technical validation, as well as
from providing export certificates and site
audits.
The Institute conducts seminars and work-

shops and has published more than 1,540
papers and articles.

www.awri.com.au

Austria produces an average of 2.5 million
hl/66 million gal wine a year but is more famous
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for the quality rather than the quantity of its
wines, especially dry and sweet whites and also
reds from the dark-skinned grapes grown on
more than one-third of Austria’s vineyard area.
Average yields are relatively low, around 50 hl/
ha (3 tons/acre).

History
Austria is among the many places into which
CELTIC tribes are thought to have introduced
grape growing, but historical records begin
with the ROMANS. That Austria suffered under
DOMITIAN’s notorious AD 92 edict prohibiting
viticultural expansion can only be assumed.
But this much is documented: Emperor Probus,
in rescinding that edict two centuries later, ex-
pressly encouraged new plantings both in Gaul
and in Pannonia—the Great Plain that incor-
porates today’s eastern Austria. From his 5th-
century base in the Roman garrison town of
Mautern, St Severin is believed to have planted
the first WACHAU vineyards. Control of the sub-
sequently burgeoning vineyards west of Vienna
passed largely to a collection of Bavarian eccle-
siastical institutions in the wake of Charle-
magne’s victories over the Avars in the late
8th century. Numerous important Austrian es-
tates and vineyards are still owned and some
operated by Roman Catholic institutions, which
are by no means the exclusive bottlers of official
Messwein, whose consumption transcends
mass. The legacy of several Bavarian founders
lives on in more than just the physical struc-
tures that they left behind, including the
Wachau’s towering stone terraces of Mediterra-
nean inspiration, begun in the 11th century.
Stift Göttweig, a huge wine-growing MONASTERY

that dominates the landscape south of Krems,
was founded by a bishop of Bavarian Passau in
1083; yet-larger KLOSTERNEUBURG dates from
soon afterward; and the Salomon family of
Krems-Stein’s Undhof have for two centuries
been renewing a land-for-wine rental contract
with a charitable institution in Passau which
first acquired those vineyards around 1200.
An Austrian tradition of small vineyard-

holders dispensing their wine—institutionalized
eventually as HEURIGER—is often said to have
Carolingian origins; and by the Middle Ages,
Vienna was notorious for copious consumption
of wine, after which it was named. The evolution
of viticulture in what was then westernmost
Hungary led to several Neusiedlersee vineyard
sites coming under direct royal control and by
the mid-16th century, barrels of wine from Rust
were branded ‘R’, leading to the town being
declared a free city just over a century later.
Successive waves of Ottoman invasions in the
17th century did not halt the expansion of vine-
yards. Moreover, many of the ‘new settlers’ for
which the Neusiedlersee is named—waves of
Croatians and southern Germans who arrived

to repopulate its shores—became wine growers,
like their descendants.
The so-called Biedermeier era of Austrian

stability that followed Napoleon saw the emer-
gence not only of a prosperous, wine-drinking
middle class, but also of vine science and vine
nurseries, so that by the mid 19th century, the
Hapsburg empire had become internationally
renowned as a source for viticultural expertise
and budwood. In 1860 a national school of
viticulture and winemaking was established at
Klosterneuburg. This was also a period of inter-
national success for Austrian wine, curtailed by
PHYLLOXERA, identified relatively early by Klos-
terneuburg scientists. Meticulous wine histori-
an Franz Schams identified many of the villages
and vineyards that are still considered Austria’s
best as early as the 1830s, even if they often
grew vine varieties different from those found
there today. This was the case as recently as the
mid 20th century, when plantings of GEMISCHTER

SATZ (field blends) remained the norm. Silvaner
(which was called Österreicher), flourished
while Grüner Veltliner was encountered only
in selected sectors, and Riesling was a real
rarity.
The 20th century’s world wars visited disas-

ter on Austria, but each with distinctly different
viticultural consequences. Following the col-
lapse of the Austro-Hungarian empire in the
wake of the First World War, vast wine regions
were shed, including those of Moravia in what
is now the CZECH REPUBLIC, FRIULI, CROATIA’s Dal-
matian Coast, SLOVENIA, SLOVAKIA, and much of
today’s ROMANIA. The Second World War
brought physical devastation to Austrian vine-
yards on a significant scale and the plundering
of virtually every wine cellar in the country by
Soviet occupying troops. In rebuilding Austria’s
vineyards in the 1950s and 1960s, considerable
attention was devoted to efficiency and where
possible, MECHANIZATION (see, LENZ MOSER).
After four hard decades of vineyard revival,

characterized by the remarkable ascendance of
GRÜNER VELTLINER as Austria’s national grape
and by the international re-emergence of the
Thermenregion and of the sweet-wine culture
of the Neusiedlersee, Austria suffered yet an-
other viticultural calamity of her own making.
In mid 1985, dessert wines from the Burgenland
region were found to have been laced with
diethylene glycol, added by a handful of unscru-
pulous vintners or merchants to imitate the
unctuous characteristics imparted by BOTRYTIS.
While nobody is known to have been poisoned,
the market for Austrian wine at home and
abroad was devastated. Vinous integrity
demanded a completely fresh start. Implemen-
tation of stringent quality standards, combined
with consumer consciousness of estate bottling
and wine purity, led to a rebuilding of Austrian
wine culture in ways nobody could have

foreseen before the scandal. Through VINEA

WACHAU, the Wachau’s growers established
quality benchmarks that went beyond Austria’s
new wine laws and set the stage for internation-
al prestige. Südsteiermark emerged from a cen-
tury of obscurity to national stardom. And a
young Viennese pharmacist named Alois Kra-
cher returned home to transform his family’s
estate into a beacon of quality, rescuing the
reputation of Burgenland, the very region
from which had emerged the wines that poi-
soned an industry. By the late 1990s, Austrian
wine was enjoying unprecedented export suc-
cess and prestige that has continued to this day.

Geography, geology, and climate
NIEDERÖSTERREICH, STEIERMARK (Styria), and
BURGENLAND are the three Austrian states that
incorporate all but a tiny morsel of Austrian
vineyard. Along a roughly 100 km/62 mile,
almost continuously planted stretch of the
Danube’s left and occasionally right bank up-
stream of Vienna and north all the way to the
Czech frontier, lie those regions of Niederöster-
reich known for their Grüner Veltliner and
Riesling. And while the latter enjoys less than
a 5% share of acreage, it not only makes up for
this in notoriety and price, it also serves as a
useful climatic touchstone. This part of Austria
is where Riesling feels at home: cool enough,
but dry—like the Vosges rainshadow of ALSACE.
Another feature common to most of this sec-
tor—which incorporates the growing regions
of Wachau, KAMPTAL, KREMSTAL, TRAISENTAL, WA-

GRAM, and WEINVIERTEL—is wide, regular diurnal
temperature variation (see TEMPERATURE VARI-

ABILITY). Austrian descriptions of some Nieder-
österreich vineyard soils may refer to Urgestein,
usually translated as ‘primary rock’, a term and
a concept long obsolete in GEOLOGY. It is used in
Austria for relatively old, tough rocks such as
GRANITE and GNEISS, which contrast with youn-
ger, softer materials such as LOESS (also com-
mon) and ALLUVIUM.
Vienna—an urban viticultural morsel that is

itself officially a state—serves as a sort of ful-
crum of Austrian wine growing. Its best-known
vineyards, on the city’s north-western edge, are
dominated by Grüner Veltliner but were histor-
ically renowned for Riesling. Two smaller con-
centrations of vines on Vienna’s southern fringe
feature red grapes as well as white, and point
towards the conditions that dominate in the
adjacent Niederösterreich regions of THERMEN-

REGION and CARNUNTUM, as well as the four
growing regions of Burgenland that hug Aus-
tria’s border with Hungary. Here, warm air
from Hungary’s Pannonian Plain dominates
the grape-growing season, although winters
are often bitterly cold, and precipitation is
even lighter than in the wine regions dominated
by Grüner Veltliner and Riesling to the west.
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Most of Austria’s red wine vines (about a third
of the national total) are grown here, and Grü-
ner Veltliner is less important than many other
white grapes, whether for dry or the sweet wines
responsible for the Neusiedlersee’s centuries-
old reputation.
The third viticultural part of Austria, the

country’s south east, corresponds to the three
growing regions of Steiermark (Styria), over-
whelmingly the most important of which is
Südsteiermark, whose vineyards saturate a sec-
tor south of Graz and along a 40 km/25 mile
stretch of the Slovenian frontier. Cool and well-
watered, the steep hillsides here would no doubt
support Riesling, but historical circumstance or
caprice has dictated differently, and Sauvignon
Blanc, Chardonnay, Pinot Blanc (Weissburgun-
der), Welschriesling, and Muskateller dominate
along with Zweigelt for reds.

Vine varieties
Given the huge number of grape varieties
grown in Austria and how many are INDIGENOUS

or at least little-known elsewhere, an overview is
in order. Among whites, Grüner Veltliner—
with roughly a 30% share of plantings nation-
wide—has become known as Austria’s national
grape, even though its role in Burgenland is
only modest and in Steiermark practically
non-existent. Austrian wines from this
grape—virtually always dry—capture an other-
wise unprecedented range of flavours, including
those of lentils, green beans, mange-tout, cress,
rhubarb, beetroot, roasted red peppers, tobacco,
white and black pepper, citrus zest, iris, and
nutmeg. A tactile ‘bite’ or pleasantly sizzling
peppery astringency—referred to by Austrians
as Pfefferl—is often treated as a varietal signa-
ture. Arguably also without precedent is this
grape’s ability to achieve satisfying ripeness
and completeness at levels of POTENTIAL ALCOHOL

ranging from as little as 10.5% to as much as
15%. Grüner Veltliner wines can reflect vine-
yard identity as well as mature impressively in
bottle for decades. There can be enormous var-
iation in size and colour of berry; size and shape
of cluster; vine VIGOUR; and wine flavour. The
painstaking massal selection undertaken by the
Wachau’s Franz Pichler in the mid 20th century
has made possible today’s quality.
Riesling by no means takes a back seat to

Grüner Veltliner in quality, although it occupies
less than 5% of Austria’s vineyards. As they do
elsewhere, the wines vary considerably in
strength and demonstrate an uncanny ability
to reflect TERROIR. Most Austrian examples are
dry and can tolerate alcohols over 13% rather
better than their dry German counterparts,
but after a brief flirtation with strengths of
14% or more, most growers actively seek,
through viticultural adaptation and slightly ear-
lier harvest, to keep levels below 13.5%.

Austrian Riesling is almost uniformly lower in
acidity and tends towards less effusive aromas
than its German counterparts, but at its best
offers a crescendo of flavours on the finish. It
tends to be leaner in texture than Alsace Ries-
ling and to age a little faster than the best
examples of Germany and Alsace, and Austria’s
best Grüner Veltliner.
Welschriesling, a traditional mainstay of

Austrian viticulture, is planted on nearly twice
as much land as true Riesling. It is prized com-
mercially for light, bracing examples from Styr-
ia and considered a key player in Burgenland’s
botrytis belt. A few important growers also
make dry or off-dry examples with considerable
complexity, which suggests an increase in re-
spect for the variety. Pinot Blanc—here gener-
ally called Weissburgunder—is arguably one of
Austria’s hidden strengths, capable of subtle
and seductive complexity while uniting natural
creaminess with refreshing animation; and hav-
ing at least one or two eloquent champions in
nearly every growing region. Chardonnay may
be more common, but Austrian statistics have
yet to thoroughly distinguish between the two,
which collectively account for around 7% of the
country’s vineyard. Sauvignon Blanc is treated
as the signature grape of Steiermark.
Gelber Muskateller—a variant of Muscat

Blanc à Petit Grains—has a long tradition
throughout Austria, even if the total planted is
small. Light, bracing wines in Südsteiermark
represent its one instance of commercial as
opposed to merely aesthetic significance. Roter
TRAMINER (here typically labelled simply Trami-
ner, as it can be both its Gewürz-variant and a
rare yellow Austrian strain) and Pinot Gris
(here usually called Grauburgunder) are also
grapes of long-standing if modest acreage in
Austria. ROTER VELTLINER and NEUBURGER are
two highly distinctive indigenous varieties
whose wines tend towards high alcohol but are
capable of remarkable longevity. Rotgipfler and
Zierfandler are two more distinctive indigenous
varieties associated with the THERMENREGION.
BOUVIER and SCHEUREBE (here also called Sämling
88) deserve mention for their role in sweet
wines from the Neusiedlersee; and FURMINT for
its recent revival in Rust, in dry as well as
AUSBRUCH wines.
Among red wine grapes, ZWEIGELT dominates

Austria with a roughly 14% share of the nation-
al vineyard and (unlike Grüner Veltliner) has a
significant presence in every wine region. Best
known for the forward fruitiness of its solo
expressions, it also figures in some more ambi-
tious wines, especially when blended with other
Austrian or Bordeaux varieties. Austrian red
wine acreage grew rapidly at the beginning of
this century. An exception appears to be Blau-
fränkisch, last pegged officially in 2013 at al-
most 7% of Austrian vine acreage, nearly all of

that in Burgenland. From the 1990s it was rec-
ognized that its wines can be profound and
worth ageing if yields are modest and it is
treated to long ÉLEVAGE. Black fruits, tobacco,
resinous herbs, and black pepper are among the
characteristics associated with Blaufränkisch
wines, which demonstrate striking ability to
reflect their soils and sites of origin. Selections
whose grapes are smaller-berried and thicker-
skinned than the late-20th-century norm are
being actively sought.
St Laurent may or may not be an Austrian

original, but it is today little known elsewhere,
and given the fragility and finicky temperament
it seems to have inherited from Pinot Noir, its
under 2% share of acreage by no means secures
its future. At their best, wines from St Laurent
display rich fruit allied to even plusher texture
than Pinot Noir (Blauburgunder) which
represented 1.3% of Austria’s vine surface in
2013. The Bordeaux red varieties are also
grown to a limited extent and though uncom-
mon, Syrah has some serious proponents in
Burgenland and neighbouring Carnuntum. A
picture of Austrian viticulture would be in-
complete without mention of two traditionally
widespread red wine varieties, BLAUBURGER and
Blauer PORTUGIESER—at roughly 2% and 3% of
acreage respectively. Like Müller-Thurgau
among white grapes with its 4% share of Austri-
an acreage, these varieties are statistically signif-
icant if largely bereft of grower-champions and
probably destined to decline.

Wine labelling
Austria shares much of its wine vocabulary with
GERMANY, but a term can vary significantly in
both the extent to and meaning with which it is
employed in each country. Austrian wine law
enshrines the term Kabinett for unchaptalized,
dry Qualitätswein (Austria’s equivalent of PDO)
of up to 13% alcohol and from grapes of at least
17 �KMW (84 �OECHSLE). But in practice the
term is seldom employed and where wines are
so-labelled this is usually in small print. The
term Spätlese imposes a higher minimum
MUST weight and may be applied to wine with
tasteable RESIDUAL sugar. But in practice that
term is increasingly absent from Austrian wine
labels. With the advent of DAC legislation, the
term Reserve has effectively replaced Spätlese in
those regions where that term was used for dry
wines, while Klassik is used for wines formerly
labelled Kabinett. There is, however, some use
of the term Spätlese in Burgenland for lightly
sweet wines from largely botrytis-free grapes.
The official Austrian Prädikats of Auslese, Beer-
enauslese, and Trockenbeerenauslese apply to
wines of incrementally higher minimum must
weights and with noticeable residual sugar.
They are used throughout the country but in
practice are common only in those sectors of
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Wine-growing regions

Dürnstein Krems
Fels

Kirchberg
Langenlois
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Haugsdorf

Mailberg Poysdorf
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Klosterneuburg
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Höflein

Gumpoldskirchen

Bad Vöslau
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Illmitz Andau

Eisenstadt

Neusiedl
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Vienna

Baden Traiskirchen
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Wachau

Kamptal DAC Weinviertel DAC

Carnuntum

Thermenregion
Leithaberg

DAC

Eisenberg
DAC

Wien
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Burgenland that specialize in BOTRYTIZED sweet
wine, which is also where the more specialized
categories of Strohwein (STRAW WINE), EISWEIN,
and AUSBRUCH are almost exclusively used. It can
be safely assumed that an Austrian wine is dry-
tasting unless it is labelled prominently with
one of the so-called Prädikats. Growers there-
fore rarely use the word trocken (less than 9g/l
residual sugar) prominently on their labels.
All Austrian wines meeting the standards set

for Qualitätswein feature the so-called Bande-
role, a neck band or capsule top featuring the
red and white stripes of the national flag, which
serves not only as a guarantee that the wine has
met federal production limits and quality con-
trols, including any implied by the terms on its
label, but also acts (by means of a long string of
tiny digits) to track the wine. The former Aus-
trian legal category Tafelwein, now simply
Wein (see WINE WITHOUT GEOGRAPHICAL INDICA-

TION), refers to wines with must weights below
those for Qualitätswein but a minimum of 8.5%
alcohol. In practice, very little such wine is
produced and virtually none is exported.
Wines falling into the slightly more elevated
official category Landwein, the equivalent of
PGI, are almost as rare, although as elsewhere a
few sometimes talented and visionary growers,
frustrated by repeated failures to win Qualitäts-
wein status, unapologetically or even proudly
become refuseniks. D.S.

Blom, P., The Wines of Austria (2nd edn London,
2006).
Moser, P., Falstaff Ultimate Wine Guide Austria
(Vienna, annually).
Pigott, S., et al., Wein Spricht Deutsch: Weine, Win-
zer, Weinlandschaften (Frankfurt, 2007).
www.austrianwine.com

authentication. The gripping tale of skul-
duggery arising from the Christie’s 1985 AUCTION

of the so-called ‘Jefferson Lafite’ was the first
high-profile case in a subsequent litany of sus-
pected COUNTERFEIT WINES, highlighting the grow-
ing need for the authentication of fine wine.
Skyrocketing fine-wine PRICES, increased global
demand, and the initial complacency of wine
producers, auctioneers, and FINE WINE traders
exacerbated the likely loss of revenues, BRAND

VALUES, and consumer confidence still further.
With the emergence of new markets, ASIA in

particular, the potential for irretrievable dam-
age has led to a rise in the number of wine
appraisal and authentication experts as well as
the exploration by producers and collectors of
methods of validating the authenticity of their
wines. Such approaches are limited to a certain
extent, however, by a lack of coordinated effort
that would result in shared industry standards
and solutions such as education, investigation,
and law enforcement.
One of the most popular security measures

aimed at reassuring customers has been the

development of the Prooftag Bubble Tag.
This device, used by, among others, Domaines
Baron de Rothschild (Lafite) and Ch Palmer,
consists of a translucent polymer with a ran-
domly self-generated constellation of bubbles.
The Bubble Tag authenticates a bottle’s origins
and allows access to information on the pro-
ducer’s website.
Another solution developed by eProvenance

primarily to track and assure wine condition has
been the use of RFID (Radio Frequency Identi-
fication) TEMPERATURE sensor technology along
with a secure, online global database to monitor
wine shipment temperatures across distribution
channels. The RFID chip can be linked to a
sequential serial number and randomly generat-
ed number for authentication purposes.
Other traceability and authentication mea-

sures in use or development include Argonne’s
anti-tampering cap that fits over a bottle’s cork,
proprietary paper with an ultra-violet signature,
laser and other invisible product markings on
bottles and/or labels, DNA codes, holograms,
watermarks, NFC (near field communications)
security tags, chips and electronic ‘tongue’ sen-
sors whose tiny synthetic membranes built on a
silicon chip can be developed to identify sub-
stances affecting quality or indicating wine
fraud. No countermeasure though, however ad-
vanced, is yet known to be 100% proof against
fraud or can be applied retrospectively to older
vintages on the secondary market without the
benefit of these technologies. A.H.L.R

McCoy, E., www.wine-searcher.com/m/2014/07/
five-ways-wineries-fight-counterfeits.
Wallace, B., The Billionaire’s Vinegar—The Mystery
of the World’s Most Expensive Bottle of Wine (New
York, 2008).
www.wineberserkers.com/forum
investdrinks-blog.blogspot.co.uk

autochthonous varieties. See INDIGE-

NOUS VARIETIES.

autolysis, the destruction of the internal
structures of cells by their own ENZYMES. In a
winemaking context, the term most commonly
applies to the action of dead YEAST cells, or LEES,
after a second fermentation has taken place
during SPARKLING WINEMAKING. Its effects are
greatest if wine is left in contact with the lees
of a second fermentation in bottle for at least
five years, and minimal if LEES CONTACT lasts for
less than 18 months. MOUTHFEEL is improved
through the release of POLYSACCHARIDES and
peptides; OXIDATION is inhibited through the
release of GLUTATHIONE and reducing enzymes;
and the production of certain MANNOPROTEINS

reduces tartrate precipitation and improves
protein stability. In addition, there is an in-
crease in amino acids, which may be the pre-
cursors of those flavour characteristics typically

associated with CHAMPAGNE such as acacia, bis-
cuity or bready notes, and other complex
aromas from BOTTLE AGEING.
Autolysis also occurs during ageing on lees of

still white wines after fermentation. The
changes in the chemical composition of such
wines are highly desirable.

Charpentier, C., and Feuillat, M., ‘Yeast autolysis’,
in G. H. Fleet (ed.),Wine Microbiology and Biotech-
nology (Switzerland, 1993).

autovinification, method of vinification
designed to extract maximum COLOUR from
red grapes and used primarily in the production
of red port. Autovinification, a process involv-
ing automatic PUMPING OVER, was developed in
ALGERIA in the 1960s, where it was known as
the Ducellier system. Faced with a shortage of
LABOUR in the 1960s, port producers were forced
to abandon the traditional practice of treading
grapes by foot in LAGARES. Many isolated
QUINTAS had no electricity and so shippers
built central wineries. The power supply was
erratic and too weak for sophisticated pumps
or presses so the shippers installed autovinifica-
tion tanks in order to extract sufficient colour
and TANNINS in the short FERMENTATION period
prior to FORTIFICATION. Autovinification is a self-
perpetuating process induced by the build-up of
pressure; no external power source is needed.
Crushed and partially destemmed grapes are

pumped into specially constructed autovinifica-
tion vats (see diagram overleaf) which are filled
to within about 75 cm (29 in) of the top. The vat
is closed and the autovinification unit (a) is
screwed into place. As the fermentation begins,
CARBON DIOXIDE is given off and pressure builds
up inside the vat. This drives the fermenting
must up an escape valve (b) which spills out
into an open reservoir (1) on top of the vat.
Eventually the pressure will also force the water
out of a second valve (c) into a smaller, separate
reservoir (2). When the water has been expelled,
the carbon dioxide that has built up in the vat
escapes with explosive force through valve (c).
The fermenting must in reservoir (1) falls back
into the vat down the central autovinification
unit (a), spraying the floating CAP of grape
skins, so extracting colour and tannin. At the
same moment, the water in reservoir (2) returns
to valve (c), again sealing in the carbon dioxide,
and the process repeats itself. The cycle con-
tinues until the winemaker judges that sufficient
grape sugar has been fermented to alcohol, and
sufficient COLOUR has been extracted, at which
time the wine is run off and fortified just as
described in PORT, winemaking.
At the start of fermentation, when a small

amount of carbon dioxide is given off, the auto-
vinification cycle is slow. But when the fermen-
tation is in full swing, the pressure build-up is
such that the cycle takes only 10–15 minutes to
complete.

a
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Originally autovinification vats were built
from concrete and lined with resin-painted
concrete. However, significant modifications
have accompanied improvements in both wine-
making technology and the power supply to the
DOURO valley, where port is produced. Modern
autovinification tanks are made from STAINLESS

STEEL and are equipped with REFRIGERATION units
to prevent the must from overheating. Some
shippers have resorted to traditional pumping
over, or remontage, although this generally pro-
vides insufficient EXTRACTION for better-quality
port. Other shippers have successfully com-
bined pumping over with autovinification,
thereby giving the winemaker greater control
over port fermentation than ever before,
although lagares are preferred by many for top-
quality ports. R.J.M.

Auvergne, Côtes d’, AOCwhich is admin-
istratively considered part of the greater LOIRE

region, and basin, but these Massif Central
vineyards, around Clermont-Ferrand, are in
fact closer to the vineyards of the northern
RHÔNE than they are to the river Loire itself.
From fewer than 300 ha/750 acres of mainly
Gamay, occasionally Pinot Noir, and some
Chardonnay vines, light reds and some pinks
and whites are made with considerable skill
from some of the many small enterprises here.
Gamay has long been grown here and this was
one of the most important wine regions of France

in the 19th century, before which Pinot Noir was
grown in preference to Gamay. The names of the
communes Boudes, Chanturgue, Châteaugay,
and Madargue may be appended to Côtes d’Au-
vergne for reds, Corent for rosés. Most wines are
consumed locally; none is expensive.

Auxerre, once an important city in the
Yonne département of north east France.
Today CHABLIS is the Yonne’s most famous and
substantial wine appellation, but in the time of
CHARLEMAGNE, the region centred on Auxerre 20
km/12 miles west had many more vineyards,
being a larger centre of population and being
conveniently situated on a river which leads
directly into the Seine and thence to the PARIS

basin. It is perhaps not surprising, given its
historic importance, that so many vine varieties
have the name or synonym AUXERROIS, meaning
‘of Auxerre’.
Within the region, IRANCY has had its own

appellation for Pinot Noir since 1999 and ST-
BRIS for its Sauvignon Blanc. There are also
regional appellations for light reds made mainly
from Pinot Noir and whites from Chardonnay
sold as BOURGOGNE with one of these suffixes:
Chitry, Côte Saint-Jacques, Côtes d’Auxerre,
Coulanges-la-Vineuse, Epineuil (reds only),
and, for whites only, Vézelay and Tonnerre.

Auxerrois is both a synonym for the black-
berried MALBEC in CAHORS, where it is the

dominant vine variety, and the name of a rela-
tively important white-berried variety in Alsace.
And as if that were not confusing enough,
Auxerrois Gris is a synonym for PINOT GRIS in
Alsace, while Chardonnay, before it became so
famous, was once known as Auxerrois Blanc in
the Moselle—as distinct from Auxerrois de
Laquenexy, which is the variety today called
Auxerrois in north east France (including
Alsace) and LUXEMBOURG.

In 1999, DNA PROFILING at DAVIS showed that
this Auxerrois is a progeny of Pinot and Gouais
Blanc (see PINOT). There are still minuscule plant-
ings of Auxerrois in the Loire but today it is most
important in Alsace, the FrenchMoselle (includ-
ing CÔTES DE TOUL) and Luxembourg, where it is
most valued, particularly for its low acidity. If
yields are suppressed, which they rarely are, the
variety can produce excitingly rich wines that are
worth ageing until they achieve a bouquet with a
honeyed note like that of mature Chablis, the
wine which today could be described as ‘from
AUXERRE’ or, in French, Auxerrois.
Virtually all of the French 2012 total of 2,419

ha/5,975 acres is in Alsace where it is much
more popular than Pinot Blanc even though it
is rarely seen on a label. Auxerrois produces
slightly flabby, broad wines which are blended
into, or may indeed constitute, many a wine
labelled PINOT BLANC. Auxerrois is also a major
ingredient in EDELZWICKER.
It is also planted to a limited extent in Ger-

many, the Netherlands, and Canada.

Robinson, J., Harding, J., and Vouillamoz, J., Wine
Grapes: A Complete Guide to 1,368 Vine Varieties,
Including their Origins and Flavours (London, 2012).

Auxey-Duresses, a village in Burgundy
producing medium-priced red and white
wines not dissimilar to neighbouring VOLNAY

and MEURSAULT respectively, although more aus-
tere in style. The vineyards, which include those
of the hamlets of Petit Auxey and Melin, are
located on either side of a valley subject to
cooler winds than the main Côte de BEAUNE.
PINOT NOIR vineyards, including such PREMIERS

CRUS as Les Duresses and Le Climat de Val, are
grown on the south east slope of the Montagne
du Bourdon. White wines, made from CHARDON-

NAY, account for just above a quarter of the
production, covering the slopes adjacent to
Meursault. Some vines, atypically for Burgundy,
are trained high.
In the past, wines from Auxey-Duresses were

likely to have been sold under the names of
grander neighbours. Some are now labelled as
Côte de Beaune-Villages, although the village
appellation is becoming more popular.
See CÔTE D’OR and map under BURGUNDY.

J.T.C.M.

auxins, one of a number of groups of natural
HORMONES present in vines which regulate
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growth. They are produced in vine parts which
are actively growing, such as shoot and root
tips. Auxins favour cell growth over cell division,
but are also involved in inhibiting the growth of
LATERAL SHOOTS. Many chemicals have been syn-
thesized which are chemically related and have a
similar biological function. For example, the
compounds 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T are auxin-like
and form the basis of some HERBICIDES, which
are used widely in cereal production. Vines, like
tomatoes and cotton, are very sensitive to 2,4-D
vapours such as can drift over vineyards when
neighbouring farmers use aerial spraying, even
from many miles away. Most vine-growing re-
gions have now enacted laws to protect vine-
yards from the effects of such spraying. R.E.S.

AVA, the acronym for American Viticultural
Area and the UNITED STATES’ relatively rudimen-
tary answer to France’s APPELLATION CONTRÔLÉE

system of permitted geographical designations.
The US federal government began developing
this system in the early 1980s through its Bu-
reau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF;
see TTB). Under existing regulations, AVAs are
theoretically defined by geographic and climatic
boundaries and historic authenticity, rather
than pre-existing political boundaries, although
this is not invariably true and there is some
overlap of borders. The system requires no lim-
itations on varieties planted, YIELDS, or other
specifics familiar to those who know France’s
AC or Italy’s DOC laws. The only requirement for
their use is that 85% of the grapes in a wine
labelled with an AVA come from that region; if
the wine is a VARIETAL, the legal minimum of 75%
of the named variety must come from the named
AVA. (Unlike the AC, or DOC system, however,
neither the expression ‘AVA’ nor ‘American Vi-
ticultural Area’ appears on wine labels.)
Between 1983 and 1991, BATF approved

more than 100 AVAs in the country at large,
more than 60 of those in California, but appli-
cations slowed to a trickle in the 1990s as pro-
ducers were discouraged by the bureaucracy
involved without any obvious commercial
gain. Yet the 2000s saw a new rush of AVA
applications and approvals, as winery marketers
realized that Americans were beginning to care
about where the grapes were grown, and that
labels from specific areas commanded more
respect (and higher prices) than GENERIC blends.
San Francisco Bay is an example of a relatively
new AVA devised primarily for commercial
rather than geographical reasons. But other
AVAs make perfect sense, such as the 2011-
approved Fort-Ross Seaview AVA, a cold,
foggy, ocean-hugging region carved out of the
impossibly large and nonspecific SONOMA COAST

AVA. L.M.

The TTB website has a complete list of AVAs:
http://www.ttb.gov/appellation

Averys, historic wine merchant founded in
the west of England port of Bristol in 1793
(three crucial years before the birth year of
arch rivals HARVEYS of Bristol). The firm still
operates from cellars in the city centre that
were acquired in 1860 and where wine has
been stored on-site since around 1746.
Ronald Avery (1899–1976) was the most

significant of the wine merchant Averys. Born
in the celebrated BORDEAUX vintage of 1899, he
remained faithful to CLARET as his favourite red
wine throughout his life. His time at Cambridge
was cut short by the death of an uncle, who with
his father ran the firm. To gain experience in
the trade at a time when nearly all wine was
imported in cask and bottled in Britain, he
worked in cellars in London, Bordeaux, and
Oporto before taking over the running of
Averys in 1923.
In those days, wine merchants mostly bought

from British agents or their principals, and vis-
ited the wine regions only for social purposes.
But Avery had a keen, enquiring, even suspi-
cious mind, became an excellent taster, and
paid frequent visits abroad, particularly to Bor-
deaux. There he selected the casks he preferred,
and when they arrived in Bristol docks was not
averse to topping them up with another wine
altogether. By the late 1930s Averys produced
an exceptionally extensive list with a large range
of German wines and 100 clarets extending
back 20 years, including unusually good stocks
of 1923 burgundy and 1929 bordeaux whose
quality he was astute enough to discern. At
one time the list included seven vintages, back
to the famous 1921, of Ch CHEVAL BLANC, a wine
then little known in Britain but of which he was
very fond. After the Second World War, he and
Harry WAUGH, a friend and rival then working
for Harveys, were the first to import PETRUS into
a distinctly unimpressed Britain. At this time he
also became specially interested in authentic
burgundy, much subject then to blending from
sources in southern France and ALGERIA.
The British wine trade was then an occupa-

tion for gentlemen, and Ronald Avery was an
eccentric example. Habitually unpunctual, he
seldom arrived at his office before 1 p.m., but
then stayed late, writing heavily annotated let-
ters of recommendation that turned many cus-
tomers into friends. At this period most
amateurs of fine wine in Britain had an account
with Averys.
An excellent navigator, Ronald Avery fre-

quently crossed the English Channel to France
in his large motor yacht, which he had to sell to
reduce the borrowings entailed by his enthusi-
astic investment in the Bordeaux vintages of the
late 1940s and 1950s. He died in 1976, after
which time the firm was run by his son John
Avery (1941–2012), a hugely enthusiastic
MASTER OF WINE and wine collector who also
travelled extensively and was an early champion

of NEW WORLD wines. The company lost its in-
dependence in 1987 and was acquired by
LAITHWAITE’S in 2006. E.P.-R. & J.R.

Avesso, meaning ‘contrary’, a fitting descrip-
tion for this white grape planted in the VINHO

VERDE region of northern PORTUGAL where, un-
like the other principal grape varieties in the
region, it ripens sufficiently to produce wines of
12–13% alcohol. Mostly planted close to the
lower reaches of the River DOURO, it is now
being produced as a VARIETAL wine. Plantings
totalled 730 ha/1,804 acres in 2010. R.J.M.

AWRI. See AUSTRALIAN WINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE.

AXA, vast insurance group based in France
whose wine division AXA-Millésimes is very
small in the context of the company and very
big in the context of fine wine in general and
Bordeaux in particular. Claude Bébéar, the
company’s president and founder, was led to
buy the small St-Émilion property Ch Franc-
Mayne in 1984 as an indirect result of his
friendship with Jean-Michel Cazes of PAUILLAC.
Seeing the investment potential of good Bor-
deaux properties, he founded AXA-Millésimes
in 1987 and it was managed by Cazes alongside
his own wine holdings including Ch Lynch
Bages until 2000 when Cazes retired and Chris-
tian Seely took over. Initial acquisitions includ-
ed Clos de l’Arlot in NUITS-ST-GEORGES, the CRU

BOURGEOIS Ch Pibran and, also in Pauillac, the
second growth Ch Pichon Baron, a fairy-tale
chateau which has since been lavishly refur-
bished, re-equipped, and restored to its original
name Ch Pichon-Longueville. In 1989 another
landmark building Ch Cantenac Brown of MAR-

GAUX was acquired, along with POMEROL’s Ch
Petit Village, sold by the Prats family of Cos in
ST-ESTÈPHE. Three years later SAUTERNES first
growth Ch Suduiraut and the Disznókő vine-
yard in TOKAJ were added, a sweet triumvirate
being completed by the acquisition and subse-
quent restoration of the QUINTA DO NOVAL port
business in 1993. AXA is by no means the only
French insurance company to have invested in
wine-related real estate but is the most wine-
minded one. Ch Petit Village was almost sold to
the owner of Ch Pavie in St-Émilion in 2001
and Ch Cantenac Brown was sold in 2005.

AXR1, variety of rootstock widely used in
northern California until, in the late 1980s, it
became fatally obvious that it was not resistant
to PHYLLOXERA, something French vignerons had
known for many decades. For more informa-
tion, see ROOTSTOCK.

Ayse, sometime spelt Ayze, named, isolated
CRU just outside Bonneville east of Geneva
whose name may be added to the eastern
French appellation Vin de SAVOIE. GRINGET is
the principal grape variety used for the light
white still and sparkling wines. Domaine
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Belluard accounts for half of production and is
highly regarded.

Azal, one of the less interesting white grapes
grown to produce VINHO VERDE. Total plantings
had fallen to 1,480 ha/3,657 acres by 2010. Azal
Tinto is unrelated.

azeotrope, from the Greek ‘to boil
unchanged’, a mixture of liquid chemicals
which has a boiling point either higher or
lower than any one of its components. The
principal volatile components of wine tend to
form azeotropes of two, three, or more compo-
nents. Water, ETHANOL, volatile organic ACIDS,
ALDEHYDES, ESTERS, acetals, and ketones, many
of them powerfully aromatic, are among the
azeotrope components in wines. The multiplic-
ity of volatile compounds present in wine and
our lack of detailed knowledge of all of the
azeotropes possible makes it difficult to predict
the composition of distillates (which depend on
the varied boiling points of components).
Just as the formation of azeotropic mixtures

in a liquid governs the boiling point and com-
position of the vapour during DISTILLATION, so it
governs the composition of the vapours above a
liquid in a glass at room temperature. When we
smell a wine, our noses are recording the
impression created by the azeotropic mixture
rather than that of any single component.

A.D.W.

Azerbaijan, former Soviet Union state bor-
dered by the Caspian Sea in the west and pro-
ducing only a fraction of the wine it produced
before the fall of communism. Divided into the
mountain system of the large and small Cauca-
sus and the Kura and Araka lowlands, it also
includes the republic of Nakhichevan, an en-
clave surrounded by ARMENIA and TURKEY.

History
Grape-growing is likely to be one of the oldest
branches of Azerbaijan’s economy. Archaeolo-
gy has revealed seeds of cultured grapes, stones
for crushing grape berries, and stone fermenta-
tion and storage vessels dating back to the sev-
enth millennium BC at Shomu-Tepe and second
millennium BC in the settlements of Kültan,
Galabaglar, and Galajig.

HERODOTUS, describing a campaign of the
Scythian chief Madyas in ANATOLIA in the 7th

century BC, mentioned that viticulture and
winemaking were already developed in that re-
gion. The Greek geographer Strabo, in the 1st
century BC, reported on grape culture in ‘Alba-
nia’, the old name of part of Azerbaijan.
The Arabian historians and geographers

Abulfedy, Masudi, Khaukal, and El Mugaddasi
recorded that vineyards existed near the towns
of Gianji and Bardy during Arab domination.
Viticulture of that region declined in the pe-
riods of war and revived in the time of peace.
Viticulture was on a commercial scale after
1814, and developed especially fast at the end
of the 19th century when two railways were
built which provided access to the enormous
wine market of RUSSIA.
By the beginning of the 20th century, small

viticultural farms were established in the Ganja-
Gazakh region as well as much larger enter-
prises in specialized zones of commercial
grape and wine production. In 1940, the total
vineyard area was 33,000 ha/81,500 acres, most-
ly planted by German colonists. The Second
World War had reduced this total to 21,000
ha/51,900 acres by 1947. Revival came in 1954,
when expansion in grape cultivation began
once more and gross yields also increased.
See also ORIGINS OF VINICULTURE and PALAEOETH-

NOBOTANY AND THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF WINE.

Climate and geography
The climate and the soils of mountainous re-
gions are determined to a considerable extent
by latitude, elevation, relief, and exposition of
slopes. The climate of Azerbaijan varies be-
tween moderately warm with dry winters, to
cold with abundant rainfall.
The average annual temperature is 10.5 to

15.5 �C (51–60 �F). The active temperature
summation (see CLIMATE CLASSIFICATION) is be-
tween 3,000 and 4,600 �C in its varied wine
regions. Annual rainfall in the low and pre-
mountainous parts of the country, where grapes
are grown, is 250 and 600 mm (23 in)
respectively.
Modern viticulture is concentrated east to

west in the Shamakha, Ismaily, Gabala, Gandja,
and Tovuz regions.

Viticulture
Only about 10% of the vineyards, mainly in
Nakhichevan, need the WINTER PROTECTION that

is so necessary in Russian vineyards. About half
of all vineyards need IRRIGATION and only about
20% of them are grafted on to PHYLLOXERA-re-
sistant ROOTSTOCKS. Irrigated vineyards are
mainly in the Göy-Göl (formerly Helenendorf),
Agdam, Mardakert, Tovuz, Gazakh, Fizuli, and
Shamakha regions. The grapes of dry-farmed
Gabala are particularly admired.

Vine varieties
The country has 17 vine varieties officially rec-
ognized for wine production—and 16 table
grape varieties are planted, accounting for 15%
of the total vineyard area. The most common
varieties for red wine are the Azeri Madrasa,
Saperavi, and Cabernet Sauvignon. Bayahshira
is the main AUTOCHTHONOUS white wine grape
and Rkatsiteli and Chardonnay are also planted.
New vineyards are being planted with Pinot
Blanc, Alicante, Mtsvane, Viognier, Syrah, Gre-
nache, and Muscat.

Industry organization
In 1990, Azerbaijan reported 181,000 ha/
447,000 acres of vineyard but by 2011, accord-
ing to OIV statistics, total vineyard was just
16,000 ha/39,500 acres and total wine produc-
tion 72,000 hl/1.9 million gal. Commerce in this
oil-rich republic can best be described as
entrepreneurial.
Ganja-Sharab, Qabala Sharab, Vinagro,

ASPI, Fireland, Yarimada, and many other
modern wineries were built in the early 21st
century and the state is expected to continue
to invest in the wine sector. V.R. & M.A.

azienda, Italian for a business. An azienda
agricola is a farm, the equivalent of a French
DOMAINE, and the phrase should appear on a
wine label only if the grapes were grown and
the wine produced on that estate; an azienda
vinicola, on the other hand, may buy in grapes
from elsewhere, while an azienda vitivinicola
combines both activities.

Azores, archipelago in the Atlantic and an
autonomous region of PORTUGAL. Three of its
nine islands grow vines and have their own DOP.
See BISCOITOS, PICO, and GRACIOSA. In 2004, a
VINHO REGIONAL category Açores was created
for all red and white wines produced through-
out the archipelago.
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